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PREFACE.

It lias been well remarked by Humboldt * that to behold is not

necessarily to obseiwe, that is, to compare and combine. The

history of Geology, like tliat of all sciences depending lor their

elTective advance on experiment or correett observation, amply

proves the truth of this statement. We arc not required to look

^liir back to be fully aware of the many brilliant hypotheses wliich

have given way before the advance of correct rcsearcli. It was

not that these brilliant hypotheses were intended as substitutes lor

sound geological knowledge, based on correct data, or that those

who forjried them were not as capable as any who may in after-

times succeed in still farther systematically embodying the accu-

mulated data of such times, but merely that correct observations

were not then sufficiently abundant, and that powerful, and, some-

times, impatient minds supplied their placi) with conceptions more

captivating than well founded. It is obvious that with a hundred

well-established facts more can be accomplished than with ten, the

deductions from wliich, however apparently correct, may even be

fallacious as respects those derived from the consideration of the

greater number. Let it not, nevertheless, be hastily concluded that

*the views which have passed away have not materially advanced

geology, as those of a similar character have aided the progress of

• other sciences. Without them, thougli a lew may have been

impediments lor the time, many a subject would have longer

remained disregarded by its zealous investigator. Even the con-

troversies which have from time to time appeared, many from

differences of’ opinion arising the more readily as the subject was

* Kosinos.
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less perfectly understood, gave a certain impulse to progress wliicii

the commencement of many inquiries so often demands.

Tlic following work was undertaken in the ]io[)e tliat the expe-

rience of many yc'ars might assist, and, pcrliaps, abridge tlie labours

of those who may bti desirous of entering upon the study of geology,

and (‘Specially in the field. Its object is, to afford a general view

of the cJiief points of that science, such as existing observations

would l(‘a(l us to inli'r were established; to show how the correct-

nes.s ul such ubservution'^ may be tested
;
and to sketch the directions

in which tliey may apparently be extended. Having been, to a

certain extent, founded upon a little treatise, entitled How to

Observe in Geology,’’ long since out of* print, a somewhat sin ilar

name has been retained for the present volume.

1 1. T. De L.A Beciie.
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INTRODUCTION.

()nsERVA.TTOX?^ liavc now been sufficiently extended and multiplied

to show that, during a long lapse of time, the surface of our planet

has been undergoing modifications and changes. Of these the most

marked have been produced by the uprise of* mineral matter in a

molten state from beneath that surflicc ; by the wearing away and

removal to otlun' localities of this matter, cither in its first state,

after cooling, or in some secondary condition, by atmospheric

influences and waters variously distributed for the time being; by

the preservation of the remains of animal and vegetable life during

at least a portion ol‘ this lapse of time amid dc'posits accumulated,

for the most ])art, in horizontal layers beneath waters, and by the

unquiet state of the earth's surface itself, from which, while consi-

derable areas have lieen at different times raised slowly above, and

depressed beneath the b'vel of the ocean, whole masses of minei'al

matter of various kinds have occasionally been squeezed, bent, and

plicated, sometimes ridged up into rang(‘S of mountains.

To enable die geologist systematically to proceed with his

rescfirches, it became as lU’cdful fin' him as for other cultivators of

science to have the jiower of classifying his observations. Of the

various classifications proposed or modified at diirerent times to

satisfy the amount of knowledge of tliose times, it would be out ol‘

•place here to make mention, fiirther than to remark that at present

a more mixed classification is often cmplo3^ed than seems desirable.

For example, it is not unusual for tlie term

to be applied to all accumulations posterior to the chalk of western

Europe, while the other terifls of sceoudayy and primary or primitive,

to which it has redavneo, are scarcely or seldom mentioned. \W
have, again, a mixed nomenelature for the groups of de])osits, or

the deposits themselves, f(>v whicli it has been thought desirable to
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iind distinctive names. While some groups arc relerred to localities,

such as Cambrian, Silurian, Jurassic, and the like; others are

named after some circumstaiice supposed characteristic, sucli as

carboniferous, from containing the great coal deposits ol Kurope

and North America; or oolitic, from many of the limestones in it

being oolitic, that is, resemWing the roc of a (ish, being composed

of* numerous small rounded grains.

It has l)ccn often considered that names derived from localities,

where certain dt'posits have been taken as types, arc preferable to

those pointing to any mineral structure, inasmuch, as not only can

the geologist readily make himself lainiliar with the kind of* accu-

mulations intended to be represented by the names, by visiting and

studying the localiti(*s whence they arc taken, but as also particular

mineral structures having been repeated as often as the conditions

for them arose, they l‘orm no guide for determining the relative age

of* rocks, whatever may have been the impression when names of

tliat kind were given, and geological science less advanced tlian at

present. Jdic two structural names mentioned arc thus liable to

objection, carboniferous deposits extending from an earlier period

tlian that supposed to be represented by the term, and up to the

higher accumulations above the cretaceous series inclusive, and the

oolitic character reaching from limestones amid the earlier fossili-

ferous rocks to the present day.* The mixed character of* the

present geological nomenclature arises, no doubt, f'rom the manner

in which, from time to time, various geologists have directed atten-

tion to different rocks or accumulations of them, those names having

generally remained which have been f*ound convenient and sufli-

cient, up to the present time, for the purposes for which they have

been employed.

The igneous products being those from which the chief part, if

not the whole, of the detrital, and even chemical deposits have

been directly or indirectly derived, it would appear desirable to

consider them in the first place. Whatever the views entertained

ol* tlie fluid condition of our planet, whence its form has resulted,

such fluid condition produced by heat sufficient to keep all its com-

* One of the limestones of the lower Silurian series in North Wales, the Khiwlas, near

Bala, is oolitic.
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poncnt parts in that state, the present condition of the earth’s

surface in dispersed localities shows an abundance of points through

which igneous products arc now ejected, and the more cxttnided

the observation, the more certain does the inference appear correct,

that the like has ha])pcncd from the earliest times; at least since

the seas were tenanted by life. It has also been ascertained tliat

molten matter has risen from beneath in more massive forms, and

in a manner with which we arc not familiar, as now occurring,

though such molten masses may, indeed, be fijrmed at deptlis in

the earth’s crust, whence only future geological changes could

bring them above the level of the sea. At all events, this massive

form of intrusion is found amid comparatively recent geological

accumulations, as well as among those of tlie most ancient date.

The mode of occurrence of the igneous rocks, wliicli will be

found treated of in its place in the following pages, Avould seem

to point to tlicir classification according to tlieir clicmical and

mincralogical characters, so that any resemblance or diflerencc tliat

may exist between them, may be traced through tlie lapse of‘ geo-

logical time, the relative dates of their appearance being obtained

by means of the accumulations with which they may be associated,

and to wliich relative geological dates can be assigned. Having

entered upon tlicsc characters in the sequel, the following sketcli

of the more prominent of the igneous rocks may here suffice :

—

/ Gramtic J^ochsc^—Those composed of a granular mixture of quartz,

felspar (wheth^r ortlioclasc, albite, or labradorite), and mica, with, occa-

sioiuilly, the addition of schorl and some other minerals. As the aspect of

these rocks varies considerably according to original chemical comj)ositi()u

or the mode of cooling, a groat variety of appearances are assumed, to

which names have been assigned. It thus becomes desirable that these

characters should be given wlu'iiever it can be accom])lishcd, and that the

more term granitic be accompanied by minoralogical detail, and by a state-

ment of the chemical composition, so that correct data may be collected for

a proper appreciation of the real diflla'cmces and resemblances of the rocks

commonly thus named.

Felspathk Hocks .—The separation of tlioso from tlie foregoing may often

be regarded as somewhat imaginary, as imh'ed is tlie case with definite

classifications of the great bulk of the igneous rocks, passing, as they some-

times do, into each other in masses of no very extraordinary volume. The
variety known as compact felspar is most frecpiently a compound of the
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olenioiits of some f(‘Is])ar, witli a snrplusiigc* of silicic acid ])03’on(l that

recjuired for the silicates of that niiiieral, so that when o])])ortnnitics have

occnrretl for crystallization of the parts, the result has hec'ii a compound of

felspar and quartz, or a f)(\(/)nafit(\ as it has ])een sometimes termed, in

that case a modification of the granitic rocks wIk'Ii the same minerals may

aloiK' constitut(^ a portion of a giaieral mass. The trachf/tes of active vol-

canos and thos(‘ t('rmed ('xtinct, and of conroaratively recent geological date,

may represent the more pure felspathic rocks, when wliolly forim‘d of

felspars, thouoli it would appc'ar that similar rocks arc also found amid the

igiK'ous ])roducts ol‘ vei .inciLut gc'ological p(‘riods. Fc'lspalhic matt(*r,

that is, tlie various component suhstances in ])ro])ortions which would form

minerals of the felspar family (allowing for that substitution of one substance

ibr another, tta'im^d is())n()rj)hisin)^ if crvstalliz(‘d, shouM at least constitin ‘

the great bulk of these rocks, what(‘ver others may be entangled among

tln'in.

IIoi'nhleii(/i(‘ /i()(‘/is .

—
'Jdu'se, including among them the rocks in whi(‘h

aiigitc is substitutetl for hornblende, form a somewhat natural clivisioiq so

fir as the ])r<'valence of thesi' minerals may lx* sufiicKUit to give a characti'r

to the mass of an igiK'ous rock, inasnm(‘h as silicate of lime is a inarkixl

ingrediiait, in addition to the silicate of magnesia, anoth(*r essential sidi-

stance, and iirotoxide of iron, geiKU'allv present, som('tini(\s ri^jilacing much

of the lime and magnesia. In this division, thon'foix', are included the

dolerites and basalts of activi and oxtiiud volcanic jiioducts, and tln^ green-

stones, (renerallv of more' ancient dat(‘. In dohn'itos, silicate of lime is also

])r(‘sent in the lahradorih*, when that member ol* tlu* felspar ilimily is

mingh^d Avith the angite of that rock. Takiai as a wIkjIc, the hornbhaidic

or augilii; rocks are compounds of those minerals and sonu* member of the

f(‘ls])ar family, tluax* being soni(‘times an excess of silica bi'Aond the amount

required for the various silicates in the honiblonde or augit,c, and felspar;

this excess, then, as it wore, thrust aside as (jiiartz.

Scrj)e)ifijir)ns —do a certain extent thesi^ also a])]:)oar a somewhat

natural group of igneous ])r()ducts, esjiecially when viewed with reference

to a ])Gculiar aspi'ct, and to the pri'sence of silicate of magnesia (constituting

the bulk of the rock) and combined water. In the seqiud W(‘ have endea-

voured to show the correspondence between the varieties of serpentine,

considered the most pure, and olivine, a common mineral in certain molten

products of active and extinct volcanos. TIk‘ rocks of this division vary,

however, somewhat materially in their constituent substances, and in tlie

projiortions of them. Taking hronzite to be* the mineral usually named

diallag(‘, it would ajipear little else than the silicate of magnesia of the

matter of tlie pur(*r seriiciitiue mingled with a minor jirojiortion of protoxide

of iron, and a little alumina, crystallized, a small (juantity of water also

.•>1 nUioflxr n*inir»fl flinllnnp fontninc;
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suHicient lime in addition to make it essentially a silicate {)[' liin(‘ and

magnesia, with also a marked (juantity of oxide of iron. In the comj)ound,

sometim(‘s largely ciystallizod, t(‘nn(‘d duilUKje rock {ynhhrtj), and not unfn‘-

quently associated with serpentine, the so-termc‘d diallage has to be care-

fully examined. In all these rocks, whatever their variations, magnesia is

a iliarkeil ingvedi(‘nt.

Porphyritic Hocks,—Though, no doubt, various kinds of mineral matter

which have been in a molten state may be por})hyritic, that is, hav(^ some

mineral or ininc'rals crystallized out and apart from the mass of the remainder

of the rock, it seems nevertheless com'enkmt, for the present, to notice

th(\se rocks as a group. Even amid vitreoas matter, from com])aratively

fjuick cooling after fusion, dcTinite chemical combinations may be crystal-

lized, and disjK^’sed through such matter. This can be artificially accom-

plished in our lalioratories, and silicate of lime in crystals can b(‘ obtained

dispersed through ordinary glavss. In the arrangement of jiartich'S, be}'ond

the vitreous condition, forming the comjiact and stony state, the poqih) ritic

character is not rare among rocks; crystals, such as those of felsjiar, being

dispersed amid a base of compact mineral niatt(*r. When the latter is

chully felspathic, the rock is usually known as felspar porjtkyry. In like

manner crystals of other minerals are also thus dispersed amid a similar

bas(', such as those of quartz and mica. The base or general mass of the

rock is occasionally granular, such as a compound of felspar and hornblende,

constituting greenstone, with dispersed crystals of felspar or hornblende,

such base having thus advanced to a state of confused crystallization.

These are usually tcirmed yrecnslonc porphyries. In like manner certain

granites become iiorjihyntic, from separate crystals of felspar being scattered

among the general com])ound, confusedly crystallized, and the rock is then

called a porphyrilm yranite. Even serpentines become in a manner jior-

phyritic when crystals of bronzite or diallage are dispersed through a base

of that ruck. Tlie ajiparent conditions are, that the chemical composition

and the mode of cooling of the general mass are such that certiiin consti-

tuent sul)stances can combine and form se])arate and definite crystallized

bodies, the remainder of the rock either not attaining the state when

definite mineral comjiounds can be formed, or only doing so after the i)ro-

duction of the first-formed minerals, and tlien in a confused manner, not

interl’ering with the forms of the crystals first produced.

With regard to the miiicnil accumulations derived cither directly

or indirectly from the igneous rocks, and spread over areas of

varied extent and form, by means of water, there is a large mass,

more or less characterized by the presence among it of* the remains

i)f animals and plants which have existed at different periods, and

so perishing, that portions of them, commonlv tmlv tlio harfler
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parts, have been entombed in tl\c mineral aeeuirnilations of such

different tiincH.

Observatlmi lias shown that these accumulations have succeeded

one anotlier, as tlie various dctrital deposits in lakes and seas now

succeed those which have preceded them, so that, when the

ancient sea or lake bottoms, which, elevated into the atmosphere,

now constitute so large a portion of dry land, can be studied in

clifls or other natural sections, or by artificial cuttings or perfora-

tions, their manner of succession can be ascertained. The more

in\ estigations have advanced, the more does it appear that these

organic-remain bearing, or femiliferous roeJes, as they have been

termed, have been deposited and arranged as similar aceumulaticns

now arc in rivers, estuaries, lakes, and seas. Hence, the geologist,

in endeavouring to ascertain the range' of* such Ibssililerons deposits

at any gi^en time upon tlie earth’s surface, has to consider the

relative amount and position of the land and waters of that time,

with all their modifying influences, as also tlie various conditions

under Avhieh the life of the period may have been distributed, and

its remains entombed amid the detrltal and chemical deposits of

the day. in liict, lie has, irom all the evidence lie can collect, to

suppose hlmseir studying the state of the earth’s surface, at such

given time, as widl with respect to its physical condition us to the

existence and distribution of life upon it.

Viewing tlie f()ssllifeioiis rocks in this niannci:, it may be that

some of those divisions among them, which it has been lianid

convenient to make fur their more ready description, and the

tracing of certain states of a sea-bottom over minor areas, liave

been too minute, regarded as divisions applicable to the surface of

tlie earth generally, since it is not to be sn])posed that particular

mud or sand banks, however considerable locally, were more likely

to have been formerly continued, even alt intervals, over the

eartli’s surface than they now are. At tlie same time such minor

divisions, showing the constancy or modillcatlon of conditions,

as the ease may be, over the minor areas, are important, inasmuch

as it is by a correct appreciation of this detail and the careful

consideration of’how much may be regarded in that liglit and how

much as more general, that we learn the true value of the latter,
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iind the restrictions which should be jdacedupon our views derived

Iroin the former.

Assuming the general condition of the earth’s surface during

the accumulation of the varied deposits in which the remains of

animal and vegetable life have been entombed, to have been for-

merly much as at present, regarding the subject on the large scale,

and without reference, fin the moment, to the variable distribution

of land and water, or to whether the heat in the earth itself

may or may not, in remote times, have had a greater influence on

the lile of those times than at present, the sea woidd appear to

liave been the chief receptacle of the various mineral accumulations

of all periods, so that classifications of the fossilihu’ous rcx;ks,

founded on a succession of deposits in it, would probably be alike

the most useful and natural. The manner in which marine inver-

tebrate animals now live, and the mode in which the remains of

^

similar animals occur amid the fossiliferous rocks, are such, that

this division of life seems now very generally admitted as the UKJSt

appropriate on which to base classifications founded on the distri-

bution of animals, the remains of which arc discovered entombed

In rocks. We must refer to succeeding pages for notices of the

manner In which tlie remains of life arc now preserved in mineral

deposits, and for certain points connected with the occurrence

of sucli remains in the accumulations of various geological dates

which it appears desirable to bear in mind while studying the

fossiliferous rocks. It will be sufficient here to mention that, after

first duly ascertaining the actual relative superposition of the

various mineral accumulations themselves for evidence of their real

siKJcession, and examining the remains of* animal and vegetable life

wliich have been found in them, it has been inferred that certain

‘minor and major divisions may be effected in the general mass

which shall represent the kinds of sea-bottoms marking given and

succeeding geological times. Without, in the least, doubting that

very great modification may be found needed in classifications

based upon the examinations of even considerable areas, when

an effective classification, representing the main facts connected

with the accumulation and spread of fossiliferous rocks over large

portions of the earth’s surface, may be necessary, it still becomes
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desirable to have that wliich may satisfy the requirements for the

time beint^^ Tlie rollowiiig sketch, therefore, of the general divi-

sions at present considered desirable lor the area of Western

Europe, and sup])()sc‘d, iji ])art at least, to bo ibimd also convenient

for the mode of viewing the Ibssiliferoiis deposits in many other

parts of* the world, may be useful, especially as respects the major

divisions.

yTiiA'riiTuo AM) Fossiltfekous Kooks.

1

.

Tciti.irv, or Caiiio/ou.

II. Seoon(liir\, or

III. Piiinaiy, oi l"a]a;o/oic.

/. 'fc/'iiitrifj o/'

{

(( aocuinulatiuub oi“ the ine.>eiit time.

h Plei.stoceiic.

r Pl(MOCetl<*.

/)'. Michllt; Miueeiie.

C'. J.uwer ..... a Eocene.

A (hotaeeou*, (iioiijj

Jf, or Mc’sotoic.

<i (’halk ol‘ ^la(‘.stii( ht and J>eiiinaik.

h Ordinary clialk, witli and without Hints.

<; P])j)er Oieen Sand.

(I (iault.

c' Shanklin Saud^, Vocten, Neocomiaii, or lanver (Ijeeii

Sand.

//. Mamie e(juivalentfj ol’

Oi'^aiiic remains in tlieso are ot <i

Huviatile, hieustriiie, or estuaiy

eliaiattei .*

(\ Jurassic 01 ( )olitic (jrou|) <

a Weahlen < lay .

h Hastings sands

c Purheck series.

'a Poitland oolite or limcstone.t

(j Poitland sands.

c Kimineiidgo clay.

il Coral rag, and its accompany iiig giits.

c Oxford clay, 'vvith Kellowuiys rock.

/ (.^Jrnhrabh.

(j Forest iiiarhle, and Bath oolite.

h Fuller’s caith, clay, and limestone.

i Inferior oolite, and its sands.

\k Lias, upper and lower, with its intoi mediate marlstonc.

* 'file recent researches of I’rolessor Edward Foibe.s among the Purbock series have
fully illustrated tlic prudence of not trusting to frcMi-water molluscs as chaiacteiiziiig

particular divisions in (le])osits, at least those ranging downwaids to that ])art of the fos-

siliterous series, lie liaving ascertained that it required most careful critical examination
to distinguish the fresli-water shells of that series, as it occurs at Purheck, from those of
certain existing fresh-water mollusc.s in England and part of Europe.

t The minor divisions of this group have been given with reference to those usually
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a Variolated marls, Marnes Irisees, Keiiper.

/>. Trins Croup* • . . Mu''clielka]k.t

[c Ked samlstone, Or^s Rigarre, Bunter sandsteiiu

A. Permian Croup .

rrr, Prunar}/, or Ptdcroroir.

{

It Zcelistein, Doloiiiitic or niagne.Mnn limestone.

h Kotlie todte lit-gen le, lower new red conglomerate and

sandstones, Cres Rouge.

/>. Marine ecpiivalents of;*; . a Coal measures, Terrain Houiller, Stein Kohlen Cob(‘rge.

a Carboniferous and mountain limestone, with its coal,

C. ( 'arboniferous limestone sandstone, and shale beds in some districts. Calcaiie

carbonitere, Bergkalk.

Jt Carboniferous slates and yellow sandstone.

P. Devonian group

P. Silurian Croup .

(f. Various modifications of the old red sandstone series.

/iUjiper; Ludlow Rocks, Wenlock shale and limestone,

Woolhope Limestone.

h Middle; Caradoc sandstone and conglomerate.

c Lower; Llandeulo, Bala and Snowdon be<ls.

Cambrian Croup

a Barmouth sandston(‘s, Pemhyn slates, Longmynd rocks,

&c. Various rocks subjacent to the Silurian seiies in

Wales and Ireland.

Gmplo
5
"ed in Hngland for the sake of Knglish observers. Many modifications liave been

slunvn to l)e ofi^'tod in other Lurojiean countiies. Of thcvse divisions those of the Oxford

clay and has would appear much extended.

* The Trias and Permian groups allbrd an example, as regards the British islands, of

a classification taken from organic remains in preference to the mode of occurrence of the

rocks themselves, these groujis here constituting p.uts of a general series of deposits with

a somewhat marked general character, known as the new red sandstone. Certain general

])hvsical conditions were prevalent during the accumulation of these deposits in Croat

Britain, and cci tain poi turns of Western Europe, at the time that a modilieatioii in the

life of the ])eriod was "apparently elleeted in the same area and those adjacent to it on the

north and east.

t 111 the collections lately brought to England by Captain Strachoy, Bengal Engineers,

after an e\ainination of the Himalaya range, the forms of eertaiii organic remains from

the Thibet side of those mountains remind the geologist of those found marking the ]\lus-

chelkalk of Cerinanv
;
an interesting circumstance, considering the range of that rock in

Europe.

X When the great thickness of these deposits in Europe and America is considered, it

becomes very desirable to find tCeir marine equivalents, iiiasmucli as tlic conditions

under wliich the great mass of these coal measures lias been accumulated, as has been

noticed'in the scipiel, could scarcely constitute other than minor parts of those generally

prevailing at the time. It is easy to conceive, as has indeed been done, that their marine

.'quivalents might contain either the organic remains usually found in the deposit beneath

fiiein in jiaits of Western Europe, or those found in the group above them, or a

Tiixtiire of both. In Noitliern England the alternations of conditions by wliich coal beds

wore included in the caihoiiifcrous limestone seiies, did not interrupt those for the

"xistenco of a marked kind of maiine animal life in the same localities.
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At.TEKED or MKTAMORntIG liOCKS.

With the classHication ol* dctrital and chemical accumulations,

effected by tlie aid ol* water, and of earlier geological datc^ tliaii

tliose last mentioned (tlic Cambrian), there arc many diflicultics.

Indeed the limits wliich may be assigned to the latter, in descending

ordei", are, in tlie present state ol* our knowledge, most uncertain.

In the district of tlie Longmynd (klhropshire) the Cambrian group

attains a thickness of 26,000 lect, almost entirely composed of

dctrital d(‘posits. Tlie same group, as exhibited in North Wales,

not only presents a considerable depth of similar accumulations, but

also shows, by pebbles in its conglomerates (vicinity of llangor, JJan-

beris, ^e.), that sands were firmly cemented into sandstones, and

tliese ground into shingles, by water action, prior to the production

of sucJi conglomerates. These conglomerates, whicli also contain

rounded fragments of hornblendic and Iclspathlc Igneous rocks, o(‘

a general character similar to those subse(]ucntly vomited forth in

the same region amid the Silurian deposits, may only constitute

portions of a series in the same manner that many other con-

glomerates arc included in groups of rocks bearing given name's

;

in fact, be the beaclu'S of dillerent portions of the time rcepiircd

for the whole deposit; yc‘t they, with the muds, silts, and sands of

the })eriod, become important as pointing to causes in action at

that time similar to those I’rom which the like ,‘iccuinulatlons have

been effected in after geological periods. Thus, as Tar as rc^searclies

have yet gone, we do not arrive at physical conditions differing,

as regards the production (T dctrital mineral accumulations, in

any essential manner, that can be d(‘termincd, from those which

have afterwards InHucnccd the accumulation of similar kinds of

mud, silt, sand, and gravel, whether now constituting hard consoli-

dated rocks, or li)imd in a state more rcscfnbliiig that in which they

were originally formed.

The aid to tin* classification of rocks, (mcc supposed to be derived

from certain of* them having a crystalline or scml-crystalline aspect,

yet still j)rcscrving a general stratified arrangement of parts,

various modifications of tlicm bearing distinct names, sucli as

gneiss^ mica slaie^ and others, is now well known to be imsatisf'ac-
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tory, inasiimch as siutli rocks liavc been ascertained to be of

different geological dates. Whenevtn* any heated mass of igneous

rocks lias been thrown into juxtapositi^ni with detrital accumula-

tions of various kinds (mud, silt, sand, or gravel), tlie conditions

under which the latter arc tlicn placed become favourable for the

modification of their component parts. Various circumstances,

heat being regarded only as one of them, then so act that, besides

a tendency of similar matter to gather itself together in irregular

forms, particles can often so freely move and adjust themselves,

that even minerals of distinct characters are formed, rarely, and

sometimes not hitherto, discovered amid any other tlian these'

modified or altered rocks. As such modifications or alterations

would be expected to depend upon the general chemical character

and physical structure of the deposits acted upmi, these minerals

arc {blind to be combinations of the substances which could readily

^
move and unite in a definite manner, dims, the altered rocks

aflgrd such minerals as andtilmite (especially a silicate of alumina,

tlic base of clays), chiaHolife (another mineral, in whicli silicate of

alumina is the chief ingredient), cijanite (another form in which

the same substance is essential), staurolite (where silica, alumina,

and peroxide of iron are required), and the garnet^ with all lis

differences arising from isomorphism, and in which silica may Ixi

prominently combined with alumina or iron, magnesia or lime, as

the case may be.
^
While minerals of such kindvS could be develoj)ed

in these altered rocks, we should also anticipate that micaceous

and siliceous sands or sandstones, as also those in which frag-

mentary portions of' f'elspar were mingled, and esj')ecially when the

latter were not decomposed, would be much modified by a free

movement of certain substances. We might expect much oblitera

* tion of the grains of the sand, a disposal of the silica in planes,

either of original deposit or of cleavage, should that have been

effected in the rocks acted upon, as also that the micaceous and

felspathic portions might be more gathered together in places, and

even readjusted in crystals, since we know, as regards the solution

of the component matter of such minerals, that in some veins

evidently filling fissures, quartz, mica, and felspar arc found either

alone, or mingled with other minerals in a manner pointing to
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their production Iruin solutions, their eoinpoueut parts derived

from the adjucent rocks.

The like circumstances acting upon more simple substances,

formed into beds ol* rock, such as limestones, and the combinations

of ordinary calcareous matter with carbonate of magnesia in various

proportions, would necessarily also produce modiheation in tlic

arrangement of tlie comjxaient particles, a confused crystalline

adjustment of them being eilected, such as tliat seen in statuary

marl)le, wIk'U conditions were most llivourable. When these

bodies wi're h'ss pure, mingled witii dctrital matter of the ordinary

kinds, the eircumstanco>; would be favourable to the development of

dillerejit mineral Mi])<tances, sucli as garnet’^ aii'l otlaws,* amid ‘lie

gciKU’al ma>^. Loolcing at the varied modi\s in which dctrital and

chemical accumulations luue beem formed, and the dilliM’ent manner

in which tluy can be acted upon liy the inilmaicc's noticed, eithm*

on the minor or large scale, tlie o’cikuyiI result could scarcidy b(‘

otherwise tliau of the movt varied kind. To attemjit, tlu'refon*, a

clas-^iilicatio]! of theso na di(i(‘d or altered rocks rclativi'ly to giado-

gical dates, would b(‘ ol)\iou>ly uso1(‘ns.

Ill eon^'iderlng rt)ek< ol* thi> kind it i^ needful also to hi'ar

in mind tlie general oaiditioiis under which l)eds of dctrital or

chemical depo>lis may bi‘ modified, or allerc'd from th(‘ir original

state ot‘ aceiimulallon, hy other conditions than thoe of the eoiUacL

or juxtapoHtiou of miiuTal nuitt(‘r in a state of igiu'oiis iiision.

Independently ol‘ cheinieal eliangt^s (‘fh'eled hy tlie ijrrangcmeiU oi‘

the substances in dilli'nnit states ol‘ eomhination, adjusting tlnmi-

sclves according to their aflinities and tlie conditions under wliieh

tla^y arc then placfxl,t the elrenmsuniees which would ari.M^ when

* 111 tln^ manner ny^taN of <{uait/ li.ive b«'oii somotiincs jaodticLMl m IkmIs dT statnarv

piai'ble, as, for oxaiiiplp, that or(\arrar.T. •

f Wo find fpi.iif/ rorks ftliat is, crr.iins of quartz, ao<Miiiuil:itod as saiuh, and firmly

cemented totjiethci by siluja, the sejiaratimi of the old .suriarcs of tlie sand-iriaiiu fiom the

siliceous cement sonif‘tinie<=: olisenre) as the continuation of ordinary hods of qiiaitzoso

sandstone, tlie latter >ometime> si icjhtly consolidated, and have simjily to infer to account

for the facts observed, mIk a infiltiated so as to consolidate tin' hods more in coitain situa-

tions tlian in others. Such quaitz rocks lia\e often been .supposed “altered oi inela-

morjihic’* in the sense used for some of the same ;j;enernl aspect acted upon, with others,

hv juxtaposed igneous math-j wlii. h had been in a fuseil state from heat; wlierea.s tliev
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sucli beds (jf rock were deeply buried beneath great accumulations

of mineral matter, liavo to be carefully considered, if tlic tempera-

ture increases in the manner usually inferred as we descend

benc'atli the surface of the earth, even to liioderate distances.

Fluge masses, representing former wide-spread portions of the

cartlfs surface, might thus be placed under conditions similar

to those whicli produce modification and alteration when igneous

matter rises from beneath and is forced amid or against detrital and

clieinical d(‘posits. When again uj)heaved, as we know great and

wide-spread masses of rock have often been during tlie lapse of

geological time, it would be anticipated tliat similar matter, act(‘d

uj)on in a similar manner, would present like results, and there

is much reason to consider that such influences have been the

causes of'tlie modllleation and alteration wc sometimes find.

ISy carefully regarding altered or metamorplilc rocks on the

large scale, and with reference to all the conditions under wliicli

they may be ])rodu(!C(l, they are found to constitute a mass of

mineral matter of mucli importance, showing us, in tlieir most •

crystalline readjusted state, the extremes to whicli sucli matter

may be modified without the mingling of parts inferred when in

a state of igneous fusion. Igneous rocks themselves are often

modified, tlieir component particles having, as it were, striven

to adjust tliemselves in a perfect manner as in the detrital and

cliemical deposits. Thus, ordinary greenstone can be sometimes

observed to liavc its component minerals, hornblende and felspar,

presenting tlic aspect of the rock known as Jiamblcndc rocl\ and

beds of similar matter, eitlicr abraded from solid greenstones or

vomited fcirtli as aslies, and arranged in beds by tlie agency of

water, to become the rock known as Itornhlcndc slate. Thus, then,

•without attempting to clas.sify these modifications and alterations in

the arrangement of the* component parts of detrital, chemical, and

are merely more firmly cemented and purer <iuartzosc or siliceous modifications of com-

mon hard grits, dispersed amid soft^inarls aii<l shales in so many deposits. Again, the

original crystalline aceuinnlations of more eheinically-fonned beds have to he duly voijavded,

and separated from the “altered or inetamoiphic roeks” under notice, as we know that

even confused crystalline deposits have been thus jirodiieed.
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even igneous iiccumulutions, geologically, as n^garcls relative dates,

they still, to a certain extent, constitute a class veiy coiivenient

for investigation, it being always borne in mind that it is de-

sirable only so to regard them, in the present state of our

knowledge.
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CllAlTEli I.

I'l'XJOMI’OSinON OK KOOKS.— FORMATION OF SOII.S. - hl/OMIO^mON ul-

ORANl'PK; KOOKS.-— DFCOMI'OSI I’lON OF SANOSTONKS AND DIMKM'oNKS.

INFLUFNOK of SrilUOrUllF and OKOANIO KFMAINS on DKCOMI’OSJTION. '

DFCOMrOSUTON OF ROCKS CONTAINING IRON.

Ah geological knowledge advances^ the more evident does it become
tliat we should first ascertain the various modilications and clianges

which now take place on the surface of' the cartli, carel'ully con

sidering their causes, and then proceed to emjdoy this knowledge,
so far as it can be made applicable, In explanation ol’ the geological

accumulations of prior date. This done, we shoidd proceed to

view
^

the facts nji)t thus explained, with reference to the conditions

and arrangements of matter which the form ol’ our plaiu‘t, tin*

known distribution ol’its heat, the temperature of tlic surrounding

space, and other obvi(ms circumstances, may lead us to infer would

be probable during the lapse ol* geological time.

The geological observer cannot be long engaged in his rcscarclics

before he will be struck with the tendency of* rocks t(^ decompose

by the action of atmospheric influences upon them. He will soon

perceive that this decomposition is both chemical and mechanical ;

that certain mineral bodies more readily give way before these in -

llucnces than others
; and tliat from altered conditions, as regard.--

such influences, the same^cinds of rock will more easily decompose
in one situation than in another.

It is in consecpiencc of this decomposition that we ha\e soils

supporting that growth of vegetation uj)on wliieh aninud lili;
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depends
;

lor soils arc but the decomposed parts ot‘ more or less

consolidated sea or lake bottoms and of igneous accumulations,

with the remains of the vegetation which has grown on them, and

of the animals which have lived upon tlie plants. From the varied

configuration of surface the decomposed portions of rocks, forming

soils, may not always cover those irom whence they were derived,

for tliey may and sometimes have been carried, mechanically sus-

pended in water, to various distances, and tlicre deposited, in such

a manner as to be mingled with the decomposed portions of other

rocks, or wliolly cover over the latter. Be this, liowever, as it

may, tlie decomposed ])arts of rocks form the base of the soils,

aUbrding soluble mineral matter to the plants requiring it, and

presenting a physical structure capable of supporting their growth.

The decomposition of rocks, in its various sti’.ges, will requi*e

much attention, so that the observer may properly classify the facts

coming within the range of his researches. Among rocks of

igneous origin, such as granites, greenstom's, and the like, he will

find that the decomposition of felspar is among the chief causes of

the disintegration ol‘ the igneous masses of which this mineral may
Ibrm a part. It would be out of plae.e here to enter upon the

composition of the various minerals of the felspar lamily it

will be sulHcient to refer to those portions of them which are soluble,

such as the silicates of potash or soda, as the ease may be. Tlicse

silicates, from the action of carbonic acid in the atmosphere, derived

from the decay of vegetation, or brought into contact with them

by waters containing it in sufficient abundance, are often readily de-

composed. The particles once loosened by decomposition, and

some of them carried off in solution, rains andvdianges of tem-

perature, particularly in regions visited by frosts, act meclianieally,

and the surface of the rock, under favourable conditions, is removed.

From a repetition of these causes the rock becomes decomposed to

various depths, according to circumstances. In eases where the

remaining portions are cither too larcre or so situated as not to be

readily carried away, a coating of the disintegrated insoluble part

* The four minerals of this family which chiefly enter into tlm composition of rocks,
are orthoclase, albite, lul)racloritc, and oligoclasc, tlie general clioniical c«)nij)osition
of which may be regarded as follows :~

Silica. Aluminn. Potasli. Soila. Lime
Orthoclase 65*4 18 10*0«

Albite . fl9*3 19’1 _
Labradorite 33*7 29*7 4-5 12*1

Oligoclase 03 2D9 - 12 -Ic

a. Including a little soda and lime. b. In part often replaced by lime or potash,
c. (’ommonly, also, containing potash and lime.
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remains, and to a certain extent protects the solid rock beneath

from that decomposition wliich it would otherwise have sufleicd.

In many granitic regions ample opportunities are afforded of

observing the amount of decomposition thus produced
;
high tors

or bosses of rock rising alcove a surface in a decomposed state

Fig. 1:

(fig. 1), while hard masses, having the lallacious appearance of

boukhu’s, rounded by attrition, are sometimes included in the loose

decompo.sed granite, as represented bemeath (lig. 2).

d
-

- '

This illustration is taken from part of the road between Oke-

hanipton and Moncton Hampstead, Devon, a represents the vege-

table soil; i decomposed granite ; c c solid rounded masses of iin-

decomposed granite, included in the decomposed part
; and d d

solid granite.

In such a section as this, great care should, however, be taken

to ascertain tliat c c are not transported boulders of granite, in-

cluded in smaller granitic gravel, as sometimes happens with

granitic drift, near the sources whence it has been derived.

Fortunately in this case the observer would be assisted by the

presence of large crystals of felspar disseminated through all parts

of the rock, both decomposed and undecomposed, and which are

beautifully preserved, remaining uninjured in their forms and in

their relative positions throughout the decomposed granite.

In granitic regions, sections sucli as that beneath (fig. 3), in

Fig. 3.

which a represents the vegetable soil, as it is commonly termed,

B 2
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b the decomposed, and c the solid granite, arc not unfrcqiicnt.

Sections of this appearance should, also, be carefully examined, and

it be clearly ascertained that the granitic particles at h arc of the

same kind, and in the same general relative positions, as those at c,

and that there can be no chance of their having been brought into

their present position by moving water. The quantity of trans-

ported granitic matter around granite districts, as also among them,

is sometimes so considerable that a superficial deposit of granitic

particles, covering a very different kind of rock, may, without due

care, be readily mistaken for a mass of decomposed granite, in

the same way the remains of the rock of one part of a granitic

region may be removed and cover the rock of another portion.

Amon<x those iixncous rocks in whlcli hornblende* forms a

marked component part, it sometimes happens that this mineral .s

also disintegrated.

In the decomposition of the igneous rocks chiefly composed of

felspar and hornblende, when the former mineral prevails, tlie

surface of these rocks has usually a white aspect, the soluble silicates

of* soda or potash, as the case may be, being removed, and a crust,

principally formed of silicate of alumina remaining. Wlierc horn-

blende much prevails, a brownish and reddish surface is common,

the protoxide of iron of that mineral having been converted into a

peroxide.

liocks ill which the felspar and hornblende have both been

decomposed, are in some situations thickly coated with a loose

covering. The variable manner in which a mass of igneous rock

that has been placed under equal atmosplicric conditions may have

been unequally decomposed, will often afford an dkccllent ilhistra-

tion of the original diUcrcnccs in it, arising not only from a varia-

tion in the component parts, but also from the modified manner of

their aggregation, in consequence of differences in cooling.

Some veins or dykes, as well of granitic as of other igneous

rocks, afford excellent examples of their variable power of resisting

the same order of decomposing influences according, chiefly, to the

differences arising from modifications of* cqoling. Some granitic

dykes, or elvans, as they arc termed in Cornwall, sliow, as in the

following section (fig. 4), an amount of decomposition gradually

increasing towards the central portion. In this section aa^bb, and

Hornblende is essentially composed of silica and of lime and magnesia, in variable

proportions, these substances replacing each other, and sometimes also being partly

replaced by protoxide of iron.
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c represent, the diflerent parts of a granitic dyke, or elvan, traverfsing

slate rocks, d d. Assuming, in this ease, that the elementary com-

Fig. 4.

a h c h a

ponent parts of the dyke were originally the same, and that the

dilFcrenccs found have arisen from variable cooling, as it is now

well understood has frequently been the case, the decomposition

lias been effected according to *the facility with which certain

portions could be attacked by atmospheric influences and be sub-

sequently removed. The two outward parts of the dyke {a a) are

ci^iisldered to be composed, as often happens, of‘ a hard siliceous

rock, tlic elements of the granitic matter having taken that form

from comparatively quick cooling, so that this modification of

it has resisted decomposition better than the rest. At h h, inside

the hard rock, another modilication, arising from more slow cooling,

is supposed to exhibit a porphyry, some mineral, very frequently

felspar, crystallizing out amid the base, itself less compact than the

preceding variety. Not unlrequently in such cases the felspar is

decomposed, and the insoluble portions even removed when directly

exposed to the atmosphere. Still proceeding inwards, the rock

becomes more and more granitic, until, finally, tiic central portions

arc well crystallized, and then exposed to the full action of the

decomposing influences.

often thus find, within a short distance, a good example of

variable decoinposition arising from differences in physical structure,

the chemical composition ofthc mass remaining the same
; a variation

very instructive, since it enables the observer readily to appreciate

the inequalities of surfiicc which, in many regions composed of‘ the

same kind of igneous rocks, arise from changes in physical structure

alone, some variations having better resisted decomposition or

abrasion than others. . At the same time he should carefully study

the modifications in hardness, and the capability of resisting de-

composition arising from changes in chemical composition, such,

for instance, as those obs«rvablc among the granites which occasion-

ally graduate into schorl rock, in Devon and Cornwall.*

* 'rho following may be taken as an estimated general view of the clicmical

diflercnce between common granite, composed of two-fifths of quartz, tv\o-fifths of
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01* tlic curious flirins assuined by granitic rocks from variable

resistances to decomposition, those named the Kettle and Pans, at

St. Mary’s, Scilly (fig. 5), may be taken as a good example.*

Fig. 5.

While rocks of a generally similar chemical composition, such as

those above noticed, are found to decompose in a variable manner,

according to the diflFcrent aggregation of their component parts, it

would readily be anticipated that any rocks formed of different ma-

terials, brought together as sands and gravel, and subscq\icntly con-

solidated by some cementing substance, would be found to decompose

irregularly and according to the different powers of their component

parts to resist the chemical and mechanical influences to which they

may be exposed. It will soon be perceived that, taken generally,

the cementing matter of sandstones and conglomerates decomposes

first, liberating tlic grains of sand and the pebbles, that have

originally remained such from their hardness, and which are tlius

ready to be again carried by moving waters to otiicr sitmftions,

there to form the parts of new accumulations. The rapidity of

orthoclaso, and ono fifth of mica, and scliorl rock, supposed, for illustration, the pro-

]>ortions varying materially, to be formed of equal parts of schorl and quartz :

Chanite. Schorl Rock.

Silica 74-84 G8-01

Alumina . 12*80 17*91

Potash 7*48 0*3r)

Soda . 0*98

liimc 0*37 0*14

Magnesia . 0*00 2*22

Oxide of iron . 1*93 6*85

Oxide of manganese . 0*12 0*81

Fluoric acid 0*‘A

Boracic acid . - 1*79

^ Though the true origin of the “ Kock Basins,” ns they liavc been termed, is in

tjencral suflicientJy clear, it may often have hap])encd that, owing to a convenient

situation, the Druids may have employed them for their purposes, either as they

/jaturally occurred, or \^ere artificially modified.
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decomposition in such ciiscs necessarily varies according to the

nature of* the cementing substance. A calcareous cement, though

hard, will more readily give way before the cliemical influences

acting on limestones than ordinary siliceous matter, though the

latter may be less compact ;
while a siliceous cement, if porous, may

be more easily removable by the combined action of frost and thaw.

The hardest limestones, even those termed marbles when crys-

talline, will be observed to decompose on the surface.* The action

is necessarily variable and dependent on the different resisting

powers of the rock, on tlie one hand, and the exposure to the

nccdf'ul decomposing influences on the other. A crystalline and

calcareous vein, running through an ordinary limestone, will often

be seen standing out in salient relief, the arrangement of particles

in the crystalline form, notwithstanding that the carbonate of lime

is then generally more pure than in the body of the rock, being

better able to resist atmospheric influences than in a less definitely

arranged position.

Upon furtlier examination it is perceived that not only the crys-

talline veins thus protrude upon the surface of the limestone rocks,

but that many an organic remain does the same, and, in some

instances, a limestone is only clearly distinguished as fossiliferous

by this kind of decomposition, the common internal fracture ill

exhibiting the fact. That this harmonises with the comparatively

undccomposed condition of the crystalline vein becomes apparent

when we examine the structure of these organic remains. The
shells either retain to great extent the original crystalline or other

definite arrangement of their parts, so essential to their well being

when the animals of which tliey once constituted the hard portions

were alive, or having been decomposed in the body ofthe rock during

tlic lapse of time, the empty spaces, (or casts, as they are commonly
termed) have been filled with crystalline carbonate offline, which has

percolated in solution through the pores of tlic rock into the cavities.f

By this kind of decomposition we often learn that many a

limestone is really little else than a mass of organic remains cemented
by a minor quantity* of chemically deposited carbonate of lime.

Some of the hardest limestones afford excellent examples of this

* This is often well shown in^olleetions of antique marble statues.

t It was considered useless further here to remark on the composition of organic re-
mains. It may, however, be noticed that the bones and teeth of fish, reptiles, birds,
and mammalia have been often secured from removal by their composition, and that
into the cavities left after the original decomposition of shells other less soluble sub-
stances than carbonate of lime have been infiltrated, such for example as into the
cavities of the Gryphtea incurva ami other shells, in the lias of Glamorganshire, w’here
silica has replaced the original matter of the shells.
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liict. The beds ef* earlH'nileroiis liiKCStone ol Knglund, for Jiuiulreds

of leet in depth, arc occasionally found composed of little else than

the disintegrated joints of cncrinites, mingled with sliells and a

few corals.*

By the aid ol‘ decomposition we not only learn that many lime-

stones arc little else than such accumulations of' the harder parts of

molluscs and other creatures, many of which have lived and died in

tlie places where we discover tlieir remains ; but we also find re-

vealed the arrangements of the component pai’ts of' rocks, as well

igneous as acciunulated by means of water, which do not other-

wise apjicar, arrangements of parts exceedingly important when we
study tlic original manner in which rocks have been accumulated,

(»r the mtMliiications and changes to wliich, diiring the lapse of

geological time, they have been subjected.! Many a sandstone,

\V(‘ll urathn'M, iis it is termed, will exhibit as lienoatli ((ig. fi), a

Fig. (J

lioneycombcd and irregidar appearance, arising from the diflcrent

character at parts of tlic cementing substance, either original or

subsequent to the accumulation of the rock, as the case may be,

(

* lliis 1‘act may be well studied, among other loralitics, on the southern const of
Fembrokeshire, where tlie clilfs alFord excellent opportunifics of observing the mode
iu which the materials of its carboniferous limestone have been accumulated.

t As regards the weathering of calcareous rocks, iC can be seen to great advantage
on part of the shores and amid the islands of the Lake of Killarncy, where the car-
boniferous limestone is hollowed into most fantastic forms. A well-known and
.slicingely-forined rock, standing out into the <ireat Lake, known as O’Donaghue’s
Horse, and wliich so well illustrated this decomposition, was unfortunately thrown
ilowii by the action ot the Ircsh-water breakers upon it in IHf)! ('arbonic acid in the
^^^ltors ol the Lake, near its burfucc, has acted very conspicuously in this locality.
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ami many anotlicr structure, also of impf)rtancc, such as the concre-

tionary structure of some igneous rocks, then alone becomes

apiKirent. We should, for example, probably be ignorant, without

weidluiriwj, of this arrangement of parts in the granitic or clvan

dyke,* a a, cutting through slates, b b, at Watergate Bay, Cornwall,

and figured beneath (fig. 7).

Fig. 7.

a

"riic division (^f rock masses by cleavage greatly aids their

dccompositirm, since it renders them slaty, when tliis woidd not

^lapp(Ml from any original accumulation of* sand or mud in thin

layers, one above tlie other, and the like arises from those separations

in planes, named joints^ more distant from each other, and which

with the cleavage planes will be furthei considered in the sequel.

By these means water more readily percolates through many rocks

than it would otherwise do, and thus a greater amount of soluble

matter may be attacked than would otherwise have happened in the

same time.

Many hard rocks break up superficially in a manner showing

little syflimctry of form in the fragments, so much so that their shape

seems more due to the irregular action of decomposing influences,

than to differences of* resistance from original structure. A com-

pact limestone or hard sandstone may often be seen broken up
beneath the soil, in the manner exhibited in the accompanying

section (fig. 8), in which a represents the vegetable soil, c c? a hard
Fig. 8.

limcstcmc or sandstone, and b b fragments of* the same rock, largest

* 'this ilykc is a compound of quartz, felspar, and mien, containing disseminated
rystals of felspar.
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towards c c, and evidently having constituted portions of the sub-

jacent higlily inclined beds, while the upper fragments are smaller

and more confiiscdly mixed, though still angular. It sometimes

happens when the vock, so broken up, is a sandstone that the

chemical change of iron in the cementing matter subsequently to

the formation of the fragments, is well seen. Upon breaking these

fragments, sections, as beneath (fig 9), will often present themselves.

Fig. 9.

b

A central portion remains uiuJiangcd, surrounded by irregular

zones {bb), commonly of a brownish red, arising from chemical

action, by which the protoxide of* iron has been converted into a

peroxide. Similar changes of the protoxide of iron into the per-

oxide, are observable among the argillaceous limestones, such as the

lias, and are indeed sufficiently common.

In some very earthy limestones, which may rather be considered

to have been once silt, highly impregnated with calcareous matter,

the disappearance of the latter in the higher parts of the rock, even

to many feet in depth, has been so complete, aijd the peroxidation

of* llie iron so extensive, that a rusty looking porou^ substance alone

remains. Among some of the older accumulations such a rock may
often be seen, and be found the only means by which beds, here and

there containing a larger per-centage of carbonate of lime, can be

traced or connected. Among the older rocks also, many a layer

of a rusty colour shows a total disappearance of the carbonate of*

lime of the numerous shells which once constituted the bulk of the

layer, their casts, or the spaces which, they once filled, alone

remaining, while the iron contained in the mud or silt which

first enveloped them, has been converted altogether into a per-

oxide.
*

While thus the iron contained in many rocks exhibits a gradual

change to a peroxide, many red marls and sandstones show an

alteration from the peroxide of iron, giving a general red tint to

these deposits, to a protoxide. Beneath the vegetation, and by the
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sides of naturiil joints the red colour will be seen converted into a

green or bluish green, the change being due to the elFects of decom-

posing vegetation, which has robbed the adjacent peroxide of iron

of a portion of its oxygen. This is a point of much interest when

we study the cause of the streaks of green or bluish green amid the

red marls and sandstones of different geological ages, and which

have probably arisen from causes in operation at the period when

the whole has been accumulated. When we examine into the

variations and modifications of colour arising from the present

effects of decomposing vegetation, the old changes liave to be care-

fully separated from the modern, since both are sometimes

exhibited in the same sections.

The observer must be careful, in his estimate of the amount of

decomposition which rocks may sustain from atmospheric influences,

duly to consider the power of vegetation to prevent, assist, or

otherwise modify it according to circumstances. Vegetation may

prevent decomposition, by presenting a certain barrier to the effects

*^V)f sudden frosts and tliaws ; assist the action of rains by keeping

the higher parts of rocks more permanently wet tlian they would

otherwise be
;
or greatly modify it by the various effects produced by

the kind of plants which may cover the land at given times
;

for a

portion of country covered by forest trees would be differently cir-

cumstanced, as regards the probable decomposition of the rocks of

whicli it is formed, than when the same portion was either broken

for tillage or spread over with pastures.

As a whole, the study of the decomposition of rocks is one of

much ingportance, since by it we learn a variety of facts connected

with the original accumulation of mineral masses, with wliicli other-

wise we should be unacquainted, and at the same time it often

teaches us properly to appreciate the changes and modifications

which have occurred since such original accumulation. It enables

us to form a correct judgment of tlic amount of matter wliich may

thus be prepared for removal and for accumulation elsewhere. We
see causes and effects that have l)cen in operation whenever land

arose from beneath water into the atmosphere, however modified

these may have been by alterations of conditions, such as those now

found between the tropics, imd in the arctic or antarctical regions,

or which may have taken place in the atmosphere of our planet

from its earliest state.
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REMOVAL OF SOLUBLE J’ARTS OF ROCKS BY WATER.—TUAVEUriNE AND
CALCAREOUS BRECCIA.—CHLORIDE OF SODIUM IN SPRING WATERS.

—

SILICA IN AVATKR.—HOT SPRINGS.—SPRINGS ON THE OUTCROP OF BEDS.

—SPRINGS FROM FAUL'PS.—CAUSES OF LANDSLIPS.

As spring waters arc not pure waters, but hold different sub-

stances in solution according to circumstances, and as it is evident

that at least, the bulk of such waters arc only rains which have

percolated through rocks, and variably pour out again according to

conditions, the substances so in solution must have been removed
Irom the rocks. However small the soluble matter found in any
single spring may be, on the average, collectively its amount is

considerable, particularly when we regard the changes which rocks

must have undergone from this cause alone during the lapse ol* any
geological time, when circumstances may have thus permitted the

removal of soluble matter from any given mass of them.

With the removal of lime as a bicarbonate we arc commonly
familiar, since by the loss of the excess of carbonic acid required to

retain it in solution, this substance is thrown^ down in different

forms varying from a simple incrustation upon vegetable matter, or

upon stones or rocks, amid or over which water containing it may
flow, to hard and compact limestones, some taking a crystalline

form, as is frequently so well shown in the beautiful stalactites and

stalagmites of many caverns in limestone countries. It is no un-

common thing in calcareous districts to find the fragments of lime-

stones which have been detached from faces of rock by atmospheric

influence, firmly cemented together, as a breccia, by carbonate

of lime, left by the waters which have percolated through them.

In the calcareous countries of the tyopics, where evaporation is

more rapid than in temperate climates, the deposit of carbonate of

lime may often be studied with much advantage. Heavy rains

falling amid a mass of vegetation, the decaying parts of which fur-

nish the needful carbonic acid, carry this with them amid the beds,

joints, and caverns of the limestones ; carbonate of lime is thus re-
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moved, and when the waters again emerge charged with bicarbonate

of lime, and arc exposed to the heats ol* a tropical sun, incrustations

arc formed in the shallow and slow-moving portions of the streams.

Trees may even thus become imbedded by the shifting course of

the waters, as is well seen at the Roaring River on the north side of

Jamaica, where waters containing much bicarbonate of lime, after

leaping over a cliff, run roaring amid a forest, the lower portions

of the trees of which they encase with carbonate of lime, and shift

their channels as new accumulations compel them to follow a new

direction.

In shallow sheltered bays also of tropical coasts, to which water

containing calcareous matter may slowly find its way, the solution

becoming thus highly concentrated by evaporation as it flows on-

ward, opportunities are occasionally afforded for ob^rving the

formation of the little rounded grains of calcareous matter in con-

centric coatings, termed oolites, a slight ripple being sufficient to

produce a to-and-ffo motion on the beach on which the calcareous

matter is being deposited. Upon breaking these calcareous grains,

Sometimes a fine particle of common sand, or broken shell forms

the nucleus, at others it would appear that a simple particle of the

calcareous matter itself*, before it became attached to any other

solid substance, was sufficient for the purpose.

Though many countries show deposits of carbonate of' lime from

waters flowing over them, parts of’ Italy liave so long been remarked

on this account, that the name travertino has not unfrequently been

given to such accumulations.* This deposit has also a peculiar

interest in that land, inasmuch as we there sometimes find ancient

architcckiral works,^ as for example, the remains of the temples at

Paistum, constructed of travertine, containing the remains of tlic

same kinds of terrestrial and lacustrine shells which now exist in

tlic vicinity, and become entombed in the travertine now forming.

Of large accumulations of calcareous matter depositing under the

atmosphere and not beneath bodies of water, the plains of‘Pamphylia

would appear to afford a very striking example. The coasts of Kara-

mania have long been known to present good instances of beaches

Not only have we excellent opportunities of there studying the calcareous de-
posits thrown down from waters of o|dinary temperatures, but those also from thermal
springs, in which other substances are mingled in a manner to produce very interest-
ing results. Of this kind is the intermingling of silica with the other deposits at the
baths of San Filippo, where tlie waters have a temperature of 122^ Fah^. (one spring
being about a degree higlier), and contain in solution, silica, sulphate of lime, bicar-
bonate of lime, and sulphate of magnesia. The ground around is composed of traver-
tine deposited by the springs.
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consolidated by tlie percolation of carbonate ol* lime amid tlie

pebbles, thus forming a conglomerate. We may thus obtain not

only breccias and conglomerates upon the land, by the evaporation

of water, charged with bicarbonate of lime, without the aid of lakes,

but also sheets of limestone, the overllow ol‘ rivers and the shifting

of their courses causing the necessary deposits. It would be

desirable, whore fitting opportunities for studying the latter kind

of accumulations may be found, carefully to examine the differcn(‘es

between them and those deposits effected in trancpiil bodies of water,

such as lakes. We should expect, while tlie gradual rise and over-

flow of the rivers may here and there bury, by means of the

calcareous deposits from them, the fluviatlle or lacustrine molluscs

living previously in fnourable situations, that there would be much

showing the drift of animal and vegetable substances borne onwards

to localities where their further progrt'ss was arrest(‘d. and wliere

they became ontomlx'd hiMK^ath the limestoiu' afterwards Idriued

over them.

Althougli limestone may thus silently and unper(‘eivi*d be trans-

ported from one locality to another, since the clearest waters maV
contain the bicarbonate of lime in abundance, many other substances

arc also, in a similar maniu'r, borne onwards in solution ; and it

becomes desirable, in tli(‘ jiresent state of g(‘ol(>gi(‘al S(aenc(‘, that

the mass of this mattcu’, and the proportions of* the substances com-

monly compo.^ing it, should bo examined. Something is done by

every analysis made of spring and rivm* waters
;
and th(‘ (hosin' to

obtain good waters for domestic ])urpos(‘S, has lately led obsi'rviuN

to connect the rocks f*rom which springs issiu* and afl()rd thesupjily

to riv(‘rs with the cjuality of waters ; but it ^^ould b(' w#.‘ll more

sy'stematlcally to study the soluble matter oouveved awav in thi^

manner by moving water.*'

It should be recollected tliat wh(*n rivej\s are swoll(‘n by rains,

tliougli substanocs in solution amid the rocks may he then forced

more abundantly out of some tlian at otlica' times, the ainoimt (d*

soluble matter is not increased iii proportion to the water, sinri*

much rain or melted snow then runs off the ground without pciu'-

trating amid the rocks. T’ornmon salt (clilori le of* sodium) will he

found more freciuent than may usually be supposed in spring and— __— j
_

* Much may be accomplished by takinj? up the water in cl(‘an hotlles, wcll-eorkin^r^

sealing, and securing them; noting the state of the springs, streams, and riveisat the
time as regards the (piantity of the water in them, and by obtaining a section of (lie

rivers at some convenient situation, and a proper insight into tlieir veh)eitjes at tlie

time of taking tlie water, so tliat a fair estimate may he obtained of the amount ot
soluble matter transported.
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liver waters. Wlicn we consider the numlicr of rocks which, from

their organic contents, wc liave reason to suppose were formed

beneath tlie sea, and which have been deposits of mud, silt, sand,

or gravel, now elevated into the atmosphere, so that rain waters

peri^olate through them, wc shall not be surprised at the presence

of chloride of sodium, since it is to be expected that this and other

salts in solution in sea waters would, Ibrmerly as now, be dis-

seminated amid m(*chanieal dciposits efhicted in the sea.

Sili(;a is well known as in .solution in some waters ;
chiefly,

how(‘ver, found in appreciable quantities in those which are

thei'inal. d'hc geysers of Iceland have been long celebrated for

their abundant siliceous deposits.* Silica has borne such a part

in the consolidation of rocks, that wherever opportunities occur of

observing the eih'cts arising from the action of silica-l)(.‘aring waters,

th(‘y should receive carelul attention. The manner in which silica

may be taken up in its nascent state, and in which it is discovered in

heated waters, are circumstances of much importance when we have

to consider its mode of occurrence in veins, or its agency in agglu-

tinating the particles ol’nuid, silt, and sands in beds of rock. Jt is

now known not only that certain jdants require this substance, but

, that it is es.schtial to soino animals ;
so that the study of the mode

in which silica may be taken up in .<oluticui, distributed, and used

not only by plants and animals, but also for the consolidation and

filling up of the fractures of rocks, is one of much interest.

Springs arc presented to our attention chiefly under two forms.

First, from the combination of porous and less permeable rocks in

such a manner that the water pas.sing readily through the former,

and wltU dilliculty Mirough the latter, lines of springs may form at

any sides of hill5 or other exposures, where its outpouring is more

easily effected than in other directions: and, secondly, from out of

* Sir (ioorjro Markoiizit* {T/artls in Lelund^ nuMilions that dcjH.sifs from the

Censors (‘xteiul to about Iialf a mile in various cliroonons, witli a thickness of more
tluin tuelve feet. The leaves of birch nml >>ilUm are fossilized, every fibre being
difSoeriiil)le. (irasses, rushes, and peat aie in every state of jH'trifaction. Very
elaborate analyses of the (Jreat Ceyser \^aters by Dr. Samiborger and M. Damour,
Mill be found in tlie setiuel. From those it mouM appear that tlie silica constitutes
about (br).") of liKK) parts, iiieludmg the Mater.

The silieoous deposits from hot springs (tcmperatiiro 7.1''’ to 207'“' Fah’.) in the
volcanic districts of Furnas, St. Michael’s, Azores, are important. Dr. Webster
{Etlinburijh Phil. Jouninl, vol. vil) gives an iuttrostiug account of them. The
siliceous deposits are noticed as most abundant in layers from a quarter to half an
inch in thickness, accumulated to tlie deptli of a foot and upM nrds. Compact masses
of siliceous deposits are mentioned as having been broken up and re-cemented by
silica, and the compound is represented as beautiful. Tlie height of some of this

breccia is estimated at tliirty feet, and the general accumulation, including a clay,
also deposited from the M aters of tlie hot springs, as considerable, forming low hills.
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those of breaks and dislocations ol‘ rocks which have bcc'ii Icrmctl

faultSy and which become (*]ianncls into which waters arc ciila r

drained laterally, or forced up from beneath. Let the follow mL»

section (fig. 10) represent one of a country composed ol dilleuail

rock deposits, somewhat similar to those in our oolitic districts,

for example, a a being portions of a porous and calcareous I 'ck,

a

V

c

such as some of those oolites are, based upon a clay, b h />, itself

reposing upon a sand, c c c, chielly composed of siliceous grains,

and this again resting upon a clay, rf.

We should here have the conditions for a marked example of

the springs of the first class. The rain falling upon a a would

percolate through it, taking up calcareous matter by aid of the

carbonic acid in the rain water, or obtained in its passage through

the vegetable covering and soil. Not being al)le to permeate

readily through the subjacent clay, /-» h />, it would be tlirown out

as spring water at the juu(*tion of tlic two rocks. 'This wat(‘r

would probably contain much bicarbonate of‘ lime. 'Die sub-

jacent clay might furnish some water in the valley v, a slight

portion of the rains finding its w'ay amid tlie partic'lcs of clay,

already moist. We will suppose that, as often happens, the spring

water thus afforded would contain iron (from the (lcconij)ositioii al'

iron pyrites), and sulphate of lime (iron pyrites and selenite being

often common in such clays). Jlencatli, in tlie Iw'o hills to tlu‘ hit

of the sectmn, the rain falling would not readily find its way liom

above to c c, though laterally tliis bed may be expo.st‘(I to it, as a

part is on the right of our figure. Tliis bcsl lias beim eonsidca ed

as principally composed of' siliceous grains, and to be based on a

comparatively impervious lied, d, which may be a clay. Springs

would find their way out of this bed in the valley v, and we shonjd

expect that, though they miglit contain certain matters in solution,

these would not be tlie same, at least Kot in such abundance, as

from the beds a and b,

A stream, therefore, flowing down the valley v, would collect

waters differently charged with the sulistanccs wliich rains on tlieir

passage through the rocks had brought out in solution; and thougli

the waters of such a stream would present us with a kind of mean
of all the substances abstracted in solution from tlie various rocks.

Fig. 10.

a b
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tiny would not show tlios(3 ohUiincd from any kind of* rrK:k taken

by ils(‘ir. (lonscquently, would liave to ])0 studied wliere

lh(^ s|)i‘in^»'s llowod IVoin eucli bed. 'i’he streams, moreover, eon-

tain tlie top watej's wlu(*h, during rains, flow over tliC surJaee,

canying oll‘, lnd( |)(‘ndently of* the matters mechanl(!ally lransj>oited,

those which can be taken away in srdutiun, and wliieli liad ijot

|i)rm(‘d c()mjjon<‘nt parts of any of the solid roeks passed o\er in

their course, such matters being commonly derived immediately

IVom animal and vegetable sources.

The ol)S(‘rver would n'adily expect this simple inrxle of occur-

rence of dissimilar rocks, furnishing water holding diflerent sub-

stances in solution, to be variously iiKidified, so that while studying

the kind of matter thus abstracted from rocks, he should carefully

direct his attention to the connection of springs of tliis order with

the kind of rocks traversed by rain waters.

'idle joints and cleavage among certain rocks greatly complicate the

subject in some districts, and in others contorted and crumpled strata

so occur, that long troughs and irregularly formed basins tT water

are Iield up amid the beds and rocks, pervious to water, in mmuc
localities, while domc-shai)ed masses tend to throw these reservoirs

ofl in others. In tlie cases of such basins and troughs, the water
remaining during the drier times may perlectmany solutions, which,
when the rainy seasons come to act, are borne away in springs, at

that season only of importance.

bprings of the second class are commonly more constant as to the
fjuantity and quality of the waters they deliver, and in this manner,
wlaai tliey traverse many dissimilar beds, furnishing the solutions

of diileivnt substances, they are like the streams above noticed, as

regards such substances. We do not, tliereforc, learn from them
the kind of loss any particular rock may sustain from tins cause,

though tliey may be useful in showing the solutions delivered from
the fissures. Let / in the accompanying section (fig. 11) be a

Fig. II.

<i

" J
%

dislocation traversing various dissimilar beds, so that the bed a is

thrown down, as it is termed, on the left, and tliat we find otlier

and upper beds, g h and e, occupying tlie same general le^'els, as n
bed and e?, on the other side of the fault. In sucli a case the
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various waters percolating through the latter would find their way
into the dislocation with those of on the opposite side, and the

solutions derived from all these beds would be mingled in the

^ waters of the fault, flowing out at / in greater or less abundance,

according to circumstances. We have here merely regarded the

solutions derivable from the waters percolating through the upper

beds
; but as in tlie greater proportion of faults we possess no means

ofjudging of the depths to which the dislocation may descend, we
cannot form a correct opinion of the kind of rocks traversed by

them, and afibrding solutions beneath.

Thermal springs, not in volcanic countries, have been traced

either immediately to these dislocations, or the evidence has l)eon

such as to lead us to suppose that they may be merely covered

over by beds, thnnigh which a sufficient passage has been 11 mud
for the discharge of the waters risinir amon^ dislocated rocks beneath.G O O
The case of the Bath springs is not improbably one ol the latter

kind, the heated waters rising through some of those dislocations or

faults which traverse the older rocks of the district (coal measures,

carboniferous limestone, and old red sandstone), ct>vcred over

Fig. V2.
unconformably by the new red sandstone

series and Has (as these beds are known to

do many dislocations of such older rocks

in that country), the waters thus finding

their way through cracks or passages in

the superincumbent beds.

Connecting the heat of thermal fault

waters with the increase of temperature (jf

the crust of the globe inward^, as in-

ferred from the increase ol* heat as we bore

artesian wells, or descend in mining opera-

tions, the temperature (.)fsueh waters would

always be considerable, were it not that

such temperature may be much modified by

the conditions under which the waters

are borne upwards and discharged. Lot

/ in fig. 12, represent a fault traversing

various rocks to a depth at which the water

in it obtains high temperature. These

waters could only be discharged at that

temperature, if the rate of outflow were

so considerable, and the volume of water

so large, as to be uninfluenced by the9
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cooling conditions which would exist in the rocks through which

they had to pass. Towards the surface, these rocks would take

the temperature of the part of the world in which they may

be situate, variable near such surface, but at a certain depth,

according to latitude and local conditions influencing surface tem-

perature, assuming a constant temperature unaltered by the climatal

changes or modifications above. Between this fixed situation,

which in fig. 12 we will for illustration assume to be at a, and that

beneath, at g, where a very high temperature may exist, such as

212^ Fahrenheit (the boiling point of water under a pressure of

atmosphere equal to about 30 inches of mercury on the surface of

the earth), the water in tlie cleft or fault, would be at intermediate

temperatures. Some waters, supposing a ready discharge of them

to exist laterally, might have a tendency to percolate through the

adjacent rocks, and enter the main fissure at deptlis not far beneath

that ol‘ the lowest constant temperature, thus assisting to cool the

upflowing waters, independently of the decrease of temperature

effected by that of the rocks themselves. No doubt, under tlic

conditions supposed, the sides of tlic fissure would be lieated at

given depths beyond that temperature which, il‘ the lieated waters

did not rise through them, they would possess, but the discharge of

waters, as a whole constant, and other conditions the same, there

would be a final adjustment of the order supposed. This would be

a state of things conducive to the entrance of many substances in

solution into the main fissure, which might not be introduced into

spring waters, either at all or so readily and abundantly in the first

class of springs. The greater heat, as the rocks increase in depth,

and th(j permeation of waters through them, at high temperatures,

would be favomuble to the removal of silica, often perhaps, only to

short distances, one kind of rock being modified by its gain in this

manner, and another by its loss. Any thrown out in solution would

be so much removed from them, to be cmployal elsewhere in the

modifications now effecting on the surface, always assuming, for

illustration, that the rocks traversed by the fissures furnished the

matters held in solution by the waters flowing upwards through

them. A supposition ^hich will require to be modified if we
consider that some substances or portions of them may be borne up

into the cracks which had i\t previously formed parts of solid rocks.

Under any view, the solutions contained in these fault waters, are

conveyed away from the mouths of tlic fissures, and so much of

them as have been added to waters percolating downw^ards from

the atmosphere, or in any manner through or from the adjacent

0 2
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rockSi has caused a loss to such rocks,* and afforded matter, capable

of ready transport, to be employed, as circumstances may permit,

elsewhere in the formation of solid matter, or as an addition to

solutions in the waters of lakes and seas.

Deep mines afford opportunities for observing the rate at which

rain waters may percolate through the body or fissures of rocks

downwards, and analyses of these waters so obtained, give the

substances they have, during the time of their passage, taken up in

solution. In mineral veins, the waters which would remain in

them, or flow out as surplus, being in some mines pumped out to

depths of even 1800 or 2000 feet, we no doubt have surlacc waters

descending further than they would otherwise do in the same time,

the check to their progress, interposed by the water disseminated

amid the adjoining rocks, or in tlie fissure, being thus removed,

but at the same time the evidence as to the power oi‘ the surlacc

waters to descend in the time that may be observed, and as to tluj

kind of solutions effected by them in that time is valuable.

Great care is required to give due importance to local conditions

in such investigations, such as the comparative readiness with which

the waters may be conducted downwards by means of an unworked

continuation of the mineral veins—having easy water communica-

tions with the workings in the mines, the absence or relative

abundance of great joints or other fissures in the adjoining rocks, the

chance of any rivulet or stream passing over, when swollen by rains,

fissures or cracks communicating with the main vein, and the like.

In some coal districts, the beds of under-clay (as those arc often

termed which are found supporting, or intermingled with the coal

beds) are usually so impervious to water, that where faults or flactures

of beds are rare, the collieries arc little troubled with water. This

impervious character, employing the term in a general manner, ivS

well marked in coal measure districts where, as in parts of‘ South

Wales and Monmouthshire, the beds having a slight inclination,

and being cut through by mountain valleys, springs of the class

first noticed arc thrown out in lines, marking those of the coal beds;

the waters percolating through them being stopped downwards by
the under-clays. A system of deposits fn which such beds and
others of tough shale occur, would present difficulties to the ready

percolation of the water downwards. ^'At the same time, slight

Dr. Daubeny points to the very common presence of nitrogen in thermal waters
as a proof that the water in them has been originally derived from the surface of the
earth, that it there contained atmospheric air, and that, descending, this air was
deprived of its oxygen by some process of combustion.
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observation will soon show, that though water may not find its way

in a sufficiently rapid manner in some collieries to be important, it

is still most frequently there disseminated among the particles and

joints of the rocks. Indeed, the manner in which water is disse-

minated among rocks is deserving of all attention, particularly when

we regard it as a means by which a change and modification of

chemical composition may be effected.*

The springs of the first class noticed as outflowing on the sides

of hills and mountains, and on sea cliffs, are frequently productive

of landslips, as they are often termed, the percolation of water in

particular planes or directions so softening, or chemically removing

the rocks, that a superincumbent weight not being held up by

sufficient cohesion of the mass, is launched into the valleys or

seawards as the case may be, thus producing a degradation of the

land, throwing it into conditions fitted for more ready removal by

rivers and the sea. Small landslips arc very common, and are well

seen in our oolitic districts, where the intermingled clays slipping

into the valleys bring down the more consolidated superincumbent

beds with them. In the coal district of South Wales good examples

of a larger kind are to be found, and in many mountainous regions

they are sufficiently common.

The slide or fall of the Rossberg or Ruffiberg on the 2nd Septem-

ber, 180G, afforded a memorable instance of the destruction pro-

duced by the percolation of water through bedded rocks in such a

manner that, the needful cohesion of parts being destroyed, a great

mass slid over an inclined plane of subjacent rocks. The following

section (fig. 13) will serve to illustrate this fall, and some others

• Fig. 1.3.

c

of the like kind. If in the mountain, a, water percolate through

tlie porems strata h to ti^ clay bed c c, the surface of the latter

would become slippery, \nd the cohesion being insufficient to

counteract the action of gVvity, and no proper support be found

* The simple e.xperiment of iiccumtely weighing a piece of rock immediately after

it is struck otf in a metal mine or colliery, drying it thoroughly in a sand-bath, aiid

then reweighmg it, will often show more moisture to have been removed than might
have been expectetl, the result being necessarily very variable from differences in the

porosity of the substance.
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below, tlie mass would be launclied in the valley d. In the case

of the Eossberg (a mountain 5196 feet above the sea), the upper

beds were composed of conglomerates resting upon matter, which

being partially removed by the percolation of water, and the beds

at a high angle (about 45^), a launch of the upper beds took place,

and a beautiful valley was covered with rocks and mud.*
The undcrcliffs between Lyme Eegis and Axmoutli, as well as

those on the buck of the Isle of Wight, Illustrate the destruction

of cliffs by means of springs. The fillowing section (fig. 14) will

show the conditions under which the underclifls are produced at

Fig. u.

Pinhay, near Lyme Eegis. a is gravel ; d, chalk ;
e, upper green

sand, porous substances througli which the rain waters percolate to

the clay bed d, composed of the lower part of the gi’cen-sand beds
c, and the upper part of the lias bed e, the upper green sands

having over lapped the intermediate rocks observable in the south-

east of England, and here resting upon the lias. The water being

tlius arrested in its progress downwards, escapes where it finds the

least resistance
; in this case towards the face of a cliff’, originally

formed by the action of the sea on the coast. The clay is gradually

removed; the superinemnbent green sand, chalk, and gravel lose

their support, give way, and fall towards the sea. The I'ias e is

not removed by the action of the coast-break(.‘rs so fast at the cliff

as the rocks above are by the effect of tlie land springs, therefore

tlic upper cliff retreats, leaving a mass of fragments confusedly in-

termingled at /, whicli has a constant tendency to move sc'awards,

both from the destruction of the lias cliff by the breakers, and
from the water percolating through the mass and loosening its base,

so that it gradually moves towards the shore. The chalk and green-

sand fragments are often sufficiently large and hard to afford, by
their overfall, protection to the lias clifl? and thus a very confused

but instructive coast section is exposed to the observer.

* The villages of Goldau and Busingen, the hamlet of Uuelloch, a large part of the
village of Lowertz, the fanns of Unter- and Ober-Rothen, and many scattered houses
in the valley, were overwhelmed by the ruin. Goldau was crushed by masses of
rocks, and Lowertz invaded by a stream of mud. The lives lost were estimated at
from m) to OOf).



CHAPTER III.

SUBSTANCES MECHANICALLY SUSPENDED IN WATER.—TRANSPORT OF DE-

TRITUS BY RIVERS.—DEPOSIT OF DETRITUS IN VALLEVS.—ACTION OF

RIVERS ON THEIR BEDS.—REMOVAL OF LAKES BY RIVER ACTION.

—

FORMATION AND DISCHARGE OF LAKES.—LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS.

The rain waters not a])Sorl)ed by the rocks, act mechanically on

the surface of* the land, removing to lower levels such decomposed

portions of the rocks as their volume and velocity can transport.

The mixed effects of decomposition from atmospheric causes, and

of soaking of‘tlic surface on hill sides, are often well shown in slate

countries, a certain depth beneath the soil exhibiting the turning

over of the edges of the slates towards the valleys ;—as it were the

tendency of the moistened matter of the surface to slide by its

gravity to the lower ground.

The accompanying figure will illustrate this fact, one of much

importance to the observer, for without attention to it he might

commit grave errors as to the true dip of strata, when only a

Fig. 15.

slight depth of section may be exposed on a liill side. In the

above figure the real dip of beds is represented as the very reverse

of that which might be inferred from a hasty glance at the surface.

Although it may be supposed that the diflercnce between this

sliding down of the surface towards the lower grounds and the true

dip was always so appauent as not to be mistaken, the depth to

which this action has ocVasionally extended is sufficient to justify

great caution in many distVets.

Upon a hill side and ainmig the rills, hollows, and little plains

which may sometimes be there found, an observer may often have

good opportunities of studying the power of water mechanically to

transport the decomposed portions of rock brought witliin its in-

fluence. He will soon perceive, that not only according to the
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spccKk* gravity, but to the Ibrni also of these portions i-. their re-

moval etlbeteil, and that the manner of removal is of two kinds. In

one ease they are bodily earried in meehanieal susjKaision in the

water, while in tlie other they are swept onwards by its irK;(ioii on

the bottom. !Small liollows will occasionally show the uuxh; in

which the matter so mechanically suspended or pushed onwards is

brought to rest, and well illustrate the manner in which acc iiinida-

tions on the great scale may be and are cllected.

If we suppose the observer placed in a granitic district where

there is much decomposition of the felspar, such lor example, as

much of that near St. Austle, in Cornwall, he will soon find that

while the fine decomposed remains of the felspar readily mingle

with the waters which a heavy fall of rain may produce, the

particles of quartz and mica are more commonly swept along tlie

bottom, except where, from the slopes being considerable, the water

may have sufficient rapidity to gather them up in meehanieal

suspension. While the volume of the particles of quartz may be

larger, they are often more round, so that they are commonly
^

more readily pushed along the bottom than the grains of mica, not

only flatter but possessing greater specific gravity.'*^ ddie mllky-

looking water containing the decomposed felspar is borne rmwards,

slight deposits taking place wliere an expansion of tlie bed of the

rill or rivulet may permit coinparativoly still water, until sufficient

quiet is found ibr the general de{K)sit, while tlie (piartz or mica

are strewed in little ridg<,‘.s, or thrust into holes, remaining tliere

if the fierce of the stream will permit.

Much inl’ormatkn may be derived as to thq manner in which

detritus is pushed forwards by rivers into bodies of still, 'or com-

paratively still, water, by observing sand brought down by a rivulet

into a small poid of stagnant water, where the sand ceases to be

forced forwards, and consequently accumulates. It will be seen

that little delta-form heaps of sand accumulate wlicre the rivulet

enters the pool, on the fan-shaped tops of which the channels, over

which the nujving water pushes the grains of sand, arc continually

* The apccitic tjravity of quartz in about 2*ti3, while that of common mica iy 2*1)4,
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of' still water, iiitcj wliich a rivulet h pushes forward sand, then

siicli sjuid will be Ibund U) aceuinulate at c, falling down into the

pool a, in such a manner that a truncated heap of sand is produced,

which increases superficially, as shown by the concentric lines at c.

If* now, atU'iitioii be directed to the manner in which the grains of

sand have ))cen accumulated vertically, it will be found tliat they

have been arranged as in the annexed section (fig, 17) in which a

Fig. 17.

represents the surface of the pool, d its bottom, b the slope of the

rivulet pushing forward the grains of sand, and c successive coats

of sand formed by the grains falling over into still water, such

grains supporting themselves in the same manner as in any rubbish

heap, from the top of which rubbish is continually thrown over.

By diverting from their courses the small streams of water which

run down sandy sea beaches on many coasts, very valuable infonna-

tion may be obtained as to the manner in which grains of sand arc

forced forward, and arranged by the pusliing action of running

water. When brought into the deeper pools among the sands, the

deltas produced are extremely instructive, and in such cases the

angle formed by the layers or coatings above each other, as the

sands accumidate, is commonly found to be about 28° or 30°.

Having examined the mode in which decomposed portions of

rocks, as well as those worn off by the friction of the streams, can

be traysported by moving water on the small scale, an observer

will more readily appreciate the transport and deposit of detritus

on the great scale in the course of rivers, with or without the inter-

vention of lakes, as the case may be, and its removal towards

lower levels and the sea. The manner in wliich it is either

taken up in mechanical suspension, or merely sliOA'ed along the

bottoms of rivers, is precisely the same in principle as in the little

rivulets, though the effects, from their greater magnitude, are more
striking in the one case ^than in the other. Larger masses may be

shoved forwards, becaus\ the volume of water may be larger, suf-

ficient to move those onwmrds, the resistance of which the minor

streams could not overpower, yet the cause of their removal is of

the same kind.*

The followinf^ list ot the specific gravities of some rocks m Inch we liave else-

where given ( Jl(‘srarchi\s in Thcorvlicnl OtoUnjy^ IS,*!!), may be useful in showing tlieir

power of removal, in fragments or pebbles, by running water, all other conditions as
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It will soon be perceived, that wliile at one time (h trltiis

only of a given magnitude, Ibrin, or specilic gravity can be

either pushed onwards by, or be mechanically suspended in, the

rivers, at another the detrius, previously at rest, is readily borne

onwards, and effects produced wliich, without the needtul evi-

dence, would scarcely have been considered probable Iroin (ex-

amining those produced during the ordinary condition ol the

same river. From tlie details given of the ell’ects ol gneil llood.s,

as, for example, that of‘ the iloray, much valuable insiglit may

often be obtained as to the effects which, during a long laps(' of

time, may be produced along the line of a river course by rc'peated

action ol* this kind.

The minor floods, commonly known as freshets, more or less

common in all rivers, are geologically important, not only as

respects the greater movement outwards ol* dctrital matter at sueli

times by the mechanical action of the water, but also as they often

surprise terrestrial animals in low localities, and transport them

with plants to still lower situations, or into tlie sea, in the latter

case covering up these as well as estuary and marine animals in a

common deposit of mud and silt.

In some countries the freshets, or rises of river, are periodical,

produced from periodical causes inland, as, for example, those of

to velocity an<l volume of the vatcr, and volume and form of (he fragments or pebbles,

being tlie same

Calcaire grossier (Paris) . . . 2*62 Devonian sandstone, calrureous

Chalk (Sussex) 2*411 (Ufracomhe) 2 ’77

Upper green sand (Wilts) . . , 2*57 Silurian sandstone (Sii()>\ don) . . 2-70

Lower green sand (Wilts) . . . 2*61 Argillaceous slate (Devon) . . . 2*77

Portland oolite (Portland) . . . 2*5.5 (’arrara marble 2 *70

Forest marble (Pickwall) . . . 2*72 Mica slate (Scotland) .... 2'611

Bath oolite (Bath) 2*47 <'neiss (Freyburg) 2*72

Stoiiesdeld slate (near Stovv-on-the- ’ Domite (Buys dc Dome) *
. . 2*37

Wold) 2*66 ;
Trachyte (Auvergne) , . . . 2*42

Lias limestone (Lyme Regis) . . 2*64
i

Basalt (Scotland) 2*78

Red marl of the new red sandstone . Basalt (Auvergne) 2*88

(Devon) 2*61 !
Basalt ((iiant/s (’aiiseway) . . 2*111

Muschelkalk, fossiliferous (Got-
j

Greenstones, various (different

tingen) 2*62
I

countries) 2*611 to 2*0.5

Coal sandstone, Pennant (Bristol) . 2*60 ’ Sienite (Dresden) 2*74

Coal shale, with impressions of ferns
1

Porphyry^^Saxony) 2*62

(Newcastle) 2*50 ‘ Seriienti^j (Lizard, Cornwall) . 2*58

Millstone grit (Bristol) . . . 2*58 Diallagy rock (Lizard, Cornwall) 3*03

Carboniferous limestone (Bristol) . 2*75 llypersThene rock (Cock’s Tor,

Carboniferous limestone (Belgium) 2*72 Dartmoor) .2*88
Old red sandstone, micaceous Sienitic granite (Vosges) . . . 2*85

(Herefordshire) 2*69 Granite, gray (Brittany) . , .2*74
Old red sandstone (Worcestershire) 2*65 Granite (Normandy) . . , . 2*66

Silurian sandstone (ITartz) . . . 2*64 Granite, mica, scarce (Scotland) . 2*62

Devonian sandstone (Ilfracombe) 2*69
|
Granite (llcytor, Devon) . . . 2*66
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the Nile, and deposits arc tlicn effected which do not receive

additions until tlio annual time of rise again comes round. From
this state of tliiii;j.s to frequent alternations of floods and low states

of rivers, there is every modification, so that the results of the

deposits may be cxj)ected to be as modified as the causes of' their

production.*

When it is intended to ascertain the volume of water descend-

ing a river at a given time, and the amount of matter which may

be then held in mechanical suspension by it, in order by a fair

average to estimate the volume of water and tlie amount of matter,

in mechuuical suspension, borne seaward or into lakes during a

year, or any amount of time thought desirable, much care is

re(julred so that tlic estimate may approximate toward tlie truth.

The section of a river presents us with waters moving with

different velocities, and consequent transporting powers. Where

the greatest weight of water occurs with equal velocities, there is

the greatest pushing or forcing onwards of the bottom. If in the

accompanying section (fig. g f g represent that of a river

Fig. 18.

deb a bed
9

P P P J P P P

course, tlie greatest velocity of the water would be at a ; and this

will decrease tov^ards the sides and bottom, where the friction

would he greatest, as may be represented by the layers of water

b />, c 6’, (I (L

I.et fig. 19 represent a longitudinal section of tlie layers of

water eorresponding willi those in tlie cross section (fig. 18).

* As we have elsewhere observed {Ceoloffual A/rnom/, 3rd Edition, 1833), there

are few rivers more instructive tlian the Mississippi, man as yet not having eflfeoted

many important clianges on its hanks, and we contemplate great natural operations,

sue) I as cannot be so well observed in those which Iiave been more or less under his

dominion for a series of ages Its course is so long, and through such various

climates, that the freshets prodi.,’ed in one tributary arc over before they comnitmce

in another; and hence arise thoseVrequent deposits of detritus at the mouths of the

tributaries. Tlieso latter have tlAir waters imndcd back, and, to a certain distance,

stagnant, by tlie rush of the floods in the great river across their embouchures, and
in consequence a deposit is effected, which remains until a subsequent (bwd in the

tributary removes it. fall's Travels in North America.) Captain Hall states, that

when the Ohio is in flood it stagnates tlie waters of the Mississippi for many longues,

and that, when the Mississippi is in fbxHl, it dams up the winters of the Ohio for

seventy miles.
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Then assuming that the motion of tlic particles of water in the

layer a is sufficient to keep some of the matter mechanically sus-

pended, and some not quite so suspended, the latter will sink

by the action of gravity ; not, however, at once lalling to the

bottom, but entering the second supposed layer of water, b, where

the velocity being less, it descends in less time through it, and so

on through the otJior layers a and d, describing a curve i n. As
regards the amount of mechanically suspended detritus, in sucli

a sectiiui, we should anticipate that it would be very unequally

dispersed.

Fig. 19.

a
u

Considering the section, fig. 19, to be one taken through the centre

ol‘ the stream, and that we add other longitudinal sections taken

through the lines, p p p p p p, fig. 18, we should have two series,

one on each side of the central section, tlic terms of which could

rarely agree, cither in respect to the velocities of the water, the

power of transport, or in the amount of detritus contained in

them. So far, therefore, from it being easy to estimate the

amount of detritus borne down in mechanical suspension, or forced

along its bottom from friction by a river, it is a subject requiring

very great caution and skill, even to obtain an approximate rough
estimate of' the fact.

When the water has been obtained f'rom which ic is intended to

separate the matter borne down by rivers, and by a sufficient num-
ber of trials, in different parts of the river, to estimate the ^imount
of such matter passing a given locality, it is needful not to evapo-

rate the water, as has (jften been done, for by this proceeding the

matter in solution is obtained as well as that in mechanical suspen-

sion. A measured volume of water should bo passed through a
filter, and the weight of the matter thu§f collected should be care-

fully ascertained. J
Fully to appreciate the distance to 'which the various kinds of

detritus may be borne by moving water until they be deposited,

attention should be directed to the quantity and kind which can
merely be pushed forward by a given velocity of such water, act-

ing by friction on the bottom or sides against which it may pass,
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and to the quantity and kind the same velocity may keep mecha-

nically suspended at the same time.

As rivers are enabled to transport in mechanical suspension,

or sweep forward detritus on the bottom, according in a great

measure to their velocities, and as the latter, other things being

ecpial, increase with the slope of the river channels, duly to

cstijnatc tlie power of a river to carry forwards to the sea or

lakes tlie detritus thrown into the higher grounds, all the

cliangcs ol* sLjpes should be properly appreciated. Thus, if* a h

(fig. 20) represent the slope of a river in one place, and h c

Fig. 20.

the slope of the same river in another, and the amount of water be

ueitlier increased nor diminished by tributary streams or diverging

branches, the river will have greater velocity at a i than at h c,

and consequently smaller pebbles and finer sand can remain at the

bottom at b c than at a b.

Tlie checks which a river niay sustain in its course, such as

by lakes, patches of level land, and the like, should be duly

noted. Without this precaution it might be, and indeed has

been, inferred that all the pebbles found far down a river course

had been there swept by the river in its present state. While this

is often true, care should be taken to ascertain that the needful

conditions present themselves. Frequently, when a river takes its

rise among higli mountains, its onward course is, though often

rapid, interrupted by tracts of level country, or even lakes, where

the pebbles and heavier detritus are arrested; and yet pebbles

derived from the rocks of the high mountains may be abundantly

found in the river-bed further down than these obstacles, such

pebbles having been brought to the channel in which the river

now takes its course by previous geological conditions of the area.

Thus, Alpine pebbles in some of the river courses of Northern

Italy could not have been* brought from the Alps into the plains

of Lombardy, by existing Vivers, since the Lago Maggiore, the

Lago di Como, and others necessarily stop the progress of those

borne from the high Alps by the torrents which now feed these

lakes.

By attending to the kinds of rock traversing a valley, we
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often find gixxl opportunities affordiHl of studying tlu‘ manner

in which detritus derived from them, may b(*eome mini’li'd by

the action of the river waters. Ciwo must, hoW(‘ver, be t.ikmi to

avoid considering as such those pebbles whieli may lia\e beiai

formed by the action of breakers while the land has been ena rging

from the sea, and which may have been at that time gatherc'd into

the lower parts of the valleys, or those which have subscMjuently

been brought into them from the sides of hills or mountains by the

long-continued action of rains and minor streams of water. Let

a b in the annexed plan (fig. 21) represent the course of a river

Fig. Ji.

C (I ' c f

through a district comjiosed of marked, but didbnmt, rock.'=! c r,

d r/, and e e, info a low country, where Its movement bei'omes

and let the ilill of* the ri\or-bod b(‘ .'^uch as to give

sutHcicnt velocity to a ncodfiil body of* water to push or swee^p

forward pebbles of the size of an egg, wIutc t!u‘ fiill l()rce of tlie

water can be directed upon them. The river Ixang capable of

forcing forward pebbles of tills size on tlic bottom, tliosc ol' minor

size, other things being equal, would be driven onwards, and tliere

would finally be a size, wenght, and liirm of detritus held up in

mechanical suspension by the movement of the water. Under

such conditions tliere would necessarily be a deposit ol* tbe de-

tritus pushed forward by the water, wherever suflicicnt obstacles

produced a less velocity in the river; and, as the river varied

in velocity according to the quantity of water in it, the

accumulations thus formed would possess an irregular character

somewhat as in the annexed section, one tlirough several minor

deposits, depending ujion small .shifts in the direction and force of

the propelling current.

Fig. 22.

As the river in the plan ffig. 21) is supposed capable of shoving
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pcl)blcs onwards to tlie commencement of’ the low ground //,
irregular accumulations of pebbles would Ixi expected at /, wlicrc

the force (jf tln^ river could no longer drive them forwards. It

would not, however, be anticipated that the finer silt or mud
could be ther(‘ accumulated, except in very minor quantities

in still places ; since the power to keep such detrital matter

mechanically suspended would be gradually lost by the river.

Indeed the time required for the settlement of the finer parts,

might be such that the whole body of water could continue to

move through the lowlands in a turbid and discoloured condition,

slowly parting with such detrital matter disseminated through it.

It would be expected under the conditions noticed, that ac-

cumulations would take place along the line of the river course

;

and that, unless these deposits were cut up by flo(jds and so carried

further onwards, tlic river-bed would be raised. The power of a

river to keep its channel clear, and even to work it deeper, is com-

monly obvious where the river runs with rapidity ; but it is not

always so obvious, without careful investigation, that its bed has

been raised, more particularly by the pebbles and sands shoved

forward at the bottom.

In i^aiiy plains, modified by rivers, the shoving forward of

detritus is sliown by the mode of its accumulation. Other accumu-

lations so thin and wide spread as obviously to have been deposited

from mcchani(*al suspension arc often, however, intermixed, so that

both modes of deposit have contributed to the I’ormation of these

plains. Although we might feel certain that the beds of rivers

must sliift in great plains as such beds get raised, the waters taking

the course of the lower levels, when such arc presented, yet it is

interesting to (observe in some countries,—in Italy for example,

—

where artificial embankments have been formed to keep rivers

flowing tliroiigli fertile plains in their eliannels, that the beds of

rivers become thus raised above the plains; and that roads rise up

these banks on citlicr side from the latter. In the little plain of

Nice, the river ridges, formed by this cause, arc striking, a loose

conglomerate behind furnisliing an abundance of pebbles to the

river-bed. The following section (fig. 23) will serve to illustrate

Fig. 23.

d

£
this fact, a b being the level of the country, in cultivation for many
centuries, upon which artificial banks have been gradually raised
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to c rf, to protect the cultivated lands IVoin invasion by thedt tritiis

forced forward by the river c. Thus the detritus which would

have naturally escaped upon the plain has been raised artilieially

from/ to e, notwitlistanding the somewhat general plan of throw-

ing the detritus thus accumulated over the sides upon the protecting

banks c d, thus deepening the channel when the waters in the

river may be sufficiently low for the purpose. The Po presents on

the larger scale a well-known example of the rise of its bed, so that

it is higher than the houses in Ferrara, and the like may always be

expected under similar conditions.

A river may so raise its bed as for some time not to (ind a new

main channel amid the adjoining plain, its turbid waters wlien in

iloixl escaping over the banks without actually causing a breach, as

is shown in the annexed section (hg. 24), where h represent.s a

Fig. 24.

river which has so raised its bed that there arc tracts of country on

cither side at a slightly lower level. In Hoods siicli a river, spread-

ing over the adjacent land, would leave all the detritus mechanic-

ally suspended in its waters, a a, and whicli did not retire with

the water until its level was that of the banks of the river, upon

the ground beneath up to the rising slopes d d, tlius evmilually

filling up the depressions. The more common action of a Hood is

as represented in the section beneath (lig. 25), where a river (i)

Fig. 25.

not raising its bed (the flood waters merely removing mud from

the bottom, the only sediment there collected), the overflow of*

turbid water (a a) returns to the river bed, depositing only such

matter in mechanical suspension as the time of repose may have

permitted. In these ways much sedimentary matter is distributed

over plains during floods.

The matter pushed forward by rivers, or held in mechanical

suspension in their waters, has hitherto been regarded only with

reference to the removal of that arising from the decomposition of

rocks by atmospheric influences. We have now to consider the

erosion of clays, sands, and gravels, and of hard rocks by means

of the rivers themselves.
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In many a riv<;r course it may readily be observed, that in-

colicrent sands and gravels are cut into by tlie mere friction of

the water, even when clear. That such a moving body should so

act would be cx|)ected, and no doubt we should also anticipate that

amid incoherent, or easily-removed substances, any modification in

the course ofa river would speedily produce change in other parts

;

but it is, nevertheless, extremely interesting to experiment on the

course of streamlets passing among sands : as, for instance, on some

extended shores at low tides, and trace the effects of even slight

alterations in the stream courses. The cutting into one bank

tlirows the water upon another, not previously worn away, and

tlio whole bed of the stream gets modified. Such experiments tend

to make us more readily appreciate those modifications of rivers,

from the actual cutting powers of their waters, which are seen on

the great scale in some parts of the world. They also show the

distances to which the fall of a cliff’, the filling up of a cavity, by

wliich, as forming a lake, the force of a fl(xxl may have been

previously stayed in its full course, and other c»bvious circum-

stances have produced modification and change.

There are few persons who have not noticed the manner in

which rivers are disposed to take serpentine courses in level coun-

tries, a fact as easily observed amid the meadows of the flat portions

of many valleys, of very limited dimensions, as among the vast

bends of the Mississippi, or any other of the great rivers flowing

under similar conditions. The rivers, by their friction, cut into

the ground presented to their course, and by working away the

earth, clay, sands^. or gravel, of bend against bend, modify their

channels. The waters necessarily cut away such banks at the

bottom of each bend. Hence, if two bends be opposite to each

other, as those in the next sketch (fig. 2fi), are at a, A, and r, tJie

Fig. 26 .

river will tend, by continued erosion, to approximate them to each

other, so that they finally meet, and the river course becomes

shortened by the amount of’ the bends previously passed over.

Although some effects must follow the action of clear water
upon bodies, the parts ofwhich have not sufficient cohesion to resist

removal, it is by the assistance of matter either mcclianloally

suspended in, or forced onward by the water, that rivers most

1 )
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readily cut into their channels and erode their banks. By this

assistance they wear even into hard rocks, removing the obstacles

impeding their courses, and which prevent the ibrmation of a

convenient general slope. As among tlic simplest forms in wliicli

water acts by aid of mineral matter nj»n racks, we may take the

vertical holes drilk*<l in oven >ome of the hardest by means of

pebbles so situated, that a rotatory action is given them, eaoli in

one place, by moving water. These are well known in many

situations, where bai*s of rock stretch across river bods, and falls of

water are thus produced. A pebble borne down by floods gets so

established in an eddy that it remains there, and by constant

friction, works a vertical hole downwards, sometimes to the deptli

of several feet. In some situations, where the obstacle lias been

much lowered by the erosive action of a stream, sections of the

annexed kind may lie seen. In rare instances the pebble, as at a

(fig, 27 ), may still be seen, the section having been such as not to

Fig. 27.

a

have allowed it to fall out. In some situations this drilling int«)

bars of rocks must have tended considerably ^to their ultimate

removal.

It is, however, wlien a river is in flood, large pebbles grinding

and driving against rocks which may be exposed to the fiiry of

the torrent, and minor detritus, cither hurried onwards on the

bottom, or in mechanical suspension, grating against and rasping,

as it were, such obstacles, that the erosive power is most c^Fccti^'e,

Huge blocks arc forced onwards, leaving the furrows whicli liavi^

marked their course to attest that course in some situations, while

the finer friction of small pebbles and sand produces a smooth

surface in others.

When endeavouring to ascertain the abrasion wlilcli may be due

to rivers, the amount of decomposition which any rocks in their

course may have sufFered, prior to the supposed abrading action,

should be carefully estimated, so that too much importance should

not be given to such action. It being known that the decom-
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position of many rocjks is greatly assisted by such rocks being kept

alternately in a wet and dry condition, the observer should notice

if tlie water in any river course he may study, rises and falls, and

in a manner sufficient to have an appreciable influence on the

rocks washed by it.

Much care is required when we seek to refer the formation of a

ravine through which a river may find its way to the cutting

power of tlie river itself There is no want of evidence that even

minor streams, more particularly when swollen by rains, cut

channels for themselves in various directions. In many a mountain

region this is a fact of common occurrence. A little study will

show the observer that some ravines arc cut back very readily wlien,

as beneath (fig. 28 ), beds, liorizontal, or not far removed from tliat

Fig. 28 .

position, and composed of comparatively liard rocks, such as s;md-

stoncs, arc based upon softer substances, such as clays or shales.

From the combined action of atmospheric influences, and of tlu*

falling water, with sometimes also the aid of water percolating

between the liard and soft rocks, the lower beds give way, and

being composed of easily-comminuted substances, are soon removed
in mechanical suspension by the torrent, while the hard rocks,

losing their support, arc precipitated to the base of the fall. This

mcxle of cutting back a channel, with vertical or nearly vertical

walls in tlie first instance, however they may be afterwards modified

by subsequent falls, or erosion by small streams, may be as well

seen in hundreds of little brooks, whore the needful conditions of

hard and soft and nearly Iv'ndzontal strata are to be found, as in the
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valley of the Niagara, where the produetion of a ravine of* tins kind

is exhibited on so large a scale.

If a barrier, such as a lava current, be suddenly tlirown across

a valley, the waters behind it, upwards, arc necessarily sustaliu‘(l

to the height of the lowest part of tlic new obstacle opposed tn

their further progress downwards. Should a section be presioiti'd

to the attention of an observer, such as tliat beneatli (fig. ‘J‘M,

Fig. 2‘).

where a lava current, a, crosses a pre-existing valley in granite,

bhy d e being a ravine, with c a river running through it, he

should see if the stream of lava, a, has been actually cut through,

or if it has never completely filled the valley, so that a space may

have been left between the high part of the lava, e, and the bank

of granite rf, through which the waters readily fl)un(l their way,

the modifying action of the atmosphere and tlie river giving the

fallacious appearance of a ravine wholly cut by the latter.

The observ’er will have carefully to distinguish between ravines

which the rivers may have cut and those wliich arc mere cracks or

rents through which tlic drainage waters of any district may happeu

to find their way. Thcrcf(>rc he must carefully search f<>r cvidmcc;

sufficient to pr<jvc that the ravine may belong to etther tlic one or the

other of these classes. Let A and B (fig. 30) represent sections of

Fig. 30.

A B

c

two ravines. In general appearance they might correspond ; and

even supposing a crack or rent, it may have been such as so slightly

to move the opposite masses of rock as to be inappreciable. The
geologist should endeavour to trace some bed of rock, such as a,

unbroken from one side to the other, across the course of the river.

Should he discover such a bed thus fairly connecting the sides ol‘
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the ravine together (no twist in the crack or rent presenting a

liilluclous appearance of an unbroken bed), the ravine rnay still not

be due to the cutting action of the river itself, for it may have

been a channel of communication from one body of water to

another at a time when the land may have been sufficiently sub-

merged for th(j purpose. Hence fair evidence would still be

rc(]uircd to show that the river really cut the channel.

Jf' the observer should be unable to trace the rocks unbroken

across the ravine, the evidence would remain unceiiain, for under

the supposition tliat the sides so correspond as to render a disloca-

tion doubtful, blocks of* rock, pebbles, and sand, may as well cover

a crack, sucli as c in B, as a continuous mass of rock. Should,

however, the beds on either side of the ravine, if prolonged, not

meet, that is, if, as in the following section (fig. 31), a horizontal

Fig. 31.

and marked bed «, be higher on one side than on the other, he will

see that the line of ravine corresponds with a line of dislocation

where this want of correspondence of sides is apparent, and by
further search he should ascertain if this dislocation can be traced

in tlic same line. Should tliis be so, it still remains to be ascer-

taincckif the river has really done more than modify the effects of

an action, along the line of dislocation, by which the ravine may
liave been originally worked out. If, instead of horizontal, we
find vertical beds of rock, as in tlic annexed map-sketch (fig. 32),

Fig. 32.

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

in whi'di a h represents the course of a river through a ravine, and

that a marked series of beds, 1, 2, 3, and 4, do not correspond if
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prolonged across the river, then also it would be evident that the

latter flowed in a line of a dislocation.

Should the rise of the river-bed be such that a scries of falls

be found at the higher part of the ravine, so that eventually

the level of the river-bed be equal to its most elevated portion,

it will be evident that no strait with water, in the manner of a sea

channel, was the cause of the excavation, since by submerging the

land, the ravine would merely form an arm of the sea, and be liable

to be filled up by the detritus borne by the river from higher levels

into it.

Upon tracing up lines of valley for the purpose of studying any

modifications they may have sustained from the action of rivers

and other running waters upon them, it will often be seen, par-

ticularly in mountainous regions, that level spaces present them-

selves, having the appearance of lake bottoms, the river meandering

through these plains, and not unfrequcntly finding its way to

lower levels through gorges or ravines of various magnitudes. 1

1

is generally supposed that by lowering the level of the lake outlet,

the barrier ponding back tlie water has been removed suificiently

lor its passage under ordinary circumstances onwards, it being

merely during very heavy floods, that any water is sprcfW-1 over

these plains. On tlie small as well as the large scale, this ex-

planation would often appear probable. 11^ as in the Ibllowing

section (fig. 33), supposed to represent three lakes, a, />, and c, on

the line of a mountain valley, the erosive action ol‘ the river could

lower the harriers d, e, andJ\ the cavities a, and c, would cciuse

Fig. 33.

to be filled by water, and we should have plains in their stead, the

old bottoms of the lakes, with the river meandering through them,

and rushing through gorges or ravines at d, c, and/,

With respect to the effects produced by the cutting back of*

ravines to such bodies of water, once supposed capable of* causing

overwhelming floods, at lower levels, it should be observed that

the depth of water at lake outlets is generally inconsiderable, so

that the letting out and lowering of the lake waters would be

gradual. To Illustrate this, let the subjoined section (fig. 34) re-

present the case of a river cutting back its channel, in the manner

of the Niagara (assuming that conditions were favourable for so
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towards Lake Eric, so that tho latter Ixjcamc drained by the

of)(‘ration. Jjct h e reprc'sent the slope, cxagg(*rated, of the lake

bed 1‘rom A, where tlic surplus waters arc delivered over the barrier

ground, andf o the level of the river below the falls cutting back

the elianncl. Supposing//' to represent the place of the falls, at

S Fig. 34.

o /' V hf

any given time, it is clear, the same effects continuing, that they

may be further cut back g^ and even to h h\ without diminish-

ing the quantity of water in the lake. Once, however, at A h\

every succeeding cutting will occasion more water to pass over

them, by draining the waters of the lake to the level of the top of

the new falls, so that when these have retreated to i i\ the surface

()£ the lake will sink to i {?, and the mass of water, over the whole

lake, and above the new level, will have passed over the falls in

addition to the ordinary drainage discharge. This addition would

add to the velocity and cutting power of the falls, which would be

expected, all other conditions being the same, to retreat more

rapidly to k k!, reducing the general level of the lake to A c? in less

time than it reduced it from hb Xoi c. In like manner, the level

of the lake would be reduced to n e, which we may assume, for

illustration, as its greatest depth
; but every succeeding retreat of

the falls lowering the general level so that the lake presented a

minor area, the lake waters discharged would gradually become less

until, finally, nothing more than the river would meander through

the drained bottom of the lake. In considering the mode in which

a lake*may be drained by the cutting back of the outlet river

channel, it should not be forgotten that, when large, the average

loss from evaporation becomes less as the surface is diminished, so

that the supply by the tributary rivers and streams is not much
diminished by this cause, and more water finds its way through the

outlet to the lower levels.

In volcanic regions we may expect a modification in the drainage

of valleys by the flow of lava currents across them, and lakes may
be formed in Alpine regions by the fall of masses of mountain into

narrow valleys. From the former cause many permanent altoratiojis

in the drainage may be effected, the dammed-up waters finding a

new outlet, more particularly amid accumulations of aslies and

cindcis In the case of a Lava current traversing a valley, the

deepest part of a lake thus formed might be at the lower part, as in
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tlie iimioxed section ((ig. of)), where the previous slope of ii liver-

lx*d has been interrupti‘(l hv the How ol‘ a lava current b acn >ss a

Fig. 35.

valley, so that the river waters are ponded back, and form a lake

at a. Supposing that a lava current fairly stopped the river course,

even rising somewhat on the opposite side of such a valley, and

thus preventing the conditions noticed above (p. 36), such a barrier

might long remain, the stoppage of the river waters preventing any

kind of detritus, which previously had been forced onwards along

the bottom, 1‘roin further progress, at the same time causing much
of the mechanically suspended matter to fall. Both conditions

would be favourable to the filling up of the lake, such deposits

again to be cut tlirough, should the barrier ol‘ the lava current be

eventually removed. And it is to be observed that the cutting

away of the barrier would be more ea.‘<ily ellected whim tlie lake

was filled up, and gi-avol and sand could be brought to scour and
wear away the channel of tlie nipids or waterfalls from b to t*.

A\ hen mountain masses have fallen across narrow valh'ys, as thi.*y

are known to have done, and have ponded buck tlie waters, it may
readily happen that debacles may be f<>rm(*d, producing very gix*at

effects at lower levels, and causing the removal of masses of rock

under such conditions, which the ordinary condition of the waters

in tlie valley, with every regiird to IIxkIs, would appear to render

improbable. The observer may learn to appreciate tlie efleets of

such falls by throwing a dam of lix>se sand and gravel across any
small stream, so that the waters be ponded back. At first the re-

moval of the barrier will be slight, but after a time the waters rush

out, sweeping a part of the dam liefore them, and removing, in their

course downwards, stones and blocks which their vegetable coatings

show have for years well resisted all ordinary floods.

Sometimes also in mountain regions, a cross valley may, from a

thunder storm falling upon the area which it drains, thrust forward

such a mass of rubbish across a main channel tis to pond back its

waters, which finally clearing away the barrier tlius formed, rush

suddenly onwards to lower levels. At other times the efleets of a
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tributary, (Icliveriiif^ itsell* at riglit angles, or nearly to the

umin river, an* more gradual; and in parts of a chief valley,

where tlu.* (all of the latter is not so considerable as to pnxluce a

rapid current, more permanent changes arc produced. The annexed

sketch represents one of those cases, not uncommon in some regioas,

Fig. 36.

where a tributary comes through a lateral gorge, high above the

main valley, thrusting forward the detritus borne along it, so as to

form a sort of half cone. The increase of such a mass will modify

the line of the main river, if the latter be unable to remove the

detritus thus borne across its course. In favourable situations,

such as in some parts of the Alps, cottages and cultivation will be

seen on those parts of the mound where the more or less divided

streams of the tributary do not rush furiously onwards to lower

levels.

Among the causes of debacle and change in drainage depressions,

we should not omit the consideration of glaciers falling across vallevs

from adjacent lieights, since the gi'cat debacle down the valley of the

lihone in 1818, is still fresh in the memory of many who witnessed

its transporting power, and who would scarcely otherwise liave

been disposed to credit the effects produced. After successive falls

from tlie glacier of Getroz, during several years, into a narrow part

of the Val dc Bagnes, in the Vallais, the accumulation finally be-

came such that the waters of the Dranse, which previously found

their way amid the fallen blocks of ice, were ponded back. A lake

was thus formed about half a league in length, and it was estimated

to contain 800,000,000 cubic feet of water. By driving a gallery

at a lower level in the icy barrier, this quantity was supposed to be

reduced to 580,000,000 cubic feet, a mass of water which, effecting

a passage between the ice and the rock on one side, was let ofl’ in
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about half-an-hour down the Val de l^ugncs into the valley of’ the

Rhone, and thus into the lake of Geneva, wlierc Ibrtunately, by

the spread of the waters, their destructive force was lost. Huge

blocks of rock were moved by this debacle, and a great mass

matter swept away to lower levels.

Mention has been already made of the deposits effected in the still

portions of stream courses, and of the inclined angle which the

layers of sand and gravel take, after being forced along the bottom

ofthe stream bed, and thrown over little delta protrusions into the

pools of water. The mode *of detrital deposit to be observeii in

lakes is the same as in little pools, the difference is chiefly in the

magnitude of the accumulations. The little pools differ principally

from lakes from being liable to be swept by floods, and the de-

posited detritus to be thus once more lifted and borne onwards,

which does not happen in lakes of fliir magnitude. Moreover,

discoloured flood waters spread over the pools, and not over pieces

of water deserving the name of lakes. Lakes necessarily vary

much as to the repose of* their waters according to their depths.

In the deeper parts of such a body of fresh water as that of tlie lake

of Genera,* there is no cause for movement from altered tempera-

ture of the water, for experiments would appear to sliow tliat this

temperature always remains the same at the great depths, that of

the greatest density of fresh water being found at all seasons of the

year. In such situations also waves raised by winds on the surface

are not felt, and whatever chemical or mechanical accumulations

there take place would remain undisturbed, so long as the present

conditions are continued.

In the shallow parts of the same lake, and necessarily also in

shallow lakes generally, the waves (sooner raised in fresTi water

lakes than in the sea by the same force of wind, because the fluid

put into motion is of less density) stir up the finer mud and silt,

while the breakers act upon the shore, and for the time keep

heavier matter in motion and mechanical suspension. As, there-

fore, the deep cavities holding lakes become filled up, there may be

an irregularity in part of the accumulations of the higher portions

not observable beneath.

If* attention be directed to the mode in which detrital matter is

protruded into great lakes, such as those of North America, Switzer-

* In a scries of soundings of the lake of Genova, made in 181'), and chicHy uiulcr-

taken for the purpose of seeing how far the temperature of the water in it cor-

responded with that assigned to the greatest density of fresh water, an account of
which was published, with a chart, in the * Bibliothcque U nivcrscllc,’ for 1810, we
found the greatest depth of the lake to be 164 fathoms, or 984 feet, opposite Evian.
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hind, orNortlu rn Italy, it will rarely happen that the contributing

stioains or rlvors are not found to pour in detritus of various kinds

and In dKfereni ways. Let us consider that the accompanying plan

((ig. d7) rejirescnts that of a lake dividal into two unequal portions,

and that it is supplied with water, in addition to the rain which may

fall upon it, by the rivers e, d and e ; that c is a chief river, draining

a large district, and rf and s two torrents, descending occasionally

from adjacent mountain heights with great force, while, at other

times, they contain little water.

Fig. 37.

d

Let us further suppose that the waters of the river, c, are gene-

rally turbid, like those of the glacier rivers of the Alps, and that

they vary in quantity at different times, so that the river both

forces forward and holds mechanically in suspension variable

amounts of matter. From such conditions as these we may assume

that, though variable, the accumulations, brought down into the

lake by the river c, would still be more uniformly spread than

tliose resulting from the sudden rushes of water down the torrents

e and d, the stones or pebbles, borne forwards by the latter, being

larger than the detritus forced onwards by the main feeding

river c.

In order to appreciate the difference of accumulation arising

from these condition.s, it may be desirable to assume that the depth

ol' the lake is uniform, or nearly so, tliroiighout, though of course

the original form of the lake basin would influence the products,

Tlie river c would accumulate the detritus it can force along its

channel, in the manner previously noticed, while at the same time

it would discharge a body of turbid water into the still waters of

tl\e lake. The force of the former is checked by the latter
;
and

tlic turbid water, being heavier than that of fresh-water lakes,

would sink in clouds toward the bottom, as may be seen where the

Rhone enters the lake of Geneva, and in various other similar

situations. The velocity with which the turbid water would enter

the lake would carry it to various proportionate distances, until its

motion became finally checked. It is, however, interesting to
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observe that, from the diflbrenee in speeiiic gravities, wlieu lurhid

waters fall to the bottom, tliese steal quietly upon that bottom for

considerabe distances, it being long beibre tliey part with the line

matter which tliey hold in mechanical suspension. The fine matter

brought down by the Rhone is found in mud beneath the still deep

watei*s of the lake of Geneva, many miles beyond the discharge of

the turbid waters of the river into that lake.*

Assuming the depth of the lake to have been such that t iirbid

could so creep beneath the clear waters as to form a deposit olTmid

or clay, we should have the bottom of the minor division the

lake coated with this finely-comminuted matter, while a delta-like

protrusion of the sand and pebbles was Ibrmed over it. Supposing

the commencement of such aceuimilations to be in a rock cavity,

the basin of the lake, we should expect them to take somewliut of

the form seen in the following section (fig. 38), where a represents

Fig. 38.

the first gravel and sand deposits, forced over at c, b mud, gradually

accumulated over the rock basin, d the advance of the delta over

the mud, and g the surface of the lake beyond the delta. Under
such conditions we should have irregular beds of sand and gravel,

with occasional patches of clay, the result of deposits in local stag-

nant places, based upon a clay which here and there, in its upper
portion, might contain sand or sandy clay, the effects of floods

carrying such matter in mechanical suspension beyond the delta

into deeper water, and there depositing it upon the mud.
Still referring to the plan, fig, 37, we should expect the accumu-

lations at the junction of the torrents, d and e, with the lake, to be
much modified in character. To render the case more illustrative,

we may consider that, from the nature of the rocks traversed by the

respective ton*ents, little else than fragments of hard substances are

shoved foi^vard by d, while much earthy matter and soft rocks,

easily comminufed by friction, are mingled with the harder frag-

ments thrust into the lake by e. If a small amount of earthy matter

be carried forward by rf, the accumulation where the torrent enters

the lake would form little else than a protruding mass of fragments,

* If a long trough be filled with clean water, and turbid water be very quietly
iwured into it at one end, the mode in which the latter finds its way beneath the
former will be at once seen.
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composed of* bods different in position, but dipping ut angles vary-

ing probably liom 20"^ to 30^ uroun<l the general curve of the pro-

trusion ;
while* such lincly-comminutcd matter as was held in

mc(;lianieal suspension would descend to the bottom, and steal

along bemeath, ius previously mentioned, adding to the mud derived

from the chid* streams. The accumulations formed at i by the

torrent c, would be of a mixed character between those produced

by cand d, "J'licse causes continuing, the lake would be eventually

filled up by clays, sands, and gravels brought into it by the rivers

and torrents, the surf'acc waves acting upon much of the higlier

acciimulations its tlic general depth decreased. Finally, the out-

falling riverf, (dear as tliat of the Rhone, where it quits the lake

of* Geneva, while the lake lasted, would Ixj joined to the river c

;

r/and c, as two tributiiry streams adding their waters to it, and

the wIujIc would traverse a plain, much as represented beneath

(fig. 39), muddy sediment being added to the surface of the plain

from time to time by floods, and the torrents still thrusting forward

fragments of rock and pebbles where they joined it.

Fig. 39.

Greal^modificatifins of the mcclianical accumulations here noticed

will readily present themselves to the attention of an observer

;

aud, if he will combine some of them with the chemical deposits

previously noticed, and add the harder parts of the animals which

have either lived in, or been drifted into, the lakes, as also the

leaves of trees and other plants, and the branches and trunks of

trees which may eventually fall to the bottom after having been

borne onwards sometimes quietly, at others confusedly and rapidly,

he may better appreciate the still greater modifications to which
lacustrine accumulations may be subject.



CHAPTER IV.

ACTION" OF THE SEA ON COASTS.—^DIFFERENCE IN TIDAL AND TIDELESS

SEAS.—DNEQUAL ABRASION OF COASTS.—SHINGLE BEACHES,—CIIKSIL

BANK.—COAST SAND-HILLS.

Before we consider tlie accumulations effected in the sea, it is

desirable to call attention to the actiem of tlie sea on coasts, since

that action often contributes, in no small degree, to the matter of

which such deposits are f>rmed.

The sound prcxJuced by the grating and grinding of the pebbles

of a shingle beach, even when the breakers on shore are c<»mpa-

ratively unimportant, can scarcely have eseajHxl the attentii^n <»!’

those wdio have, even for a short time, visited coasts wdieix; such

beaches, and they are common, are to be Ibund. It will s<H)n lx*

apparent, that this friction, if continued for ages, must not only

wear down the pebbles to sand, but grind away and smootli (fffeven

the hard rocks cxpf)sed to such powerful action. It is, liowever,

when the observer secs the huge masses of rock^ moved by breakers

arising from a heavy gale of wind, blowing (Ui shore from over a

wide spread of open sea, or from the long lines of wave known as a

ground stvelh tliat he not only learns to value the force of tlie water

taken by itself, thus projected against a coast, but also the additional

power it possesses of abrading the cliffs whicli may be opposed to

the breakers by the size and abundance of the shingles tlicy can

then hold in mechanical suspension.

Properly to appreciate the power of breakers, a gerJogist sliould

be present on an exposed ocean coast, such as that of Western

Ireland, the Land’s End (Cornwall), or among the Western Islands

of Scotland, during a heavy and long-continued gale of wind from

the westward, and mark tlie effects of the great Atlantic waves as

they break and crash upon the shore. He will generally find in

such situations that, though the rocks are scooped and hollowed

into the most fantastic forms, they are still hard rocks ; for no others

could long resist the breakers, which, with little intermission, act
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upon tliein. N(jt only blocks of rock resting on tlu3 shore are

driven Ibrward by tlie repeated blows of such breakers, but those;

also liritily boiled down on piers are often thrown off and driven

aside in far m(»rc sheltered situations. The history of many a pier

harbour is that of the destructive power of breakers, and those who

have witnessed a breach made in such a harbour during a heavy

gale of wind, are not likely to remain imimpressed with the im-

portance of breakers in the removal of land.^

Slight attention to the manner in which vraves break on a coast

will soon show that, upon the prevalent winds and the proportion

of those which force the greatest waves, or seas, as they are generally

termed, on shore, will depend, other things being equal, the greatest

amount of destructive action. Thus, on a coast on which western

winds prevail, and there is sufficient extent of open sea before it,

we should expect to discover the greatest loss of land, the force of

the breakers being there the greatest and most incessant. As a

whole, the coasts of the British Islands are exposed to the heaviest

and most incessant breakers from winds ranging from tlie N.W. to

the S.W., and but slight acquaintance with our coasts will soon

satisfy the geologist, that if the other coasts of our islands were

exposed to an equal amount of abrading force, a large portion of

them would soon be cut away at a far more rapid rate than at

present.

With regard to the force of breakers on the coasts of the British

Islands, Mr. Stevenson has found by experiments at the Bell Rock

and Skerryvore lighthouses, f that while the force of the breakers on

the sidctof the German Ocean may be taken at about a t^m and a

half upon every square foot of surface exposed to them the Atlantic

breakers fall with about double that weight, (U' three tons to tlm

square foot. Thus a surface of only two sejuare yards would sustain a

blow from a heavy Atlantic breaker equal to about fifty-four tons.

'faking an equal amount of prevalent winds and of open sea over

which they may range, it will soon be observable that the abrasion

* During a heavy gale in November, 1821, and also in another at the commence-
ment of 1829, blocks of limestone and granite, from two to five tons in weight, were
washed about at the breakwater, Plymouth, like pebbles. About 3(X) tons of such
blocks were borne a distance of 2(X) feet, and up the inclined plane of the breakwater.
They were thrown over it, and scattered in various directions. In one place a block
of limestone, seven tons in weight, was washed a distance of 1.50 feet. We have seen
blocks of two or three tons, torn away by a single blow of a breaker and hurled
over into a harbour, and one of one and a half or two tons, strongly treiiailed down
upon a jetty, torn away and tossed upwards by the force of another.

t Proceedings of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 'din-
burgh, 1850.
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of ro(iks, of equal hardness and similar position, is modified according

as the adjoining seas are tidal or tideless. In the latter case, though

no doubt the pressure of the wind upon water raises it to levels

above those which it commonly occupies, the difference is not so

considerable as to bring any large faces of cliff exposed to the action

of’ the breakera A beach, moreover, piled in front of a cliff’ is, in

such seas, as rarely passed and the cliff attacked. In tidal seas, on

the contrary, many feet are vertically exposed to the fury of the

breakers as the tide rises and falls
;
and beaches piled up in mo-

derate weather are, in fitting situations, removed by the return

action of the breakers, so that the cliffs are again open to abrasion.

Moreover, the rocks are exposed to greater decomposition from

being alternately wet and dry, a consideration of some importance

in many climates, particularly in those where the temperature falls

below the freezing point of water during certain seasons of the year.

It should not, nevertheless, be forgotten that coasts, where breakers

reach the cliffs at high water, arc frequently protected by beaches

at low water ; and that, therefore, they are moved from tlie abrading

power of the waves during all the time tliat they fall on tlie pro-

tecting beaches—a time which changes witli the varying state of

the tides and of the weather generally.

Attention will not long have been given to the abrading action

of breakers on coasts before it will be seen that there arc many
circumstances modifying the effects which would be otherwise pro-

duced. It will be observed that the wearing away of coasts is,

among the softer rocks more especially, often mucli accelerated by

land-springs, which, as it were, shove portions dl’the cliffs into tlie

power of the breakers by so moistening particular beds or portions

of them, that much of the cliff loses its cohesion, and is launched

seaward. The loss thus sustained in some coasts is very con-

siderable.

Fig. 40.
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So far from being thus brouglit by, so to speak, inland influences

within tlie rcacli of the sea, in other situations we find the higher

parts ol‘ cliffs pr{)trudlng over the sea beneath, as in the previous

sketch (fig. 40), when we suppose the parts of the rock to be so co-

herent that the breakers have been enabled to excavate the lower

.
part of tlic cliff in tlic manner here represented. The same action

continuing, a time must come when the weight of the overhanging

portion will outbalance the cohesion of the rock, and the mass above

will fall. Breakwater, as it then becomes to a part of tlie cliff,

much will depend as to tlie length of time it may so act, according

to the manner in which it has fallen, particularly if stratified. If

composed of beds of rock, and the .slope of the.se beds face tlie sea, a.s

in the following sketch (fig. 41), the breakers will have lc.ss power

Fig. 41.

to act upon them, than if the edges of the strata wore presented to

the sea, as represented beneath (fig. 42), in wdiich position they

ofler the least rosi^ance to the destructive action of the sea.

It will be sometimes found, that a hard rock constitutes the high

E
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part of a cliff, while the lower portion is composed of a softer

substance, such as a clay or marl, and that masses of the harder

rock falling from above afford protection, for a time, to the lower

part of the cliff. Thus, let a in the annexed section (fig. 43) rc-

» Fig. 43.

present the upper portion of a cliff formed of hard beds of rock, such

as sandstone, while 5 is a marl or clay, then the action of the sea,

di upon the cliff would undermine it, and cause the fall of masses

of the hard rock, c, which, accumulating at its base, would tend

to protect it according to the quantity of fallen rock, the size of the

masses, and their hardness. It will be found that cliffs composed

as a whole of somewhat soft rocks, and clays, marls, or sliglitly

indurated sandstones, arc often protected at their bases by an accu-

mulation of indurated portions of these rocks. Thus let the

accompanying section (fig. 44) represent a clay in which there are

Fig. 44.

h

nodules of argillaceous limestones, as a a (and those of septaria in

clays are often large), which, when washed out by removal of the

clay, accumulate on the beach b. These then tend to protect the

base of the cliff from the destructive action of the breakers.

The study of any extended line of coast composed of horizontal or

slightly-inclined beds of rocks of unequal hardness will present

abundant examples of the modified protection afforded to the base

of cliffs from the accumulation of masses derived from them.

Striking examples are often to be found on our shores of tl\e

wearing away of the land by the action of the breakers, so that

rocks stand out in the sea detached from the main body of the land,

but which once evidently formed part of it. Perhaps the
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accompanying sketch (fig. 45) of the cliffs near Bedruthan, Corn-

wall, may afford an idea of the manner in which some of our cr)asts

arc thus cut back by breakers. The islets here represented have

been formed by such an abrasion of the rocks to the present cliffs

Fig. 45.

of the mainland, that portions, somewhat harder, and better resist-

ing tlie action of the breakers than the rest, have remained. The

breakers not unfrcquently work round portions of the cliffs, forming

a cave throngli a projecting point or headland. This, from the

continuance of tlic same destructive action, becoming gradually

enlarged, the roof, from the want of support, falls, and the point

becomes an island, round which the breakers work their way,

gradually increasing the distance between it and the mainland.

As might be expected, amid the wearing away of coasts by

breakers, innumemblo instances present tbcinselvcs of unequal

action on the harder and softer substances, according to their ex-

posure to the destructive power employed upon them, so that long

channels and creeks, and coves of every variety of form, arc worked

away in some situations, while hard nx^ks protrude in otlicrs.

Fip 40 .

E 2
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Coves afTord shelter to tlie (ishenmn, IVom l)cing hollowed out in

some localities, while the hard lodges act as naliiral piers in oil a as.

The previous sketch (lig. 4(1), of Polventon (\)vc, on the east o(

Trevose Head, Cornwall, may lie taken as a lair illustration of a

harbour scooped out by the action of the breakers, which have so

worn away the slate a, from a line of hard greenstone, />, that the

latter forms a natural pier, named the Merope Rocks, afTording'

shelter from the north-west winds, which, when strong, arc much

to be dreaded on this coast.*

It is not often, however, we should expect, though it must some-

times occur, that a mere trace of beds, superincumbent upon

dissimilar rocks, can be found on coasts, showing how such may bo

entirely removed from the subjacent rocks by the action of the

breakers. In this respect, the annexed sketch (fig. 47), may Ixi

Fig* 47.

useful. It represents a small patch a, of a conglomerate of the

new red sandstone scries, named the Thurlestone Rock (in

Blgbury Bay, South Devon), reposing, with a moderate dip sea-

ward, unconformably upon the edges of Devonipu slates b. Here

the breakers liavc almost entirely removed the red c(mglomeratc

whicli was deposited upon the slates, and, no doubt, once covered

them far more extensively than is now observable.

In estimating the abrading power of breakers on an extensive

line of coast, it is desirable not only to direct attention to the

relative hardness of the rocks of which it is composed, but also to

the position of the beds (if the rocks be stratified), and to the planes

of slaty cleavage and of joints. It will soon be apparent tJiat

among stratified rocks, lines of coast, under otherwise equal cir-

cumstances, depend on the directions and dip of the beds. Their

position relatively to the Ibrcc of the breakers is necessarily impor-

tant; for if a series of beds, such as those in the accompanying

* Polventon Cove was at one time well known ns a smuggling station, and is now often

visited by vessels waiting for the tide into Podatow Harbour, a few miles distant.
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sketch (dg. 4H), dip seaward, the action of breakers lulling on them

ill the mannei* represented would be comparatively trilling, since

Fig. 48.

the return of one breaker down the seaward slope of the beds,

diminishes the force of the next falling upon it, and the power of

the remainder, rushing up the slope, is gradually expended, and

meets with no direct obstacle upon which it can destructively act,

Tlie positions in which the edges of the beds of any given rock are

exposed to the action of the sea, are those where the abrading power

of tlie breakers is most successfully exerted. Let us suppose that

the annexed plan (fig 49) represents a line of coast exposed to the

Fig. 49.

nortli and west, and that tlie abniding action of tlie breakers is

ecjiial from both points
; then the effects produced will depend upon

the resisting powers of the rocks themselves. Taking the country

to be composed of beds of slates and sandstones, having a strike or

direction from cast to west, and a dip about 45° to the north
; then,

supposing no cleavage planes, and the slates to be parallel with the

sandstone beds, the resisting powers of the rocks would be greatest

on the northern coast, since the beds would there all slope seaward,

while the same rocks would be liable to much abrasion on the west,

the edges ol‘ the beds being exposed in that direction. Niunerous

indentations would be the result, similar to those represented in the

plan, the softest beds being worn into the deepest coves, and the

harder constituting the most prominent headlands.
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In all investigations to the loss of land from the action ol the

sea upon it, dependence can rarely be placed on old maps ol’consts,

wliich are for most part very inaccurate
; indeed, there would h' no

difficulty in producing those which would, when compared with a

good modern survey, apparently show an increase of hall’ or tliri'c-

quai'ters of a mile on a clilF coast, where, in fact, there had been

considerable loss.

We iiave seen that clilfs become abraded by the action ol‘ tlie

breakers, sometimes alone, at others combined with tliat of tlui

atmosphere and of land-springs. The mineral matter so brought

within the influence of the sea has to be removed, and observation

soon shows, that while one part of it is caught up in mechanical

suspension, and is then liable to be carried away by the movements

of tides or currents, another portion remains and is exposed to the

grinding action of the breakers on the coast. Tliis latter portion

necessarily varies in size from the block, which can only be shaken

by the blows ofheavy breakers discharged upon it, acting with their

gi’eatest power, to the small pebble temporarily cauglit up in

mechanical suspension, even by minor breakers, but which again

sinks to the bottom wlien not exposed to their influence.

It will be observed, respecting shingle beaches, tliat during a

hc‘avy on-shore gale, every breaker is nu're or less charged witli the

materials composing the Ixaieli, and that the slnngles are dirced

toTwaidas far as the broken wave can reacli, tlieir slioek against the

beach driving others before tlicm, not held in temporary mechanical

suspension. Shingles are thus projected on the land beyond tlic

reach of the retiring waves, and there accumulate in long ridges

parallel to the coast, especially where the land is low beliiud the

shingle beach. Heavy on-shore gales and high tides combined

necessarily produce the greatest accumulation of shingle in sucli

localities, and although occasionally a breach may now and then be

formed at such times, it becomes speedily filled up by the piling

action of the breakers.

Attention to a shingle beach will soon show, notwithstanding tlie

minor removal of portions from one place to another, backwards and

forwards, and the modifications arising from the obliteration of tlie

little lines of beach, not unf’requently produced during moderate

weather, that as a whole it travels in the direction of the prevalent

breakers until arrested against some projecting portion of the coast.

This must happen, if any force act upon the shingles more in one

direction than another, since they would be compelled to travel in

conformity with it ; and observation proves that such is the fact,
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for not only do wc lind pebbles of known rocks thus moved from

tlic particular ]:)ortion of cliff whence they have been derived, but,

also, though breakers appear to adjust themselves to the tortuous

character or outline of a coast, that there is always a slight oblique

action in cons(i([Ucncc of the main direction of the wind at the time.

One of* the simplest forms in which the shingles of a beach are

seen to liave travelled is- where, as in the annexed plan (fig. 50), we

Fig. 50.

\

find a spit of shingle beach, dy composed of pebbles evidently

derived from a coast, 5, stretching in the direction to which the

prevalent winds blow, the shingle beach being unable to cross over

to the opposite coast (a) in consequence of the flow and ebb of the

tide in and out of an estuary (e, c), into which a river {f) discharges

itself at the higher end. In such cases, and they are to be seen in

many situations, the rush of water is able to keep the channel open

between the spit of beach d and the coast, a, not on the side of the

prevalent winds, the ebb tide, especially when the river is in flood,

effectually keeping the passage clear, and throwing off the shingle,

which Strives to cross over and block up the estuary.

There are good examples on the coast of Devonshire, at Teign-

mouth and Exmouth, of tongues of beach thus fonned, but trending

in different directions, exposure to tlie prevalent breakem being

clearly seen to be the cause of the opposite directions taken by the

beaches. At Teignmouth, a small portion only of the beach is

derived from the rocks on the southward, and the river mouth is

protected from the southerly and south-west winds, but exposed to

the eastward and north-east. Hence, the beach is driven to the

southward, and the river keeps its channel open by escaping against

the hard cliffs of the Ness Point. The reverse of this action is

observed at Exmouth,

We have various examples on our coasts (the Looe Pool, near

Helston, Cornwall, and Slapton Pool, in Start Bay, Devon, are

illustrative instances), where the river waters being insufficient
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to contend with tlie beacli-piiine^ action of flic breakers, tlic outlrt

fur the (rosli waters is coinj)h‘tely cruised by bi‘iichcs, and lakes are

Ibrnied bcliind thoin, the surplus waters percolating thmngh the

shingles. From tliis stale of things to the escape of a riv(‘r, by

pissing close to a hard cliff, there is every modi (leaf ion. In many
localities exposed to open sea, the minor streams will be (l)und

dammed up by, or cutting through beaches, according to tlie stati*

of the weather. A lieavy on-shoro gale throws up a bar <•(’ beach,

which a ilocnl from tlie land removes, and so the (‘onditions alternate,

with every kind of inodilleation. The li>llowing (lig. M) is a sec-

tion through the beach and lake at Slapton Sands, Start Bay, a,

being the sea, which throws up the beach h ; c, the freshwater lake

behind the beach ; d, the weathered and decomposed portion of the

slate rocks e. This section is interesting also lirom showing tliat,

at the present relative levels ofsea and land in that locality, the sea

has not acted on the hill d e, since the loose incoherent substance

of d would have been readily removed by the breakers.

The Chesil Bank, on the c<ttjst of Dorsetshire, affords a gfxxl

example of the drivingfhrwards of shingle in a particular direction

by breakers, pnHluccd by the action of jn-evalent winds. Jt is

about IG miles hmg, e(jnnectlng tlie island of Portland with the
mainland, and fir aliout eight miles from that island, is backed by
a narrow Ixdt of tidal water, known as the J-'leot. Prom i^s j),,si-

tion, the heavy swells and .«eas from the Atlantic, olien break
I'uriously on this bunk, wlueb protects land that would otherwise

swin be removed by them. The following (lig. 52) is a section

Fig. 52.

across tlic Chesil Bank, a being tlie bank ; b, the water tornicd tlie

Fleet
; c, small cliffs formed by the waves of the Fleet, and by fulls

from the effects of land springs
; d, various rocks of the wilitc group,

protected from removal by the Ghesil Bank, and e, the sea, open to

the Atlantic. In this ca.se also we seem to have an example of the

Atlantic breakers not liaving reached the laud behind .since the
relative levels of the sea and land were such as we now find them.
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A sinking nf tlie coast would aj)pcar to a(li>rd an cx])lana-

tionof phenomena observed, and is a 8upp>sltlon harmonizing

with tlu^ facts previously noticed at Slapton Sands.

'The geiiend I ravelling of shingles on a coast, much mejdificd by

conditions, may be illustrated l)y the following plan (fig. 53), in

Fig. 5a.

which G, G,^^, A, and F, represent a line of coast exposed to the

prevalent winds W. W. The lines of waves arc shown by dotted

lines, made to curve Inwards behind protecting headlands. In

conseqii(?nce of tlic configuration of* tlic coast, and its chief exposure

to the action of breakers, the shingle would tend to travel from A
to V on the one side, and from A to G on the other. There would

be little impediment to their course along the line A F, until the

river, on the right, presented itself, where K represents a cliff of

hard rock, and F, the tongue of drifted beach, arising from the

conditions previously noticed (p. 55). Between A and G the

effects would be different, particularly if it be assumed that the

point of land B projects into deep water. Considering the river at

J) iis small, the beach would traverse its mouth and be only

removed during heavy floods, so that the mass of shingle would

tend to travel towards the point B, and there descend and accu-

mulate in deep water. Supposing C another jx)int of land jutting

into deep v\ater, it would bar the further progress of the shingle tmvcl-

ling from M to it, a beach closing the outlet ofthe lake at E, assumed
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to be shallow, and under the conditions previously mentioned as

existing at the Looe Pool and Slapton, the back fresh-waters being

unable to force outwards the beach accumulated by the breakers.

At L (fig. 53), we have shown a marsh accumulation behind the

protecting influence of tlie shingle beach F, this accumulation

being a deposit from the checked waters of the river, by the action

of the flood-tide, when rains had caused detritus to be borne down

in mechanical suspension by the river. The annexed plan (fig. 54)

may aid in showing the modification often observable where the

tongue ofbeach is composed of sand, backed by sand-hills : a repre-

Fig. 54.

V

sents a tract of low level land, which may cither have been

formed by the filling up of an estuary under existing conditions,

or be the bottom of an estuary of a previous time, now raised ; 5, h

a sandy beach and sand-hills, protecting the low land from the

ravages of the sea ; and c, c, a river which makes good its course to

the sea, by keeping close to the hard cliff c. We have also assumed

that a small stream, such as /, occurs, so that it docs not find its

way to the main stream, but loses itself in pools amid the sand-hills,

the mud from it tending to consolidate and cement the blown sands,

binding them together, and hence supporting a vegetation which

would not otherwise have found the conditions for its growth.

In these situations there is often a severe struggle between the

action of the sea (swept by prevalent winds w (fig. 54), piling

sand upon the beach J, 6), assisted by that of the wind on the sand-

hills, and the waters of the river. The effect of such a little stream

as / is not unfrcqucntly to give much firmness to the end of the

beach and sand-hills towards while the sand blown over towards

the main river is caught up by it and again carried out to sea,

particularly during fl(j<xls.
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Let US now consider sandy beaches and sand-hills, bordering

coasts generally. The sand on sea-shores is derived from the rivers

bearing it down in meclianical suspension, or forcing it forward on

the bottom to the sea
;
from the wearing away of cliffs of sand and

sandstone by breakers, or from the attrition of the pebbles or sliin-

gles on beaches, so that finally they become mere sand. To these

causes must, in certain localities, be added the trituration of shells

and corals, ejected from the sea and piled up as beaches, in some

places by themselves, at others variously mingled with ordinary

sand.

Regarding the common occurrence of sea-shore sand of a certain

average degree of fineness, it should be observed, that as detritus

approaches that size it becomes more and more difficult to reduce

it further, since it is then more and more easily caught up in

mechanical suspension by breakers, and therefore grain cannot so

readily be ground against grain.

The accumulation of sand-hills can as readily be studied on

various portions of our own coasts, as in those parts of the world

where the shores present little else than sandy dunes for hundreds of'

miles. low line of coast with a shallow sea outside, and pre-

senting a fair exposure to breakers, is usually sufficient for their

production. The greater amount of shore dry at low water in tidal

seas, and the greater the exposure to prevalent winds, the larger is

commonly the accumulation of the sand-hills, other conditions being

ccpial. The cause is sufficiently obvious. A large tract of sand,

exposed between high and low water mark, and under the influence

of a strong on-shore wind, is sfxm partially dried on its surface, and
the dried* sand is sVept inland beyond the reach of the breakers of

the rising tide, which could have again caught up this sand in

mechanical suspension and have distributed it.

It is desirable, that the observer should select some day, when a

strong on-shore wind blows over a tract of sand, and the drier the

state of the atmosphere the better, to sec the manner in wliich the

grains of sand arc transported inland, and to mark the various

modifications of surface which arise from the deposit of the sand

among the sea-weeds, or pebbles, should any occur. He will find

that, while some grains of' sand may be held in mechanical suspen-

sion by the wind at a height of an inch or so from the sandy

surface beneath, the friction of the air on the latter produces such

retardation of the wind current, that similar grains of sand arc

merely swept along the bottom. In such respects this perfectly

accords with the movements of detritus in river channels, and
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ubovtc noticed. The diirei’cncc is merely that the Iransporting

power is air in the one case, ami water in the other. Indeed, this

action is so completely iT the same kind, that the Inrrow.s and

ridges produced by the Iriction ol* water currents over arenaceous

accumulations, may be advantageously studied where wind currents

drive over sand.

To observe the manner in which the sands furrow and ridge,

and move onwards, a time should be chosen when the wind is not

sullicicntly powerful to hold the sand in mechanical suspension,

but merely to drive or push it onwards. The ridging, as shown

in the annexed section (fig. 55), is accomplished by the driving of*

Fig. *1.5.

the grains with sufficient force by the wind acting in the direction

Wy iL\ merely to carry onwards those on the surface, the retardation

of which by friction on those beneath so acts that the gnfins at

arc driven on to the ridge a', and by accumulation (the power of

tlie wind being sufficient to cut down tlie ridges to a kind of gene-

ral level, or curve, as the case may lui})j)en to be) fall over into

the furrow 6^, and so on witli tlie ridges a^and a'*. As the friction

is continued, the crests of the ridges advance, and their places are

occupied by furrows, to Ixj replaced by ridges. Wlicn the velocity

of the wind is favourable for researches of this kind, an observer

will best see the advance of the ridges, by placing himself amid

the moving surface, and directing his attention to the ridges

nearest him, at the same time making due allowance for the obsta-

cles presented by his feet, which will produce modifying influences,

readily appreciated.

Arrived at the margin of the shore line, the sands pushed

forward in the manner noticed, or caught up in mechanical suspen-

sion, when the winds arc sufficiently powerful, accumulate, forming

ranges of sand-hills, in some countries characteristic of long lines of

coast. By their accumulation and tendency to move inland, in the

direction of the prevalent and more powerful winds, they produce

changes upon the adjoining low lands, and even upon considerable

slopes of adjoining hills. The sands accumulated in the Bay of

Biscay, may be considered as affording an illustrated Instance of

this encroachment on the land, and the modifications thence pro-
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duc(3d, inasmuch as great changes are known to have Ixien there

effected during tlic historical period.

The advance of these dunes is described as irresistible, and at a

rate of GO and 72 feet per annum. They force before them lakes

of Ircsli water, formed by the rains, which cannot lind a passage

into the sea in tlie shape of streams. Forests, cultivated lands, and

houses disappear beneath them. Many villages noticed in the

middle ages have been covered, and a few years since it was stated,

that in the department of the Landes alone, ten villages were

threatened with destruction. ‘‘ One of these villages, named

Mimisan, has been,” said Cuvier, ‘‘ striving for 20 years against

them ; and one sand-hill, more than 60 feet high, may be said to

be seen advancing. In 1802, the lakes invaded five fine farms

belonging to St. Julien ; they have since covered a Boman cause-

way, which led from Bordeaux to Bayonne, and which was seen

about 40 years since, when the waters were low. The Adour, which

was once known to flow by Vieux Boucaut, and to fall into the sea at

Cape Breton, is now turned aside more than a thousand toises.”*

There are few extended lines of coast which will not afford

opportunities for the observation of sand-hills, and their mode of

accumulation and change, for strong winds acting upon even a

comparatively exposed surface, soon produce a marked alteration

of their form. Successive accumulations, shown by the remains of

surface vegetation grown during times where it could partially

establish itself, arc cut away and heaped up into other hillocks,

new matter derived from the sea being added to the general mass.

At times, a strong off-shore wind forces sand back to the sea, act-

ing not oply on the land-hills over which it blows, but also on the

dried surface of the sands bared between high and low tide, these

still more easily carried seaward when left dry for a longer time,

between the highest lines of neap and spring tides.

As the sand commonly Ibund in sand-hills is not usually borne

high in mechanical suspension by the winds, such districts will

not long have engaged attention before the power of running

water, even of small streams, if their courses be unobstructed and

fairly rapid, will be seen to prevent the extension of blown sands.

The sand drifted, flilling into tlic streams, is carried onwards by

these waters, and is thus prevented from traversing tliem.f Sand-

* Cuvier, Dis. sur les Revoluthm du GMte. A thousand toiscs is about t>,400 English
feet, or somewhat less than a mile and one quarter.

t Good examples of this fact may be observed on the const of Cornwall. The
Perran Sands are thus bounded for nearly two miles between Treamble and Holy
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above noticed. The difrercncc is merely that the transporting

power is air in the one case, and water in the other. Indeed, this

action is so completely of the same kind, that the furrows and

ridges produced by the friction of water currents over arenaceous

accumulations, may be advantiigeously studied where wind currents

drive over sand.

To observe the manner in which the sands furrow and ridge,

and move onwards, a time should be chosen when the wind is not

sufficiently powerful to hold the sand in mechanical suspension,

but merely to drive or push it onwards. The ridging, as shown

in the annexed section (fig. 55), is accomplished by the driving of‘

riir.

the grains with sufficient force by the wind acting in the direction

w, merely to carry onwards those on tlie surface, tlie retardation

of which by friction on those l)eneath so acts that the gritins at

arc driven on to the ridge ab and by accumulation (the power of

tlie wind being sufficient to cut down the ridges to a kind of gene-

ral level, or curve, as tlie case may happen to be) fall over into

the furrow 6^, and so on with the ridges a® and As the friction

is continued, the crests of the ridges advance, and their places arc

occupied by furrows, to be replaced by ridges. Wlicn the velocity

of the wind is favourable for researches of this kind, an observer

will best sec the advance of the ridges, by placing hiihsell‘ amid

the moving surface, and directing his attention to tlic ridges

nearest him, at the same time making due allowance for the obsta-

cles presented by his feet, which will produce modifying influences,

readily appreciated.

Arrived at the margin of the shore line, the sands pushed

forward in the manner noticed, or caught up in mechanical suspen-

sion, wlien the winds arc sufficiently powerful, accumulate, forming

ranges of sand-hills, in some countries characteristic of long lines of

coast. By their accumulation and tendency to move inland, in the

direction of the prevalent and more powerful winds, they prcxluce

changes upon the adjoining low lands, and even upon considerable

slopes of adjoining hills. The sands accumulated in the Bay of

Biscay, may be considered as affording an illustrated instance of

this encroachment on the land, and the modifications thence pro-
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(luccd, inasmuch as great changes arc known to have l^cen there

effected during tlic historical period.

Tlic advance of these dunes is described as irresistible, and at a

rate of 60 and 72 feet per annum. They fierce before them lakes

of fresh water, formed by the rains, which cannot find a passage

into the sea in the shape of streams. Forests, cultivated lands, and

houses disappear beneath them. Many villages noticed in the

middle ages have been covered, and a few years since it was stated,

that in the department of the Landes alone, ten villages were

threatened with destruction. “ One of these villages, named

Mimisan, has been,” said Cuvier, ‘‘ striving for 20 years against

them ; and one sand-hill, more than 60 feet high, may be said to

be seen advancing. In 1802, the lakes invaded five fine farms

belonging to St. Julicn ; they have since covered a Roman cause-

way, which led from Bordeaux to Bayonne, and which was seen

about 40 years since, when the waters were low. The Adour, which

was once known to flow by Vieux Boucaut, and to fall into the sea at

Cape Breton, is now turned aside more than a thousand toiscs.”*

There arc few extended lines of coast which will not afford

opportunities for the observation of sand-hills, and their mode of

accumulation and change, for strong winds acting upon even a

comparatively exposed surface, soon produce a marked alteration

of their form. Successive accumulations, shown by the remains of

surface vegetation grown during times where it could partially

establish itself, are cut away and heaped up into other hillocks,

new matter derived from the sea being added to the general mass.

At times, a strong off-shore wind forces sand back to the sea, act-

ing not o|jly on the ftind-hills over which it blows, but also on tlic

dried surface of the sands bared between high and low tide, tlicsc

still more easily carried seaward when left dry for a longer time,

between the highest lines of neap and spring tides.

As the sand commonly liiund in sand-hills is not usually borne

high in mechanical suspension by the winds, such districts will

not long have engaged attention liofore the power of running

water, even of small streams, if their courses be unobstructed and

fairly rapid, will be seen to prevent the extension of blown sands.

The sand drifted, falling into the streams, is carried onwards by

these waters, and is thus prevented from traversing thcm.t Sand-

* Cuvier, DLs. svr Ics Ret^olutiom dn Gloffc. A thousand toiscs is about 6,400 English

feet, or somewhat less than a mile and one quarter.

t Good examples of this fact may be observed on the coast of Cornwall. The
l>f»rran Sands are thus bounded for nearly two miles between Trenmble and Holy
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drifts arc somctlnies also (<nind stopped by tlie (low of* tidal waters

in and out of lagoons. (H* this kind, the aceuniulation of sand at

the northern side of a spit of land, tenniuated l)y sand-liills, uear

Tramorc, on tlie eastern coast of Ireland, may be considt'ied as a

good example.

As having a geological bearing, the observer would do well

to direct his attention to the manner in which tlie remaius of

vegetable and animal lif'e, both terrestrial and marine, bec()me

mingled in sand-hills. Portions of seaweeds will freipiently lx*

found blown, wlien dry, amid the terrestrial vegc'tation of tlui

sand-hills; and the shells of the helices, which are of'ten flaind in

multitudes in such situations get mingled with marine shells, or

their fragments.

In some situations, the sand-hills are largely coinj^ioscd of com-

minuted shells, ground to that state by the breakc'rs; and :n such

cases, consolidation of parts of thiau may be observable, luning the

hardness of many sandstones. The carhmate of* lime of* tlu* shells

becomes acted upon by the carbonic* acid in tlu* rain waters,

with additions from decomposing vegetation, wlu'u plants lia\(‘

established tliemseivcs on the surlace ol* the* sand, and a linal

deposit of the carbonate of lime, thus held in solution, agglutinates

the grains of sand togetlu*!’. Jndurated sands of tins kind are

sufliciently hard, occasionally, to be (‘inployc'd for building pur-

pose's.*

Well Hay. Murh laihl i-H stntcfl to ha\o been ro\<-H'«l b} ill ills tVoin the Ceiraii

SainN. ill ooTi‘«C4iieii('e of a small stream ba\inj]; becMi ei)\ered by iiiinin^j: oiieiatioiis

near (iear.

* The consolidated calcareous sand of No\c Quay, ('oriiwiill, has been lonj; used :is

a building' stone, ^ot only is tlie iiei;^hbouriii}' <‘hur<‘h of ('laiitocli of tins

modern sandstone*, Imt \cr> ancient stone cotliiis liave also Ix'cn discovered, coiiiikimmI

of the same consolidated sand, in the adjoininir clinrchyard. 'I'he ^nains aie so liimly

cemented in fJiis >(‘\\ (2na\ sandstone, tliat where it jz;radnatrs into a kiml ot con-

glomerate, jiehhies of quart/, and hard sandstone are genciall} biokeii thiou*:!! by a

blow on the compound rock.



CHAPTER V.

DISTRinUTION AND DEPOSIT OF SEDIMENT IN TIDfN.ESS SEAS.—DEPOSITS fH'

THE NILE.—OF THE PO AND RHONE.—CONTEMPORANEOUS DEIMKITS OF

ORAVEL, SAND, AND MUD.—DEPOSIT OF VOLCANIC ASIIUS AND LAPILIJ.

—

DEPOSITS IN THE liLACK SEA AND THE BALTIC.—GULF OF MEXICO AND

MISSISSIPPI.

As tidelcss seas might he considered as mere salt-water lakes, the

distribution and deposit of detritus in them would, as a whole,

resi'inble tliat of iresli-wat(‘r lakes, particularly oi* those attaining

the magnitude of tlie great Xortli American lakes, but i(>r the

difference in the relative specific gi'uvities of their waters, ^liglit

attention to the overllow of rivers swollen by rains, and charged

witli mechanically-suspended matter, into the sea, will show that

the discoloured waters of tlie rivers, instead of falling beneath the

waters into which they How, as is seen at tlie higlicr part of

the lake of Genova, and numerous other lakes, proceed seawards

on the siuTacc of the sea waters, and often to considerable dis-

tances. The cause is simply tlvat, thougli discoloured by tlie

dctiital matter held in mechanieul suspension, these river waters

are still specilically lighter than the sea waters into whicli they

flow.

The distances to which the river waters sometimes flow sca-

ward, transporting fine detrital matter, parting witli it gradually,

must, when the great rivers of* the world become f’ull and turbid,

lie often very considerable. Colonel Sabine has stated, that at

three hundred miles distant from the mouth of the Amazons,

discoloured water, supposed to come from that river, was found,

Avith a specific gravity of 1*0!204, floating aboA^c the sea water,

of which tlie specific gravity was tlie depth of the lighter

water being estimated at 12G feet. It would be well that observers

should direct tlicir attention to such facts, for their accumulation

would tend mucli to show us the extent to which fine sedimentary

matter may bo thus borne beyond tlie action of’ tides and coast
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(uiiTonts.* As uiiu'li inattc‘r may bo thus distributod in c*b(*ini(*id

solution, valuable inibnnation inijj^lit also be oollocted as to tlu*

kind and (quantity of substances so hold in solution.

From the varied depths near its shores, the Meditiaranean

affords us a good example of the deposits efleeted in seas which

are commonly termed tideless. The groat rivers which discliarg(‘

themselves int(^ it, such as tlio Nile, Po, and Khone, now ti*ans-

port little sedimentary matter that is not finely comminuted, and

of easy mechanical suspension. The Nile, whic-li has been (‘sti-

mated to deliver a body ol‘ water annually into the Mediterranean

about doO times that which Hows out of the Thames, beginning to

rise in dune, attaining its maximum height in August, and tluai

falling until the next May, must thrust forward, from its jK'rio-

dlcal rise and fall, line sedimentary matter with great regularity,

tending thus to produce consecutive layers or beds of mud and

clay of considerable unllbrm thickness and character, in tliosc'

situati(jns where modifying conditions do not interfere. I’art of*

the fine mat tea’ brought elown from the inteu’ior lu mechani(‘al sus-

pc'usion is deposited (Ui the* low(‘r gnnmds traversed by tlu* Nih*;

and it has been calculated tliat the surface of Fpper Fgyjit has, in

this manner, been raised more than six feet since the comnumce-

ment of the Christian era. The line matt(T not so de‘posit(‘d, pass-

ing with the river wateu’S seaward, is n(‘cessarlly liorne furtlu'st

outwards when tlie greatest fi)r(‘(‘ of tlie river watm’ prevails,

namely, in August of* each year.

The matter thus borne seaward may be kc'pt a greatiu’ or less

time mechanically suspended, acrording to the agntation of’ the

surf’acc by winds, but, as a. whole, there must be an averagi'

area over which it is thrown down; the greatest distaneii of ihi*

d(‘posit from tlu‘ mouths of the Nih* being attained in August,

though tlie greatest tliiekness of a year’s dej)o.^it will bii iK'arcu’

the land. As the river moutlis advance, tliese sheets of’ fine sedi-

ment would be cxj>ect(.'d to (‘xtend furtluT si'award, ov(‘rla[>ping

each other.

Where the surface of the sea cuts the slightly-inclined plaiu' of

sedimentary matter, partly in the sea, and partly on the land, tin*

* Very little prartico would oiuiblc those ho may have opportunities of making
such ohservatifms to ase(*rtain the amount of matter m(‘chanieally suspemkMl in \oiteis

of this kind. If the seales he not very' <l(d lente, )>y pouring n large volume <d’ the
water through a filter, j)reviously weighed, sueh an approximation to the truth may
he ohtainerl a^ might he u«eful. As pre^iousIy observed (p. iiS), mere evaporation of
the w'ater would give nf)t ordy the matter in meehanieal suspension, hut that also in
ehernieal solution
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l)r(‘iik(*rs separate tlie lin(‘r Iroin tlie eoais(*r suijslaiiees, k(*(‘ping

the loriiier (‘asily in ineeliunical suspcnsicjn, and reinrnin^^ tliein

Ironi tlic slierc eiitwards. ddie result is, an arenaceous boundary,

witli l^anks so liirined as to includii la^^oons, .‘^uch as an; seen in

tlie aeeoinjianyin^ sketcli of the delta of* the Nile (fig. 50), at

Lakes Mar(;otis, Jiourlos, and ]Menzal(;li.

Fip. T)Ct.

d'li(‘s(‘ lakes graduallv' lill up, tlie slaav adxaiiei '', and so, e\en

Mippusing tlu‘ saiiK* relativi* lex el of* sea and land not to be altered

tlnough a long sueeessi<»n ol* ages, the bed ot* the Mediterranean

becomes movo shallow in that region, and a mass of matter, such,

lor tlie«most pai t, as would eventually form elav, i'i aecuinulated ;

llu* u])j)er jiortion sandv from the action of tlie breakers upon the

leM‘1 of th(‘ sea, and 1‘roin the sifting action, so to speak, of the

wav(‘s further seaward, at depths wliere that inllueiioe could he

Ihlt.

From till' periodical character of the rise of xvater in the Nile, the

(‘(pil valent })eriodical deposits might exen be marked by bands or

layei*s extending to distances bearing a relation to the amount of

transporting poxver of the rixer xvaters, so that coarser particles

could be carried further and over more extended areas at one time

than at another, d'he general deposit, hoxvever, gradually adxanc-

ing seaward, suecessivc annual accumulations would, as a xvhole,

ovt'ilap each other.

When xve regard the Vo and Ithoiu', we haxe not the same xory

marked periodical rise ot their waters; though no doubt, taken as
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a whole, there may annually be times when more matter is borne

outwards than at others. With the exception of the regularity of

effects likely to be produced by the rise and fall of their waters, the

accumulations formed by deposit from the dctrital matter borne

seaward by the Po and Ehone would, however, be similar to those

of the Nile the same discharge of fresh waters holding matter in

mechanical suspension over the surface of the sea, the same sifting

of the detritus so borne seaward, where the action of the waves can

reach it, and the same general order of accumulations.t As the

general mass of matter advanced, there would be mud or clay

formed at the greatest distance from the land, over which the sands,

separated from the finer or mud-fonned particles in the shallow

water and along shore, would gradually be spread, mingled here

and there with a patch of clay, or silt clay, deposited in the lagoons,

behind lines of beach thrown up by the breakers.

These rivers are merely mentioned as marked examples. An
inspection of a good chart of the Mediterranean will show that

there are many others, the floods in which only bear mud and

sands into it, the heavier detritus not reaching the shores, the fall

of the river beds, and the force of their waters, being insufficient.

In all such cases the accumulations would be mud or clay for a

base, with an arenaceous top, so far as the causes we have noticed

could prevail. It will be obvious, that clay may be accumulated

in the depths seaward, while sands arc advancing from the shore

towards them, so that, if at any future geological period, the whole

became uplifted above the level of the sea, we might have a sheet

of arenaceous matter covering another of clay, the parts of each,
a.

* As respects the Po, M. Prony considered himself authorised to conclude, from
the examination of a large amount of evidence, “ First, that at some ancient period,

the precise date of wliich cannot now be ascertained, the waves of the Adriatic

washed the shores of Adria. Secondly, that in the tw elfth century, before a passage

had been opened for the Po at Ficarrolo, on its left or northern bank, the shore had
already been removed to the distance of 9,000 or 10,000 metres (5J to 6 miles) from
Adria. Thirdly, that the extremities ofthe promontories formed by the tw’o principal

branches of the Po, before the excavation of the Taglio di Porto Viro, had extended

by the year 1600, or in 400 years, to a medium distance of 18,500 metres (about llj

miles) beyond Adria; giving from the year 1200 an average yearly increase of the
alluvial land of 25 metres (82 feet). Fourthly, that the extreme point of the present

single promontory, formed by the alluvions of the existing branches, is advanced to

between 32,000 to 33,000 metres (about 19} to 20^ miles) beyond Adria
;
whence the

average yearly progress is about 70 metres (229J feet) during the last 200 years, being
a greatly more rapid proportion than in former times.”— Cwvier, Dls. sur les Rev. du
Globe. M. Morlot infers that the land round the head of the Adriatic is gradually
sinking, but that the deposits of the rivers arc still sufficient to elfcct a general gain
upon the shores of that sea.

t It should be remarked that there arc also calcareous accumulations at the mouth
of the Rhone.
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though continuous, formed at different times, and portions of the

clay equivalent to parts of the sand. There would be zones, so to

speak, of arenaceous matter corresponding with the advance of the

coast, and not separated from the common sheet of that of which it

constitutes a part, being formed at the same time with a layer of

clay, which a prolongation of the sandy coating would cover^ at a

subsequent period.

The same sea fortunately furnishes numerous examples of short

rivers, with rapid falls of their beds, and occasional abundant sup-

plies of water, thrusting pebbles into it. The effects produced are

the same as when torrents discharge themselves into lakes, with

the difference that the muddy part of the waters flows over the

surface of the sea, the sand separating from it. According to the

depth of water, and this is sometimes considerable, is the sand

accumulated
; if fairly deep, the sand falls not far distant from the

coast, while the pebbles accumulate on the shore, and the em-

bouchure of the river is extended. Though the general bed of

shingles (the upper part acted upon by the breakers, as upon any

other shingle beachj would advance as a whole, with an even upper

surface, the accumulation of gravel or shingles would be formed by

many irregular protrusions produced by changes in the direction of

the river’s moutli. The depth being favourable, we should expect,

under such conditions, an accumulation of the following kind (fig.

57), a a being a section of the land, formed of beds of roeks

Fir,

9

f f

(represented as dipping inland, merely to separate them clearly

from the other deposits\ b the bed of the river, bearing down

pebbles, sand, and mud into the sea, the level of which is shown

by the horizontal line e; d exhibits the first accumulation of

pebbles thrown over the steep shore, the pebbles falling to the

bottom, and the sand only being deposited in a regular layer, more

outwards ; c the continuation of the sandy layer seaward
; /f the

mud deposited beyond the sand, and also continued
;
and g the

extension of the pebbles over the sand, at some given time. In

such an accumulation we should expect, after both sand and gravel

had overspread the clay, a lower deposit of clay, above this anotehr

of sand, and over the sand, gravel
;
parts of the gravel, sand, and
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clay, notwithstanding the extension of each layer continuously in

the manner stated, being equivalent to each other in age, for the

reasons before assigned.

Wliere depths were less considerable, we should exjicct an inter-

mixture of the gravel and sand in a more irregular manner, and
withm arrangement de|>ending on the action of the breakei-s upon

them; this action tending to pile back the shingles, as a wliole,

while it permitted the sandy sediment to bo caught up in mecha-

nical suspension, and thus it might be carried outwards by the river

waters, in places where the stream of these waters could be felt.

As previously observed, the finer and mechanically suspended

particles would be borne over the surface of the sea, according to

the volume and velocity of the outpouring river waters, eventually

forming a layer ofmud or clay whore deposited. It will be obvious,

that as the volume and velocity of the river waters varied, so would

be their power to carry outwards, beyond the influence of the

breakers, mechanically-suspended matter of different volume and

weight, and hence that, within a certain range, there might be

mixed layers of sand, silt, or mud, according to circumstances.

Not only do the rivers thus contribute matter, borne down by

them to the shores, to be there arranged by the breakers, or thrust

out into the sea and deposited in it, but every river also bears

down some matter in chemical solution, to be added to the solutions

present in the seas. In tideless seas, each river sends down its solu-

tions into water which may, to a great extent, be considered stag-

nant, notwithstanding certain movements or currents sometimes in

it, so that at the embouchures of the rivers the substances so borne

down prevail within distances to which the river waters nfay act.

In many locaKties around the Mediterranean, the river waters

transport large quantities of bicarbonate of lime in solution.

While we may consider that much of this substance is consumed by

fish, crustaceans, and molluscs, for their harder parts, there is pro-

bably a large surplus which eventually takes the form of calcareous

accumulations beneath the sea. The rivers which transport bicar-

bonate of lime abundantly would, when in flood, probably also

carry forward sedimentary matter, so that at the mouths of such

rivers we might have alternate times, variable probably in duration,

when the rivers were clear, and carried forward, as compared with

the volume of water, a large proportion of bicarbonate of lime, and

when this substance bore a far less proportion to the volume of

water, while fine detritus was abundant. Under such conditions we
should have alternately layers ofmud and calcareous matter, or mud
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more calcareous at one time than at another, so that eventually the

calcareous matter might tend to separate into nodules, and in planes

corresponding to the times when it was most abundantly thrown

out of the rivers. In like manner we might have sulphate of lime,

commonly enough in solution in some rivers, mingled with the

mud, and eventually crystallizing out as selenite, a mineral so fre-

quently discovered in various clay beds. Many other combinations

of different substances, some in solution, others meclianically sus-

pended, and borne down by the same rivers, will readily present

themselves to the mind of the observer, and suggest attention to

the conditions under which both are carried out into tidcless seas.

When considering dep)slts in tideless seas, we must not forget

those resulting from the fall of ashes and lapilli, thrown out from

volcanos. The Mediterranean may fortunately be considered with

reference to this kind of accumulation also, as there are volcanos

in action in it, and on its shores. The great eruption in 79, which

not only overwhelmed Herculaneum, but showered ashes in such

profusion upon Pompeii as also to bury that town, could not fail to

have thrown a large amount of ashes and lapilli into the sea ; and

considering the distances to which ashes are known to have tra-

velled from volcanic vents, the ashes at least may liave been widely

spread. It will be obvious that wliatever kinds of sedimentary

accumulations they subsided upon through the sea, the ashes would

mingle with them, coating over such deposits whei'e tranquillity

reigned, either from the depth ofwater or other causes, with a layer

of ash. Where the action of waves on the bottom, or of breakers

on the coasts, could be felt, in whatever tranquil state the ashes may
have fellen originally to the bottom, they would be mixed up with

tlie mud, sand, or pebbles, as the case might be, when thus acted

upon, so that the particles of the ash would be disseminated among
them. All rivers upon which the ashes fell would probably bear

much of them outwards in mechanical suspension, for the fine

matter which can be upborne and be carried by the winds to great

distances would not readily subside through the river waters.

Under this view, the deeper parts of the Mediterranean, and

especially those to which other sedimentary matter could not be

carried by the movement of sea currents, or the drift of river

waters outwards, would be those where the layers of ash would be

most unmixed with otlier matter, excepting as regards the deposit

of any substances from chemical solution in the sea, and to which
its great tranqxiilllty may be favourable. We do not know the

depths at which calcareous accumulations may now be forming in
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the Mediterranean, but whether in shallow or deep situations, any

ashes falling upon them would either accumulate in layers, or be

mingled up with tlie limestone, accoi’ding t<j tlie rapidity with

which the one may subside, or the calcareous matter be deposited.

Not only are there volcanos on the borders of this sea, of the

magnitude of Etna and Vesuvius, throwing out ashes and lapilli,

but we have had evidence in our times, so lately as 1831, of* the

uprise of a volcano through the sea,* between Pantellaria and the

coast of Sicily, and from deep water.f Columns of black matter

are described as being thrown out of the crater, to the height of

three or four thousand feet, spreading out widely even to windward.

The upper part, above the sea at least, seemed to have been solely

composed of ashes, cinders, and fragments of stone, commonly small.

Among these, fragments of limestone and dolomite, with one,

several pounds in weight, of sandstone, were observed, apj^earing to

show that the volcanic forces had broken them offbeds ofthese kinds

of rock, when the igneous matter had been propelled through them.

An island so constituted, could not long resist the destructive

action of the breakers, and thus, as soon as the supply of ashes,

cinders, and fragments of rock ceased, it was cut away by them,

and reduced to a shoal. During the time that this volcanic mass

was accumulating, a large amount of ashes and cinders must have

been mingled with the adjacent sea before it reached its surface, and

no slight amount would be distributed around, when ashes and

cinders could be vomited into the air. Add to this the quantity

caught up in mechanical suspension by the breakers, and there

would be no small amount to be accumulated over any deposits

forming, or formed on the bottom around this locality, and out of

the reach of any lava currents which might have flowed beneath

the level of the sea. The breakers while they removed the lighter

substances would, as it were, so sift the whole, that the heavier

fragments would gradually subside to lower levels, and eventually

beneath the action of seas breaking above, or simply moving the

bottom during very heavy weather. Finally, there would be a

To the island thus formed the various names of Sciacca, Julia, llotham, Graham,
and Corrao were given. Dr. Davy, who visited this volcanic island on the .5th

August, 1831, has given a detailed account of it in the Phil. Trans, for 1832. M. C.
Prevost was charged by the Academy of Sciences of Paris to visit and report upon it.

He reached the island on the 28th September of the same year. It was then about
2300 feet in circumference, with two elevations, from 100 to 200 feet high, on dif-
ferent sides of the crater, the latter filled with boiling water.

t Captain Smyth proved (Phil. Trans. 1832) that the volcano did not rise from the
Adventure Bank, as was first supposed, but to the westward of it, and from deep
water.
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collection of fragments, cemented by ash and cinders, in which

there would not only be pieces of igneous rocks, but of limestone,

dolomite, and sandstone also, for we are not to suppose that the

pieces found accidently on the surlace were tliose,alone thrown out

of the crater.

Thus, then, in the Mediterranean a very complicated scries of

contemporaneous accumulations is now in progress, its uneven

bottom* being variably covered, according to conditions, by the

matter brought into it either in solution or mechanical suspension

by rivers ; eroded from its shores by the action of the breakers, or

ejected by volcanos, the whole, excepting lava currents or large

sudden accumulations of ashes and cinders, more or less mingled with

the remains of organic life, these remains themselves sometimes

sufficient to fonn long-continued layers or beds.

Though, for convenience, the Mediterranean has been treated as

a tideless sea and without motion, this is not strictly correct, inas-

much as small tides are felt in it, and currents are found. Indeed,

as respects the latter, when powerful winds, by their friction, force

the surface waters in some given direction for the time, well seen

when driven against any part of the boundary coasts, t the move-

ment is then sufficient to carry aiiy substances, mechanically sus-

pended, to distances pruportionate to the power and continuance of

the winds. When these waters again come to a state of repose, the

return action will be similar. There are also currents in the Me-
diterranean, such as that out of the Black Sea into it through the

Sea of Marmora, and the current at the Straits of Gibraltar, which

sets in from the Atlantic,J the latter modified, however, by the

^ 2 —
In considering the deposits now taking place in this sea, we should bear in mind

that it is divided into chief basins (see Captain Smyth’s charts) by a winding shoal,

the Skerki, connecting Sicily with the coast of Africa. The run of soundings upon
this shoal, proceeding from the African to the Sicilian coast, gives 34, 4S, 50, 38, 74,

20, 70, 52, 91, 16, 15, 32, 7, 32, 48, 34, ,54, 70, 72, 38, 55, and 13 fathoms, whence its in-

equalities may be seen. There are soundings in 140, 157, and 260 fathoms on either

side, and places where bottom has not been reached with 190 and 230 fathoms of line.

t An observer may often have opportunities in the ports ofthe Mediterranean of see-
ing the rise or depression, as the case may be, of the sea, according as the winds at the

time may be blowing with strength off or on shore. Canals frequently afford good
opportunities of observing this kind of action of wind on water

;
for the canal levels,

in still weather, being accurately known, it becomes easy to see how much these

waters arc raised or depressed as the winds may press them in one direction or an-
other. Mr. Smeaton found that in a canal, four miles in length, the water was kept
up four inches higher at one end than at the other, by the action of the wind along
the canal. The Caspian Sea is several feet higher, at either end, according as a strong

northerly or southerly wind may prevail.

X Both these currents have been attributed to the cvaporiltion of the surfsce waters
of the Mediterranean, that sea not receiving a sufficient equivalent from the discharge
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tides as respects the African and European shores of the Straits *

The current from the Atlantic is described as setting eastward into

the Mediterranean at the rate ofabout 11 miles in 24 hours, passing

along the African shore, and being felt at Tripoli and the island of

Galitta.t An eastern current flows between Egypt and Candia,

and at Alexandria, Arrived at the coast of Syria it turns north-

wards, and then advances between Cyprus and tlie coast of Kara-

mania. Such currents would necessarily aid in transporting

matter both in solution and mechanical suspension, the last-

mentioned current especially acting on that brought down by the

Nile.

From the lower specific gravity of the water in the Black Sea.J

the fine detritus, borne into it by the waters of the Don, Dnieper,

Dniester, and Danube, would be carried Jess distances, comparatively,

over its saline waters than those of the Nile, Po, and Rhone over

the Mediterranean, while from the same cause, supposing an equal

force of wind to act upon both seas, any continued suspension of

that matter which might be due to the agitation of waves, would

be greater in the Black Sea than in the Mediterranean, the waters

of the former offering less resistance to the wind from their inferior

specific gravity. In the Baltic also, from its specific gravity, the

deposit of detritus borne down the rivers discharging themselves

into it, would approximate towards that observable in fresh-water

lakes. Like most lakes, also, the Black and Baltic seas have out-

of rivers into it, or the fall of rain upon it, so that the Black Sea furnishes waters on

the one side and the Atlantic on the other, in order to keep it at the height required,
“ On the European side, west of the island of Tarifa, it is high water at 1 ih, but

the stream without continues to run 2**. On the opposite Bh.»rc of Africa,qit is high
water at 10**, and the stream without continues to run until

;
after which periods it

changes on either side, and runs eastward with the general current. Near the shore

are many changes, counter currents, and whirlpools, caused by and varying v'ith the

winds. Near Malaga the stream runs along shore about eight hours each way. The
flood sets to the westward.”

—

Purdy, Atlantic Memoir, The tide rises three feet at
Malaga.

t An under and counter current has been considered to set westward, but of late

this has been doubted. However this may be. Admiral Beaufort has shown, while
noting the current which flows westward from Syria to the Archipelago, that “ counter
currents, or those which return beneath the surface of the water, ore also very re-

markable. In some parts of the Archipelago they are sometimes so strong as to

prevent the steering of the ship
;
and in one instance, on sinking the lead, ^en the

sea was calm and clear, with shreds of bunting of various colours attached at every
yard of the line, they pointed in ditferent directions all round the compass.”—
fort^s Karamania.

t According to the researches ofDr. Marcet (Phil. Trans. 1819), the specific gravities
of the under-mentioned seas are as follows

Mediterranean • . . 1*02930 1 Baltic 1-01523
Black Sea 1*01418 I Yellow Sea .... 1*02291
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flowing currents^* so that the evaporation on ^leur sur&ce is not

equal to the fresh water discharged into them.t

Supposing no counter and constant currents brining in salt

water from the Mediterranean to the Black Sea, and from the Ger-

man Ocean to the Baltic, and that the discharged waters from both

seas carry oif the average saline waters of each, these seas would

gradually become less saline in proportion to the diflferent amount

of* salts in solution carried out to the adjoining seas, and those

brought in by the rivers discharged into them.J Upon this view,

therefore, both the Baltic and Black Seas may at previous periods

have been more saline than at present. Considering, as geological

evidence would lead us to infer, that the area now covered by the

Caspian and that occupied by the Black Sea, were once beneath a

common sea, changes subsequently effected have separated them as

now found. In the Caspian we should have evaporation sufficient

to overpower the influence of the fresh water poured in by the

Volga, Ural, and the minor rivers, wliile in the Black Sea the supply

of fresh water is beyond the evaporation. Hence tlie Ca.spian

remains a salt lake, while the Black Sea may be gradually becoming

more and more a fresh-water lake, the Caspian not only retaining

its original saline contents, but becoming more saline if either the

salts brought down by the rivers are beyond any deposit whicli may
dispose of them, or the evaporation be greater than the supply of

water from the Volga, Ural or laik, and minor streams.§ Upon
such an hypothesis, though at first the deposits in each would be

under the same conditions, these would gradually change as regards

effects arising from the increasing difference in the specific gravities

of* the respective waters.
||

* The velocity of the current, in the narrowest part of the Sound (Baltic), is about
three miles per hour; but the ordinary general rate, in fine weather, is about a mile
and a half or two miles. The current flowing from the Black Sea runs commonly, in

the Thracian Bosphorus, from three to five miles per hour, according to the direction
and force of the winds.

t Strong opposing winds force back the current out of the Baltic, and, if sufficient

long continued, will raise tlie level of that sea.

X In equal weights (3 lbs.) of water taken from the East Friczland coast, and from
Rostock in the J^ltic, the following proporiional difiercnces in saline contents were
found

Chloride of sodium .

German Ocean.

. . . 522
Italtie.

i63
Muriate of magnesia . . . . 198*5 111

Sulphate of lime . ... 23 12
Sulphate of soda . . ... 1*3 1

Residue . . . 1*5 1

§ There is considered to be good evidence of the Caspian having stood at higher
levels than at present, those more corresponding with the actual level of the Black
Sea, beneath w'hlch the surface of the Caspian is now 81*4 feet.

II
A peculiar bitter taste observable In the Caspian waters is attributed to the
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Although ice may form in the shallow bays of the Black Sea,

and the branch known as the Sea of Azof be often frozen over in

the winter months, so that ice, floating away from the coasts, may

be the means of conveying fragments of rock and pebbles into

situations to which they would not be otherwise tmnsported, tlie

ice in the Baltic, from the geographical position of that sea, is a

means of adding to deposits in it of a more important kind. In

particularly severe seasons, extensive sheets of ice over parts of

this sea occur, and cases are recorded where great distances could

be, and were traversed by travellers. Large areas are commonly

frozen for nearly three months in the year, the ice on the south

commonly breaking up in April, while in the Gulfs of Bothnia and

Finland it may continue until the middle of May. Though the

Baltic may be, as regards the ordinary acceptation of the term,

tideless, it is nevertheless liable to those local changes level which

are due to the pressure of powerful winds blowing for a time from

particular points, and it is described as often vexed by such winds.

Ice, therefore, around the shores of its numerous islets and uneven

coasts, may often be broken up, particularly towards the warmer

weather, witli shingles from the sliore, and fallen fragments from

the cliffs in and upon it, and be transported seaward, the shingles

and pieces of rock being there deposited, and thus adding gravels

and distributed angular fragments to and among the more common

accumulations formed in this sea, the depth of which varies from

shallows, backed by marshes, to two localities on the south-east

where the line gives respectively 110 and 115 fathoms of water.*

The Gulf of Mexico, its waters forced up by the pressure acting

from the Atlantic through the Caribbean Sea,*^ may, for geological

purposes, be considered as a tidelcss sea, with, among others, a

great river, the Mississippi, delivering matter in solution and

mechanically suspended into it. The great movement of water

coming round the Cape of Good Hope from the Indian Ocean, aad

considered as a constant current produced by the trade winds,

assisted by the motion of the earth, sets from the Ethiopic Sea,

united with an equatorial current of the Atlantic, across th^^ccan,

against the West Indian islands. This pressure forces a^Rstant
stream of water into the Mexican Gulf, by the western side of the

presence of naphtha, which abounds in some localities on its shores. The basin of
the Caspian appears of very unequal depth, this varying from the steep coast extend-
ing from the Balkan Bay to that of Mortroi Kultyuk - off which a line of 450 fathoms
does not reach the bottom in some places- to long-continued, very shallow shores in
others.

* The general depth has been estimated at 60 fathoms.
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Yucatan Channel, with commonly a reflow close to Cape Antonio,

at the west extremity of Cuba. Thus pressed up, the waters

escape between Cuba and the Florida reefs in the current known

as the Gulf Stream ;* so that the waters in the Gulf of Mexico

form a kind of comparatively tideless sea, in which deposits arc

effected much as in the Mediterranean. Though other rivers throw

detritus into this area, collectively of much importance, the

Mississippi is that, by its additions to the land, and by the discharge

of matter mechanically suspended in its waters, which is the most

important. The following is a plan (fig. 59) of the very charac-

teristic advance of deposits from this river into the waters of the

giJf-
, . .

•

The manner in which the main channel is bounded by lines of

bank, rising above the sea, towards its final outlet, well marks the

retardation produced by tlie friction of the banks as tliey arise.

The various lakes, with the cross channels, are also highly illustra-

tive of this order of accumulation.

As might be anticipated, when tlie fall of the Mississippi, during

its greatest floods, is estimated at only one inch and a half in a mile

between New Orleans and the sea, a distance of about 100 miles

—

while, when its waters are low, the fall is scarcely perceptible

for the same distance— little mineral matter can be carried

seaward in mechanical suspension, beyond that which, when de-

posited, would form silt, mud, or clay. This great river, therefore,

now throws little other than fine mineral matter into the Gulf of

Mexico, that which rises by accumulation above the surface of the

sea being liable to be sifted by the shore waves, as at the mouths of

the Nile. •A vast mass of this fine sediment must have been thrown

down, and is now accumulating in the Mexican Sea; the chief

addition to such mass of mud or clay, independently of the hard

remains of fish, crustaceans, and molluscs, being wood, the trans-

port of which down the Mississippi and its tributaries is most

abundant. Not only is this wood arrested in its progress in various

places, or entangled among the channels of the delta, but much of

it passes out seaward. Millions of logs and trunks of trees arc

transporBl^ several miles outwards during floods, so that it becomes

difficult to navigate among thcm.t

* The breadth, length, and velocity of this long-celebrated current wouhl appear,
to vary. Winds often atfcct it, diminishing its breadth and augmenting its velocity,
<»r nugmentingdts breadth and diminishing its velocity.

t Captain Basil Hall, Travels in North AmericOy vol. iii.
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Fig. 69.



CHAPTER VI.

DISTIUBUTION AND DEPOSIT OF SEDIMENT IN TIDAL SEAS.—BARS AT RIVER

Mourns.— RISE AND INFLUENCE OF THE TIDES.—DEPOSITS IN ESTUARIES.

—DELTA OF THE GANGES—OF THE QUORRA.—DEPOSITS ON THE COAST

NEAR SWANSEA.—INFLUENCE OF WAVES.—FORM OF THE SEA-BED ROUND

THE BRITISH ISLANDS.—INFLUENCE OF CURRENTS.—SPECIFIC GRAVITY

OF SEA WATER.—DISTRIBUTION OF SEDIMENT OVER THE FLOOR OF THE

OCEAN.

Upon the coasts of the continents and of islands amid the ocean

waters, not only is there a rise and fall of the sea-level twice in

each day, but the river waters discharged into the ocean are, for

the most part, ponded back by each rise of the tide, to be let loose

at its fall with so much of the sea water as had been forced up the

river channels during the flood tide. Here we have a very material

modification of the discharge of the matter, either in solution or

mechanically suspended in the rivers, as compared with its delivery

into tideless seas by them. According to the varied character of

the rivers where they discharge themselves into tidal seas; as

regards the greater or less amount of water in them at different

times ; the kind of (jpast at their embouchures ; depth of water,

exposure to prevalent winds, and other conditions ; so, no doubt, is

the delivety of these waters modified ; but in all they are exposed

to checks from the rise of tide at their mouths. The opposition of

the sea to the rivers at the height of the tide necessarily varies

with the change from neap to spring tides ; the amount of check

which the sea gives to the outflow of the fresh water, thus alter-

nating, on the minor scale ; though, as a whole, a very constant

effect is produced, the greatest resistance being offered at the

heights of equinoxial spring-tides.

From the check thus given to the discharge of waters containing

matter in mechanical suspension, or pushed forward by rivers in

their channels, there is a tendency to form accumulations across the

course of rivers, commonly known as bars. These will be found to

occur variably, according as the real mouth of the river may be

high up a deep branch of the sea (or in other words, where the sea
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level may cut high up a valley or depression, which thus becomes

partly subaerial, partly submarine), or be situated on the general

unbroken line of* a coast, even, perhaps, protruding beyond it, into

shallow water. It will soon be perceived that the breakers become

important aids in the accumulation of bars according to such

conditions; having little influence high up an arm of the sea,

particularly where tlie channel is narrow, but assisting most

materially in their formation wlien acting upon an exposed coast,

more especially if the mouths of the rivers be open to strong and

prevalent winds. This combination of checks given to waters

pushing forward and carrying detrital matter in mechanical sus-

pension, and by breakers striving again to thrust back that matter,

produces bars at the mouths of many rh ers, alike important as

regards the subject under consideration, and the intercourse of

nations.

The effects of tidal action in, for the time, arresting the outflow

of rivers, will much depend upon the heights which the tides, on

the average, attain ; and it will readily be seen that, acording to

the obstacles opposed to the tidal wave, and the form of the shoies

against which it moves, will be the change of sea level between

high and low water. In the open ocean, where the tidal wave

meets with, comparatively, little opposition, we find the differ-

ence of the sea level at high and low water far less than among

funnel-shaped channels, and other favourable combinations of

coast. Thus, while among the eastern Polynesian islands in the

Pacific Ocean the tides rise and fall about 2 or 3 feet,* and in the

Atlantic from 3 feet at St. Helena, and 4 to 6 feet at the Cape de

Verde Islands, to 8 or 9 feet at Madeira, the equinoxfal spring-

tides in the Bay of Fundy rise from 60 to 70 feet.f

An observer need not travel from the shores of the British

Islands to study the dependence of the rise and fall of tide upon

local conditions: many situations will afford him the requisite

opportunities. The Bristol Channel, since it fairly faces the tidal

According to Mr. Dana (Geology of the United States’ Exploring Expedition,

1838-42, p. 26), the tides rise only 2 or 3 feet through the eastern part of Polynesia

;

at Samoa 4 feet
;
at the Feejce Islands 6 feet

;
and at New Zealand 8 feet.

t A glance at the map will show how favourably this bay is situated for receiving

a body of flood tide driven up between Cape Cod (Massachusetts), and Cape Sable

(Nova Scotia), and forced onwards into Chignecto and Mines Bay. Though there is

a very considerable bay between Gaspc Bay (Canada) and the North Point (Breton
Island), on the north of the narrow isthmus separating Nova Scotia from New Bruns-
wick, neither its form, nor the set of tide into it, cause a rise of w^ter beyond about
eight feet. There is, therefore, from locol causes, a difference of high water, on
either side of this narrow isthmus.
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wave coming from the Atlantic, may be taken as a good example

ol‘ a considerable rise of* tide produced by the narrowing of an arm

of the sea. Though strictly not an unmodified ocean tide, since

the wave has to pass over nearly 300 miles of soundings, within

the edge of the 100 fathoms line, before it strikes the Land's End,

the change from the rise of 18 or 20 feet at St. Ives, Cornwall, to

that of 46 to 50 feet at King Road (Bristol) and Chepstow, is

striking ; more particularly as the tides of 30 feet at Lundy Island,

and 36 feet at Minehead, show this rise to be gradual. From the

increasing elevation of channel, and friction, beyond Chepstow and

King Road, and the withdrawing of the tidal pressure from behind

when the ebb begins seaward, the height of tide soon decreases up
the Severn. The tidal waters, however, so suddenly check the

discharge of the river waters, that the latter are as suddenly forced

back, the flood-tide rushing forwards in a great wave commonly

termed the hore^ and causing an instant rise of several feet in the

lower part of the river, gradually fining off to the termination of

all tidal action in the Severn.*

The annexed plan (fig. 60) will illustrate the example here

Pig. 60.

I

given. At a the tidal wave begins to be higher than in the open

sea. At b its elevation is Increased from the decrease of the depth

and breadth of the channel ; and at <?, from similar causes, the height

of tide is still greater. We may assume, for illustration, that at d

the tidal wave becomes most elev^ital, and that afterwards, towards

e, from the absence of propelling power beliind, from the actual fall

* The samesudden rush of the flood, overpowering the ebb in tidal rivers, is observed
in many other localities. The bore-ware up the Ganges is described as so rapid, that

it scarcely takes four hours passing up a distance of nearly seventy miles, sometimes
causing an instantaneous rise pf five feet of tide at Calcutta. The boats on the shore
on wliich it breaks take to the middle of the river for safety on its approach. A con-
siderable bore-wave is stated to be observed at the mouth of the Maranon, or
Amazons, during the equinoxes. The chief wave is from tw^elve to fifteen feet high,
followed by three or four others. Its advance is very rapid, and its course is stated
to be heard at the distance of tw^o leagues.
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of water on the ebb towards (?, b, and a, and from th(‘ general rise

of the channel, the tidal wave becomes less and less felt, until at/,

its effect entirely ceases. The bore will depend upon local causes

;

but under the conditions noticed, the sudden check to the outflowing

river, and corresponding sudden rise from the inflowing flood-tide,

are not unfrequent, though the bore may not always be sufficiently

important to arrest attention.

The English Channel affords us another good example of a con-

siderable rise of tide produced by local obstacles, and the more

instructive, as this rise does not extend acrass to the oppose coast,

as is the case in the Bristol Channel. On the French side, the

land of the Cotentin, terminating with Cape La Hogue, and the

islands of Alderney, Guernsey, and Jersey, with the multitude ol‘

isles, islets, and rock, in the Bay of St. Malo, oppose a direct ob-

stacle to the progress of the tidal wave coming from the Atlantic,

while the English coast presents no such obstacle. In consequence,

the sea level at high water is raised higher on the one side than on

the other; and while the tides only rise 13 feet at Lyme liegis, 7

leet in Portland Road, 15 feet at Cowes, and 18 feet at Beaehy

Head, the difference of high and low water is 45 feet between

Jersey and St. Malo, and 35 feet at Guernsey.

Not only are there these differences in the rise of tide from local

causes, but the relative direction of the flood and ebb, witli their

consequent currents, also vary materially in some' situations.

Thus, at the Land’s End the flood-tide runs 9 hours to the north,

and the ebb 3 hours to the south ; and numerous other modifi-

cations of the same kind, wliere the times of flood and ebb are

different, are to be found on the coasts of the British Ishmds.

As regards the distribution of detritus by tidal streams, the

direction of the latter will not only be found to change consider-

ably during the progress of thellood or ebb, as the case may be, ofl‘

many parts of coasts, but the ebb very frequently commences on

shore, while a flood-tide is continued in the offing.*

As so much, not due to the friction of tidal streams on coasts has

been attributed to it, instead of to the action of breakers—a de-

structive action more particularly felt when strong on-shore winds

and high tides are combined—^it would be well for an observer to

study the velocity and transporting power of tidal waters on the

It has been held that “ the length of time between the changes of tide on shore
and the stream in the offing is in proportion to the strength of the current and the
distance from land

;
that is, the stronger the current, and the greater distance that

current is from tlic land, the longer it will run after the change on the shore.”
Purdt/j Atlantic Memoir. 1829.
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sea-shore. Those who dwell on, or visit, the coasts of the British

Islands, where, fortunately, so many modifications in tidal streams

may be more or less easily studied, will soon learn properly to

estimate the value of tidal friction on land.

With respect to the tides around the British Islands, those flow-

ing amid the Orkney and Shetland Islands, and through the

Pentland Frith, between the mainland of Scodand and the former,

would appear to be among the strongest They vary ecmsideiably

in force, according as they are neap or spring tides. White in

Stronsa Frith and North l^naldsha Frith the former only run at

the rate of 1 J mile in the hour, the latter make a stream of 5 miles

an hour. In the Pentland Frith, the spring-tides are stated to

have a velocity of 9 nautical miles an hour, while at neap-tides

they do not exceed 3 miles.*

^und the more prominent headlands, the tides, as we might

expect, run with greater velocity than in the bays on each side of

which they project, or in the offing outside. The tidal wave

striking the headlands, and rising locally from this opposition,

escapes round to the next bay, thus causing an accelerated sti'eam

t)f tide for a short distance. The friction of the water on the land

is, however, commonly sufficient very materially to diminish the

strength of the stream iu immediate contact with it ; so that, in

calm weather, when the force of the tide is neither impede^nor
accelerated by the force of opposing or favouring winds, chaff

or other light bodies thrown into the sea, will be seen to pass in a

comparatively slow course along shore, while a strong stream of

tide is running outside.

How Ifttle friction takes place in such situations may often be

wcl^een by the presence of a coating of barnacles, or of sea-weeds,

cvemiipon steep headlands, though exposed to the action of breakers,

these being, off such deep-water headlands, commonly unaideil in

their action by sand or gravel in mechanical suspension. It is

desirable that the observer should carefully watch the shores of any

district he may be examining, with respect to tidal friction, during

calm weather, and from neap to spring tides. Except in the most

exposed situations, he may perceive how rarely even grains of sand,

much less small loose shingle, can be moved by any stream of tide

in contact with the coast.

* The flood-tide there comes from the north-west, and is not of unusual strength
until it meets with the obstacles of these islands and the mainland. The change of
tide sooner on shore than at a distance from it, varies according to sitiiatioo, amount-
ing in some places to tv^o or three hours.
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The retarding ciFect of friction on tlie headlands is often well

exhibited near the strong streams of tide off tliem, known as

so dangerous^ frequently, when opposed to powerftd winds. Though

the tides run in such situations with the greatest force of the local-

ity, and the waters are thrown about in various directions, it often

happens that, between the race and the headland, there is more

quiet water, sufficiently broad for the passage ofa boat in moderate

weather.

Tidal waters rush with great force through channels formed

between the horns of great bays and islands at a short distance from

them ; such is the case with the horns of Cardigan Bay and of St.

Bride’s Bay on the south of it, as shown in the follow ,ng plan

(fig. Cl), where a represents Cardigan Bay, and b St. Bride’s Bay.

Fig. 61 .

Foul rocky ground extends from the Smalls Light, /, to Skomcr

Island, c

;

between which and the mainland there is an exceedingly

strong tide sweeping close to the cliffs. Supposing this to be a flood-

tide, its force is diminished and almost lost in St. Bride’s Bay, b.
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This bay receives the flood-tide, not only through this channel,

but also directly from the Atlantic ; its flow over the foul ground

between the Smalls Light and. Grasholm, and thence to Skomer,

being marked by broken water. Part of the tide driven into St.

Bride's Bay escape^ with much force between the mainland and

Bamsay Island, and round the latter and the rocks and islets known

as the Bishop and his Clerks, d, into Cardigan Bay. The latter

also receives an abundant supply of the tidal wave direct from the

Atlantic; and the flood passes with great strength between its

northern horn and Bardsey Island, e.

In the chief channels noticed, no doubt little comparatively fine

sedimentary matter could rest in the run of such tides, and any

that might be thrown down by the eddies of one tide would probably

be removed by the reverse action of the other ; but these effects

would be very local. That hard rocks readily resist such friction

is well shown in the localities mentioned, barnacles and sea-weeds

being commonly discovered on the sides of the channels at low water.

It will be at once perceived that the flood-tide passing up rivers

would act very differently, according as the channels were conti-

nued deep outwards, or crossed by bars accumulated at their mouths.

In the former case, the sea waters being specifically heavier

than the river waters, as it were, wedge up the latter, discharging

outwards, until the levels are so changed that the whole body of

tidal water is driven inland, forcing and ponding back the fresh

water.* In the more favourable situations of this kind, therefore,

where great floods arc running down a river, the heavier waters of

the first of the flood-tide may be passing up the river while the

lighter \^aters above are running outwards. In bar rivers the sea

waters pour over the bars, and, if the channels be afterwards shallow,

drive the river waters at once before them, while, if behind the bar

there be water of much greater depth, as sometimes happens, the

heavier sea waters first flow into the basin and raise the waters in it,

so that when sufficiently elevated with the increasing tide, the

whole passes up the river with the flood-tide, forcing back the fresh

water. Between the action of the tide in such rivers as the St.

Lawrence,t with its open estuary or arm of the sea, and the Ganges

* The passage of river waters outwards during freshets, from heavy rains in the in-

terior, while the flood-tide waters are flowing beneath in a contrary direction, may
occasionally be seen well shown when largo vessels are at anchor in an estuary, as,

for instance, in the llamoaze, Plymouth, riding with their heads to the flood-tide,

being sufficiently deep in the water to be influenced by it, while small boats, secured
alongside, ride with their heads in the contrary direction, the outflow of the higher
and fresh water alone acting upon them.

t The St. Lawrence aflbrds a good example of the greater Velocity of an ebb over a
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and Quorra, the deltas of which protrude into th(‘ ocean, the one in

the Bengal Sea and the other in the Gulf of Guinea, every mcKlifi-

cation will be found in Uie tidal rivers of the world.

While checked by the flood-tide, the waters of estuaries will de-

posit such of the matter, which they may hold in mechanical sus-

pension as the time will permit, and according as the estuary waters

maj or may not be agitated by the firiction of the winds. Slight

observation is sufficient to show that highly-discoloured water is

commonly found in estuaries, and that this is borne upwards and

downwards by the tides, escaping seawards during the ebb in some

estuaries in one direction, while the rivers add detrital matter to

these bodies of water in othera In estuaries like the Severn, at

the head of the Bristol Channel, the muddy water is carried back-

wards and forwards with such rapidity that it is only in the sheltered

nooks and situations that it can And rest sufficient to deposit fine

sediment, including among them the shores where retardation by

friction also produces a sufficient state of repose during the tides.*

Many minor estuaries round the coasts of the British Islands show

the filling up, not only of the sheltered places on their sides, but

also of their upper parts, where detrital matter is gradually accumu-

lated. If the course of the river has not been long through a level

country, the deposits at the heads of estuaries may even be gravelly,

while mud only is accumulated in the sheltered bxjalitics. If the

annexed plan (fig. G2) represent one of these estuaries, then it will

Fig. 62.

usually be observed that the accumulation at the head o is more
^vellyor sandy, particularly in its lowest parts, than in the sheltered

situations, a and 6. At c we have not only the heavier matter

flood-tide in an estuary. Where the ebb from the Saguenay unites with that of the
St. Lawrence, it passes outwards with considerable strength, and is stated to run seven
nautical miles per hour between Apple and Basque Isles. While the ebb is thus
strong, the stream of flood-tide is scarcely perceptible.

The difierence of the friction on the sides of these estuaries, where mud is de-
posited, and more outwards in the stream of tide, is commonly well shown by the
sandy bottom under the latter, the friction of the water being too great to permit
flner sediment to remain In such situations.
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thrown down by the check of the tide there felt, but also all the

detritus which can be pushed along the bottom by the river d, during

the ebb of the tidal waters, and during the common discharge of

the river water when the tide has Mien, a combined time in some

localities equal to nine and ten hours in each twelve. At a and b

the fine sediment is commonly accumulated to the level of die

highest ordinary spring-tidea

In estuaries of this class we should antimpate that there would

be much gmn of land where the discharging riven entered tlmm*.

and* accordingly, in such ntuations we ofien find extenave marshes

and fiats, which would justify this expectaticm, even if historical

evidence could not be adduced. Of such evidence, however, there

is commonly no want, and the heads of many estuaries around the

British Islands, and along the ocean coasts of Europe, are known to

have become more shallow and even to have moved further outwards,

dry land supplying the place of marshes, and mud banks, within

historical timca*

The mouths of the Ganges, extending across a distance of about

two hundred miles ffig. 63), furnish us with the discharge of de-

Fig 63.

trital matter into a tidal sea of a different character. Here the

abundance of the outflowing waters, particularly during floods, is

sufficient to carry out a delta, more resembling those observed in

tideless seas. In times long since passed, the Ganges may have

diseharged itself into an estuary, as far northerly as the com-

These changes produced, independently of sea banks raised to keep out the
tides.
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menceinent of its delta, now mote than two himdted miles from

the sea, and into the same estuary, the Brahmaputra may have

delivered its waters, these two great drains of land extending to the

Himalaya mountains liaving gradually filled up such an estuary

,

by depositing the matter transported mechanically in, or swept on-

wards by them. Coarse gravel is not forced forward by the Ganges

within four hundred miles of its mouth, so that the sedimentary

matter discharged into the sea is of a finer character. To this dis-

charge, both by friction on the bottom and in mechanical suspension,

checks are offered by the tides ; but the body of fresh water is so

considerable, as compared with such checks, that the sedimentary

deposits rapidly gain upon the sea, notwithstanding that the general

depth beyond the mouths of the Ganges is by no means incon-

siderable. Innumenible changes in the direction of the various

streams into which the delta is divided are produced Inland.*

The course of this river is described as affording good examples, (m

the great scale, of the alterations of channel, from the accumulation

of banks upon small obstacles, to Ix^ equally well studied, as regards

general principles, in hundreds of little streams. Thus a tree ar-

rested in its course will pnKluce an accumulation, gradually rising

into an island, to be again swept away by another change of

channel.

The great body of fresh water discharged by the Ganges in flocxls

seems, to a great extent, to overpower the influence of the tidal

wave, so that detrital matter then becomes accumulated more in

the manner of the Nile, Rhone, Volga, and other great rivers, dis-

charging themselves into tidclcss seas.t At the junction of the

Ganges and Brahmaputra, below Luckipoor, tliere is a large gulf

in which the water is scarcely brackish, and during the rainy season

the sea is stated to be overflowed by fresh water for many leagues

outwards.

In the Quorra we have an example of* a similar kind, and a vast

* Major Rcnnel states that during the eleven years he remained in India, the head
of the Jellinghy river was gradually remove*! three-quarters of a mile further down.
He observed also, that “ there are not wanting instances of a total change of course
in some of the Bengal rivers. The Cosa (equal to the Rhine) once ran by Purneah
and joined the Ganges opposite Rajenal. Its junction is now nearly forty-five miles
further up. Gour, the ancient capital of Bengal, once stood on the Ganges.'*—P/ti7.
Trans, 1781.

t The amount of detrital matter borne outwards by the Ganges has been estimated
at about 2| per cent., and the average discharge of water at .'j00,000 cubic feet per
second.'—{Gleanings of Science, vol. iii. Calcutta, 1831.) If we take the quantity at
2 per cent., and consider the transported matter to give 15 cubic feet to the ton, wo
should obtain 57,600,000 tons per day, equal to a mass of ordinary granite, having a
base of 1,000,000 square feet, rising to the height of 864 feet.
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body of fresh water thrusts out a delta iutd tlie oceaiL^ The great

stream of water is checked, not overcome, in mid-chawel, though

felt between 30 and 40 miles up the river* In this river, and in

many other tropical rivers, mangrove-trees add materially to the

power of forming new land* Wherever sufficient shelter can be

obtained, they establish themselves in abundance ; their stilt-like

roots entangling any floating substances washed near them
;
produc-

ing a repose fit for the deposit of the finest sediment, and affording

shelter to an abundance of reptiles, fish, crustaceans, and molluscs,

which seek and enjoy the protection they afford.

When we regard the sea-shores of the world exposed to tides,

we see a great destructive power in the breakers, as a whole in

ceaseless action, grinding back and levelling off the land, and

throwing a mass of matter into the tides sweeping round such

shores, whicli mass, added to that thrust out of the rivers, has to be

distributed by the streams of tide and such ocean currents as can

receive any portion of it. Great rivers, as we have seen, may
transport matter in mechanical suspension far outwards, particularly

when swollen by floods, and thus place it within the distributing

influence of the ocean currents. Through these it may take a long

time to descend into those quiet depths where it can find a rest, one

that may continue undisturbed until, perhaps, after a long lapse of

geological time, the resulting deposit may be upraised, and placed

within the destructive influences of the atmosphere and surface

waters.

Wlien detrital matter is thrown into the tides, it is borne to and

fio by them, according to their flow and ebb, and the observer will

have abtindant opportunities of seeing on the coasts of the British

Islands, and on the ocean shores of Europe, that the river watei*s

when swollen by rains, bear outwards with the ebb, and in the

direction tliat it takes along shore, much meclianically-suspended

detritus, which does not again enter the rivers unless under very

favourable circumstances. As a whole, much fine detritus, thus

derived, is carried coastwise by the ebb, and accumulations are

formed of it, if there be sufficient continued repose in that direc-

tion, So that should a sheltering headland run out, and a bay

be formed between it and the embouchure of the river, there is a

* Alluvial land is described as forming into flat islands, covered by mangrove-trees

and papyrus. These are sometimes so acted upon by floods as to be partially or

wholly swept into the ocean. Professor Smith noticed a floating mass, pi-obably

washed out of the Congo, about 120 feet long, consisting of reeds resembling the

Donajc and a species of Agrostis, among which branches of Ju»ticia were still grow-

ing, further north off the coast of Africa. -
- Expedition to the Zaire or Congo^
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tendency to deposit the liner sediment in the locality so sheltered.

We may take the coast ol‘ Swansea as ulFording an oiusily-observed

instance oi‘ the separation so allectcd.

Two rivers, a and b (fig 64), the Tovvey and the Medd (Meath),

Fig. C4.

when in flood, bring down much sedimentary matter, the finer

parts of which are carried by the ebb tide (^ ^ t) towards the bay

formed between Swansea (c) and the Mumbles (d). Here finding

the necessary repose, the prevalent winds (w) blowing from the

west and south-west, a part is deposited and mud is accumulated,

the remainder of the detrital-lx^ing waters, escaping round the

Mumble Rocks (e) into the general ebb tide passing westwards

down the Bristol Clmnnel. While this happens with the finer

sediment, the arenaceous part of the detritus thrust out of the river

is more quickly thrown down, and a large part of it beconles acted

upon by the breakers, raised by the prevalent winds, and is forced

partly into mechanical suspension during heavy gales, and thenborne

in the flood-tides, and partly brushed onwards by the waves, breaking

upon much flat ground exposed at low water, towards the coast to

the eastward (f, /). Here the conditions for the accumulation of*

sand-hills obtain, and the overplus of arenaceous sediment, borne

outwards by the Towey and Nedd, and not retained by the sea, is

blown by the winds upon the dry land. In this locality, therefore,

the river-borne detritus, thrown into the tides, becomes in a great

measure separated,mud being chiefly accumulated in one direction,

sand in another, a surplus of the latter being restored to the land.

Though there is a tendency to accumulate the finer river-borne

detritus in the direction of the ebb tides, this is often met by con-

ditions so unfavourable to such a deposit that the finer matter does
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not there come to rest, but is gradually transported outwards to sea,

and may thus be brought by tidal streams even within the influence

of ocean currents. On a shallow coast the breakers alone, when
they can act equally in the direction of the ebb and of the flood-

tide, prevent the accumulation of the finer sediment, which, in

consequence, can only find rest by being carried outwards into

water of the needful depth and tranquillity.

The abrasion of coasts by breakers being the same, whether the

tide be setting in one direction or another, as flood or ebb, the finer

matter is carried in mechanical suspension equally by the stream of

either along the coasts, finding rest in the situations where conditions

are favourable, even entering estuaries by the flood*tide, when such

estuaries occur in the line of its course, the indraught, on the flood,

carrying it in with the tide. As we have seen (p. 54), the heavier

parts, such as shingles and small pebbles, are distributed along i^ore,

and the arenaceous portions, sometimes on the coast, sometimes

more seaward, according to circumstances.

The agitation of the sea is felt at different depths in proportion

to the magnitude of the waves raised by the fnetion of the wind.

During heavy gales of wind, the depth at which this agitation has

been observed, sufficient, as it were, to shake up fine sediment

enough to discolour the water, is about 90 feet.* The disturbing

effects of waves in minor depths is often well shown on shallow

sandy coasts by the throwing on shore of many molluscs in a living

state, known to inhabit the sands at moderate depths. By the agi-

tation of the sea their sandy covering is removed, and they are

swept onwards beyond their powers to retain their position at the

bottom,*and thus become finally thrown out upon the coast.

Besides the waves seen to arise on the spot from the action of the

winds, the great indulations wliich are known as mells and rollers

(so common on ocean shores, and due to the friction of winds out

at sea which do not reach the land) disturb the sea bottom to a

considerable extent, so that, both heavy seas and swells combined,

the finer sediment becomes removed from all but favourable

situations outwards, and is distributed off the coasts, outside the

accumulations fringing them, and due to the action of the breakers.

The flow and ebb of the tides produce a motion tending to smooth

out and flatten the accumulation of dctrital matter deposited on the

sea bottom within their influence. The smoothing action no doubt

* Tho depth at which the disturbing action of a eea-wavo can be felt has been esti-

mated even so high as 500 feet on the Banks of Newfoundland. Emy, Memvement
d€» Ondei, 1831, p. 11.
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varies with the strength of the tides^ as these may be springs or

so that matter can be brought to rest during the latter^

which becomes removed by the superior velocity and volume of

water of the former; but, as a whole, there arises an adjustment,

producing a sea bottom of a marked character. The friction of the

tidal wave on the bottom forms ridges and furrows of the same

kind with those previously noticed as produced by the winds on

loose sand (p. 59). Where clear waters prevail, and the ridges and
furrows are formed by this kind of friction alone, the resemblance

is veiy striking, allowance being made for the relative weight of

the particles of sand in the air and in the water. Where waves act

on the bottom, it would be expected that such ridges and furrows

would be modified by the to-and-fro action set up, although the

on-shore might he greater than that of the counter move.nent, in

proportion as the wave takes the onward force of a breaker, the

higher part acquiring gradually a greater forward motion as the

water becomes shallower, and the friction on the bottom becomes

increased.

Almost every extensive sandy flat left by the tide, and of such

the coasts of the British Islands afford abundant examples, shows

the effects of friction on the sand. An observer should well study

the various modifications to be seen in such situations, for among

arenaceous accumulations of all geological ages, the effects of fric-

tion on sand and silt, by water in motion, is ofkm very evident.

In many situations peculiar arrangements of the surface sand will

be observed to have arisen from the draining off of tlie tidal water,

which has quitted a large tract of sand suddenly. We have thus

friction on the bottom from the rise and fall ‘of tidal wUters on

coasts, from the to-and-fro action of waves produced by winds

(wlicre the depths are favourable), and from streams of tide,

variable in strength, usually acting in two directions, and often in

more, from local causes.

From friction of all kinds much sedimentary matter is so shoved

and pushed along the bottom in various directions, that from this

cause alone a great flattening of the surface would be effected.

If to this we add the deposit of matter borne in mechanical sus-

pension, and derived either from rivers or the action of breakers,

we should expect a distribution of detritus which, if raised above

the level of the sea, would offer the appearance of a great plain.

The accompanying map (fig. 65) will show the extent of area

around the British Isl^ds within a line of depth equal to 100

fathoms (600 feet), and which, if raised above the level of the sea,
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would present to the eye Utde elM thM a vsst. plain. To fimn

this great tract of smoothed ground, no ^ubt' letvelling aot^'
of breakers, cutting back the coasts, must be dufy r^ptrded; so

that to this action, to that of the seas rolling in various directions,

according to the winds stirring up the bottom in sufSciently shallow

places, and to the distributing power of streams of tide, is mainly

Pig. 65.

due the present surface of this area,* the extent of which may be
estimated by the annexed figure (fig. 66), representing 1000
square miles, on the same scale as the map (^fig. 65).

• Always bearing in mind that there is a base beneath of tertiary and other rocks
over which the sands and mad are at i)rcseut strewed, and which may here and there
be still uncovered. In many a situation, a minor area, plaiied down by the action of
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Fig. 66.

It is worthy of remark, that if, instead of the line ol 100 fathoms

beneath the sea, that of 200 fathoms had been selected, the second

line would not have extended far beyond the first, tlic slope in-

creasing&r more rapidly outside the 100 fathom line than within it,

so that, after preserving a very gentle slope, as a whole, outwards

for the great area represented above (fig. 65), the bottom of the sea

descends much more suddenly beyond it towards the Atlantic/

Slight attention on the coasts wiU show that the water moving

past them in a stream from tidal action travels backwards and for-

wards a somewhat limited distance, so that any detritus held by it

in mechanical suspension, and eventually thmwn down from such

suspension, could only be deposited withni a limited area, when no

dis^bing causes interfered. The water of a tidal stream, passing

a coast at the average rate of three miles per hour, will only travel

18 miles, regarding the subject generally, before it is swept back

again over the same ground for the like distance. Tlie pressure of

high winds, both on and off a coast, particularly if they be long

continued, forces water against or away from the land, and so with

any other direction a surplus of the ordinary body of water may
take from the friction of the wind. Hence the mere backward

and forward motion of the same body of water is somewhat modi-

fied, as also by the great additions made to the usual volume of

tidal water by the discharge of great floods from rivers, striving ti>

force their way over coast streams of tide.

Making, however, all reasonable allowance for these modifying

influences, there remains enough of continued local action^ pro-

cure local accumulations of detritus, more diversified in character

near the coasts than at a distance from them, on account of the in-

creased velocity of tides immediately off chief headlands, and their

diminished strength of stream in sheltered bays, not forgetting

estuaries, with and without bars of different kinds.

The observer has now to consider the distribution of fine matter

in mechanical suspension by means of ocean currents. Some of

the breakers, may yet be kept clean from deposits by local causes. We may probably

regard the whole area as the result of the cutting back of coasts by breakers, and of

deposits from the causes pointed out, continued through a long lapse of geological

time, movements of land, as regards its relative level with the sea, and on the large

scale, having contributed to its present condition.

* Here and there, there are minor depressions in this area, and among them the

trough-like cavities in the North Seas, known as the Silver Pits. The bottom around

the chief pits is described as rising gradually to it, when suddenly the interior sides

descend from a few to 40 or 50 fathoms, forming steep interior escarpments.
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these are known to be very constant in their courses, others periodi-

cal, and many temporary. We have seen that the pressure of strong

and long-continued winds forces up water by their friction on its

surface in tideless seas, and consequently woidd expect that in the

open ocean similar winds would force water before them, diough

the absence of land would produce a modification in the result

When the area so acted upon was bounded by a nngle range of

coast, the modification would be less ; and whmi two lui^ ^.coast

presented themselves, between which the water could be

and lateral fiill prevented, there would be an approximation to the

efiects observable at the north and south extremities of the Caspian,

or on the cast and west shores ofthe Black Seas, where the rmters

are pressed forward by the needful winds.

Independently of the pressure on the surfiice of the sea by winds

either constant or nearly so, periodical or temporary, it luas been

supposed that the motion of the earth gives a certain movement to

the waters of the ocean from east to west, thus increasing the power

ofsome currents, due to the surface action of winds, and interfering

with the movement of others. To the motion of water firom this

cause, the continent of America, with South Georgia, South Orkney,

South Shetland, and the icy regions extending to Victoria Land,

would interpose between the Atlantic and the Pacific, and the con-

tinent of Asia, with the Philippines, Borneo, Moluccas, New
Guinea, and Australia, would oppose the westward movement of the

Pacific, not forgetting New Zealand, and the multitude of islands

and islets of Polynesia in that ocean.

The more open space for this supposed movement would be from

the In£an and Southern Oceans into the Atlantic, the coast of

Africa not offering it opposition beyond the latitude of 35° south.

A constant current does run out of the Indian into the Atlantic

Ocean, flowing up the west coast ofAfHca, to the equatorial regions,

whence it strikes over to America, ponding up the water in the

Gulf of Mexico. It has been inferred that this current is partly

due to the motion of the earth, and partly to prevalent winds,

those known as the Trade Winds especially driving the waters in

the same direction.

The current into the Atlantic sweeps round the southern ex-

tremity of Africa by the Agulhas or Lagullas Bank, the soundings

on which give mud to tlie westward of Cape Agulhas, and sand,

containing numerous small shells, to the eastward. It might hence

be assumed that this current acted upon the bank at a depth of

360 or 420 feet, sweeping off the finer sediment firom the side
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exposed to its force, and parting with it in the more still water

behind it. A mass of water is inferred to run up the west coast of

Africa, from the Cape of‘ Good Hope (between the coast and the

waters of the adjacent ocean), 60 miles wide, 1200 feet deep, and

of the mean temperature of the ocean, at an average rate of one

mile per hour.* There are counter currents,t and the main cur-

rent is considered to extend, as regards surface, to a comparatively

moderate distance from the land. As a whole, this current reminds

us of a body of water in movement westward, acquiring additional

velocity against the southern extremity of Africa, as any minor

mass of water in movement would against a common projecting cape

or headland. We may regard another great Atlantic current, the

Gulf Stream, as consequent on this main current, after it has tra-

versed the Atlantic to the West Indies. Escjaping from the Gulf of*

Mexico, as previously noticed (p. 74), the Gulf Stream waters flow

northerly, a part passing off to the eastward, after passing the

Straits of Florida, probably to equalize the general levels in that di-

rection. As to the extent and velocity of the Gulf Stream, the

contradictory evidence is sufficient to show that both arc occasionally

much modified. The winds, by their friction, necessarily affect the

course of the stream, according to their duration, strength, and di-

rection. In mid-channel, in the meridian of Havanna, the velocity

is estimated at 2i miles per hour ; off the most southern parts of

Florida, and about one-third over from the Florida Reefs, at 4 miles

an hour. The stream is considered to range, in the meridian of*

57® W. to 42® 45' N. in summer, and to 42® N. in winter. A
reflow, or counter current, sets down by the Florida Reefs or Keys
to the S.W. and W.J

Other currents are known in the Atlantic, such as that coming
out of Baffin's Bay, through Davis's Strait, § considered to join

the Gulf Stream, the united bexly of water crossing over to the

Sir James Ross. Voyage in the Southern and Antarctic Regions, vol. i. p. 35.

t Close to the shore there is an eastern current. The survey of the const of Africa
to the east of the Cape of Good Hope, was made by Captain Owen, with the assistance
of this current, against the force of the trade wind. Captain Horsburgh mentions
having been carried by the eastern current, on the south of the main western current,
at the rate of 20 to 30 miles in the 24 hours, and, in two instances, at the rate of 60
miles in the same time.

t Many small vessels are stated to make their passage from the northward by the
aid of this counter current.

§ This current, commonly known as the Greenland Current, sets southerly down
the coastof America to Newfoundland, bringing down large icebergs beyond the Great
Bank. The velocity was found, by Captains Ross and Parry, to be 3 to 4 miles per
hour in Davis s Strait. Off the coast of Newfoundland, it sometimes flow’s at the rate
of 2 miles an hour

;
but is much modifled by winds.
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coasts of Europe and Africa. A southerly flow of water takes place

from the coast of Portugal towards the Canary Islands, modified by
the indraught of sea into the Mediterranean. Beyond these islands

a S.W, current is noticed as probably due to the influence of the

N. E. trade wind.

Constant currents are also mentioned in the Pacific. Currents

are described as setting off the Galapagos to the N.N.W., and at

Juan Fernandez, and 300 leagues to the westward of it to the

W.S.W. (16 miles per day). Great quantities of wood are drifted

from the continent of America to Easter Island by a stream of water

passing in that direction. Between the Sandwich Islands and the

Marquesas, currents have been found flowing westward at the rate

of 30 miles per day. Among the Philippine Islands a current

comes from the north-east, and runs with considerable force among

the passages, dividing them from each other. Various other currents

in the Pacific have been noticed. There are two, however, de-

serving of attention, inasmuch as one, flowing northerly through

Behring's Straits, is thought to proceed eastward along the north

coast of America,* and the other, passes round Cape Horn to the

eastward for the greater part of the year.f

In the China and India Seas we find good examples of periodical

currents. The water moves from the ocean into the Red Sea from

October to May, and out of that sea from May to October.^ In

the Gulf of Manar, between Ceylon and Cape Cormorin, the current

flows northward from May to October, setting the remaining six

months to the S.W. and S.S.W. In the S.W. monsoon, the

current between the coast of Malabar and the Lakdivas sets to the

S.S.E TOth a velocity varying from 20 to 26 miles in the 24 hours.

The currents in the China Seas, at a distance from shore, commonly

flow, more or less, towards the N. E. from the middle of May to the

* Kotzebuo describes this current os setting through Behring's Straits with a ve-

locity of 3 miles an hour,' to the N.E.

t This current has been doubted
;
but as there is a prevalence of sti'ong westerly

winds round Cape Horn, during the greater part of the year, the statement that there

is such a current may be considered probable. A bottle, thrown overboard by Sir

James Ross, near Cape Horn, was afterwards found near Port Phillip, Australia, having

passed eastward about 9000 miles in years. Allowing 1000 miles for detours, this

would be a rate of about 8 miles per day. It was Sir James Ross’s practice, upon

throwing bottles overboard, to load all but those intended for the surface, so that they

took different depths. As sand was not stated to be found in this bottle, it was in-

ferred that it was a surface bottle
;
hence the winds alone had much influence on

its course.

t A current commonly flows from the Persian Gulf towards the ocean, during the

whole time that the water runs into the Red Sea, and flows into the Gulf from May to

October.
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middle of August, taking a contrary direction from the middle ol'

October to March or April. Their strength is most felt, as might

be j^tampated, among &e idands and shoals.*

x respect to temporary ouxzenta^ they axe found to be innu*

iper^e ; severe gales ofwind, of long duration, readily forcing the

surfikce water before them. Among ohanneb and along coasts these

are chi^y Ht, the two boundary shores or the tingle coast opposing

tiie fiirther rise of water, and throwing them ofi' in the manner of

tidal waves.

While considering tire movement ofthe ocean waters, the observer

should not neglect any change in their position which may be due

to their relative specific gravities. Experiments upon fresh water

in lakes long since showed that a body of the heaviest watcf , that

approaching towards a temperature ofabout 39° • 5 or 40°, remained

at the bottom undisturbed,t except by the influx of river waters,

charged with detritus, which forced their way, spreading mud be

neath them (p, 43). The researches of Sir James Eoss in the South-

ern Seas have shown that in a similar manner water of a certain

temperature, namely, of about 39° "5 Fahr., remains at the bottom,

either colder or warmer water, as the case may be, floating above it.

From many observations made, it was inferred that a belt of this

water of a given temperature rose to the surface in southern

latitudes, of which the mean is estimated at about 56° 26', the

whole body of ocean water in that circle being of this uniform tem-

perature from the surface to the bottom, while on the north, towards

the tropics and equator, water of a higher temperature floated above

it, and on the south, that of a lower temperature.J Thus, consider-

ing the like belt of uniform temperature to appear in such ’parts of

The strongest currents in these seas are experienced along the coast of Cambodia,
during the end of November. They run with a velocity of .50 to 70 miles to the
southward, in the 24 hours, between Avarilla and Poolo Cecir da Terra. Some
parts of the stream setting into the Straits of Malacca, cause the tide to run nine
hours one way and three hours the other.

t In 1819 and 1820, the author made experiments on the Lakes of Geneva, Neu-
ehatel, Thun, and Zug, with a view of investigating this subject. An account of these
experiments was published in the “ Biblioth^ue Universelle** for 1819 nnd 1820. It

was found that, in the Lake of Geneva, the water, in September and October, 1819,
had a temperature of 64® to 67® Fahr., from the surface to the depth of 1 or 5 fathoms,
and that there was a general diminution of temperature downwards to 40 fathoms.
From 40 to 90 fathoms, the temperature was always 44®, with one exception, when it

was 45® at 40 fathoms. From 90 fathoms to the greatest depths, which amounted to
164 fathoms, between Evian and Ouchy, the temperature was invariably 43®*5. After
the severe winter of 1819-20, the same temperature continued beneath. Experiments
on the Lakes of Neuchatcl, Thun, and Zug, alike pointed to water of a temperature
approaching to the greatest density of water, between 39® and 40®, being at the bottom.

X The following were the observations on which Sir James Ross founded his view of
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the northern hemisphere as is covered by the ocean/ there would

be, where land did not occur, three great thermic basins, two towards

each pole of the earth, and a middle trough, or belt through the

centn^ part of which the equator would vpass* Sir James Boss

points out that in hL 45^ S*, the temperature of has de*

scended to 600 &thoms, increasing ie depth in the equatoial and

tropical regions to about 1200 fathoms, the temperature c£ the

surface in the latter being about 78^t On the south of the belt of

uniform temperature, the line of 39°* 5 is considered to descend to

750 fathoms in lat. 70®, the surface being there at 30® Fahr*

To estimate a movement which might be produced by the settle^

ment of any water of the density of 39® *5, striving to occupy an

equal depth beneath those of inferior weight, either of greater or

less temperature, as the case might be, to the north and south of

these belts of uniform temperaturp, supposing that some approxi-

mation to such a belt was to be found in the northern hemisphere,

we should compare the distance from these belts with the depths at

wliich given temperatures have been observed. This done, we
obtain for the slope on either side of the southern belt (assuming

a plane for more ready illustration) of about 1 in 1723 to the

1200 fathoms of 39® *5 beneath the equator, and of about 1 in

1136 to the same temperature beneath 750 fathoms in 70® south

latitude. So small an angle, with a change of temperature so

gradual, could scarcely be expected to produce a lateral movement

in the mass of ocean waters of geological importance.J

the position of this circle, the water being ascertained in the localities noticed to have
the same temperature fr^pi the surface downwards :

—

* Latitude.

57° 52' S.

55 09

55 18

58 36

54 41

55 48

Longitude.

170° 30' E.

132 20

149 20 W.
104 40

55 12

54 40

Voyage to Southern and Antarctic Regions, vol. ii.

* Allowing the same causes to he in operation in the northern hemisphere, we should

expect similar effects, however modified by local circumstances. Scoresby obtained,

in lat. 79® 4' N., long. 5° 4' E., 36® at 400 fathoms, the temperature increasing from
29® at the surface. Another observation by the same author, in lat. 79® 4' N., gave
37° at 730 fathoms, the surface being 29®. Again, in lat 78® 2' N. and long. 0® 10' W.,

he found 38® at 761 fathoms, the surface being 32®.

t With regard to observations in the tropics, Colonel Sabine found, in lat. 20® 30'

N., aind long. 83® 30' W., a temperature of 45® -5 at 1000 fathoms, the surface water
being at 83®. Captain Wauchope obtained in lat. 10® N., and long. 25® W., 51® at

966 fathoms, the surface water being at 80®
;
and he also found in lat 3® 20^ S., and

long. 7® 39' E., a temperature of 42® at 1300 fathoms, the surface water being at 73®.

t It should 1^ remarked that the temperature of 39®‘5, found by Sir James Ross in

situations leading to the inference that such temperature is that of the greatest

H K
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The agency of ocean currents in the transport of matter niecliani-

cally suspended in their waters, and derived from the decomjwsitlm
or abrasion of land, will necessarily depend upon local conditions.

Here and there streams of tide may deliver such matter to them,

to be borne in the direction in which they may move, and great

rivers, such as the Yang-tse-kiang, the Ganges, the Indus, die

Quorra, and the Amazons, may thrust out bodies of water, flowing

beyond the return of the ti^ streams off coasts, and carrying

detritus to ocean currents, through which it would have gradually

to descend- It might thus be transported long distances, particu*

~ laify if tlw depths it mig^t have to descend, b^ore stagnation of the

!' jctcinr watetrs would prevent any than a vertical fitU of the matter,

ww oonrideiable.* The matter obtained from the land seems

to be thrown down as e flnn^ of vurious shapes and oom-
potilKMi, Airting the ahonas; sometimes, from local conditions,

eaMtMiieg to fiur gnetordist^^ than at others.

Ahhoug^t the greatflow of the ocean may not be very materially

dtMitjr ofM mUor, eontototiig iha Oidinaiy amount and kinds of salts in solution,

duos iiol wll ioooid witti axperimonta In the laboratory. Acoor<i)ng to Dr. Marcet,

Ihoie mode him shoar that the maxitnum density of sea water is not at 40^ Fahr.

tn four ext^etimenta, Dr. Marcet cooled sea water down to betM'oen 18° and 19°, and

fcmnA that ft decreased in bulk till ft reached 22°, after which it expanded a little,

ami continued to do so until the water was reduced to 19° and 18°, when it suddenly

expanded and became ice at 28°. According to M. Krman, also, salt water of the

specific gravity of V027 diminishes in volume down to 25°, not reaching its maximum
density until congelation.

These results would seem to point either to some modifying Influence acting upon

the waters of the ocean, to faults in the instruments, to the mode of employing them,

or to sources of error in the laboratory experiments not suspected. At considerable

depths, the heavy pressure upon the bulbs of the thermometers, if used naked, might

be supposed to produce an error as to the mass of water of ^niform temperature from

the surface downwards. If pressure, however, upon the bulb caused a higher apparent

temperature, this should vary with such pressure
;
but the results do not bear out

this view, unless it be assumed that the gradual increase of pressure exactly counter-

balanced a decrease of temperature. It is worthy of remark, that the temperature of

39°*5 is about that assigned, from experiments, to pure water. It may be here ob-

served that the water beneath 90 fathoms in the Lake of Geneva was found, both after

a warm summer and a severe winter, to remain at 43°*5, not 39°‘5 or 40°, as experi-

ments in the laboratory would lead us to expect. From observations on the tempera-

ture of the western Mediterranean waters, at various depths, it is inferred that all

beneath 200 fathoms remains at a constant temperature of about 55°. (D'Urville, Bui.

de la Soc. de Geographie, t. xvii. p. 82.)

If we take 39°‘5 for the temperature of the greatest density of sea water, we shall

have to consider that the salts in solution produce no influence upon such density, the

water alone having to be regarded. It would be very desirable that experiments

respecting the density of sea water at different temperatures should be repeated In

the laboratory, and that observations should be made at different seasons upon the

temperature of deep fresh-water lakes, in order to see if we are in any way to regard

the temperature obtained In the sea of 39° *5, observed by Sir James Boss, as a result

to which some modifying influence may be attributed.

* Some very interesting observations respecting the surface density of the sea off

the coast of British Guiana were made by Dr. Davy (Jkmesun’s ^‘Edinburgh
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cove red by deposits from ocean currents, conveying detritus from
the great continents, Australia, and the larger islands of the world,

the oceanic islands may collectively furnish matter of importance.

The observer will find that many of these islands rise from com-
panitively considerable depths, so that detrital matter derived from
them by the action of breakers (and they are very commonly
exposed to a nearly-constant abrasion by the surf), moved by the

tidal waves sweeping by the islands, and thence delivered into any
ocean currents passing near, may be carried by the latter to con-

siderable distances. These oceanic islands are found to be cM^y
of two kinds, the one of igneous, the other of fttiimal mngin« :

respect to the former, we have not only to consider iihe detritus

they may now furnish by the action of breakers upon them, but
also the transportable matter which may have been ejected from
the igneous vents while they rose, by the accumulation of molten

rock, cinders, and ashes.

Instead ofsimply accumulating around the igneous vent, as would
happen, with certain modifications from the distribution of wind-

borne ashes and small local movements of water in tideless seas,

not only might there be a to-and-fro distribution of the volcanic

matter carried various distances in mechanical suspension from the

tidal wave acting against the new obstacle to its movement, but the

finer substances could also be borne away by any ocean current

passing near, and thus such substances be carried far onward in the

direction of its course. As soon as any igneous matter is raised

above the sea level, so soon is it attacked by the breakers, and only

Journal,^’ vol. xliv, p. AS, 1848). He found that where the Demerara river meets

the sea, near George Town, the density of the water was 1*0036, and subsequently

as follows :

—

1. 11 miles off shore = •0210

2. 19 •0236

3. 27 •0250

4. 33 0236

5. 43 0250

6. 51 •0258

7. 80 0266

The specific gravities of Nos. 4 and 5 were considered to have been infiuenced by
heavy showers of rain which fell while the steamer on which Dr. Davy was on board

passed. This modification in the density of the surface waters, by tropical rains, is

well shown by the observations of the same author, off Antigua and Barbadoes.

Towards the end of a very dry season, the specific g^vity of the surface water, off

the former, was found to be 1*0273, while, after three months of heavy rains, off Bar-

badoes, the specific gravity was reduced to 1*0260. The positions of these two
islands give such observations considerable value. With respect to the matter

mechanically held in suspension in the waters off British Guiana, Dr. Davy states that,

ibr many miles near the land, it was suffloifnt to give a light-brown tint to the sea,

like the Thames at^ndon-bridge. It was only at about the distsEiioe of 80 miles
from shore that the waters presented the blue colour of the ocean.
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in proportion to its solidity and mass can the portion above water,

and removed from the destructive action of the surf, remain to be

more slowly wasted by atmospheric influences, and to be clothed

with vegetation, if within climates fitted for its growth. Many an

idand in the ocean can be regarded as little else than the higher

part or parts of a volcano, or some more extended system of volcanic

vents, rising above its level, tiie mass and kind of matter ejected

brillg soffioient to keep it there. As might be expected in a great

voikaiuo iegiori like d^t keland, igneous vents have open^ in

sea near it^ riioreti, as wdl as upon the diy land. A volcanic

eruplkiin is recorded as hairing taken place in 1783, ^ut 30 miles

from Ca^ Bdkianes, and anodier off the sune islaad about 1830.*

In 1811 a volcanic eruption was e6^ted through the sea off St.

Muhaels, Azores, and eventually, after the ejection of much matter,

cidomns o£ black dndmrs bring thrown to the height of 700 and

800 feet, an island was formed, about 300 feet high, mid about one

mile in circumference.

Fortunately the fiirmation of this island was observed and

recorded. It was first discovered rising above the sea on the 13th

June, 1811, and on the ITUt was observed by Captain Tillard,

commanding the ** Sabrina*' frigate, from the nearest cliff of

St. Michaels. The volcanic bursts were described as resembling

a mixed ^fischarge of cannon and musketry, and were accompanied

by a great abundance of lightning. The following (fig. 67) wius

a sketch made at the time, and wiU well illustrate the manner in

which ashes and lapilli may be thrown into any ocean current or

tidal stream passing along, and be borne away by it.

This island, to which the name of Captain 'Rllard’s frigate was

assigned, subsequently disappeared, but whether simply by the

action of the breakers alone, or from the subsidence of the main mass

beneath, or from both causes, accoimts do not enable us to judgc.t

In 1783, the eruptions of several islands were observed as if raised from beneath,

and, during some months, vast quantities of pumice and light slags were washed on

shore. In the beginning of June, earthquakes shook the whole of Iceland
;
the flames

in the sea disappeared, and a dreadful eruption commenced from the Shaptar Yokul,

which is nearly 200 miles distant irom the spot where the marine eruption took

place.**—(Sir George Mackenzie*8 Travels in Iceland.)

This is not the only instance of a volcanic eruption forming a temporary island

above the sea-level among the Western Islands. It is recorded in the MS. Journals

of the Boyal Society (a collection containing a mass of curious information respecting

the progress of science after the foundation of the Royal Society), that Sir H. Sheros

informed a meeting, of January 7th, 1690-91, ‘‘That his father, passing by the

Western Islands, went on shore on an island that had been newly thrown up by a vol-

cano, but that in a month or less it dissolved, and sunk into tl^sca, and is now no
more to be found. ^
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No doubt very many of the supposed banks in the ocean upon

which the surf is stated to have been seen breaking, and never

afterwards found, may be very imaginary, but it is still possible,

that here and there statements of this kind may be founded upon

more positive evidence; and that, making all allowance for in-

correct views as to the latitude and longitude of the supposed

banks, some due to the upraising of volcanic cinders and ashes

have been observed, these finally so cut away that the sea no

longer* broke over them. However this may be, we can scarcely

suppose that over the floor of the ocean all the eruptions from

every volcanic vent upon it have reached above the surface of the

water and remained there as islands, or that some, which have

accumulated matter to depths not far beneath the surface waters,

may not occasionally so vomit forth cinders and ashes, that these

substances remain for a time above water until removed by the

influence of breakers.



CHAPTER VII.

CHEMICAL DEPOSITS IN SEAS.—DEPOSITS IN THE CASPIAN AND INLAND

SEAS.—CALCAREOUS DEPOSITS.—FORMATION OF OOLITIC ROCKS.—SALTS

IN SEA WATER.—CHEMICAL DEPOSITS NOT NECESSARILY HORIZONTAL.

We have previously adverted to the mixed deposits of calcareous and

sedimentaiy matter in tideless or nearly tideless seas, from which

alternate layers of argillaceous limestones and clays, or lines of argil-

laceous limestone nodules in the latter might result. According to

the specific gravities of the waters of such seas, arising from tlie

different amount of matter in solution in them, will, as we have

seen, depend the distances over which river waters can flow out-

wards, supposing such rivers, for illustration, to be equal in

volume and velocity, and as respects the amount of matter in

solution or mechanically suspended. In this respect, the Caspian,

the Black, and the Baltic Seas would all differ, the latter most

approaching in the character of its waters to a fresh-water lake.

Comparatively, these bodies of water would appear to afford greater

tranquillity than tidal seas for the production of chemical deposits,

always allowing for the depths to which their waters may *be dis-

turbed by surface causes, such as winds and changes in atmospheric

temperature.

In tideless seas, such as the Caspian, where the substances

brought down in solution by the rivers accumulate in compara-

tively still water, we should expect deposits which could not be

effected with equal facility in the ocean, even in those parts which

adjoin coasts. In the one case, evaporation keeps down the body

of the water, probably even diminishing its volume during a long

lapse of time ; while, in the other, these solutions enter the great

mass of ocean waters, and become so lost in it, that certain of them

may only, under very favourable conditions, be able to accumulate

as a coating or bed upon any previously-formed portion of the

ocean floor. The way in which the tidal wave thrusts back river

waters twice in each day g^ing the subject in its generality).
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mingling the common sea waters with ihose ot nvers, up tlie

estuaries, is alone a marked difference from the outpouring of the

rivers, with their contained solutions unmized unlil the river

waters flow over the sea. Instead of comparative quiet along-

shore, except where disturbed by the action of surface waves,

the whole body of water along tidal coasts is kept in motion,

moving alternately one way or the reverse, and not unfrequently

in various directions, in consequence of the modification of the

bottom, and the mode in which the tidal wave may strike variously-

formed or combined masses of dry land.

We have above called attention to the difierences in tideless ot

nearly tidelcss seas, arising from differences between the evapo-

ration of their surfaces, and their average supply of water from

rivers or rains. Not only should we thence expect the modification

of sedimentary deposits previously mentioned, but modifications

also in the chemical coatings. An isolated area, like the Caspian,

if the evaporation of its waters be greater than its supply, may,

during such decrease, present us with conditions favourable to a de-

posit of some of its salts, while the main mass of the waters may yet

be well able to hold much saline matter in solution. Any shallow

parts adjoining the shores becoming isolated, and therefore cut ofi

from the river supplies afforded to the main body, may readily be

deprived of all their water by evaporation, and a sheet of saline

matter be the result. Indeed, in this manner, any substances in

solution would become deposited, and how far they might remain

exposed without being removed by atmospheric influences, would

depend upon the climate of the locality. That any such beds, the

result bf the evaporation supposed, may be covered by ordinal)

sedimentary deposits, due to geological changes of the locality

will be obvious.

Around such bodies of water as the Caspian, the observer pos

sesses good opportunities for studying subjects of this kind, whicl

are of considerable interest geologically, when we consider the

mode of occurrence of gypsum and rock-salt in many situations

the not unfrequent connexion of these substances, and the kinds o:

sedimentary matter with which they are often associated. It maj

be also deserving of attention to consider in such parts of the

world the probable annual evaporation of the surface of seas like

the Caspian, and the annual supply of waters from rivers and rain.*

* It is interesting to consider, in any given land where such bodies of water maj
be found, even though of much less size, and where it seems certain, from geological

evidence, that the present area occupied by such waters is less than formerly, how fai
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It imy have happened from geolo^oal changes, such as might

re8id% invert the Persian Gutf into an isolated sea, by raising

the bottom between Cape Mussendom and the opposite coasts at

Qtou and Sereek, or the Red Sea, into another, by raising

the bottom at Bab-el Mandeb, that these masses of water no

longer communicated with the main ocean. Looking at the

climatal conditions, and the absence of any great drainage from

adjoining land flowing into it, the Red Sea would lose its waters

from evaporation, while with respect to those of the Persian Gulf,

it would depend upon the difference between the evaporation and

supply of water chiefly obtained from the Euphrates, Ti /ris, and

their tributaries. From existing information, we should ticipate

that this supply would not equal the evaporation, so tliat both

bodies of water might become Caspians.

It would be well if observers, when among such parts of the

world, would gather information sufficient to show us the probable

results of such alteration of conditions, especially as respects tlie

deposits of substances now in solution in these seas, and their inter-

mixture with common detrital matter. Observations directed to

such points can scarcely fail to be valuable with respect to

geolo^cal theory. Under the supposition of the conversion of the

Red &a into a Caspian, not only might there be a mixture, under

favourable conditions, of chemical deposits and detrital accumu-

lations, but coral banks and reefs would be also included in them.

By a glance at a map of Asia, it will be seen that a very large

area, extending along 70 degrees of longitude from the Black Sea

into China, with a varied breadth of 15 to 20 degrees of latitude,

does not drain directly or indirectly into the ocean. Tfhere is

jeason to believe that it is a mass of land which, from geological

changes, has been cut off from such drainage, the Caspian, the

Sea of Aral, with numerous smaller bodies of water, now receiving

such drainage waters as evaporation from the surface of this great

area will permit, when gathered together in difierent positions.

the climatal conditions may so influence the evaporation and supply ofwater that a kind

of balance is established. We may, for illustration, suppose that, in the first place,

the climatal conditions are such, after the separation of a mass of sea waters from con-

nexion with the ocean, that a considerable diminution of the volume of the separated

water, and^consequently, In all probability, of the area occupied by it, takes place.

Then will arise the local conditions, under which this diminution may either continue

or a balance of evaporation and supply become established. Evaporation, all other

things being equal, will depend upon the area of water exposed. If large rivers, such
as the Volga, for example, entering the Caspian, bring much sediment into the sea or
lake, they tend to make it shallow, and also, by their deltas, to diminish the area, so

that the conditions, as to general area, depth, and consequent volume of the water,
alter. This alone might destroy any balanced conditions.
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The evaporation may completely overpower Ae supply of water

in certain parts of such an area» the salts in solution in the pre^

existing waters forming, sheets of matter corresponding with the

minor areas or lakes when such solutions became in a emiditioh to

permit deposits, the kast soluble substances being the first thrown

down* A deposit of a particular substance ohoe effected, similar

matter would be more readily withdrawn firom the solution by the

attraction of the first deposits of such substance. In a dry climate,

such portion of the common detritus, as did not become consoli*

dated, would be swept about by the winds, forming deserts, such

as we find in the region noticed, the great Chinese desert of Eobi,

or Shamo, being the largest of them. In all such lands the

explorer will not lose his time by carefully examining the shores

of these various inland seas and lakes, observing the physical con-

ditions which may produce the isolation of shallow parts. It

would be well also to study deposits of saline matter with

reference to their origin from conditions, which may have readily

obtained, in consequence of geological changes, by the separation

of shallow-water indentations fringing the ocean, particularly in

warm and dry climates,* as well as by the partial or total evapo-

ration of salt lakes.

Amid the great flats which here and there occur on the shores of

tidal seas, and which may become dry at certain times, so that

patches of sea-water irregularly scattered over them are evaporated,

leaving the salt, we have no doubt conditions,, particularly in dry

and warm climates, for the accumulation of thin sheets of salt, or

other substances in solution, which, under favourable circumstances,

might be covered up, and, to a certain extent, be preserved by
dctrital mud ; but these deposits would scarcely have the importance

of those previously noticed. At the same time, such situations

should be examined with reference to the chemical accumulations

which may be thus intermingled with detrital matter.

In all cases, where practicable, it is desirable to obtain information as to the

matters in solution in the various inland seas and lakes. They are known to differ in

this respect, as might be anticipated. Thus, according to M. Eichwald, the waters of

the Caspian contain much sulphate of magnesia, in addition to the other salts held in

solution. Those who are possessed of sufficient chemical knowledge, if they have
with them any of the little portable chests of the needful substances and apparatus,

.will have a local means of a qualitative analysis. It would be well if they could
perform a quantitative one on the spot, seeing the difficulty of conveying bottles of
water, to be kept, perhaps, a long time, and amid high temperatures. When the ob*
server may not ^ a chemist, he may still assist, under favourable conditions as to

transport, by obtaining the waters and putting a sufficient quantity into a clean bottle,

Immediately sealing it up carefUlly and tight, and forwarding it, as soon as circum-
stances may permit, to some experienced chemist for examination.
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With respect to deposits from chemical solution, the calcareous

may be considered as the most important geologically. Wc have

previously adverted to their production in the air, and in fresh-

water lakes. The cases of consolidated beaches on some coasts, like

those noticed in Asia Minor, may be regarded as in a great measure

due to the evaporation of the water containing the bicarbonate of

lime in solution, as it percolates through these beaches. In the same

maxmer, we seem to obtain their consolidation in some places by the

oxides ofiron and manganese, and by other substances. Bespecting

the actual formation of beds of limestone in the deeper sea by
chemical deposit alone, though we feel assured that it is effected,

the exact manner is scarcely yet wdl determined. The rivers

flowing into both tideless and tidal seas alike transport calcareous

matter in solution into them, though very variably ; in scarcely

appreciable proportions in some, abundantly in others. So long as

the carbonic acid needful for the solution of the carbonate of lime

remains, the latter will continue in the waters, but should it be

withdrawn, either by evaporation of the sea waters in shallow

places, or by separation in any other way, the carbonate of

lime, if the lime be not taken up in any other combination, will be

deposited.

With regard to shallow situations in tidal seas, particularly in

warm climates, and where pools of water are left for sufficient time

at neap tides, we should expect an evaporation of the water, at least

in part, and a loss of the carbonic acid, enabling any carbonate of

lime present to be held in solution, so that there was a consequent

deposit of calcareous matter. This may be well seen where waters

highly charged with bicarbonate of lime flow slowly into some nook
or bay, on tropical coasts, and even in localities where the rise and
fall of tide is small, as, for instance, around Jamaica. It is in such

situations, under favourable conditions, that the little grains termed

oolites, formed of concentric coatings of calcareous matter, may be
sometimes observed to form. A slight to-and-fro motion, produced
by gentle ripples of water, may occasionally be seen to keep the

carbonate of lime depositing in movement and divided into minute
portions, so that instead of a continuous coating of calcareous matter

upon any solid substances beneath, a multitude of these little grains

is produced. As might readily be anticipated, a small fragment of

shell and even a minute crystal of carbonate of lime is sufficient to

form a nucleus for the concentric coatings of these oolitic grains.

An observer would do well, when an opportunity of this kind may
present itself, to watch the mode in which the grains may be
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mechanically accumulated, like any other grains of matter, by the

wasli ol‘ the sea, or the drift caused by tidal streams, as he will

thereby be the better enabled to judge of the differences or resem-

blances he may find between these accumulations and the beds

formed of oolitic grains in the calcareous deposits of various geolo-

gical ages.

While the mode in which calcareous matter may be deposited on

the shores of seas may thus be advantageously studied, that in which

it is effected in d^p water must necessarily be matter of inference.

By the means previously noticed, a large collective amount of

carbonate of lime, held in solution by the needful addirion of

bonic acid, is discharged by rivers into the sea ; more, in

some localities than in others, but still as a whole, somewhat widely*

Although we might expect solutions of a great variety ofsubstances

in the sea, the drainage of the land supplying them constantly, our

knowledge on this subject would be more advanced than it is at

present, if waters were more collected in different parts of the

world, and oflf a variety of coasts, than they have been.

According to Professor Forchhammer, the greatest amount of

saline matter in the Atlantic Ocean is found in the tropics fkr from

land, in such places the sea-water containing 3 • 66 parts of saline

matter in 100. He states, that the quantity diminishes in approach-

ing the coasts, on account of the rivers po\iring their waters into

the sea, and that it also diminishes on the most western part of the

Gulf Stream, where the proportion is 3*59 per cent. Professor

Forchhammer proceeds to observe, that by the evaporation of the

Gulf Stream waters, the quantity of saline matter increases towards

the east, Aid reaches ^ • 65 per cent., in N. lat. 39^ 39' and W.long.

55° 16'. Thence it decreases slowly towards the N E. ; and at a

distance of 60 to 80 miles from the western shores of England, the

Atlantic contains 3*57 per cent, of solid substances in solution.

The same proportion of salts is found all over the north-eastern part

of the Atlantic, as far north as Iceland, at distances from the land

not effected by the outflow of rivers.*

* It is desirable that in all researches as to the amount of the saline contents of the

ocean, the depth from which waters for examination may be taken, be regarded.

With respect to the specific gravity of sea water at different depths. Sir James Koss

mentions (Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Southern and Antarctic R^ions),

that in lat. 39® 16' S, and long. 177® 2* W. (there being no bottom at 3,600 feet), the

specific gravity at the surface was 1 *0274 ;
at 900 feet, 1 ‘0272

;
and at 2,700 feet, 1 *0268,

all ascertained at 60® Fahrenheit. He further states that his daily experience gave tlds

diminished kind of specific gravity in the depths. As evaporation would tend to

render the surface waters more saline^ it may be deserving of attention how far this

cause may operate downwards in the sea.
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With respect to the chemical character of the saline substances

in the waters of tlie Atlantic, it would appear that they do not

differ so much as might be supposed. At the same time, Professor

Forchhammer’s researches lead him to consider that lime is rather

rare around the West India Islands, where myriads of polyps employ

it for their solid coral structures; the proportion of lime to chlorine

being there as 247 to 10,000, while the same substance is more

common in the Kattegat, where part of the lime brought by nume-

rous rivers into the Baltic is carried to the ocean. In the Kattegat

the proportion of lime to chlorine is as 371 to 10,000. In the

Atlantic Ocean 17 analyses gave 297 to 10,000 ;
and between

Faroe and Greenland 18 analyses afforded 300 to 10,000.*

Eesearches of this kind, limited as they are at present, arc still

sufficient to point out the modifying influences of proximity to land,

of the heat of the tropics, of the melting of ice in the polar regions,

and of oceanic currents flowing from one region, where certain

conditions prevail, to another where these may be modified.

As geologists, we have to inquire if the salts in solution, and

derived by means of rivers from the land, are thrown down on the

sea-floor, either within a moderate distance from the land, or further

removed in deeper oceanic waters. If’ wc take the calcareous

matter, we find . that it can be transported, by means of rivers

flowing outwards, for various distances over the heavier sea waters,

to be still further carried outwards and into greater depths of

water, probably, if an ocean current seizes on the river waters thus

situated. No small aid would be afforded if, when fitting oppor-

tunities presented themselves, waters from the streams which might

thus be traversed were carefully examined with reference to their

chemical character. In warm climates there might be much
evaporation from the upper part of river waters thus slowly passing

along the surface of the seas, productive of results, as regards matter

in solution, of appreciable value.

When we consult analyses of sea waters, to ascertain the condition

in which lime may be present in them, we find enough to show
that much is to be learnt by experiments made with the aid which
the present methods of analysis can afford. We can readily under-

stand that while lime may be pouring into some parts of the ocean,

as a bicarbonate kept in solution by the proper amount of carbonic

acid, it might be converted into solid matter by animal life in

another, in regions where a balance ofsupply is not kept up, so

* Forchaxnmer. Memoirs of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, vol. xv, p. 90.
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that eventually very unequal quantities are distributed in solution.

But it would be well to ascertain such facts carefully, and especially

with reference to the combination in which the lime may be found

in the different regions of the ocean.*

With respect to the deposit of carbonate of lime from sea waters,

Dr. Lyon Playfair suggests that, as river waters generally contain

in solution a small quantity of silicate of potash, the carbonic acid,

dissolved in sea water, enabling the carbonate of lime to be therein

held in solution, would act on this silicate, decomposing it, and

forming a carbonate of potash. The solvent being thus removed

from the carbonate of lime, the latter would be precipitated, and a

new portion would be formed from the double decomposition of the

newly-formed carbonate of potash on the sulphate of lime and chlo-

ride of calcium when present. He suggests that this process of de-

composition may account for the silica so frequently found in lime-

stones. It is, however, to the action of vegetation, where this can

flourish, on sea waters, that Dr. Lyon Playfair attributes a more

general deposit of any carbonate of lime from them. He remarks,

that marine, like terrestrial plants, constantly require and take

away carbonic acid from the waters around them, so that the quan-

tity necessary to keep any carbonate of lime in solution, and which

may find its way into the sea waters, being removed, the carbonate

of lime is thrown down.

Independently of the soluble matter thrown into the sea by rivers

returning to it frequently that which in anterior geological times

was accumulated in it, we have to reflect that the volcanic action

which we know has been set up upon the ocean-floor, sometimes

throwing up matter at)ove the surface of the sea, forming islands,

must as a whole have caused no small amount of soluble matter to

be vomited forth. Looking at the gases evolved and substances

sublimed from sub-aerial volcanos, we should expect many combi-

We are indebted to Schweitzer for a very careful analysis of the waters of

the English Channel. No doubt it is only good for the locality, one not favourable

for a know ledge of the composition of oceanic waters, being too much shut in by land,

from which river waters, differently charged with saline matter, are discharged. JBis

analysis is as follow s

Water - - - - 964*74372

Chloride of Sodium - - 27*05948

, ,
Potassium - 0*76552

, ,
Magnesium - 3*66658

Bromide of Magnesium - 0*2929

Sulphate of Magnesia - 2*29578

, ,
Lime - - 1*40662

I'arbonato of Lime - - 0*03301

^ith, in addition U» these constituents, distinct traces of iodine and ammonia.
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to be f<»med and deoompoutions to airbie. Seeing also the

soiaildiiigB uound oertam ooesaie and volea^o islands, no slight

piesSdie would have been exerted upon the earner vtdeamc action

breath the seas, amodifTinginfla^oe alone oPnb dight importance.

Surrounded by seas of infbioir temperature, elonng in upon the

volcanio vent as the heated watns rose upwards, th^ would be a

tendency to have certain substances, only soluble at a high tempe-

rature, thrown down where the cooling influences could be felt

;

as also, when these substances may be borne upwards by the heated

waters, to have them distributed by any oceanic currents acting over

die locality, supposing that the heated waters either rose to, or were

produced at distances beneath the surface of the sea where these

currents could be felt. Without entering further upon this subject,

we would merely desire to point out that, in volcanic regions, the

sea may not only receive saline solutions marked by the presence of

certain substances not so commonly thrown into it by rivers else-

where, but that also submarine volcanic action may be effective in

producing chemical deposits, either directly, or indirectly, which,

under ordinary conditions, would either not be formed, or not so

abundantly.*

With regard to the mode in which chemical deposits may be

accumulated, it is very needful to consider that horizontality is not

essential to them. They may be formed at considerable angles,

against any previously-existing surface offering the needful condi-

tions. Numerous deposits from solutions are effected as well on

the sides as on the bottoms of vessels containing them.t Hence

we may liave deposits on the large scale, giving rise to deceptive

appearances. Let a, for example, in the annexed section (fig. 68)

Fig. 68.

e d

be the surface of a fluid, such as the sea, from which the beds, b,

have been deposited fiom chemical solution (limestones for instance)

* It would be very desirable to ascertain points of this kind, so far as examining

the sea waters around volcanic regions may enable the observer to do so
;
and more

especially when, by any fortunate chance, opportunities are afforded after any sub-

marine volcanic action may be evident or supposed.

t Pipes conveying waters containing much bicarbonate of lime, or many other

substances in solution, are well known to be often coated all round.
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upon the pre-existing surface, s of a stratified rock, c e, and it

might, ifonly a portion of such a sectbn was Miheequently exposed,

be concluded that there had been movemoitB land tilting

up these beds at s, when in reality there has b^ perfect repose

as regards theb relative position, tince the time of their depodt.

Even when, as a whole, somewhat horizontal accumulations of tins

kind might be expected, they are often found to have moulded

themselves upon the irregularities of ground upon which they were

thrown down.



CHAPTER Vlir.

PRESKRVATIOX OF REMAINS OF EXISTING LIFE AMID MINERAL MATTER.

—

OF PLANTS AND VEGETABLE MATTER.—BOGS.—DISMAL SWAMP.

—

RAFFS IN THE MISSISSIPPI.—ANIMAL REMAINS—ON THE LAND.—VER-

TEBRATA.—OSSIFEROUS CAVERNS AND LAKE DEPOSITS.—INSECTS.

—

LAND MOLLUSCS.—EFFECTS OF SHOWERS OF VOLCANIC ASHES.—ESTUARY

DEPOSITS.—FOOTPRINTS ON MUD.

This is a subject of much importance to the geologist desirous of

reasoning correctly upon the mode in which the fossiliferous rocks

may have been accumulated. The habits of plants and animals

engage the attention of the naturalist, and by his aid most im-

portant benefits are conferred upon the geologist. He is thus

enabled to infer how plants or animals, found existing under certain

conditions, may contribute by their remains to the mass of mineral

accumulations now taking place, these occasionally even forming

thick beds, spread over considerable areas, without the admixture

of mud, and sometimes of any sediment derived from the decompo-

sition or mechanical destruction of previously-fexisting rocks.

The observer should, in the first place, direct his attention to the

manner in which the remains of terrestrial life may be entombed.

Though when terrestrial plants die, the substances of which they

are composed arc, as a mass, returned to the atmosphere and soil

whence they have been derived, the movements of animals which

may feed upon them being regarded as so far local, that keeping to

the grounds where their food is presented to them, their droppings

restore to the soil what the plants had removed from it, the car-

nivorous animals which consume the graminivorous, returning that'

which the latter did not prior to death,—there are still conditions

under which parts of existing vegetation may become permanently

preserved.

Exposed to atmospheric influences after death, vegetation decays

according to the structure of the different plants and the climate of
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the locality. The rapidity with which decomposition is effected

in certain tropical regions is well worthy of attention. We not

unfrequently find the outside of a large and prostrate tree retain-

ing its form, and while the whole of the inside is hollow, filled

with leaves that have fallen into it, and teems with animal

life. This kind of decay is still more instructive when upright

stems of plants, in tropical low grounds, liable to floods, retain

their outside portions sufficiently long to have their inside hollows

partially or wholly filled with leaves and mud or sand, the whole

low ground silting up, so that sands, silt, and mud accumulate

around these stems, entombing them in upright positions, without

tops, though their roots retain their original extension. The
study of the sedimentary accumulations of river deltas, amid the

rank vegetation of some tropical countries, is very valuable as

respects certain deposits in which the remains of vegetation form a

conspicuous and important portion. Behind mangrove swamps

much that has a geological bearing may be frequently seen ; and

indeed amid them, the observer not forgetting to direct his atten-

tion to the mode in which animal as well as vegetable remains

become mingled with, and finally covered over by, sedimentary

matter.

Not only in the tropics, but in other regions, large tracts of

marsh land, interspersed with shallow lakes, are highly favourable

to the accumulation of vegetable substances. The leaves of trees,

growing in such situations, falling upon the patches of water, take

a horizontal position, spreading in a layer in certain climates and

seasons over their surfaces. These leaves gradually soak up water,

and sinlf to the boftom. If, from time to time, flood waters bring

fine mineral matter in mechanical suspension into such situations,

it settles, and thus the leaves become preserved in thin layers

alternating with the clayey sediment. Should it so happen that

waters, charged with calcareous matter in solution, find their way

either gradually and constantly, or by sudden rushes in floods, we
may have the leaves or other remains of plants preserved in a

deposit of carbonate of lime, more or less pure, according to the

presence of any other matter brought into the lakes in meclianical

suspension or chemical solution.

The mariner iii which bogs are formed should also be studied.

Many no longer exhibit their progress over shallow lakes, while

others will show it. In the latter case we find aquatic plants, like

the large rushes and water lilies, accumulating mud about their

roots, as also decaying vegetation, upon which finally the bog

1
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plants advance, the chief of which, in our climate, is the Sphagnum

•palustre. As these decay beneath, a new growth continues above,

up to levels where the requisite moisture can be obtained.* Trees

are very frequently seen in these bogs (some of which are very

extensive), in a manner showing that the conditions favourable for

the growtli of various trees have from time to time obtained, so that

distinct levels of them have been found occasionally in the same

bog.

The extent of bogs is very variable, as also the bottoms on which

they repose. Sometimes the latter are formed of shell marls, accu-

mulated at the bottoms of the shallow lakes, anterior to the advance

of the aquatic vegetation over them. The thickness of bogs neces-

sarily varies : in some 10 to 30 or 40 feet is not uncommon. Of

the pauses in the accumulation of bogs, sufficient to permit a growth

of trees upon them, as also a surface upon which habitations may

be constructed, perhaps as good an example as any is that of the

ancient wooden house discovered in June, 1833, in Drumkelin

Bog, on the north-east of Donegal. It was 16 feet below the sur-

face of the bog before the upper part was taken off, and 4 feet

beneath the cuttings of the time, standing itself upon 15 feet more

of bog, so that the total thickness at that place had been 31 feet.

The house itself was a square of 12 feet sides, and 9 feet high, and

was formed of two floors, the roof constructed with thick planks of

oak, the wood employed for the whole dwelling, upon which no

iron had been used. Upon clearing away the bog from the level

of the house, a paved pathway was discovered extending several

yards from it to a hearthstone, covered with ashes, some bushels of

half-burned charcoal, some nut-shells, and blocks of wooa partly

burned. Near the house there were stumps of oak trees, which

grew at the time it was inhabited, A layer of sand had been

spread over the ground before the erection of the house. All seems

to have marked a state of repose in the growth of this part of the

bog ; so that a change of conditions affecting the drainage would

seem needful to account for the accumulation of 16 feet more above

the surface, after the time when this wooden house was constructed.

It may have been that one of those burstings of parts of a bog.

* Those travelling in .North Wales will find, opposite Cwm-y-glo, below the
bridge crossing the outlet of Llyn-Padam (the lower Llanberis lake), a good example
of a lake filling up, with the advance of water lilies and other aquatic plants upon a
still remaining portion, while bog plants and bog creep on behind them. At the
proper season, the locality is brilliant with thousands of water lilies thus advancing.
It is easy to see that tliis was once a third Llanberis lake, but, being shallow, was the
first to be nearly filled up.
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some of which are recorded, had overwhelmed this locality, soft

boggy matter having gradually accumulated to a higher level under

favourable circumstances in some place adjacent.

Bogs are very irregularly dispersed, forming unequal patches

as to area and thickness. The surface occupied by the bogs of

Ireland alone, has been estimated at 2,800,000 acres. From the

humic acid in them, animal and vegetable substances are often

found well preserved, and, in consequence, numerous relics of

ancient times have been handed down to us, which, unless en-

tombed in bogs, would have remained unknown. Other things

have evidently been lost in them, and have been brought to light

by the progress of the turf-cutter. Many of the beautiful bronze

swords, spear-heads, and other ornaments and weapons of its ancient

inhabitants, have been thus preserved in Ireland. As might be

expected, also, the remains of animals are found which have

perished in the bogs.

Of bog-like accumulations in a warm climate, the ‘ ‘ Dismal

Swamp,*’ as it is called—40 miles long, from north to south, and

25 miles in its greatest breadth, from east to west—partly in the

State of Virginia and partly in North Carolina, seems an excellent

example. Sir Charles I yell describes this swamp as “ one vast

quagmire, soft and muddy, except where the surface is rendered

partially firm by a covering ofvegetables and their matted roots.” *

From the nature of the mass, which appears to be chiefly formed

of vegetable matter, spongy for the most part, logs and branches of

trees intermingled in it, water is so disseminated that the central

portions the swanap are the highest, rising on all sides above the

surrounding firm and dry land, except for about 12 or 15 miles on

the western side, where rivers flow into it from more elevated

ground. The greatest height of the central part above the sides is

estimated at about 12 feet, and in such central portion there is a

lake, 7 miles long and 5 miles wide. The greatest depth of this

lake is 15 feet ; the sides are composed of steep banks of the vege-

table mass, and the bottom is chiefly formed of the same matter in

a highly-comminuted state, with sometimes a white sand, about a

foot thick. Elvers flow out of the swamp from all other parts of

its margin except that mentioned.

It is a highly-interesting fact as connected with this swamp, one

having many geological bearings, pointed out by Sir Charles Lyell,

that the surface supports a growth even of trees. He mentions

f 2
Lyell’s Travels in North America, vol i., p. 143.
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the juniper trees {Cupresms thpoidva) as standing firmly in the

softest places, supported by their long tap-roots. With other ever-

greens these trees form a shade, under which grows a multitude of

ferns, reeds, and shrubs. The great cedar diatichn)

also flourishes under favourable conditions. Trunks of large and

tall trees lie buried in the swamp. They are easily upset by ex-

traordinary winds and covered in the mire, where, with tlic excep

tion of the sap-wood, they are preserved. Much of this timber is

found a foot or two from the surface, and is sawn into planks half

under water. Bears inhabit the swamp, climbing the trees in

search of acorns from the oaks, and gum berries. There are wild

cats also, and occasionally a wolf is seen ; so that there must often

be conditions for the loss of these animals in the mire, and for the

preservation of their bones. Indeed, in such a region as this,

occupying an area of several hundred squaic miles, the amount and

mixture of animal and vegetable matter, which may be collected in

one great extended sheet, is not a little remarkable.

Rivers, in some regions, carry forward not only the small plants

with the leaves and brandies of the larger, but multitudes also of

trees are thus sometimes transported, part of them r(jtairu*d within

tlie setliinentary deposits of tlie rivers themselves, part swept out

seawards. It is not among the long-cultivated lands that the

amount of plants, gieat and small, curried downwards by rivers, is

best observed, though during flo<xls in them large trees arc oc(3a-

sionally borne down their courses. It is in regions where man
has not by his labours modified the growtli of vegetation, or the

course of rivers, that the transport of plants by running waters can

be well studied. We then have conditions resembling those under

which vegetable remains may in this way have been mingled with

the sedimentary deposits of previous geological periods. On this

account, the courses of rivers, such as those of the Mississippi and

its tributaries, are still highly instructive, though in various ways

other rivers, pursuing their courses through lands not yet culti-

vated in any part by man, may be still more so. The mags of the

Mississippi, or great trees carried away from its banks, or those of

its tributaries, and which are anchored, so to speak, by their roots

upon the bottom of the stream, their heads bending with its strength,

are well-known examples of the partial stoppage of trees on their

course downwards. The same river, or rather one of its delta

streams, named the Achafalaya, furnishes us with a good instance

of a large accumulation of some of these drift trees within the last

80 years. About that time since numbers of these drift trees got
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entan<'le(l in the cliannel, m tlmt they no longer passed freely down
it. I'Jvcntually they formed a mass, termed the Eaft, distributed

irregularly, and rising and falling with the waters, for a distance of

twenty miles, closely matted together in some localities. In 1808

the cubic contents of this collection of drifted trees was estimated

at 286,784,000 cubic feet* If by any change of conditions the

channel of the Achafalaya became little supplied with water, and

the raft consequently fell in the channel and was covered overwith

fine sediment derived fiom muddy waters quietly working fhdr

way into the old river course, a long line of lignite, corresponding

with twenty miles of the old channel of this river, might be the

consequence.

When we regard tlie great rivers of the world, we can scarcely

avoid considering that a large amount of plants and trees, differing

in kinds and structure according to climates, must be annually

entombed, in a manner to prevent that decay they would have suf-

fered if left, after death, solely to atmospheric influences. No doubt

much of* this vegetation is still decomposed after transport by the

rivers to their deltiis, yet much also must be entombed in deposits

excluding ordinary atmospheric influences, and leaving the plants

under conditions favourable for their gradual alteration into Ugnite,

or to the more advanced state of coal, should geological changes so

permit. In deluis, also, we have, in the pools and lakes formed by

the advance of the sediments thrust forward by the rivers, circum-

stances in many regions favourable to the growth of aquatic and

swamp vegetation. In such situations, as they fill up by tlie

occasional inflow of the muddy waters of the rivers in flood, and

by the* growth and partial decay of the vegetation, we liave also

conditions suited to the preservation of some of the plants, or their

parts, often in the positions in which they grew, mingled with

carbonaceous matter and bals of sediment. It may so happen,

in rivers where sands as well as mud arc forced forward,

that by the occasional sliifling of* a strcam, or the brejrking away

of a bank, previously barring the entrance of any portion of a

main stream, sands may be thrust forward over accumulations of

The 20 miles of length were estimated at 10 miles, this distance being considered

as representing a close packing of Uie trees. The average breadth was taken at 220

yards, and the depth at 8 feet.—(Darby, Geographical Description of the State of

Louisiana.) Hafts of this description, but of less siae, are, as might be expected,

found in other divisions of the Mississippi and its tributaries. Captain Hall (Travels

in North America, vol. iii., p. 370) mentions being a witness of one of those falls of

the banks of the Missouri, covered with trees, which throw so much drift wooii into

the Mississippi, the banks of the latter also contributing largely to the generalmm.
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this kind, their deposit marked by successive lateral and sloping

additions, such as have been previously mentioned.

With regard to the preservation of animal remains on dry land, or

in fresh water, we have to recollect that the rapacious animals very

frequently devour the bones of the vertebrata which they destroy,

and that the scavenger animals eat up tliose which the former

may have left unconsumed, so that few bones generally remam

exposed on dry land to be decomposed by atmospheric influences.

It is very probable that in deserts, the bones of animals which have

perished in them may be often buried beneath great sand-driftf^

there to remain, perhaps, if decomposing tumses be slight in such

situations, until geological changes may again bring such deserts

beneath waters, and consolidation or removal of the sands be cliccted,

as the case might be. We have seen the l>ones of rabbits and hmh
exposed by a shift of some of our coast sand hills, by which jxu'tious

ol‘old accumulations, murkcHl by successive growths of vegetation,

have been carruxl oirby the winds.

Vertebrate animals are, in some countries, overwhelmed by the

fall of parts of mountain sides or clifls, so as to lK*coine buri(^d

deeply in situations where their bones are under conditions favour-

able for preservation. Occasionally, they are destnyed by tlie

partial fall of sea cliffs on tidal coasts, while wandering beneath

them when the tide may be out, their harder parts, perhaps, waslied

out to sea when tlic breaker.s may have subsequently removed tlie

fallen mass. Such harder parts may thus become mingled with

any sedimentary accumulations then forming, should they not be

ground to pieces on the coast by the breakers.

While studying the mcMlc in which the remains of vertebrate

animals may be preserved without tlie aid of streams, pools, or

lakes of fresh water, it will be observed that the clefts of rocks, in

countries where such occur, arc places into which more animals

fall than might at first sight be thouglit probable. In some of our

limestone districts, where caverns are found open to the surface,

many an animal is lost, notwithstanding the precautions usually

taken, so tliat we arc prepared to expect that, in uncultivated regions,

animals chased by others, coming suddenly upon the brink of a

fissure and unable to clear it at a bound, often get precipitated into

it. How -far their remains may be preserved will necessarily de-

pend upon circumstances. While even inaccessible to scavenger

quadrupeds, many of these fissures are open to scavenger birds

who descend and devour the flesh, leaving the Ixmcs. Scavenger

insects can readily also consume the softer parts. The ultimate
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preservation of the bones from the decomposing effects of atmo*

spheric influences would depend upon their exclusion from them.

The accumulation of clayey matter in the fissures, washed in from

the tops or sides during rains, mingled often with Men porfiona

of rocks, forming the sides of the fissure, will tend to this end*

Still better, however, would be their entombment by calcareous

stalagmites and stalagtites, where these were formed in the fissures

of limestones. In the latter case, we might have an ossifeiotis

limestone breccia rising to the surface irregularly, the width vary-

ing with the form of the walls of the original fissure.

Caves, inhabited for a length of time by the same kinds of

animals, during which they brought in their prey, so that such

parts of themselves or of this prey which may have remained un«

consumed accumulated, also afford opportunities for the preserv^a-

tion of vertebrate animal remains, according to circumstances. If

these remains, even teeth, continual long under the decomposing

conditions likely to obtain in such situations, without some pro-

tection uflbrded by clay in some caves, by stalagmites in limestone

caverns, or by numerous fallen fragments, few traces would be ex-

pected, wliile, if tliesc protecting influences existed, such remains

might often be preservod.

It is, however, to the aid of water we have to look for the en-

tombment of vertebrate remains in the largest quantities, though,

no doubt, the labours of Buckland and others have taught us how

much may be preserved in fissures and caverns. We have already

noticed the loss of animals in bogs and swamps. In some regions,

the coUcctive amoynt of those which perish in this manner must be

considerable. We have reason to believe that many mammals

perish in lakes, sometimes sinking into soft ground on their borders,

at others while endeavouring to cross them. In the former case

they may be preserved, as in bogs and common swamp.*?, in a nearly

vertical position, tlieir bones occurring relatively to each otlier as

in life. In the latter, their bones may often be scattered. After

decomposition had sufficientiy advanced, so that the dead body

floated, it may be either drifted to a shallow or deep side of the

lake, supposing, for illustration, that both existed. If to the latter,

and decomposition had still further advanced, and probably also

the scavenger animals, both of the air and water, had consumed no

small portion of it, the body might descend into deep water, with

the bones still, as a whole, in their relative positions, so that if

dctrital or chemical deposits were there taking place, they would

be in the condition to be so preserved. If drifted luid stranded on
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a shallow part of a lake, the body would be liable to ho attacked

witli facility by scavenger land quadrupeds, wluch might not have

ventured into the water of the deep parts of the lake for this pur«

po8e« In many instances, as those who may have seen the dead

bodies of animals under such circumstances are aware, the bones

would be eventually much scattered, part of tliem pulled upon the

dry land and decomposed, if not eaten, while another part may,

under favourable circumstances, again enter the lake, and re there

enveloped by deposits in the progress of Ibrmation.

Whether land animals floated or not after being drowned in

lakes must often depend upon the consumption of their Acs i while

subineigcd. The various regions of the world furnish with
diflferent creatures inhabiting such pieces of water. In inami warm
climates, the Kxlies would soon be attocked by reptiles, capable ol*

easily destroying their softer parts. In {»ome countries, the crex’o-

dilian family would speedily proceed to devour them, and not the

less greedily that some decomposition had taken place. By their

aid some animals might get dismembeied in such a way that the

bones became finally much scattered, and the parts of the same

animal be somewhat spread among lacustrine deposits. The croco-

dilians themselves add not a little to the remains of terrestrial ver-

tebrata entombed in lake accumulations, by seizing animals on the

shores and dragging them into the water.*

With respect to the remains of aquatic reptiles and fish in lakes,

the voracity of many of these creatures is commonly so great, and
the system of mutual prey so incessantly kept up among them, that

entire skeletons would have to be preserved under very favourable

conditions. The deltas of the great rivers, especially tfiose in

tropical regions, will afford opportunities for the study of the

manner in which the remains of aquatic reptiles may become em-
l)eddcd in detriUil matter. We have seen the caiman of Jamaica,

when pursued, so bury himself in the mud of the lagoons, in which
he delights to live, that occasionally there must be some difficulty

of withdrawal from it.

Floods in rivers, particularly those of large size, flowing amid
great plains, where the sudden rise of water covers a large area in

a short time, concealing the more shallow portions, would appear

* The caiman of the great West India Islands in this way freciuently obtains dogs,
and sometimes goats, incautiously approaching a place where he may be lurking,
perhaps half depressed in mud, with the tip of his snout at tlic surface of the water.
The caiman is considered by the negroes so fond of dogs’ flesh, that when a bent man-
grove tree, with a running noose, may be placed to catch one, a dog in a stout
Stockade, in the line traced out for the caiman, is thought one of the best baits.
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the means by which many mammals are swept off their feeding*

grounds^ drowned^ and their dead bodies burt^ amid the detritus

borne down at the same time* At such times, dso^ bones ofmammab
which remain strewed about in the more exposed ntuatioins^ not

consumed or decomposed, get mmgled with the mud, wlif or sands^

carried forwards, a^ finally deposited* To delta accumulatioiis,

whether in lakes or seas, such floods must, in certain climates,

often bring down terrestrial mammals, mingling their remains with

those of many reptiles.

Though, from their powers of flight and consequent escape, we
should not expect to find birds caught by floods so as to be carried

away, drowned, and, under favourable circumstances, their harder

parts entombed, yet, as we do occasionally, though rarely, find the

body of a land bird borne down a stream in countries and at times

of the year when we have no reason to suppose that it has been

shot or otherwise destroyed by man, perhaps we may look to this

cause as one, however occasional and rare, by which remains of

birds may be preserved. It is in districts where great floods

suddenly rise over very extensive flat lands, particularly at times

when the young of many birds inhabiting and breeding upon them

arc unable to fly far or at all, that we anticipate the more frequent

surprises of* this kind. Land birds occasionally fall into lakes and

perish. We have seen instances in which land birds cliased by

hawks have fallen into lakes. Accidents causing death al^ now

and tlicn happen to the waders frequenting the margins of lakes,

iis also to birds which live habitually on their waters, either sup-

porting themselves by fishing in the shallow parts, like the swans,

or by the aid also of diving, like the duck tribe. The preservation

of* their bones, once at the bottom, in lacustrine accumulations, would

be the same as with other animal remains.

Under all circumstances, perliaps, to floods passing over extensive

flats, raising to the surface of the water the Ixxlies of birds which

have perished by natui'al deaths, and which may be capable of

floating, or sweeping forwards the bones of others, not yet con-

sumed by scavenger animals, we may look for the chief causes of

the transport by water and entombment of the remains of birds in

the resulting deposits.*

Neither should we forget, when considering the manner In which birds* bones
may be preserved within the boundaries of land, that they may get entangled among
travertines, and thus may be entombed in lines and patches corresponding with such

calcareous deposits as Uiey form in streams or pools, as under favourable circum-

stances in Italy.

In the great deserts of the world, birds, such as ostriches, perishing, their rem^^
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During floods also conditions are very lUvoiimble to the swet^pin^

off* of numerous insects, even those having tlie power oi‘ flight

being caught up in the waters before they could escape. Multi-

tudes of these insects are no doubt consumed by fish, yet the

ranains of others may readily be so mingled up with the s^iment

of the flood waters where it can be deposited, as to remain per-

manently encased by mud, silt, or sand. Seeing the avidity with

which, in general, insects cast by myriads, as they sometimes are,

on the surface of lakes or pools of water, are devoured by fish,

when we discover their remains embedded in calcareous matter, as

they have been, we shoiJd expect circumstances ill-suited to the

habits of insectivorous fish and aquatic reptiles. It may be that in

waters in certain pools or lakes charged with large quantities of*

carbonate of lime in solution by means of the needful carlwnic acid,

the latter may be so abundant as to drive off tlic insectivorous llsb,

and insect-eating aquatic reptiles.

We find the remains ol land molluscs mingled with soils in many
localities in sufficient abundance to show how capable the sludls ol*

these animals are of preservation when circumstances will permit.

Though light as regards the alisolutc weiglit of each shell, the

specific gravity of land shells is considerable, more approaching that

of* arragonitc than of common calcareous spar.* In soils, the shells

are ill placed for resisting decomposition licyond a certain amount
of time, the watei*s containing carbonic acid readily percolating to

them, so that in such situations they arc, if not lately embedded,
usually brittle, and not unfre(jucntly broken. Among blowui

sands land shells are often abundant, some land molluscs especially

delighting in such habitats.

In volcanic countries, or tliosc over which, from their proximity
to such countries, volcanic ashes may be scattered, and sometimes
abundantly, land shells, and, indeed, various other land animals,

may be completely covered over with coatings sufficient not only

may be often covered over by great sand drifts, and remain so long beneath, even
supposing some change of drift to expose them, as to bo no longer available as food
to the animals which would otherwise consume them. Some may remain permanently
covered, until, as previously mentioned, by a change of geological conditions, these
deserts may be again submerged, and their sands be cither removed or consolidated
into rocks.

When experimenting some years since upon the specific gravity of shells we
found those of the following land molluscs to be :— ’

Helix Pomatia 2*82
Bulimus decollatus 2*85

undatus 2*8.5

Auricula hovina 2*84
Helix citrina 2*87
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to kill them, but to aid in the preservation of their hard parts.

The full of large quantities of a.shc8 and cinders, discharged in some

volcanic eruption, would appear to cause a greater sudden entomb-

ment of terrestrial animals, with the probability of preserving their

more solid parts entire, than can be obtained without the aid of

water, even including the moving sands of deserts. Volcanic

districts are, in temperate and tax)pical i^kau, often &rtile, abound

ing in v^etable and animal life, so that in r^ons^ sndh as Sion?

bawa and Java, for example, land animals, including an abundance

of molluscs, may be readily buried beneath discharges of lapilli and

ash, such as were vomited forth from the volcano of Tomboro, in

Sumbawa, in April, 1815.*

* The eruptions commenced on the 5th April, and continued more or less until

the 10th, when they became more violent. A Malay prahu was on the 11th, though
distant from Sumbawa, enveloped in utter darkness from the ashes in the air. Upon
landing afterwanls on the island, the commander found the country covered to the

depth of three feet by ashes and cinders; and difficulty was experienced in sailing

through the cinders floating on the sea. At Macasar, 21 7 nautical miles from Tomboro,

the volcanic discharges were heard to such an extent that, supposing there was an
engagement with pirates near at hand, the East India Company's cruiser *• Benares,”

was despatched with troops on board to look after them. The following account, by

the commander of the “Benares,” obtained by Sir Stamford Raffles, will show the

amount of ashes and cinders vomited forth :

—

Proceeding south to ascertain the cause of the explosionS|^ard, at 8 o’clock on the

morning of the I2th, “ the face of the heavens to the soutnward and westward had

assumed a dark aspect, and it w'as much darker than when the sun rose ; as it came
nearer it assumed a dusky-red appearance, and spread over every part of the heavens

;

by tea it w'os so dark that a ship could hardly be seen a mile distant
;
by eleven the

whole of the heavens was obscured, except a small space towards the horizon to the

eastward, the quarter from which the wind came. The ashes now began to fall in

showers, and the appearance was altogether truly awful and alarming. By noon the

light that remained in the eastern part of the horizon disappeared, and complete dark>

ness covered the face of diw. This continued so profound during the remainder of the

day that I,”1sontinues the commander of the “ Benares,” “ never saw anything to equal

it in the darkest night; it was impossible to sec the hand when held close to the eyes.

The ashes fell without intermission throughout the night, and were so tight and

subtile that, notwithstanding tlie precaution of spreading awnings fore and aft as

much as possible, they pervaded every part of the ship.”

“ At six o’clock the next morning it continued as dark as ever, but began to clear

about half-past seven, and about eight o’clock objects could be faintly observed on

deck. From this time it began to clear very fast The appearance of the

ship when daylight returned was most singular
;
every part being covered with falling

matter. It hail the appearance of calcined pumice-stone, nearly the colour of w'ood

ashes ; it lay in heaps of a foot in depth on many partsof the deck, and several tons of

it must have been thrown overboard ;
for though an impalpable powder or dust when

it fell, it was, when compressed, of considerable weight. A pint measure of it weighed
twelve ounces and three-quarters

;
it was perfectly tasteless, and did not affect the

eyes with a painful sensation
;
had a faint smell, but nothing like sulphur

; when
mixed with water it formed a tenacious mud difficult to be washed off.”

Approaching Sumbawa on the loth, the “Benares” encountered an immense
quantity of pumice, mixed with numerous trees and logs with a burnt and shivered

appearance. The fall of ashes at Bima, 40 miles from tlie volcano, was so groat as to

break in the Resident’s house in many places. The Kiqah of Saugar described some
of the stones which fell there to liavc lK»en as large as two fists, though not generally
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The great eruption of Vesuvius in 79 furnishes us with an ex-

tent example of the manner in which the sur&ce of a country

may be* covered up by the discharge of volcanic ashes and lapillii

80 that various works of art and use are preserved for our inatruc-

tiom Pompeii not only shows us pmntings still remaining on the

walls of the houses, but also a great variety of delicate articles,

tending to those of the women’s dressing-oases. At Herculaneum

we have even tlie writings of the time on papyri, in part still

legible. We see an abundance of men’s works as they were

overwhelmed by the discharge of the ashes and ciinlcrs upon

them, and often in a condition, after Iniing thus buried beneath

mineral matter, permeable to water, for 1800 y(nir8, wl ch might

not at first be expected. So little geneml injury scciiw to have

been sustained by the town, even by tlie shocks of explosions so

near, or earthquake movements, that the crushing in of housc'-t< >ps

by means of the weight of ashes and cinders, and the filling up of

all comers by the finer dust, appear to have been the cliief cflccts

produced. Walking in the street of tombs at Pompeii it seems to

require little else than the presence of* persons clotlicd in the cos-

tume of the place when overwhelmed by cinders and ashes, to have

that street presentfi to us as it appeared 1800 years since. As

showing tliat not only bones may be preserved under such conditions,

but the form of the flesh itself which clothed them, two remarkable

instances have occurred at Pompeii, where parts ofthe human form

retained their external shape, the enveloping ash having been

sufficiently consolidated, before the decomposition of’ the fleshy

parts. The thickness of the ashes and lapilli which covered up

Stabise, Pompeii, and Herculaneum in 79, has been estimated as

varying from 60 to 112 feet in depth.*

There are few things wc can consider more suddenly destructive

of teiTestrlal animal and vegetable life than these great volcanic

eruptions, particularly within areas where several feet of lapilli and

ashes can be accumulated over a considerable area within a few

days. The whole surface previously clothed with vegetation,

above the size of walnuts. A great whirlwind is mentioned by the Rajah, “ which
blew down nearly every house in the village of Saugar, carrying the tops and light

parts along with it. In the part of Saugar adjoining Tomhoro, its effects were much
more violent, tearing up by the roots the largest trees, and carrying them into the air,

together with men, houses, cattle, and whatever else came within its influence.” Many
thousands of lives were lost, and the vegetation of the north and west sides of the

peninsula was completely destroyed, with the exception of a high point of land whore
the village of Tomhoro previously stood, and where a few trees still remained.—Life

of Sir Stamford Raffles,
* Dauheny, Description of Active and Extinct Volcanoes,” 2nd edit., 1848,

p. 221.
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with a multitude of land molluscs and insects, with many birds and

mammals, may be all covered with a thick coating of these volcaift

products ; many ofthe molluscs and insects close to the plants on

which they may have been feedings In regions where bo^ pre^

vail, large tracts of these vegetable accumuktions may be buried,

with any birds, insects, or molluscs frequenting them, a thidk

layer of ashes and lapilli, the subsequent oonsoli^rion of which, by

geological causes, might produce the deceptive appearance of a

molten rock having flowed over them without producing those

effects which would, under the latter supposition, have been

anticipated. Indeed, when we have to study the fossil vegetation

of some regions, a reference to the conditions under which trees

and even bogs may be covered by volcanic ashes is one by no means

to be neglected.*

In tideless seas, terrestrial animal and vegetable substances, borne

down floating on the rivers, necessarily pass out over the dense

waters of the sea to various distances, according to circumstances,

and may be transported still further than the force of the river

waters have carried them by favouring currents, should there be

such, or by winds, the latter capable of driring them about in

various directions, should they change. The body of a drowned

animal, the decomposition of which is sufficiently advanced to give

it tlie specific gravity capable of floating (and it should be

recollected that it would float easier in sea than in fresh water, as

regards its own specific gravity), may be thus drifted a considerable

distance until eaten, or too much decomposed to float. Small

animals may be readily consumed, bones as well as flesh, by the

larger veracious fisli; but the bones of the larger mammals might,

under favouring circumstances, find their way to tlie bottom, even

in deep tideless seas, like parts of the Mediterranean, to be there

mingled with the remains of molluscs or other creatures inhabiting

the same depths.

The observer has, in like manner, to consider the various land

plants and trees which can be carried long distances, sometimes with

live creatures still upon them, parts of the latter subsequently, at

least those which may escape the voracity of marine animals,

* It is stated that in consequence of the great eruption of Skaptar-jdkul in 1783;, the

atmosphere over Iceland was impregnated with dust for a long time. Traces of this

dust were observed in Holland. It is evident that bogs in Icelandmay readily become
buried beneath volcanic ashes and cinders under such conditions. W'e may take the

groat explosion of the SoufiVi^re, in Guadaloupe, in 1812, as an example ofthe destruc-

tion of vegetable and animal life, and of a considerable covering of both in many
places in a tropical region. It was during this eruption that ashes were conveyed to

Barbadoes by an upper current of wind, opposite to the trade wind.
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lettered over various depths of the sen hottoiu. It will require

fRtle attention to see how often the dead shells of land molluscs get

thrust out seawards, their modes of floatation at first being such as

to keep them above water. The positions necessary for this pur-

pose will depend upon the state of the sea surface at the time. If,

notwithstan^ng the state of weather which may have caused floods

in the interior of adjoining lands, lifting off the dead shells from the

low grounds in multitudes, the sea be moderately calm, the land

shells will be carried on with the river waters, but if there be a

breaking sea they soon get upset and sink.

In such situations we have also to regard the mingling ol

detrital with organic matter, which may be effected by the ])ush-

ing forward of the sands and gravel on the bottom of the rivers.

Many a drowned animal may thus become mixed up with a delta

advance, and many a river and land mollusc be includt^d amid a

general subaqueous drift. Trees often get entangled and buried (ni

the coast, as well as floated off seaward.

Thus in tidelcss seas we have the ready means of transporting

terrestrial and fluviatile vegetable and animal remains to various

distances seaward, some under favourable circumstances, capable of

being embedded in marine deposits at various depths, while others

are included amid the detrital accumulations formed by the action

of the rivers, thrusting out silt, sand, and gravel from the shores,

not forgetting any calcareous deposits which may sometimes be added.

In estuaries we obtain a state of things somewhat different. In

them a check is afforded at each flood tide, to all borne floating

out by rivers, so that when great freshets prevail in tlie rivers, all

caught up by the floods in the interior and floated off low grounds,

or borne to the main streams by tributaries, arc arrested in their

progress. The floating bodies of animals, trees, and smaller plants,

arc thus not permitted to escape directly seaward, but arc liffed by

the height of the tide over any low grounds bordering the estuary,

these flats, at such times, being more than commonly covered with

water. When the ebb tide lowers the waters, the various substances

floated over the estuary lowlands not unfrequently remain upon
them, more particularly if any wind prevailing at the time forces

them on^he edges of the flooded lands. There is often a curious

mixture of terrestrial, fluviatile, estuary, and more marine animal

and vegetable remains, scattered over the estuary flats after such

floods, more particularly should it happen, as it sometimes does on

the western parts of the British Islands, that a heavy gale, accom-

panied by much rain, occurs at a time of spring tides, so that the
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high tidal oombmed with an oti^^hore wind, the aai miim
still higher, are met by strong freshets from the land. Under ocd^

nary conditions, fringes of estuary fuci, mingled with land plants

estuary crustaceans and molluscs and land shells, with here and

there the remains of some creature, more strictly marine, axe fiuni-

liar to all visiting estuaries.

Although amid the deltas of rivers delivering their waters into

tidcless seas, among the lagoons formed and the coasts adjoining,

there may be variable mixtures of fresh and sea waters, affording

proj3cr places for the growth and increase of vegetables and animals

fitted lor living in brackish water, the conditions are different

from those of an estuary. In the one case the waters are stationary,

except so far as floods from the interior may force forward an

extra amount of fresh water, or a prevailing on-shore wind may
drive in a greater volume of sea water; while in the other, large

tracts are sometimes bare at one time and covered by water at

another, the amount of the saline mixture being variable also,

depending on the state of the tide and the volume of fresh water

falling for the time into tlie estuary. And here it is necessary to

remark that the observer should not consider as an estuary one of

those great indentations of a coast, commonly termed an “ arm of

tlie sea,” and which is but the consequence of the sea level cutting

a previously-formed inequality of the land surface, not unfrequently

the prolongation of some valley. No doubt the one kind of' coast

may sometimes shade into the other, but as regards the kind of

life inhabiting estuaries, we should consider brackish water as

essential to the latter ; at all events to such an extent that at low

tide a river, the waters of which become fresh or brackish, should

occupy the channel left.

Under the conditions of an estuary silting up in the manner

previously noticed, it must necessarily happen that the molluscs

and other creatures inhabiting different surfaces, or small depths

beneath them, died, such harder parts of them as might be pre-

served remaining at levels corresponding with such surfaces, here

and there mingled according to circumstances, with vegetable and

animal remains, drifted as above mentioned. It will be well to

examine the manner in which the different parts of an estuary

surface may vary at the same time as to the animal life existing

upon it, from the creatures inhabiting the little rills of water

which only get checked at spring tides, otherwise meandering

amid the higher estuary mud or clay-flats, to those in or upon the

sands in the more exposed situations, covered by every tide.
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The manner in which terrestrial animals may become caught

in the softer places should also receive attention, esjx'cially where

springs, readily finding their way beneath silt and sand, lorin (juak-

ing or quick sands which engulf them, their bones remaining after

the flesh has been consumed by the scavenger animals. An observer

should by no means neglect the foot-prints of terrestrial animals,

nor indeed of any leaving marks or trails, such ha^'ing lately, and

very deservedly, become of geological importance. These loot-

prints are often excellently well preserved upon the mud or clay

flats, or gently-sloping grounds of estuaries. Very many estuaries

around the Britii^ Islands aflTord abundant opportunities for die

study of the mixed foot-prints of birds and mammals upon the

mud or clay, more especially during the heats of summer, and at

neap tides, when extensive surfaces, covered at spring tides, may

be bare and exposed to the drying influence of the sun. We have

often seen the foot-prints of common gulls, where these birds have

been busy around some mollusc, crustiicean, or fish drifted on shore,

and sufficiently in a fresh state for their food, most beautifully

impressed upon clay or mud, hanl dried by the sun, the coursers of

the birds, sometimes single, at others in pairs or more numerous, well

preserved. In the same way the tracts of other birds are common,

crossed here and there by those of rabbits, liarcs, stoats, and

weazles, and (xciisionally of dogs. In S(nnc localities, after an area

of mud or clay, thus trod upm during the difference of time

between the spring and the neap tides, has been well dried by

the heats of the summer sun, with deep cracks formed from

loss of moisture, pieces of the mc)st instructive kind may with

care be taken away, further dried and preserved, and even baked

into a brick substance, if the composition of the clay be well suited

to the purpose. Mingled with these marks we have often also the

trails of molluscs, as also those of estuary crustaceans, striving to

regain the water, after finding themselves left by the tide.

It might at first be supposed that the rise of the tides over this,

for the time, somewhat hard surface, marked by the foot-prints

and trails of different animals, would entirely obliterate all traces

of them. How far this may be effected will, however, depend

upon circumstances. If the rise of the tides from neaps to springs

were accompanied by much ripple or waves from winds, it would

be anticipated that the fine detritus constituting the mud or clay

would, when remolstened, be readily caught up in mechanical

suspension, so that all traces of foot-prints and trails would be

removed. In all situations where sucli ripple or waves could be
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Iclt this would be cx[)ectcd. All parts of estuaries arc, however,

rarely ( xposcid to such influences at the same time : many a nook

remains tranquil ; and in those where the accumulation of detritus is

in progress, and films or fine layers of mud succeed each other, if one

Ixjcomc s liardencd bclbrc another is deposited, a line of separation

more or less permanent is usually established between them. We
are sometimes able to separate these layers firom each other, after

careful drying, so that foot-prints are seen upon many surfaces,

beneath each other. We We been fortunate in this respect

with some portion of sun-dried mud of the Severn estuaiy,

Sir Charles Lyell has pointed out ihe manner m which £oo^

prints of the sandpiper {Tringa minvJtd) are not only preserved in

the red mud of the Bay of Fundy (a locality so &vouiable from its

tides, for the exposure of much ground at the neaps), but also

repeated upon the different layers of accumulation.

In some estuaries, long necks of sands and sandhills so, in part,

cross their mouths, that bays of still or comparatively still water,

occasionally of considerable area, occur behind them, the main

streams of tide flowing elsewhere. Let us assume, for illustration,

that fig. 50 (p. 55) represents some estuary of this kind, and that,

Instead ot‘ a shingle beach, dt is a tract of sandhills, perhaps extend-

ing several miles in length, then e would be the kind of bay

noticed, left in comparative quiet, as regards the stream of tide,

flowing chiefly on the opposite coast. Much would of course

depend upon conditions as to the kind of deposits effected at e, but

under the supposition that the set of the tides was such as not to

cause a sweep of the stream round this bay, it would be favourable

for the occasional deposit of tlie finer sediment or mud borne

down the river, /, by floods. At the same time it would be

exposed to the drift of sand from the sandliills, d. In such

localities, we have seen the foot-prints of mammals and birds,

liardcned in the sun, well strewed over by the drift sand from the

sandhills ; and it should be observed, tliat the same winds which

were powerful enough to disturb the sandhills and cause the drift,

vrould be prevented by the shelter afforded behind the same hills

from disturbing the bay waters near the shore, these waters being

under the lee of the sandhills, so that even in the shore and

shallow waters the sand may be drifted over the mud or clay,

filling up the hollows of the foot-prints.

Should the general surface of the land be subsiding gradually, as

regards the sea level, it will be obvious that great estuaries may
present conditions highly favourable to the preservation ofthe foo^

K
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prints ol animals, the actual remains of which, amid the th-tritul

accumulations, may be most rare. Many n([uatic binls Imiucutiii}'

estuaries at particular times, often when driven to seek their IIkhI

in such situations, from tempestuous weatlier in their nuuo coiunion

sea haunts, may tlius leave their foot-prints, the ciiulitioiis for the

preservation of whose bones in the estuary deposits tlieinselves

would be of the most rare kind, indeed not to be expected, except

under the accident of some individual being killed when up the

estuary. With the most truly estuary birds, those which build and

commonly live on estuary shores, the case might be different.

Upon the supposition of a gradual change in the level of the sea,

the land deseeding, we might have sands abundantly thrust

forward over day with foot-pnnts and trails. Alowering of a mass

ofsandhills, partly barring the mouth of an estuary, would at once

place much arenaceous matter within the transporting influence of

the tidal waters, to be drifled over mud flats, formed previously

behind them. In some regions the mass ofsand, eitlier accumulated

as partial and sub-aerial bars, or more gathered together by the

sides of estuary mouths, to be again thrown into tides, however

eventually other sandhills and tracts might arise (conditions con-

tinuing fiwourable), would be considerable.

That the remains of cetaceans should be found amid estuary

accumulations, as also those of numerous fish, some of them more

known as purely marine than estuary, will not surprise those who

may have seen the porpoises dashing up the estuaries of our coasts

in chase of fish which they liavc driven Ixjforc them, and their oc-

casional entanglement in shoal waters, when left by a quick-falling

tide. Other cetaceans also get sometimes stranded. It is more

common to find the chased fish, especially the smaller fry, driven

on shore. The birds, no doubt, then pick up the lish abundantly,

so that only a mmor portion may leave their hard remains for

entombment, and doubtless, also, the cetaceans often escajK! in the

pools where they maybe caught upon the rise of the tide, but there

are still many chances for the preservation of the harder parts of

these animals amid estuary accumulations which should not be

neglected.
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OnOANlC REMAINS IN MARINE 1>EI*0SITS.— MODIFICATION OF CONDITIONS ON

COASTS OF AMERICA.—OP PACIFIC OCEAN.—OP THE INDIAN OCEAN.—OF

COASTS OF AFRICA AND EUROPE.—OF ARCTIC SEA.—DISTRIBUTION OF

MARINE LIFE.—MODIFICATIONS FROM TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURa

—

FROM LIOMT AND SUPPLY OF AIR.—RESEARCHES OF PROF, a FORBES IN

THE jEOEAN SEA.—ZONES OP DEPTH.—PROF. l5yEN ON TRSIKHULUSCS OF

NORWAY.—ZONES OF DEPTH IN THE BRITISH SEAS.—ORGANIC REMAINS

DEPOSITED IN THE DEEP OCEAN.—ON COASXa

It is in connexion with the sea, looking at the evidence afibrded

ns by the various fossiliferous rocks of different geological ages,

that wc should look for the preservation of the great mass of animal

remains amid the detrital and chemical deposits of the time. We
have seen that, by means of rivers and winds, various plants and

animals, or their parts, may be borne into the sea, and that in es-

tuaries wc may have a mixture of terrestrial and marine remains,

and of others suited especially to such situations. In respect to

estuaries, some so gradually change into arras of the sea, to be seen

on the lai’gc scale in the Gulf and River of St. Lawrence, and otlier

situations, and equally well in numerous localities of far less area,

ill various parts of the world, as for inshmee, in tlie Bristol Cliannel

and the Severn estuary, that no marked distinctions can be drawn

between the one and the other.

Viewing the coasts of the world generally, wc not only have to

regard all the modifications for the existence of marine animal life,

arising from the more or less exposed or sheltered situations of

headlands, bays, and other forms of shore, but also the mingling of

fresh waters with the sea under the various circumstances con-

nected with the drainage of the land into the sea. Let us consider

the modifications of condition for the existence and entombment of

marine animal life from Cape Horn to Baffin’s Bay. First, tliere

is the difference of climate, producing miKliiicatlons of no slight

order, more especially in moderate depths. From Cape Horn to tlie

K 2
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West India Islands, with tlie exception of the Stmits of Magellan,

there is an unbroken oceanic coast, subject to the act ion of the tides,

upon which bodies of fresh water ore tlirown by drainage cliannels

in different places, the chief of which are the Rio do la Plata, the

Bio de San Francisco, the Tocantins, the Azt^icusons, and the Orinoco

rivers, delivering the portion of rains and melted snows not taken

up by the animal and v^table life, or required fcr the adjustment

of springs or other interior conditions of a large part of South

America. After a line of coast little broken by rivers, wc find ex-

tensive estuary conditions at the mouth of the Plata, and not far

beyond Lake Mirim, about 100 miles long, a body of water

apparently cut off from the ocean by coast action, and draining

into another lake or lagoon, Lago de los Patos, having a channel

still open to the main sea, and about 150 miles long, witli an

extreme breadth of about 50 miles. In these two bodies of water,

receiving the drainage of the adjoining land, there arc necessarily

modifications of the occaai conditions for lilc, and for the entomb-

ment of its remains outside in the main sea. A range ol‘ coast

succeeds, to which comparatively small rivers discharge thcmselv(‘.s,

until the San Francisco presents itself, and so on afterwards until

the mouths of the Para and Amazons join in forming (including

between them the Island of Mamjo) great estuary conditions, the

tides Ixiing felt up the latter river, it is stated, COO miles, that

there are several in the river at the same time.

The mouths of the Orinoco present us with dclta-lbrra accu-

mulations, and then comes the Carribbean Sea influenced by the

ponded-back waters of the Gulf of Mexico, so that a kind of tidelcss

sea shades into one where the tides are more felt. More northerly

the Gulf stream is seen, transporting warmer waters to colder

regions, and skirted by a shore, marked by a line of lagoons for

above 200 miles on the coast of Florida, one of them named the

Indian river, about 110 miles in length, with an extreme breadth

of 6 miles
;
another, the Mosquito lagoon, being about 60 miles long,

with the like extreme breadth. Thence a much-indented shore, on

the minor scale, continues until we come to Cape Fear (Carolina),

where the lagoon conditions obtain, a kind of barrier, broken by
passages termed inletB^ permitting the ingress and egress of sea

waters. In Core, Pamlico, Albemarle, and Currituck Sounds, we
find a great body of water of an irregular shape, measuring along

the line of barrier separating them, except where broken by inlets

from the ocean, about 160 miles in length. Rivers drain into this

body of water in various directions, so that estuary conditions obtain
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in difliTcnt places, while the great barrier banks, a point of one of

which forms Cape Hatteras, place it under a modification of the

conditions outside in the main sea. More northward, we obtain the

great indentation of Chesapeak Bay, with its minor breaks into the

land, the chief of which is the Potennao; and then the Delaware

Bay, with its river extending inland, the lagoon coast and its iii^i

continuing fiom Cape Charles (nor^ eiifiMmoe

towards the Delaware, and from near Cape Waty (Ddawaie Bay),

about 85 miles to the northward. Next Mows the mouth of the

Hudson, and the modifications arising from the shelter cf Ijong

Island up the sound at its bock, the lagoon character still apparenton

part of its ocean coast. After shores variously indented, we reach

the Bay of Fundy with all the modifications due to the great rise

of tide (p. 78) at its northern extremities. This is succeeded by

tlie great estuary conditions of the St. Lawrence, and finafly the^

large indentions of Baffin’s Bay and Strait and Hudson’s Bay and

Strait, and all the other channels of the cold regions of North

America commimicating with the Atlantic Ocean.

It is impossible, when directing our attention to this long line of

coast, so variously modified in cliaraeter, and necessarily so different

in climate, not to see how very modified must also be the conditions

for the existence of life and the preservation of any of its harder

parts. One contemporaneous coating of sedimentary or chemically

deposited matter must include the remains ofvery different creature^

either living upon ©r in the surface accumulations, as well as the

vegetable and animal remains drifted into it from the land. The

molluscs inhabiting^the coasts of the cold regions would be expected

to differ materially from those in the tropics, and the plants and ter-

restrial animals and amphibious creatures of the latter would vary

from those in the former. The organic remains buried in the deposits

of tlie Gulf of Mexico, though entombed at the same time as those

in Baffin’s Bay, could scarcely be expected to offer the same cha-

racters.

If, instead of the eastern coast of America, we look to the western,

the first marked difference which presents itself is the absence of

great rivers up the whole of the southern Continent and the land

connecting it with the wide-spread northern part. Numerous shel-

tered situations are to be found amid the islands and inlets extending

from Cape Horn to, and including the island of, Chiloe ; after which,

lor about 6000 miles of coast, to the Gulf of California, the shores

are little broken by indentations, except at Guayaquil and Panama,

and do not present a single estuary of importance as on the eastern
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of i&e coRtiReni The mixture of fresh water with the oceans

on either side is very different as are also the conditions for estuary

life imd the transport of terrestrial and fluviaiale organic remains for

entombment in the coast sedimentary accumulations. Even after

we have passed the Gulf of Califomiai and the Colorado delivering

its waters at its head, there is, for about 2000 mileSi from Cape

S. Lucas to Vancouver's Island, a sHghtly-indcnted coast and a

minor discharge of drainage waters, with the exception of those

delivered by the Columbia or Oregon. Subsequently more north-

ward, for about 800 miles, islands and inlets are common, offering

modifications lor the existence of marine life, as regards hclter and

exposure to waves produced by winds, to Sitka Island and Cross

Sound. After which comes the variously-indented coast extending

to the Aleutian Isknds, and so on to Behring Straits.

Though wc liave the same range through climates, the character

of the two coasts of the American continent varies so materially

that we can scarcely but expect very important modifications, as

well in the life as in the physical conditions under which it is

placed. We have not only to regard tlic very great dllierenco in

the amount of fresh waters discliargcd on tlie east and on tlic west,

with its consequences, but also the ponded waters of the Mexican

Gulf and their continuation into the Carribbean Sea, with the result,

the Gulf Stream, on the one side and not on the other, not neglecting

the important difference presented by tlic great Mediterranean Sea,

of Hudson’s Bay and Baffin’s Bay on the east, and tlic kind of coast

found on the west. To this also should be added the great barrier

offered by America to tlie passage of tropical marine animals from

one ocean to the other.*

It may be useful to glance at the great mcxlification of conditions

on the western side of the Pacific. Thougli a great portion ol‘ the

drainage of Asia is disposed of in other directions, the surplus

waters of a large area still find their way to the cast coast. The

According to M. Alcide d’Orbigny, of 362 species of molluscs in the Atlantic and
Great Oceans, there is only one common to both, Sipiionaria Leasoni, Of these 362

species, omitting the last, 156 belong to the Atlantic, and 205 to the Great Ocean.
He also remarks that, if the two sides of the American continent be compared, the

proportion, in the Atlantic, of gasteropod to lamcllibranchiato molluscs, is 85 to 71,

while in the Pacific it is 129 to 76. Of 95 genera considered to be proper to the

shores of South America, 45 only are common to the two seas. This M. D’Orbigny
attributes to the steep slopes of the west side, the Cordilleras rising near the coast,

and rocks being more numerous than sandy shores, so that gasteropoda would bo
expected to be more common, while the Atlantic coasts present mud, silt, and sand in

great abundance, with gently-sloping shores for a large proportion of their length.—
Redierchea aur lea hia qui Preaident a la Distribution dea Molluaquea Cotiera Marina,
Coniptea Renduea, vol. xix. (Nov. 1844). Ann, dea Sciencea NaturelleSf Third Series,

vol. iii., p. 193 (1845).
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SaghaUan river throws its waters, derived firom a eonaiderable area^

behind the ishmd of the same name, to be dri^ mto tfie OkholdE:

Sea on the north, or the Japan Sea (m &e sontib^ aa tbs case

be. Botb these seas are, to a certain extent, ttqpaiated firom the.

main ocean by the range of isbrnds, composed of the Ebiitila. and

Japanese islands, extending firom Kamsehatka to Corea, die Jaiam

Sea especially, firom the great mass ofisland land interposingbetween

it and the Pacific, offering the character of a Mediterranean Sea*

Proceeding southerly we arrive at the Yellow Sea, which receives

the abundant drainage effected by the Hoang Ho and its tributaries,

and more southerly still we find the body of fresh water discharged

into the sea by the Yang-tse-kiang. Thence, to the south, imtil

the Si-kiang with its tributaries presents itself in the Canton estuary,

comparatively minor rivers flow into the ocean, the coast being

much indented, smaller rivers and streams often discharging in the

upper parts of the indentations.

The Island of Hainan, with the great promontory stretching to

meet it from the main Chinese land, forms the Gulf of Tonquin,

into which the San-koi and other rivers discliarge their waters*

The amount of fresh water poured into the sea on the eastern coast

of Cochin China is subsequently of no great importance, and it is

not until we arrive at the delta of the Maikiang or Camboja that

the sea is much influenced by the influx of fresh waters, an in-

lliiencc again, however, to be repeated at the head of the Gulf of

Siam, by the outpouring of the Meinam, a river remarkably parallel

with the Maikiang for about 700 miles, the latter holding a

singularly straight course, as a whole, to the N.N.E., tor about 1750

miles.* * The remaining portion of the Asiatic continent, formed by

the Malayan promontory, throws no important body of fresh waters

into the sea in the form of a main river.

From Kamsehatka nearly to the equator we thus have a con-

tinental barrier, for the most part not wanting in the outflow of

bodies of fresh water, sufficient to produce marked influences on

parts of the coasts, and consequently upon the conditions under

which animal life may exist along it, and the remains of terrestrial

and fluviatlle plants and animals be drifted outwards into any

sedimentary or chemical deposits now forming adjoining it. Minor

parts of the ocean are also, to ascertain extent, separated off by

islands, the range of the Philippines and Borneo, in addition to

those mentioned, tending to portion off the ocean down to the

* Considoring the infcroiico to be correct, as U appears to' be, that the Latchou ia

the up|)er part of the Maikiang. .
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equator, so that, as a whole, a marked modification of physical

conditions is observable on the cast and west coasts ol’ the Pacific

Ocean.

From the equator southward we have no longer a mass of un-

broken land on the west to compare with the continuous continent

of America on the east. A barrier to the free passage of tropical

animal life, supposing other conditions equal, is not presented on

the west. Although much land rises above the surface of‘ the sea,

tlie mass of Australia not so very materially of less area than that

of Europe, and Borneo and New Guinea exposing no inconsiderable

surfaces, there are channels of water amid them permitting tropical

marine creatures to extend themselves under fitting circumstances.

Though, with the exception of Australia, the various islands may
not offer areas sufficient for the accumulation and discharge of‘ fresh

waters equal in one locality to some of the great rivers of‘ the world,

collectively they embody conditions for the outflow of much fresh

W'ater around many of them, so that estuary and brackish water

conditions obtain, and consequently physical circumstances fitted

for the modification of life. So far as the eastern coast of Australia

is concerned, it presents about 2000 miles of shore not more broken

or affording more fresh water than tlie opposite coast of South

America. The western part of the Pacific differs from the eastern

portion in the multitude of points and sinall areas tlirough which

the floor of the ocean reaches the atmosphere, productive of a com-

bination of influences affecting animal life and the accumulation of*

its harder remains.

While on tliis subject, it may be well to call attention to the

material changes which would be effected if, by any of those al-

terations of the level of sea and land wlilch the study of geology

teaches may be reckoned by differences very far exceeding the

depths required, channels of communicati(;n were established

between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans by a sufficient subsidence

of the Isthmus of Panama, or the communication cut off between

the Pacific and Indian oceans by an uprise of the land and sea bottom

between Australia and the Malayan Peninsula, one stretching

through Timor, Floris, Java, and Sumatra. If the multitude of

oceanic-islands in the Western Pacific did not too much break up
currents, we may suppose a certa^ amount of* ponding up of waters

inside the Moluccas, Borneo, andthe Philippine Islands somewhat
resembling that now effected behind the West India Islands, witli

perhaps also a modification of the Gulf Stream," escaping along the

coast of China. Startling as-, at first sight, such changes may appear,
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the geological student has to accustom himself to consider modi*

Hcations in the distribution of land and water, and elevations tuod

depressions of a far more extended kind when he comes to reason

upon facts connected with the accumulation and distribution of

mineral and organic matter constituting rocks, formed at various

geological periods.

In the Indian Ocean we have shores confined to the tropical and

temperate regions. For nearly 2000 miles the coast of Australia,

from Cape Leeuwin to Cape Bougainville, presents us with no

known great river pouring out a voliune of water sufficient to in-

fluence an extended area. The same with the island range of

Timor, Floris, Java, and Sumatra, and up the Malay Peninsula, to

the head of the Gulf of Martaban, where the Irawaddy thrusts out

its delta and discharges a voliune of fresh water, the drainage of a

large area. From tlience to the mouths ofthe Ganges no important

amount of fresh water is carried out into the sea. The great

volume thrown into the sea by this river has been already men-

tioned (p. 85). Hence to Cape Comorin we find rivers of varied

magnitude, the most important of which are, proceeding south-

wards, the Malianuddy, Godavery, Kistna, and Coleroon, draining,

with minor streams, the great area of Southern India. As a whole,

the Bengal Sea and Martaban Gulfreceive a considerable quantity of

fresh water, the discharge ofwhich conveys a mass of detritus into the

sea, and produces conditions in the waters and the sea bottom, which,

beyond Cape Comorin, are not found for about 1000 miles, until

we reach the Gulf of Cambay, into which the Nerbudda and other

rivers discharge themselves. We find another volume of fresh

water th'rown into tlic sea by the Indus, still more northerly, after

which we obtain the moderate outflow of fresh water of tlic coast

of Bcloochistan, the great indentation of the Gulf of Oman, and its

continuation the Persian Gulf, the ncarly-dry coast of Arabia, to

the Arabian Gull' and its long-continued indentation, the Kcd Sea.

From Cape Guiurdafui to the Cape of Good Hope, for about 4400

miles, the sea seems little influenced by any considerable discharge

of fresh water on the coast, excepting in such places as at the

mouths of the Zambesi and two or three other locidities.

Looking at the Indian Ocean as a whole, any influences upon

marine animal life from fresh waters poured into the sea, with the

greater amount of terrestrial and fluviatile plants and animals

^rifted into the ocean by rivers, would be chiefly found in the

Bengal Sea (including the Martaban Gulf] and upon the north-east
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sliores of the Arabian Sea, with one or two places on the cast coast

of Africa. Excepting Madagascar and Ceylon, the area occupied

by islands is inconsiderable. The coasts lx)unding it on the east

ai*e those chiefly of considerable islands (the mass of Australia

better deserving the name of a continent), so that in the tropical

regions there is a free communication by means of sea channels

with the Pacific. On the west, Africa bars all direct communi-

cation with the Atlantic, though at the same time the region

terminated by the Cape of Good Hope and Cape Agulhas, trends

southward, so comparatively little southward of the tropics, and

currents (p. 93) so set from the Indian Ocean, round Cape Agul-

has and up the south-western coast of Africa, that there is no great

land boundary between tropical marine life in the one ocean and

the other.* The Indian Ocean is now cut off from marine com-

munication with northern regions (however this may have been

effected in former geological times, even as late as the tertiary

period, by means of waters uniting the Red and Mediterranean

Seas), while*it is well open to all marine life which may enter it,

under fitting conditions, from the south. Herein it diflers from

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, wliich range from the Northern to

the Southern Polar regions.

In the run of the African coast which bounds the Atlantic lor so

long a distance on the east, fresh Waters flowing outwards through

great drainage channels seem chiefly to occur at the Orange River,

the Nourse, the Coanza, and the Congo, or Zaire, on tlie south of

the equator, and at the (Juorra, Gambia, and Senegal, on the north.

The coast northward of the Senegal bounds for about 1000 miles

the Atlantic on the one side, and the great African Desert on the

other. From the Desert to Cape Spartel minor streams only fall

into the sea. The great indentation of* the Mediterranean then

succeeds.

The European rivers discharged into the Atlantic, or the tidal

seas and channels communicating with it, arc inconsiderable streams

as compared with the great rivers of the world ; indeed a large

portion of the European drainage finds its way into the Mediter-

ranean, Black, Caspian, Baltic, and Arctic Seas. Such drainage

as falls into the Caspian is evaporated in that sea, and that not so

treated in the Black Sea is evaporated in the Mediterraneiin
;
with

all which directly finds its way into the latter. So that from the

Due regard has, however, to be paid to the temperature of the current, considered
to be that of the mean of the ocean, which flows for some distanee up the west coast
of Africa, from the Cai>e of Good^Hopc, as also to tJiat stated to run from the south
end of Africa some way up the eastern coast.
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Baltic alone the drainage waters of Europe find their way into the

Atlantic, in addition to those which flow directly into it, or the

tidal channels and seas communicating with it. Enough, however,

escapes in this way
^
to give a varied character to the coast con-

ditions, as regards the mingling of fresh with sea waters, under

which aquatic life may be found and, in part, entombed, and the

remains of terrestrial and fluviatilc plants and animals be also

accumulated.

In the Arctic Ocean, the coasts present us with much mingling

of fresh water and sea, the drainage of a large portion of Asia and

of a minor portion of Europe falling into it; part of the fresh

water discharged into great indentations or arms of the sea, such

os the White Sea and the Gulfe of Obi, leniseisk, Khatangskii, and

IColima
;
part through deltas, as the Petchora and Lena ; and part

in a more ordinary form. The fresh water so supplied to the

coasts of these regions is interrupted or lessened during many

jnontlis of the year by the climate ; much of it being arrested in the

form of ice, to be let loose in the warmer months. The ice, also,

in tlie seas of these high latitudes, necessarily modifies the coast

conditions lor life as it exists in the temperate and tropical shores

of the world. The drainage delivered into the same ocean from

North America is loss important than from Europe and Asia, Of

the North American rivers flowing into this ocean, the Mackenzie

would appear the most important, succeeded by the Back and

Slave Rivers. The land and sea are so mingled on the north coast

of America, and the ice and snows so abundant, that the shore

waters become much influenced thereby.

Looking to the Southern Ocean, we find the ice and snow of the

Antarctic land most important^ as regards the shore conditions. A
great barrier of ice, indeed, there occupies the position of the

coast for a great extent, so that both in the Arctic and Antarctic

regions we have to regard ice accumulated round the land, or

formed in the sea, as most materially influencing the existence of

marine life and the preservation of its remains amid sedimentary

and chemical deposits.

In such regions, also, we see the extension of marine life (vege-

table and animal), and of aii-brcatliing creatures (birds and mam-
mals) feeding upon it beyond the range of terrestrial vegetation,

and of animals directly consuming it or the creatures which first

feed upon it.

Though such is the general fact, the conditions for the entomb-

ment of the remains of terrestrial animal and vegetable life in the
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Arctic and Antarctic regions are, as respects the present distribu-

tion of land and sea, different. In the former, we liave the de-

livery of important rivers into the sea, an abundance ofwater being

discharged during the warm season when the ice is broken up at

their moutlis, and the interior ice and snows are melting. The

Obi and its tributaries alone drain a large Asiatic area, extending

from lat. 47® to 67®. TheJenisei, risingfrom theTangnou and Little

Altai Mountains, likewise flows through 20® of latitude to 70® N.,

while the Lena and its tributaries, considered to drain 785,565

square (English) miles, rises (in lat. 57®) from the Jablonnoi or

Stannovdi Mountains (the eastern portion of which looks upon the

sea of Okhotsk), delivering itself into the Arctic Ocean, in about

lat. 73® 38' N. Other rivers, also, flow northerly for considerable

distances from the south, such as the Dvina, Petchora, Khatanga,

Anabara, Olia, Olenek, lana, and Kolima. In Northern America,

also, the rivers, though not numerous, flowing northerly, still show

a drainage extending to the south for several degrees of latitude,

though much interrupted by lakes.* Thus the Mackenzie, deliver-

ing itself into the Arctic Ocean in about 69® N., flows from the

Slave Lake by an outlet in about 61® N., giving 8 degrees of lati-

tude for this course, during which the river receives the drainage

from the Great Bear Lake. Eegarding the Slave Lake as a mere

interruption, by which the waters are spread over a wider space in

a depression, the waters discharging themselves by tlie Mackenzie

are derived from a drainage extending over a considerable area

(estimated at about 510,000 square miles), and reaching down to

lat. 52^ 30' N., by means of the Slave River (running out of the

western end of Athabasca Lake), and the Athabasca (flowing into

the same lake also at its western extremity).

In the northern parts of Europe and Asia, 3,000,000 square

miles of which have been estimated as draining into the Arctic

Ocean, and in some portion of North America, there are, therefore,

conditions, particularly during the floods caused by the melting of

the ice and snows, for thrusting forward the remains of terrestrial

and fresh-water life into the northern seas, there to be mingled with

detritus, upon the transport and accumulation of which icc has an
important influence. We should expect that amid the intermixed

land and sea, terrestrial animals often perish while crossing among
the icc, at times when the latter is breaking up in the channels

* Collectively the lakes of North America constitute a marked feature lii the
physical geography of that part of the world. The volume of water in the chief lakes
has been estimated at 11,9(X) cubic miles.
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and gulfs, so that their bones are, under favourable conditions, pre-

served in any sedimentary matter accumulating beneath. No such

conditions prevail in the southern continent, which navigators have

lately made known to us. No great rivers there flow outwards,

and neither terrestrial plants nor animals, directly or indirectly

living upon them, furnish their remains for mixture with any

sedimentary deposits whieh may be forming. All aid which great

river drainages afford to the latter is cut off, and the little detritus

tliat can be obtained from the land seems only capable of being so

derived directly in the few localities exposed to the breakers during

the sliort period of the year when the shores are not bounded

entirely by ice. For the liner matter, not ice-borne, entombing

the remains of life, we may probably look, as affording the chief

supply, to ashes and lapilli vomited from volcanos, and scattered

over adjacent seas.

Enough lias been stated to show the unequal conditions as to

climate and the mingling of fresh with sea waters along coasts.

The observer has next to consider the varied character of the shores

themselves as regards the shallowness or depth of the adjacent

seas, and the modifications of temperature, pressure, access of light,

and conditions of intermixed air thence arising. It has been above

seen (p. 96), that the volume of ocean is so arranged as to the

specific gravities of its waters, that an equal temperature, con-

sidered to be 39^ 5’, reigns in the sufficiently deep parts from pole

to pole, water of higher temperature rising above these more dense

waters in tropical regions, and of a lower temperature towards the

poles. Though this^ even temperature may prevail at the proper

depths, it is necessarily modified as the seas become shallow, or

currents may transport warmer or colder waters, as the case may
be, from one oceanic area to another. As the coasts are approached

in the parts of the world where warmer waters float above those

of 39^ 5% we have conditions under which the temperature

decreases downwards below the level of the sea to 7200 feet, and

upwards in the air to the greatest heights of land. Viewing the

subject generally, therefore, and as far as temperature is concerned,

marine animals which could support a decrease of temperature

equal to about 39® 5' (the surface temperature being taken at 78®),

could live from the level of the sea to the greatest depths in the

equatorial ocean.* A higher temperature may be found under

favourable conditions of shallow water and small tides in some

* It will be St once obvious that thj^ dift'ereuoe of temperature is eaiaiy sustained
by many land animals in different parts of tlic world.
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tropical regions. In the polar areas, included within the lielts o(

equal temperatures from the surface to the bottom of the and

within which colder waters, as a whole, float above those of 39^ 5',

there is a different state of things. Still regarding the subject

merely with respect to temperature, the animals capable of living

in the tropical i^ons, and unable to support lower temperatures

than could not occupy the higher waters.

While in the equatoriid parts of the world the tempera*^ of the

ocean may not be very materially altered on its sur&oe, it is dif*

ferent with those portions of its higher waters exposed to the

clianges of winter and summer, so that the temperature of the

sur&ce waters is there more considerably modified, especially upon

coasts. The animals living in the shallow waters of such regions

are, therefore, liable to an amount of difference in temperature not

experienced by those inhabiting the seas of the tropics. This is

more porticulwly the case on the shores of tidal seas, with their

estuaries, where, even at liigh water, large tracts of coasts may
only be covered by shallow waters, becoming dry at low tide.

As regards mere temperature, it will be apparent tlmt a vast

voliuiic ol‘ the southern ocean might bo tenanted by similar life,

extended over its floor at any depths from about 7200 feet at the

equator, 3600 in lat. 45^ S., the surface in 54^ to 58^' S., and

4500 (eet in lut. 70 ^ S. ; and, probably, under the needful modifi-

cations, considering the different distribution of land and water on

the south and on the north, in a similar manner towards tlic

northern regions. Modifications, also, arising in tlie various seas

communicating with the main ocean, and nu^rc or loss separated

from it, such as the Mediterranean, in the western part of which tlic

waters beneath 200 fathoms have been supposed to remain at about

a temperature of 55^,* must also be borne in mind.

With differences of depth, the observer has to consider tlic dif-

ferences of pressure to which any animal or vegetable living in the

sea would have to be subjected, so that such life would be very

differently circumstanced, though under equal temperatures, at the

depth of 7200 feet at the equator, and in the shallow waters of‘the

M. Berard found, at a depth of 1200 fathoms (without rcacliing bottom), between
the Balearic Islands, a temperature of 53® *4, the surface water being at 69® *8, and
the air at 75® *2. From other observations in the western part of the Mediterranean,

at the'respective depths of 600 and 750 fathoms, and anotlicr not stated, it was found
that the water was still at 55® -4, though the temperature of the surface water varied

materially. M. D’Urville remarks that these experiments accord with some made
by himself, also in the Mediterranean, at .300, 200, 2.V), 600, and 300 fathoms, when
he obtained the rc8j)€ctive temperatures of .54®

*.5, .54®* 1, .57® *3, .54® *6, and 64® ‘8

— GeoTugkal Manual, .3rd edit., p. 25.
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oceanic regions where that of 39^ 5' rises^ the surface. We
cannot suppose an animal so constructed as to sustain a pressure of

mor(3 than 200 atmospheres at one time, and of 2 or 3 atmospheres

at another. A creature inhabiting a depth of 100 feet would

sustain a pressure, including that of the atmosphere, of about 60

pounds to the square inch, while one at 4000 ifeet, no very im->

portant depth, would have to support a pressure qf about 1830

pounds to &e square inck

Animals, among other condirions for ^dii^ existence are lid^pted

to a given pressure, or certain ranges of pressure, so adjusted ^t
they can move freely in the medium, either gaseous or aqueous, in

which they live. All their delicate vessels, and the powers of their

muscles are adjusted to it. When the pressure becomes either too

little or too great, the creature perishes ; and, therefore, when act-

ing freely in such a medium as the sea, an animal will not readily

quit the depths in which it experiences ease. All are aware of the

adjustment of an abundance of fish to the depths, to or from which

they may frequently descend, by means of the apparatus of swim-

ming bladders. This arrangement, however, only changes their

specific gravities as a whole, the relative volume occupied by the

air or gases in the swimming bladders, being the chief cause of

difference, thougli, no doubt, also the squeezing process at great

depths would diminish the volume of such other parts of their

bcKlics, as were in any manner compressible, the reverse happening

with a rise from deep waters to near the surface. So adjusted to

given depths do these swimming bladders appear for each kind of

fish, that it has been observed that the gas or air in the swimming

bladder^of fish brought up from a depth of about 3300 feet (under

a pressure of about 100 atmospheres), increased so considerably in

volume, as to force the swimming bladder, stomach, and other

adjoining parts outside the throat in a balloon-formed mass.*

* Pouillet, Klcmciis <lc Physiijue Kxpe'rimcntale, tom. i., p. 188. Soconde Edition.

As regards Uie pressure and different depths in the sea, Dr. Buckland mentions
(Bridgewater Treatise, vol. i

, p. 345) that “ Captain Smyth, R.N., found, on two triads,

that the cylindrical copper oir-tubc, untler the vane attached to Massey's patent log,

collapsed, and was crushed quite flat, under the pressure of ab(»ut 300 fatlioms (1800
feet). A claret bottle, filled with air, and well corked, was burst before It descended
400 fathoms (24(K) feet). He also found that a Imttle filled with fresh water, and
corked, had the cork forceil in at about 180 fatlioms (1080 feet). In such cases the

fluid sent down w'as replaceil by salt water, and the cork wrhich hail been forced in

w'os sometimes revci’sed." Dr. Buckland atlds that Sir Francis Beaufort had informed
iiim that he had frequently sunk corked botUes in the sea more than 600 feet deep,
some of them empty, others containing some fluid. “ The empty bottles were some-
times crushed, at others the cork was forced in, and the fluid exchanged for sea w'ater.

The cork was always returned to the neck of the Imttle, sometimes, but not always, in
an inverted position.” Dr. Scoresby (Arctic Uegions, vol. ii.. p. 103) gives an account
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While thus some kinds of marine animals have the power to

adjust their specific gravities to the medium in which they may be

placed, some molluscs, such as the nautilus, possessing it, others

appear unable, under ordinary conditions, to raise themselves much

above the sea bottom. It will be evident that the more their com-

ponent parts are incompressible, and the fluids in them agree with

die specific gravity of the sea in which they live (and the specific

gravity of the sea does not appear to vary from any increase of

saline matters in it to great depths, though water being slightly

compressible, it will become more dense according to depth), the

less they would experience the difliculties of a change of depth.

On the contrary, the more any parts may be compressible, and air

or gaseous matter be included in their bodies, the less would they

suffer changes of depth with impunity.

That light should have its effect upon marine as upon terrestrial

vegetation we should expect, the light of day being important as

well to one as the other, viewing the sulycct as a whole. It would

evidently, also, be important to all marine creatures possessing the

organs of vision, so that we should anticipate that the great mass

of fish, crustaceans and molluscs which possessed eyes, would

occupy situations and levels in the sea where they could obtain tlie

light needfiil to them. The Pomatomus Telescopium, caught at

considerable depths in the Mediterranean (near Nice), is considered

to afford an example of adjustment to the minor amount of light

reaching its ordinary abode, its eyes being remarkable for tlieir

magnitude, and apparently constructed to take advantage of* all the

rays which can penetrate the depths at which it lives. While,

however, light may be absolutely needed for the existence of some

marine life, it is not obviously necessary to others, those not possess-

ing eyes. Many marine creatures seem to flourish under conditions

in which it can be of little value, at the same time the influence of

light may often be of importance where it is not suspected.

It is not improbable that to the power of obtaining a proper

amount of disseminated atmospheric air in waters, we may look for

a very important clement in the existence of* animal and, indeed,

of vegetable life in the sea. To the one and the other oxygen

seems essential. At the junction of the sea and atmosphere, we
haveXhe best conditions for the absorption of the air by water, the

agitation of the surface from the friction of the atmosphere on the

sea, particularly during heavy gales of wind, being especially

of a boat pulled down to a considerable depth by a whale, after which the wood be-

came too heavy to float, the sea water having forced itself into its pores.
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favourable for a mechanical mixture of the two, assisting the ab-

sorption of the air.* Of the amoimt of air, or rather of the ap-

parently needful element, oxygen, at various depths in the sea, we

seem to possess no very definite information, so that researches on

this head are very desirable. From observations by M. Biot, on

the gaseous contents of the swimming-bladders of fish, it has been

inferred that such contents probably vary according to the depth.s

at which such fish live. He found these swimming bladders nearly

filled with pure nitrogen when they were those of fish inliabiting

shallow waters, and with oxygen and nitrogen, in the proportion

of of the former to latter, w'hen tliose of fish living at

depths of from 3000 to 3500 f<*ot.

According to M. Aime, the amount of air disseminated in the

w'atcrs of the Mediterranean, opposite Algiers, is nearly constant

from tlic surface to the depth of 5250 feet.f

We might assume that, from its immediate contact with the air,

surface waters would more readily obtain any needful dissemination

oi' it than those situated at greater depths, so that the mode of

con.suining oxygen would be adjusted to such conditions, animal

life inhabiting great depths being so formed as to require it at con-

siderable intervak In tidal seas we find certain molluscs adjusted

to live in situations exposed to the atmosphere during the fall of

every tide, wliile others inhabit places always covered by sea, except,

pcrlinps, at equinoxial spring tides. From inhabiting shores some

molluscs arc commonly considered as littoral species, while others

arc well known as rarely obtained except in deep waters.

Although general views may ha^'e been some time entertained

with respect to the modification of marine life, depending upon the

temperature, pressure, light, and ability to procure oxygen under

which it may be placed,J it could scarcely be said that we had

sufEcient data for the philosophical consideration of this subject

until the labours of Professor Edward Forbes in the British and

A^gi^an Seas supplied the necessary information.

Professor E. Forbes pointed out that with regard to primary

The friction of air upon fresh-^yator lakes produces the same result, inter*

mingling the air and water. Cascades and waterfalls intermix them in many
rivers, those especially in which fish swimming high, or inhabiting minor depths, most
flourish.

t Comptes Rendue de TAcademie des Sciences, 1843, vol. xvi., p. 74’>.

X The author entered somewhat at length on this subject, in 1834, in his Researches
in Theoretical Geology, chapters xi.. xii., and xiii. To this work a table was appended
by Mr. Broderip, containing all the information then known respecting the depths
and kind of bottom at which recent genera of marine and estuary shells had been
observed.
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influences, the climate of the Eastern Mediterranean was uniform,

and that the absence of certain species in the ilCgean Sea, charac-

teristic of tlie Western Mediterranean, was rather due to a modi-

fication in the composition of the sea water, from tlic impouring of

the less saline waters of the Black Sea, than to climate* The

influx of river water produces its consequences
;
and it is remarked

that, among 4(3 species of testacea collected on the shore at

Alexandria, there were 4 land and fi-csh-water molluscs, 3 of which

are of truly subtropical forms,f so that while in one part of the

Mediterranean forms of this character are mingled with the ordinary

marine testacea, in another, as at Smyrna or Toulon, the Melanopm

is mixed with them near the former, and characteristic European

pulmonifera near the latter. It is also shown by Professor E. Forbes,

that while vegetables of a subtropical character may be borne down

by the Nile, into the Mediterranean on the one side, uccompanying

the remains of crocodiles and ichneumons, the Danube may transport

parts of the vegetation of the Austrian Alps, witli the relies of

marmots and mountain salamanders, the marine remains mingled

with these contemporaneous deposits retaining a common character.

With respect to modifications in conditions arising from depth.

Professor E. Forbes divides the Eastern Mediterranean into eight

regions, each considered to be characterised by its fauna, and also

by its plants, where they exist. Certain species were found con-

fined to one region, and several were asc.ertaincd not to range into

the next above, whilst they extended into that beneath. “ (Vrtain

specie's," he adds, “ liave their maximum of development in eacli

zone, being most prolific of individuals in that zone In wliich is

their maximum, and of which they may be regarded as espi»eially

characteristic. Mingled with the true natives of every zone are

stragglers, owing their presence to the action of the secondary in-

fluences which modify distribution. Every zone has also a more or

less general mineral character, the sea bottom not being equally

variable in each, and becoming more and more uniform as we
descend. The deeper zones arc greatest in extent

;
so that whilst tin*

lie attributes this cause the dwarfish character of the molluscs, with few ex-
ceptions, when compared w'ith their analogues in the Western Mediterranean. “This
is seen most remarkably in some of the more abundant species, such ns Pecten oper-

cularis^ Venerupia iray, Venua faaviata^ Cardita trapezia, Madiola harbata^ ami the
various* kinds of Bulla, Itiauoa, Fuaua, and Plrurottmia, all of which seemed as if they
were but miniature representations of their more western brethren. To the same
cause may probably be attributed the paucity of Meduaa>, and of corals and corallines.

Sponges only seem to gain by it.**—Report of the British Association, vol, xil., p. 152,

(Meeting of 184.3).

f AmpuUarin wata, Paludina unirnhtr, and Cyrrna orientalia.
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first, or most superficial, is but 12, the eighth, or lowest, is above

700 feet in perpendicular range.”*

White tracing the first region or littoral zone, which is thus

limited to 12 feet, all the modifications arising from kind of bottom,

rock, sand, or mud, are shown to have their influences, and the

effects of wave action, bringing up the exuviae of animals inhabiting

the next region beneath, are pointed out. The second region is

estimated at 48 feet, ranging from 2 to 10 fathoms; the third at 60

feet, between the levels of 10 to 20 fathoms; the fourth at 90 feet

(20 to 35 fathoms); the fifth at 120 feet (35 to 55 fathoms);

the sixth at 144 feet (55 to 79 fathoms); the seventh at 150

feet (80 to 105 fathoms); and the eightli, all explored below

105 fathoms, amounting to 750 feet, more than twice the depth of

all the other regions taken together, tlie total depth amounting to

1380 feet.

So complete are the modifications in invertebrate life, produced

hy tlie conditions in these various zones or regions, that only two

species of molluscs were found common to the whole eight—viz.,

Area lactea and Cerithium limay “ the former a true native from

first to last, the latter probably only a straggler in the lowest.”

Three sjiecies were found common to seven regions ;t nine to six

regions 4 and seventeen to five regions.
§

With regard to geo-

graphic distribution and vertical range in depth. Professor E.

Forbes remarks that those species which possess the one exhibit the

other, more than one-half of those having an extensive range in

depth, extending to distant localities, in nearly every case to the

British sgas, some still further north, and some in the Atlantic, far

south of the Straits of Gibraltar. He concludes “ that the extent

* British Association Reports, vol. xii., p. 154.

f Nucula margaritacea, MarghieUa clawlestinay and Defitalium 0-cosfntu^

;

the
second considered to liave possibly dropped into the lower zones from floating

sea-weeds.

X Corhula nucleus.

Neara cuspidata.

Pandora ohfusa.

Venus npicalis.

Turritella ^-plivata.

Triforis adrersum.
Columbrlln linnri.

Cardita (rnjtezitt.

^fw/iola h-trha1a.

§ Ne<vra vostcltata.

Tellina pulcheiia.

Venus m'nta.

Cardita squamosa.

Area tetingona.

Ppcten polgtnorpha.

hgalinus,

rarius.

Ctania riugens.

Xatica pnlchella.

Fi.\soa rcntricosa.

I cimicouics.

j
reticulata.

! Trochus exiguus.

I

Columhella msiica.

I Conus meditrrraucus.

Tcrchrntuln detrunrata.

t. 2
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of the range of a species in depth is correspondent with its geo-

graphical distribution.”*

As regards the influence of light, Professor E. Forbes presents

us with facts connected with the molluscs and other animals,

deserving much attention and extended research, due allowances

being made for the modifications produced, as he points out, and to

be attributed in many cases to an abundance of nullipores, and to

a beautlfiil pea-green sea-weed, Caulerpa proUfera. The majority

of shells in the lower zone were found to be white, or, when tinted,

of a rose colour, few exhibiting any other hues. In the higher zones,

the shells, in a great many instances, exhibited bright combinations

of colour. The animals also of the tcstacea and radiata, in the

higher zones, were much more brilliantly coloured than iu the lower,

where they are usually white, whatever the colour of the shell may

be.t

The researches of Professor E. Forbes have led him not only to

attach great value to tlic bottom in or on which marine animals may

live (and it will be obvious that creatures whose habits may be

suited to mud would find themselves ill at ease upon rocky ground

alone), but also to point out the effects prodiujed by the accumula-

tion of tlie liarder parts of successive generations of marine animals

* Reports of British Association, vol. xii., p. 171.

observes the Professor, “we inquire into the species of Molliisca which are

common to four out of the eight A^Igeaii regions in depth, we find that there are 38

such, 21 of which are either British or Biscayan, and 2 are doubtfully British
;
wliilst

of the remaining 15, 0 are distinctly represented by corresponding species in the north.

Thus among the Testacea having the widest range in depth, one>third are (’ellic or

northern forms : whilst out of the remainder of JI*!genn Testacea, those ranging through

less than four regions, only a little above a fifth are common to the British seas. One
half of the Celtic forms in the jT'.gean, which arc not common to four or more zones in

depth, are among the cosmoiK)litan Testacea, inhabiting tlie uppermost part of the

littoral zone.”

t Professor E. Forbes adds, “ In the seventh region, white species (of Testacea) are

also very abundant, though by no means forming a proportion so great as in the eighth.

Brownish-red, the prevalent hue of the Brachiopoda, also gives a character of colour

to the fauna of this zone
;
the Crustacea found in it are red. In the sixth zone, the

colours become brighter, reds and yellows prevailing, generally, however, uniformly

colouring the shell. In the fifth region, many species are banded or clouded with

various combinations of colours, and the number of white species has greatly

diminisheti. In the fourtli, purple hues are frequent, and contrasts of colour common.
In the second and third, green and blue tints are met with, sometimes very vivid, but

the gayest combinations of colour are seen in the littoral zone, as wcdl os the most

brilliant whites.”

Respecting the colour of the animals of Testacea, the genus TrochvsU selectcfl as

“ an example of a group of forms mostly presenting the most brilliant hues both of shell

and animal; but hilst the animals of such species as inhabit the littoral zone are

gaily chequered with many vivid hues, those of the greater depth, though their shells

are almost as brightly coloured as the covering of their allies nearer the surface, have

their animals for the most part of an uniform yellow or reddish hue or else entirely

while.” Reports Brit. Assoc., vol. xii
,
p. 173.
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upon the same bottom, thus, in fact, altering its condition, so that

they may die out from this increase * He considers that until the

old conditions be restored by a new accumulation of detrital matter

different from that presented by the animal exuviae, the same

animals would not find the kind of* bottom suited to them ; and the

geological bearing of this view is shown to be illustrated by the

bands or layers of fossils so frequently found interstratified with

common sedimentary matter.f In conclusion, Professor E. Forbes

adverts to the evidences of the existing fauna of the jEgean which

would be presented if its bottom were elevated into dry land, or the

sea filled up by sedimentary deposits. While the remains of some

animals would afford the needful evidence of their existence, and

occur under circumstances whence the probable depths at which

they lived might be inferred : of other anmals, very abundant in

the present seas, no trace w^ould be found.J

While Professor E. Forbes was thus investigating the conditions

under which marin^^ife existed in the Eastern Mediterranean,

it fortunately so happened that Professor Loven was engaged in re-

searches leading to general and similar conclusions respecting the

modifications in marine life on the coast of Norway. Though both

localities are so far similar that the shores are for the most part

rocky, and deep water to be often obtained near the coast, they

differ as to climate, and as to the sea being tideless in the Eastern

* He illustrates this point by beds of scallops {Pecten cpercularis), or of oysters,

which, when considerably increased, give rise to a change of ground, by the accumu-
lation of their shells, so that the race dies out, and tlie shelly bottom becomes covered

over by sedimentary matter.

—

Edinburgh New Phil. Journal^ vol. xxzvi., p. 324.

t In his iiaper on the li^it tlirown on Geology by Submarine Researches, being the

substance of a communication made to the Royal Institution of Great Britain, on the

23rd February, 1844 (Edinburgh New Phil. Journal, vol. xxxvi., p. 318, 1844), Pro-

fessor E. Forbes, while remarking on all varieties of sea bottom not being equally

capable of sustaining animal and vegetable life, observes, ^ In all the xones of depth,

there are occasionally more or less desert tracks, usually of sand or mud. The few

animals which frequent such tracks are mostly soft and unpreservable. In some
muddy and sandy districts, however, worms are very numerous

;
and to such places

many fishes resort for food. The scarcity of remains of testacea in sandstones, tlie

tracks of worms on ripple-marked sandstones, which have evidently been deposited in a
shallow sea, and the fish remains often found in such rocks, are explained in a great

measure by these facts.’*

X The following are tlie inferences on this head, inferences extremely valuable re-

specting the animal life existing at different geological periods
^‘1. Of the higher animals, the marine Vertebrata, the remains would be scanty and

widely scattered.”

2. Of the highest tribe of Mollusca, the Cepholopoda, which though poor in species
is rich in individuals, there would be but few traces, saving of the Sepia, the shell
of which would be found in the sandy strata forming parts of the coast lines of the
elevated sea-bed.”

3. Of the Nudibranchous Mollusca there would not, in all probability, be a trace
to assure us of their having been ; and thus, though we have every reason to suppose
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Meditenaaem and ooeanio off Norway. While advertang to the

modifications of lifett different depths. Professor Ldven attributes

much of tile character of the submarine life off the coasts of Norway

from analog}’ that those beauUfhl and hlghly-characteristic animals lived in the tertiary

periods of the earth’s in8tory> if not in older ages, as well as now, there is not the

slightest remain to tell of their former existence.*’

"4. Of the Pteropoda and Nucleobranchiata, the shell-less tribes would be equally

lost with the Nudibranchiata, whilst of the shelled species w’e should find their remains
in immense (piantity, characteristic of the soft chalky de^xisits derived from the lowest

of our regions t>f depth.”
“ 5. The Brachiupoila we should find in deeply-buried beds of luilUpore and gravel,

and from their abundance we could at once predict the depth in which those beds were
formed.”
“ 6. The liamellibranchiate inollusca wc should find most abundant in the soft clays

and muds^ in such deposits generally presenting both valves in their natural positions,

whilst such species as live on gravelly and open bottoms would be found mostly In the

state of single valves.”

“ 7. The testaceous Castoropoda would be found in all formations, init more abundant
if] gra velJy than in muddy deposits. In any inferences wc might w ish to draw regard-

ing the northern or southern character of the fauna, or the climate under which it

cxisteii. whether from univalves or bi\alves, our conclusfljp would vary acconiing to

the depth in which the particular stratum cxaminiHl was found, and on the class of

moliusca which prevailed in the locality explored.”
” 8. The Chitons would be found only in the state of single valves, and probably

but rarely, for such species as are abundant, living among disjointed masses of rock and
rolled pebbles, which would afterwards go to form conglomerate, would in all proba-

bility be dcstroyeil, as would also be the case with the greater number of subiittoral

Moliusca.”

9. The Moliusca tunicata would disappear altogether, tliough now' forming an im-

portant link between the Mediterranean and more northern seas
”

“ 10. Of the Aracbnodci’matous Kudiata, there would not be found a trace, unless the

membranous skeleton of the Vclella should, under some peculiarly favourable circum-
stances, be preserved in sand.”

“ll. Of the F.chinodcrmnta, certain species of Kvhinus would be found entire;

species of Cidaris, on account of the depth at which that animal lives, would not bo
unfrequent in certain strata, as the region in which it is fo- .ml hounds the great lower-
most region of chalky mud; the spines would be found occasionally in that deposit,

far removed from the bodies to which they belonged Starfishes, saving such as live

on mild or sand, would be only evidenced by the occasional preservation of tlieir os-

sicula Of the extent of their distribution and number of species no correct idea could
be formed. Of the numerous IhhthvrMv and SijnmcvlidtCy it is to be feared there
would be no traces. The single Crinoidal animal would be easily preserved entire, but
its ossicula and cup-like base would be found in the more shelly deposits.”
“ 12, Of the Zoophyta, the corneous species might leave impressions resembling

those of Graptolites in the shales formed from the dark muds on which they live.

The Corals would be few', but perhaps plentiful in tlio shelly beds, mostly, however
fragmentary. The Cladocora caspitosa, where present, would infallibly mark the
bounds of the sea, and, from the size of its masses, might be preserved in con-
glomerates where the testacca would have perished. The Actinite would have dis-
appeared altogether.”

““IS, Of the sponges, traces might be found of the more silicious species when buried
under favourable circumstances.”

“ 14. The Articulata, except the shelled annclides, would be for the most part in a
fragmentary state.”

“ l*^. Foraminifera would be found in ail deposits, their minuteness being their pro-
tection ; but they would occur most abundantly in the highest end lowest beds, distinct
species being characteristic of each.”
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for the depth,* thtu agreetng with the genJV views oif

Forbes.

While marine life is thus found adjusted to different zooee of

depth on the ocean shores of Norway and the east part of die

Mediterranean, always carefully considering the local and phyacal

conditions, it becomes the more interesting to have direct evidence

of the adjustments which may be efiected on the great and gentle

slopes boimding some coasts, such as those so important on the

eastern coasts of America. Respecting these great detrital fringes off

coasts, among which may be classed, though very Small, com-

paratively, the shallow seas around the British Islands, the area of

** Iti. Tracts would be found almost entirely deficient in fossils, some, such as the

mud of the Gulf of Smyrna, containing but few and scattered
;
whilst similar muds in

other localities would abound in organic contents. On sandy deposits, formed at any
considerable dcptli, they wmUd be very 6can;c and often altogether absent. Fossili-

ferous strata w'ould get^^Hkaltemate with such as contain few or no organic re-

mains. Whilst at prcsI^HV littoral zone presents the greatest number and variety

of animal and vegetable irmabitants, including those most characteristic of the Medi-
terranean Sea, when upheaved and consolidated, their remains would probably be im-

perfect as compared with those of the natives of deeper regions, in consequence of

the vicissitudes to w'hich they are exiwseil, ami the rocky and conglomeratic strata in

which the greater number would bo embedded. A great part of the conglomerates

and sandstones found would present no traces of animal life, which would be most
abundant in the shales and calcareous consolidated muds.”—Prof. E. Forbes’ Reports,

Brit. Association, vol. xii., p. 176.

Professor l.bvcn observes, “ -\8 to the regions, the littoral and laminarian are

very w'cll defined everywhere, and their characteristic species do not spread very
far out of them. The same is the case with the florideous Alg«, which is most
developed nearer to the open sea But it is not so with the regions from 15 to 100
fathoms (90 to 600 feet). Here there is at the same time the greatest number of
species, and the greatest variety of their local assemblages

; and it appears to me,
that their tlistribution is^ regulated, not only by deptlis, currents. &c., but by the
nature of the bottom itself, the mixture of clay, mud, pebbles, &c. Thus, for instance,
the many species of Amphidesma, Nucula, Natica, EuUma, Dentalium. &c., which
are characteristic of a certain muddy ground at 15 to 20 fathoms, are /ound tc^ether
at SO to 100 fathoms. Hence it appears, that the species in tliis region have generally
a wider vertical range than the littoral, laminarian, and perhaps as great as the deep-
sea coral. The last-named region is with us characterised, in the south, by Ocuiina
ramea and Terebratula, and in the north, by Astrophyton, Cidaris, Spatanffws pur-
pureus of an immense size, all living, besides Gorgoniae and the gigantic Alcwmium
arUyreum, which continues as far down as any fisherman’s line can be sunk. As to
the point where animal life ceases, it must be somewhere

;
but with us it is unknown

As the vegetation ceases, at a line far above the deepest regions of animal life, of
course the zoophagous molJusca are altogether predominant in these parts, while the
phytophagous are more peculiar to the upper regions. The observation of Professor
E. Forbes, that British species are found in the Mediterranean, but only at greater
depths, corresponds exactly with what has occurred to me. In Bohuslan (between
Gottenburg and Norway), we found, at 80 fathoms, species which, in Finmark fon
the north), may be readily collected at 20, and on the last-named coast, some sneoieseven ascend into the littoral region, which, vrith us here on the south, keep within 10to 11 fathoms.’ —Ow the Bathymetrical dutrilmtian ofeubmarme life on the noriherm
shores of Scandinavia.^BntiBh AssociaUon Reports, Notices, and Abstracts, vol xiil
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which indde dqpt3|^not excoediiig 600 feet» will be seen hy

Inference to fig.

65*

91), we should aiiticipete d]stori)iiig con-

ditions much affecting the distiibutaon of some portion of the marine

life upon them. With regard to a knowledge of the distribution of

marine life in the British seas, we are indebted to the researches of

Professor E. Forbes, commenced anterior to those undertaken in the

iEgean Sea.* It was while prosecuting these researches that he

ascertained the value in those investigations of the power of mollusca

to migrate-t He has pointed out that they do so in their larva

state, ceasing “ to exist at a certain period of metamorphosis, if they

do not meet with favourable conditions for their development, i.

if they do not reach tlio particular zone of depth in whicli they are

adapted to live as perfect animals/’J

Professor E. Forbe^s divides the liritisli seas into four zones of

deptli; 1, the Lltlorul ; 2, the Laminarian ; 3, the ( omlline; and/

4, the CoraI.§ The littoral zxme lies bctw|g||Kgh and hnv water

mark, varying in extent according to the rwjjpd fall of tide, and

the shallowness or deptli of the shore, ^‘Throughout Euro|H\

wherever it consists of rock, it is characterized zoologically, by spi'-

cies of Littorina ; boUinically, by Corallina ; where Handy, by the

presence of certain species ol‘ Cardinm, Tellina, and Solen; where

gravelly, by Mytilm

;

where muddy, by Lutraria and Pullantray

The littoral is divisible into minor zones.
|1

The Laminarian zone

is the belt commencing at low-water mark, and extending to the

depth of 7 to 15 fathoms (42 to 90 feet). Algae arc common, and

numerous animals inhabit the forests composed of them. “Among

* The firat notice of them was published in tho Edinburgh Academic Annual for

1810.

t In 1840, he gave a summary of seven years' observations at a particular season of

the year.— AmtiBih of Natural History, vol. iv.

I Edinburgh New Phil. Journal, vol. xxxvi., p. 325, 1844. Speaking of the manner

in which the larvae and eggs may be transported, it is observed that “ if they (the

larvae) reach the region and ground of which the perfect animal is a member, then

they develop and flourish; but if the period of their development arrives before

they have reached their destination, they perish, and their fragile shells sink into

the depths of the sea. Millions and millions must thus perish, and every handful of

the fine mud brought up from the eighth zone depth in the Mediterranean, is literally

filled with hundreds of these curious exuviae of the larvae of mollusca.’*

§ These zones, originally pointed out in 1840, are considered to have been esta-

blished by subsequent researches (Memoirs of the Geological Survey ofGreat Britain,

vol.T., p. 371, 1846). Professor Forbes remarks that the two first regions had been

previously noticed by Lamouroux, in his account of the vertical distribution of sea

weeds
;
by Audouin and Milne Edwards in their observations on the natural history

of the coast of France
;
and by Sara, in the preface to his Bogtivelser og Jagtivelser.

([
A table of the characteristic animals and plants, of four sub-zones, is given in

Professor Forbes* Memoir on the Geological Relations of the existing Fauna and
Flora of the British Isles.- Memoirs of the. Geological Survey of Gieat Britain, vol. i.,

p. 373.
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are especially dbasracteristic of this zone, and numerous zoophytes

and Radiata, especially EdUtm aphara^ Tyinda/tia^ Aetinea

sentluf, though ranging both higher lower, are more prolific

here than in any of the other r^ons.^’ Lastly comes the KuUipora,

bounding the marine v^tation in depth, and rarely ranging down

to more than 120 feet in our seas ^

The region of corallines is so termed from the greatest abundance

of corneous zoophytes, which appear to take the place of plants,

being found in it. The carnivorous mollusca are abundant, species

of Fusm Pkurotoma, and Buecinum are common, and many
species of Trochus are found ; Naticce, Fismrellce, EmarginvlcB,

VelutincBy Capidim^ Eulimce^ and Chemnitzice are abundant ; and

among bivalves, Artemis^ Venus, Astarie, Pecten, Lima, Area, and

Nucula. ‘‘Numerous and peculiar Eadiata, including the largest

and most remarkalro species, abound, and for number, variety, and

interest of the forms of animal life in the British seas, tliis region

transcends all others/'f This zone extends from about 90 to

about 300 feet, its greatest development being between 150 and

210 feet.

The fourth region is that of deep-sea corals, and is local. The

greater part of the area of the British seas does not attain the

depth at which tliis zone cominenees. Professor E. Forbes con-

siders this region as hitherto but very partially explored. “ As

far as we know,” lie observes, “ it is well characterized by the

abundance of the stronger corals, the presence in quantity of

species of the Z>en^a/mm-like genus of Annelides, called Ditrupa,

by a few peculiar Mollusca, and by peculiar Echinodermata, as

Astrophyton and Cidaris, and Amorphozoa, as TeUiya cranium.

All our British Brachiopoda inhabit this zone, and probably range

throughout

Professor E. Forbes points out, that the NuUipora likeiK'ise bounds marine
vegetable life in the Mediterranean, where it descends to 420 and 4SO feet. With
respect to the depths to which marine vegetable life extends, he remarks, that it does
so further than is commonly supposed, stating that in the F.aBterii Mediterranean,
Codium flahellfforme is found at 30 fathoms, Microdictyon. at 90 fathoms, Rii^phUtm
tinctorea at 50 fathoms, Chrysjfmenia ^varia at 50 fathoms, Dktjfm/mim voiMtit at 50
fathoms, Constantinea reniformn at 50 fathoms, and NuUiporapolpmorpha at 95 fiithoms

(570 feet).
’

t Forbes, Mem. Geol. Survey of Great Britain, voi. i., p. 374.

X Professor £. Forbes remarks respecting the Brachiopoda, that when found, in
certain localities, in more shallow water among the corallines, there are reasons for
believing that their occurrence there may be explained by geological changes sITeet-
ing the conditions of the sea bottom. rwe
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The advance thus made will be suflicient to stimulate other

observers, so that at no very distant period a valuable mass of*

evidence may be anticipated.* Probably the general views,

based on the local investigations above noticed, may bo found

capable of extensive application. However this may be, it can

scarcely but happen that an accumulation of additional data

would most materially aid the progress of the geological inferences

to be deduced from the mode of occurrence of organic remains in

rocks.

With respect to the littoral zone, that most influenced by

climate, while in tideless seas or those where tides arc of little

consequence, tlie marine animals inhabiting it are under con-

ditions of slight change, as regards the vertical rise and fall ol*

water; in tidal seas the case is different. In tidal scjis many

littoral molluscs are exposed to atmospheric influences for different

periods, those near high-water mark the longe^; so that while tlic

latter may remain uncovered by water six * eight hours at a

time, those nearer low-water mark may be so for only an hour or

two, some merely for a short time at ^^pring tides. Neap tides

also leave a lx;lt surrounding land, (lie higher part of which is only

ct)vered by water for a few clays at a time, and then only at f^pring

tides, it thus happens that while in the troj)ics the littoral zone

may not be under very material changes of* temperature during

the year, this condition, looking at the, subject as a whole, gnidu-

ally shades oft' on either side towards the fH)lar regions, wlicrc the

water becomes solid along shore f)r part of' the year, and the coasts

are often only partially clear in the summer, portions bi‘ipg still

We would refer for a valualdc view of the characteristic plants aiu] animals in>

habiting the four zones into which the area of the British seas has been divided, to

the table given by Professor K. Forbes, in his Memoir on the («eulogic4il Kelatioiis of

the existing Fauna and Flora of the British Isles, Memoirs of the (ieological Survey
of Great Britain, vol. i

, p. 375.

Wlien we recollect that under favourable cirrumstances the ufAcers of our Navy
and of our Merchant Service, may render great assistance to this inquiry, when
properly conducted, it is to be hop^ that we may eventually obtain, through their

exertions alone, more extended facts connected with the subject. Under their care

the dredge might often be applied with advantage
;
and if specimens of the animals

obtained were stowed awoy safely, properly ticketed, for the examination of com-
petent naturalists, far more would be known In the next half>ccntury touching the
distribution of marine life, particularly at depths where surface w'aves could not so

act as to drive its remains on shore, than could be accomplished by naturalists alone,

however zealous.

During the surveying voyage of ll.M.S. Rattlesnake, commanded by the late

Captain Owen Stanley, R.N., on the coast of Australia and New Guinea, numerous
valuable observations were made upon the distribution of marine animals in depth,

and an account of the zones of life, In the regions explored, is contained in the
“ Nari-ativo*' of the voyage by Mr. Macgillivray.
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subject to the occasional pressure of* Hoes and masses of ice. In

certain intermediate regions all animals and plants inhabiting the

distance between high and low water mark, with its modifications

according to the state of the tide, must be adjusted to sustain the

extremes of a long range of temperature, in order to support the

atmospheric changes to which they are exposed. The differences

of temperature observable round the Brilasb Islands, notwith-

standing the advantage of their positbn, are mtSmimtfy consUer-

able to produce a movement among n^y marine aidiniils, as is

well known, so that certain of them are only seen close in shore,

among the pools left by the tide, in the warmer season. Others

again appear organized to sustain a considerable change of tempe-

rature. We have seen the common limpet {Patella vulgarUi)

apparently doing well on our coasts, at temperatures of 92^ (close

to the rock), and of 24®, a range of 68®. As far, therefore, as

temperature is concerned, such a mollusc could live in the ocean

waters, and at any deptlis, in all parts, except in the higher

portions of the sea during the winter months in the icy regions.

Its organization is no doubt adjusted to a littoral life, and to

changes of temperature, as part of the littoral conditions in such

climates as that of the British Islands, but the amount of change

which it can in this maimer support, may make us careful at

giving t<x) much importance to temperature alone in the distri-

bution of marine animal life. Once beneath a moderate depth of

sea, the mass of water is less acted upon by atmospheric influences,

and the adjustment to the specific gravities of water at different

temperatures is such as to produce much uniformity in the tem-

perature of the (feeper zones, and minor modifications in those

above them ; in the warmer regions tending to keep the sea tem-

pcmtiire beneath that of the atmosphere, and in the colder to raise

tliat of the water above it As, therefore, tlie sea level is ap-

proached, so as a whole must the animals inhabiting the higher

zones be adjusted to support changes in the temperature of the sea

ill those regions where the summer differs materially from the

winter as regards heat.

Quitting coast conditions, and regarding the ocean beyond the

depths of 200 or 300 fathoms, we have a large area, on the bottom

of wliich we have no leason to suppose any v^tation exists,

seeing that observations on coasts would lead us to conclude that

the needful conditions for its growth terminate at comparatively

very minor depths. All phytophagous marine creatures would not
be expected beyond their ability to obtain tlie food fitted for them,
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while the camivoi*oiis animals have necessarily the power to ex-

tend vertically and horizontally, far beyond the growth of marine

vegetation, however this vegetation may support the mass ol‘ life

upon which the carnivorous animals have, as a bc^nning, to feed.

In the region of the Sargasso weed, we have an example of a float-

ing vegetation, tending to support animal life, and forming the

ab^e of multitudes of marine creatures in the open sea. This,

however, is an exception to the general fact of the absence of

marine vegetation in the open ocean, except so fur as stray

portions of sea-weed, bonie by currents from coiists, may be

concerned.

In the oceanic depths there exist, apparently, conditions under

which some portions of the remains of the fish, crustaceans and

molluscs, to be found on the surface above, may Ixj j»re8erved.

Although much may be consumed and continued in the nniss of

life so inhabiting the surface, from time to time some part of the

harder portions of animals may descend to the bottom, assuming

that the specific gi*avity of such remains be such as to permit

their fall through the water."*^ Shells of the lanihina communis^

having a specific gravity of 2 * 66, and of the Nautilus umhilicatus

with that of 2 • 64, would, after the fleshy matter of these molluscs

w'as decomposed or consumed, and no air entangled in ilic interior

of' the shells, be capable of descending to any depths which we

may consider at all probable in the ocean, supposing its saline con-

tents not to materially differ in depth, and the compressibility of

sea water such as experiments upon fresh water would lead us to

infer. We may thus have the remains of marine animals scattered

over the bottom of the ocean floor, in certain localities especially,

as also those of stray animals drifted from coasts, attached to sea-

weeds or pieces of wood, both of which decomposing, the harder

portions of these animals may fall to the bottom at great depths.

It can scarcely be supposed that all the logs of wood bored by the

Teredo, or covered over by the common barnacle, Anatifa striata^

are drifted on shore, and that they do not often become so decom-

posed as to permit the descent of the liardcr parts of these animals

to the bottom. Indeed we might anticipate a somewhat singular

With respect to the compressibility of the ocean waters
;
according to Poisson

(Nouvelle Theorie de 1*Action Capillaire, p. 277) it would require a pressure equal to

1100 atmospheres to reduce water six-hundredths of its volume. In the experiments
of MM. Colladon and Sturm, water not deprived of air, was compressed equal to

47*86 millionths for each atmosphere, and deprived of air, equal to 49*65 millionths.

The experiments of M. Oersted gave a compression of 46*65 millionths for each
atmosphere. Water containing salts in* solution was found, as might be expected,

somewhat less compressible.
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mixture of the harder parts of gome marine animals in different

parts of the ocean, especially in the vicinity of islands rising out of

considerable depths, such, for example, as near Hawaii, Mani, and

other islands of the Sandwich group.

Pieturning to the coast, we find with the animal life the vege-

tation on which it feeds, from that exposed to the atmosphere

at low water, on tidal shores, to that only known by dredging and

fishing. Those accustomed to examine the rocky shores of tidal seas

well know how much sea-weed may be cast on shore in the little

bays and. creeks, or be drifted to the larger bays, during and after

lieavy gales of wind, producing breakers on such coasts, and which

tear up the marine plants, especially towards low-water mark,

wlierc during calmer times they may have been abundantly pro-

duced. A sandy bay beyond a long line of steep rocky coast, the

latter exposed to some heavy gale during the rise and fall of

several successive tides, so that sea-weeds, detached by the breakers

from it, are driven by wind and tide into the bay, will be often

seen by the observer to ha\'e its beach covered in various places

with matted masses of these plants. Frequently, as might be

expected from tlie forces employed, tlicsc lines of sea-weed are cast

up high on the beach, beyond the reach of calmer seas to float them

off. They will there be disjx)sed ol* according to the climate. In

warm countries, or in the summer months of the temperate regions,

they soon decompose, and their remains, not borne off in a gaseous

form, become intermingled with the beach. An observer, by

studying the st^ctions of sandy beaches expos(*d by rills or small

streams ^of water, uiay occ>asionally find irregular layers of black

carbonaceous matter, the result of the decoin[X)sitiou of masses of

sca-weeds cast on sliore, intermingled witli the ordinary sand, and

in some IcHialities, parts of a shingle l)each will be seen with an

abundance of intermixed sea-weed in a decomposed or decomposing

state. He may also find the light matter of decomposed sea-w'eeds

borne to deeper waters in sheltered situations, its entombment in

such places depending upon the disturbance to which it may be

subsequently exposed, and the amount of ordinary sedimentary

substances whicli may collect permanently over it. In some localities

much mud, black with carbonaceous matter thus derived, may be

accumulated.

Molluscs, living among the sea-weeds thus detached and cast on
shore, are occasionally observed to be entangled amid the plants,

their harder parts remaining intermingled ivith the sands or shingles

after the decomposition of the plants, so that the sliells of itx;k-
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frequenting molluscs become embedded with those of others living

in and upon sands. The little Patella pellueida is very commonly

thrown on shore on our coasts, adhering to the cavity it has made

for itself at the root of some large fucus, and which, indeed, has

weakened the power of the plant to keep its place, when acted on

by the sea in heavy gales. It is also very common to find drifted

marine creatures of otlier kinds entangled in tliesc masses of

detached sea-weeds; on some coasts the remains of crustaceans,

being abundant.

With regard to steep coasts, vertical or nearly vertical cliffs

plunging suddenly into deep water, it may happen that molluscs,

feeding upon marine plants growing at various depths, and them-

selves inhabiting different depths, according to their kinds, get

knocked off by the sea. While those uninjured may again recover

their positions, a few perish, and their shells be preserved in sand,

silt, or mud, with the remains of other molluscs living on such

bottoms ; so that the remains of littoral, shallow, and deep-water

molluscs become preserved together in the same deposit. Molluscs

as they die must have their shells washed away by the sea on such

coasts, and thrown into deep waters. Some account has also to be

taken of birds picking the animals out of shells which they may

liave obtained upon the rocks at low tide, or have brought from

adjacent bays where they may have been cast alive or recently

killed on shore. We have seen the common oyster-catchers busy

knocking off and eating limpets upon projecting portions of steep

coasts, leaving the shells, all of which, when there is breaker

action, must have been washed into deep wa^cr as the t;de rose.

Such circumstances have to be considered upon the steep coasts

of the world, of which there is no want, many fathoms of deptli

being found, with occasionally a few projections in different places,

close along shore, various marine vegetables and animals occupying

zones of the depths best suited to them. The sea adjoining some

of the ocean Islands, where great depths are obtained all round,

may, perhaps, afford some of tlie best conditions for collecting

together the remains of marine life which had inhabited different

zones of depth.

While the remains of marine animals which have existed in

different zones of depth, with the modifications due to sheltered

and exposed situations and other variations of conditions, may be

collected either in the immediate vicinity of, or at no great distance

from, steep coasts, it is in tidal seas, to the fringes of detrital or

chemically-formed matter around the chief masses of land, rising
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above the sea, that we look for the preservation of the great

amount of organic remains. Indeed, the modifications of the

actual coasts as to depth, are commonly but variations of the

manner in which these submarine fringes join the subaerial por-

tions of the solid land. Such fringes may be regarded as forming

extensive plains on the margins of tidal seas (here and there a pro-

jecting mass of rock rising above them), with usually a somewhat

gentle slope to the depth of 600 to 1000 or 1200 feet, after which

they often appear, as a whole, to descend more abruptly. Gentle as

the slope may be, the differences of depth appear sufficient, as above

stated, for the modification of life upon it, so that while some

animals live near the coast, others keep far out in the deeper

water. While some portion may be enabled to live at varied

depths, there exists a mass of life, the remains of which would be

entombed far from shore in one case, and near it in the other, and

not commingled, as in the case of steep coasts, and adjoining deep

seas. A glance at the charts of a large portion of the eastern side ol‘

the American continent will show how far separated, horizontally,

such masses of remains may be.

Let it, for illustration, be supposed that the following map

(fig. 69) represents an extended line of coast, so that ijH ; 2, 2 ;

Fig. 69.

la bed ef g

other to render surface temperature different enough to be im-
portant as regards marine life. Let ? Z' be a line of coast extend-

ing from north to south, and //'the outer verge of about 100
fathoms off the same coast, a more sudden increase of depth taking

place at this depth into the area g g*

;

equal depths, or zones being
represented by the lines a a\ b b\ c c\ d d\ and e e\

For still further illustration, we have supposed a large river (r)
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to deliver itself upon the coast. Upon sucli a subaqueous area,

we have the conditions for the entombment of the remains ol

the life distributed over it in certain bands, coinciding with

depths ranging in lines with the coast, and with the power

of* tidal and wave action upon the detritus thrust forward by, or

carried in mechanical suspension out of, the river, in addition to

any sedimentary matter directly obtained from the coast. The

effect of the river waters in rendering the shore water brackish

would vary in depth, according to circumstances, the tendency

of such 'svaters, from their relative specific gravity, being to float

above the sea water, and not to be much mingled with the latter to

any great amount of deptli, though, upon the ebb tide, brackish

water miglit be carried along shore if* the tide took that course.

Different states of the weatlier would modify the conditions for

the mixture of fresh and sea waters. Thus during heavy on-shore

gales of wind, and freshets in the rivers, as arc often combined on

the Mrestem portions of the British Islands, the conditions flu-

mingling sea and river waters would be more favourable than

during calm weatlier.

Let us suppose the following section (fig. 70) to represent

(thougHj^on a very exaggerated scale) that of the map (fig. 69),

Fig. 70.

c

a h being the sea-level, c, coast, cf, e^f, g, different depths of sea,

and the more sudden descent into deep water. In tideless seas

these various depths would remain undisturbed, except by
movements arising from the waves produced by the winds above,

unless, indeed, there be currents acting in such seas. In tidal seas

the case would be so far different, that the level of the sea itself

would be altered during every tide ; on some coasts making a

change of many feet. With this change of level, any motion in

the waters produced by waves above would also descend more or

less deep, supposing equal wave action on the surface. In addition,

the sweep of the tidal stream will extend to the depths it may,
according to conditions, reach, and occasionally an ocean current

may range sufficiently near a coast to act on the bottom, the shores

of ocean islands sometimes offering conditions for the latter. We
have how to consider that while the shells of molluscs would often
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remain in the mud, silt, or sand which the animals may frequent,

penetrating into them to various depths, according to their habits,

so that such remains are preserved after their death in the position

usually occupied by the molluscs, numerous other shells remain on

the surface to be acted upon in the manner of any inorganic

substance.

That shells are so scattered about, multitudes brought up by

the arming of the sounding-lead abundantly attest. Moreover,

collections of certain species are found to mark particular portions

of soundings off given coasts. Thus off the shores of the British

Islands, charts give localities as marked by IlakeB teethe as they

are termed ; commonly nothing else than a multitude of the shells

of Dentalium scattered over particular areas. Other collections of

shells are equally well known. While these shells, scattered over

the sea bottom, are often either the entire hard parts of univalves,

or single and uninjured valves of the bivalves, at other times they

are crushed or broken. Whether in the one state or the other,

according to their specific gravities, volume, and form, they will be

acted upon by streams of tide, by ocean currents sweeping within

sufficient depths, or by surface wind-wave action transmitted to the

bottom. With respect to specific gravities, though there is appa-

rently much variation in this respect, the floating molluscs being,

some of them at least, provided with shells of comparatively minor

specific gravity, the range seems something between 2-67 and
2 ’85*. With equal forms and volumes, fragments or rounded

grains of a great proportion of marine shells would apparently be

specifical^ heavier than grains of quartz and rock crystal (2 * 63
—2 • 65), of common felspar (2 53—2 * 60), of albite (2*61 —2 • 68),

* The author obtained the following specific gravities of a few marine shells some
years since.—Xiesearches in Theoretical Geology, I83t, p. 76.

Argonauta tuberculosus . . . 2*43
j
Chiton 2*79

Nautilus umbilicatus . . . , 2*64 Pholas crispata 2*82

lanthina communis 2*66 Cytherea maculate 2*83

Lithodomus dactylus . . . .2*67 Bulla 2*83

Teredo (great, East Indies) . . 2*68 Voluta musica 2*83

lialiotis tuberculatus . . . .2*70 Cassis testiculus 2*83

Cyprina vulgaris 2*77 Strombus gibberulus . . . .2*83
Mytilus bilocularis . . - . . . 2*77

|

Pyrula melongena 2*84
Strombus gigas 2*77 > Tellina radiata 2*85

It is not improbable, that If experiments on this bead were much multiplied, in-

dividual differences would often be found in the same species. While the shell of the

Argonauta tuberculosus is lighter than pure Sussex chalk (2*49), and that of HaliotU
tuberculatus is equal in specific gravity to Carrara marble (2*70), the greater numbers
exhibit a packing of particles more approaching Arragonitc.

M
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and of chlorite (2 '71), while they would be lighter than mica

(2-94).

The forms of shells or their fragments, except they have been

ground down to rounded grains by breaker action on beaches, com-

monly agree little with those of the sedimentary matter among

which they lie superficially mixed. When, therefore, we have to

regard any movement of water around whole shells or their frag-

ments, their forms become important, as also the mode in which

they may be exposed to any moving force employed. Thus the

same shell, if a conical univalve, would ofler a diflferent resistance,

according as it might be placed with its apex or its base to the

moving water, when acted upon, though we might expect that the

moving water would soon turn such body, so that its apex would

be presented to the line of action. With the valve of a bivalve,

its hold on a bottom of sand or silt would be very difierent,

whether it were turned with the margin of the valve downwards,

or merely rested upon some part of its bombed surface. How far

the valve of a shell could be transported along the bottom without

being upset, will depend on very obvious conditions. In all cases

we have to consider that shells, or their fragments, having a

specific gravity rarely, perhaps, exceeding 2 ’85, and often pre-

senting forms readily moved, are not difficult of transport in a

medium of the specific gravity of 1’ 027—1*028.

Eeferring to the plan and section above given (figs. 69 and 70),

the observer will have to distinguish between the remains of those

molluscs which may die amid the mud, silt, or sand, and so have

their harder parts preserved in the situations where they live, and

the remmns on the surface of the sea bottom. How far these may
retain their positions relatively to the zones of depth suited to

their animab, will depend upon the circumstances above noticed.

Looking at the subject generally, they would be liable to be moved at

the depth at which surface-wave action could reach, and therefore

to be moved shorewards in shallow waters ; so that the remains

of molluscs accumulated near the coast in the zones h al,b' a' V

(fig. 69), varying in the depths hd^de (fig. 70), would, at the proper

depths, have surfece-wave action added to tidal streams able to trans-

port the shells or their fragments, tending to move them on-shore.

In the outer zone ef (fig 69), and at the depths (fig. 70), the

effects of the tidal movement may not only be little felt, but also

any action upon the bottom from surface-waters be inappreciable.

Still further out, in the deep waters g (fig. 69), or h (fig. 70),
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there may be no movement sufficient to produce transport of loose

matters on the bottom. There might, therefore, be movements in the

water producing considerable mixtures of the renuuns of molluscs

in shallow situations, extending even to the casting of shells or

their fragments upon the shore, from depths depending upon

various local modifications of the causes of transport above noticed.

On many exposed ocean-coasts we have even the accumulation

of sandy dunes, composed, for the most part, of fragments of

mollusc shells ground down to sand, these cast on shore and dealt

with by winds in the manner of common sand. The western

coasts of Ireland, Scotland, and of part of England, afford many
examples of this fact.*

The induration of sands formed of comminuted shells has been

previously mentioned (p. 62), and, as may be expected, such

indurated sands occasionally include remarkable mixtures of

organic remains. The rock in which the human bones were dis-

covered at Guadaloupe would appear to be of this character. Not

only corals and shells from the neighbouring sea, but terrestrial

shells also, including the Bulimm guadaloupensis (Ferussac), are

preserved in it. Teeth of the caiman, with stone hatchets and

other remains of human art, are mentioned as having been found

in this consolidated sand.

The study of the manner in which the shells of molluscs, and

the harder parts of marine animals generally, are thrown on shore,

of the depths from which they may be borne by the action of

on-shore waves and breakers, and of the various arrangements

of whole^ broken, ^r comminuted shells in layers, from their

accumulation like ordinary detrital matter at various depths in the

sea to their rejection upon the land, is one which will amply

reward the observer anxious to compare the manner in which these

remains are now distributed and arranged with that of the organic

remains found in fbssiliferous rocks. He may at times see the

* This shell sand is often employed as manure
;

it is known to have been so

employed in Cornwall in the reign of Henry III. A charter of Richard, King of the

Romans, granting the liberty of taking this sand for manure, was confirmed by
Henry HI. (Lysons, “ Mag. Brit.,** Cornwall, p. ccciii, who cites Rot. Chart., 45

Hen. III.) Carew notices the use of it in his Survey of Cornwall (1602), and it is

largely employed for agricultural purposes to the present day. Mr. Worgan, in 1811,

estimated the cost of the land carriage of this sand in Cornwall at more than 90,000/.

per annum. Large quantities are obtained at the Dunbar Sands, in Padstow Harbour,

the annual amount estimated at 100,000 tons. It has been calculated that 5,600,000

cubic feet of sand, chiefly composed of comminuted sea-shells, are annually taken firom

the coasts of Cornwall andDevon, and spread over the land in the interior as a mineral

manure,—Report on the Geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset (1839),

p. 479.

M 2
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puddly action of the small vrash of the sea driving the laiger shells

and their fragments before it into convenient localities, there

accumulating in a mass those which may have been distributed by

breaker action along a line of coast, while at others he will find

the shells jammed in amid the joints and crevices of rocks so

firmly that they become difficult to remove.



CHAPTER X.

CORAL REEFS AND ISLANDS.—DISTRIBUTION OF CORAL ANIMALS.-*CH£HICAL

COMPOSITION OF CORALS.—KEELING ATOLL.—FORM OP CORAL ISLANDS.

—

BARRIER REEFS.—LAGOON ISLANDS.—ISLE OF BOURBON.

Great as the accumulations of the harder remains of molluscs may

be in the sea or on its shores (and regarding the amount of matter,

chiefly calcareous, abstracted from the sea or contained in their food

the volume of these harder remains added annually to common

detrital and chemical deposits must be very considerable), the

coral accumulations of tropical regions present us with the most

striking additions, by means of animal life, to the mineral deposits

now in progress. The} have for many years attracted the atten-

tion of navigators and naturalists, so that much information has

been obtained respecting them.*

With regard to the distribution of corals, Mr. Dana states, that

tlie Astrmceay Madreporacea, and Gemmiporid^B among the

Caryophyllaceay are, with few exceptions, confined to the coral-

reef seas^ a region included between the parellels of 28^ north and

south of the equator,! these corals forming the principal portion of

the reefs, and being confined to depths within 120 feet fix)m

the surface. Other corals, as is well known, extend to far

greater depths, and into colder regions. Sir James Ross, in his

voyage to the South Polar Regions, obtained live corals from a

* We would more especially call attention to the labours of Mr. Darwin, who has

not only been personally engaged in the investigation of coral reef^ and islands, but

has also carefully studied the works of navigators and naturalists relating to the

subject. The results of his investigations are contained in his work, entitled,

“Structure and Distribution of Coral Islands,” London, 1842, We would also refer

to the labours of Mr. Dana, contained in his “ Structure and Classification of

Zoophytes,” Philadelphia, 1846. Mr. Dana’s views are also founded on the personal

examination of coral reeih and islands.

t Locally, coral recft are found further north and south than 28». They extend in

the Bermuda Islands to lat. 32» 15' N., the greatest distance from the equator, as

Mr. Darwin observes, at which they are known to exist, and to lat. 30® N. in the Bed

Sea. Houtman’s Abrolhos, on the western shores of Australia, in lat. 29* S., are of

coral formation.
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depth of 1620 to 1800 feet off Victoria Land. Mr. Charles Stokes

notices a species of Primnoa (lepadifera), as found from 900 to

1800 feet off the coast of Norway ; and Professor E. Forbes a

species of the same genus from a depth of 1668 feet off Staten

Land.* As respects the range of corals, Mr. Dana observes that

Caryophyllidce extend from the equator to the frigid zone, and

some species occur at the ,depth of 200 fathoms or more. The

Aleymaria have an equally wide range with the Caryophyllida:

and probably reach still higher towards the poles. The Sydroidea

range from the equator to the polar regions, but are most abundant

in the waters ofthe temperate zone.”t Regarding the distribution

of species, Mr. Dana states, that of 306 species, 27 only are com-

mon to the East Indies and Pacific Ocean, while only one species,

and that with doubt {Meandrina lahyrinthica), is considered to be

common to the East and West Indics4

Mr. Darwin remarks on the entire absence of coral reefs in

certain large areas in the tropical seas. No coral reefs have been

found on the west coast of South America, south of the equator,

or round the Galapagos Islands ; neither have any been yet noticed

on the west coast ofAmerica, north of the equator. In the central

parts of the Pacific there are islands free from coral reefs, and

there do not appear to be any coral reefs on the west coast ol*

Africa, or round the islands of the Gulf of Guinea. St. Helena,

the Cape Verde Islands, St. PauPs, and Fernando Noronha are also

without such reefs.

§

Regarding the occurrence of wrals as a whole, we thus

see that they may be more or less strewed over a very large

submarine area, one extending from the pofar to the equatorial

regions, some of them keeping to small depths within a portion

of the general area comprised between the pamllels of 28^ north

and south of the equator, and even rising to the surface of‘ the

sea in certain parts of that minor area. However great occa-

sional accumulations of their harder parts may be, under favourable

conditions elsewhere, concealed beneath the ocean waters, we have

* Sir James Ross, Voyage to the Antarctic Regions.”

t ** Structure and ClaesiScatlon of Zooidiytes.**

% Referring to the causes of distribution and original sites, or centres of distri-

bution, Mr. Dana observes:—^ There is sufficient evidence that such centres of

Retribution, as regards eoophytes, are to be recognised. The species of corals

in the West Indies are, in many respects, peculiar, and not one can with certainty

be identiRed with any of the East Indies, llie central parts of the Pacific Ocean
appear to be almost as peculiar in the corals they afibrd. But few from the Feejees
have been found to be identical with those of the Indian Ocean.”—** Structure and
Classification of Zoophytes.”

§ Darwin, ** Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs,” pp. 61, 62.
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in the masses of dead and living corals which constitute islands and
reefs, enough to show the geological importance of these animals,

which thus, from their food and the surrounding waters, secrete a

mass of matter constituting rocks, so acted upon, under fitting con-

dition, by the breakers and by atmospheric and chemical influences,

that dry land rises sufficiently above the sea to support terrestrial

vegetation and animal life.

It would appear that the calcareous secretions^ of corals only

begin to be ibrmed after the last metamorphosis of the young

animal, one eiTected when it quits the swimming state and attaches

itself to some support. Until that time the young can move, 1^ their

own powers and the transporting action of tidal streams or oceanic

currents, to situations where, under the needful conditions, they

can settle and flourish as perfect corals. No doubt myriads of the

young animals perish, or are consumed as food, so that a part only

is available for supplying the loss by death of the old stock, for

increasing the amount of coral life in localities where it previously

existed, or for the formation of new colonies. Under all such

circumstances, if* there be no cause producing a removal of the

harder parts of the corals after the death of the polyps which

secreted them, they will accumulate. Portions of the harder parts

would appear to be destroyed by the animals which feed upon or

bury themselves among the corals while living, others are broken

off by the action of the sea, and some would appear to be taken up
in solution. In the first case, the portion not required for the

harder parts of the animals feeding upon the corals appears to be

tlirown (^own with their faeces amid the coral reefs ; in the second,

the fragments tom off by the breakers are distributed, like any

Dana, Structure and Classification of Zoophytes,** p. 52. Speaking of the

mode in which the secretions are formed, Mr. Dana observes:—** In a Madtfportt the

surface between the cells becomes covered by minute points by the continued

scv^rotions, and then a layer forms, connected with the preceding, by these points

or columns. The interior usually becomes, afterwards, nearlj^olld by additional

secretions. This variety of structure may be observed also inUhe Vwdropl^Uim s

and even the compact species, in which there are no traces of cellules, will often ^ow
evidence of having been deposited in layers. I have seen it brought out with singular

distinctness, in a specimen half fossilised. In many corals, however, we fail to

detect this deposition in layers. This is the case in the Astrtea tribe. The

lopoM, and some allied corals, have transverse plates crossing the oeUs intemUy,

which are intermitted secretions from the lower part ofthe polyp ; but noappemnee
of layers has been detected in thcspaces between the cells. The Fhrosirct, and many

CjfQihtfph^lUdm^ are examples of similar interrupted secretions amcoss the cells,**

(p. 53.)

Respecting the foot secretions, he remarks:—** The foot secretions appear lobe

entirely Independent of the tissue secretions. The former are often homy when tbe

latter are calcareous, and when they occur together they constitute separable l^ers,

ono enveloping the other. The united polyps of a branch have theirmouths t^pOnlnti
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other detritus, also among the reefs ; and in the third, the part not

appropriated by the living corals, or by other animals, for their

harder parts, appears to be deposited amid the matter of the reefs,

tending to bind diem together, and adding to their solidity.

From the chemical researches of Mr. B. Silliman, who analysed

numerous specimens of calcareous corals sent him by Mr. Dana, it

would appear that, after the animal matter had been separated,

cai'bonate of iime formed fh)m 97 to 99 per cent, of* the inorganic

matter which remained ; 1 to 3 per cent, being composed of silica,

lime (probably united with the silica), carbonate of magnesia,

fluoride of calcium, fluoride of magnesium, phosphate of magnesia,

alumina, and iron.* The animal matter varied from 2’11 to 9'43

per cent. From many analyses of corals made at the lifuseum of

Practical Geology, London, carbonate of lime was found to range

from 82 to 95-5 per cent., carbonate of magnesia from a mere

trace to 7*24 per cent., sulphate of lime from a trace to 2*76 per

cent., and organic matter from 3 to 8*27 per cent. Silica, alumina,

iron, phosphates, and fluorides were also obtained as in the

analyses of Mr. Silliman. As a mass, therefore, we may regard

the hard matter secreted by the coral polyps of a reel* as chiefly

formed of carbonate of lime, mingled with animal matter, of

occasionally a notable quantity of carbonate of magnesia, with a

minor per centage of other substances, among which are found

fluorine and phosphoric acid.

The young of the reef-making coral polyps attaching themselves

where the needful conditions obtain,! and according to the habits

and requirements of each species, it becomes important to learn

how far these may differ, and yet each species aid in building up
the general mass of a reef. Mr. Darwin’s detailed description of

Keeling, or Cocos atoll, situated in the Indian Ocean in lat.

12^ 5' S., affords a valuable view of the manner in which the

outwards on everj^idc, while the bases are directed inward towards a common
central, or axial line. The simultaneous secretions of the bases, therefore, must
necessarily produce a solid axis to the branch,” p. 54.

* Dana, *• Structure and Classification of Zoophytes,” pp. 124—131.

t Respecting the needful conditions for the establishment and distribution of reef-

making corals, Mr. Couthouy (Boston Journal of Natural History, vol. iv., 1842, and
American Journal of Science, vol. xlvii., 1844,) and Mr. Dana (American Journal of
Science, vol. xlv

, 1843), independently of the views of each other, refer to the
temperature'of the sea rather than to its depth, as limiting the range of the reef-

making corals, and attribute the absence of coral reefs in the inter-tropical and eastern
portioi.s of the Atlantic and Pacific to the infiuence of the cof)l and extra-tropical

currents which there set in. Mr. Dana limits the distribution of the roef-forming
corals to a temperature of, and above, 60® Fahr.

;
and Mr. Couthouy considers that

^ they thrive best in water, at a temperature of between 76® and 80® Fahr.
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various cozala forming a reef in those seas are adjusted* Having,

under fiivourable circumstances, reached the outer edge of the reef^

where the coral was alive, he found that it was almost entirely com-

posed of living ^x)ritcs, forming great irregular roimded masses

from four to eight feet broad, and little less in thickness* On the

furthest mounds which he reached, and over which the sea broke

with some violence, the polyps in the upper cells were dead, but

three or four inches lower down they were living. In consequence

of the check given to their growth upwards, the corals extended

laterally. Further outwards the porites were all seen to be alive*

Next in importance is the Millepora complanatay growing in thick

vertical plates, and forming a strong honeycomb mass, generally of

a circular form, the marginal plates being alone alive. Between

these plates, and in the crevices of the reef, a multitude of

zoophytes and other productions flourish, protected by the porites

and millepora from the breakers. Masses of living coral, apparently

similar to those of the margin, descend very gradually outwards to

the depth of 60 or 70 feet. The arming of the sounding lead

brought up fragments oiMillepora alcicomis within these depths,

and there was an impression of an astrsea, apparently alive.

Examining the fragments thrown on shore by the breakers, the

porites and a madrepore, apparently M, corymbosa^ were the most

common ; and as this coral was not found alive in the hollows of

the reef, Mr. Darwin concludes that it must occur abundantly in a

submerged zone outside. Between the depth of 72 and 120 feet

the arming of the lead came up an equal number of times marked

by sand^ and coral. Beneath 120 feet sand was obtained. After

the depth of 150 feet the outward sides of the reef plunged, at an

angle of 45^, into the sea, the depth of which was not found at

2200 yards from the breakers, with a line of 7200 feet in length.*

Close within the outer margin of the reef, where the coral life

ceases, three species of nullipora flourish, either separately or

mingled together, forming by their successive growth a layer two

or three feet in thickness, of a reddish colour. This layer fringes

tlie reef for about 20 yards in width, constituting a continuous

Darwin, “ Structure and DistribuUon of Coral Keefs,** pp. 6—8. “ Out of 25
soundings,’* observes Mr. Dar\t'in, taken at a greater depl^ than 20 fathom^ every
one showed that the bottom was covered with sand ; whereas, at a less depth than
12 fathoms, every sounding showed that it was exce<^ngly nigged, and free from all

extraneous particles. Two soundings were obtained at the depth of 860 fislhome,

and several between 200 and 300 fathoms. The sand brought up ftom these depths
consisted of finely-triturated fragments of stony loophytee, but not, as te as 1 eeuid
distinguish, of a particle of any lamelliforra genus : fragments of sheUs were xaxe**^

At a distance of 2200 yards from the breakers, Captain Fitsroy found no hollom
with a line of 7200 feet in length

;
hence the submarine slope of this eorel fomMUon
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ranooth CQBirez sor&oe, when -the ooiab axe united into a aolid

mai^ and fonning a piotedang breakwater.*

The fern of thia atoll will be aeoi bj the subjoined jdan,

(fig. 71.) t The reef is broken by two open spaces, through

Kg. 71.

one of which ships can enter; it varies from 250 to 500 yards in
breadth, with a level surface, or one very slightly inclined towards
the interior lagoon, and at high tide the sea breaks entirely over

is stTOpcr than that of any volcanic cone. Off the mouth of the lagoon, and likewise
off the northern point of the atoll, where the currents act violently, the inclination
owing to the accumulation of sediment, is less. As the nnning of the sounding-lead’
from ail the greater depths showed a smooth sandy bottom, I at first concluded
tliat the whole consisted of a vast conical pile of calcareous sand

; hut the sudden
increase of depth at some points, and the circumstance of the line having been cuL as
if rubbed, when between 500 and 600 fathoms were out, indicate the probable exist-
ence of submarine cliffs,’* pp. 8—9.

• “These nulliporse,” olwerves Mr. Darwin, “although able to exist above the
limit of true corals, seem to require to be bathed during the greater part of each
tide by breaking water, for they are not found in any abundance in the protected
hollouj on the back part of the reef, where they might be immersed, either during
the whole or an equal proportional time of each tide. It is remarkable that organic
p^uchons of such extreme simplicity, for the nulliporsB undoubtedly belong to one
of the lowest classes of the vegetable kingdom, should be limited to a zone so pecu-
liarly circumstanced,” p. 9.

^

t An interesting selection of plans of coral reefs, cither surrounding mountainous
islands or forming atolls or lagoon islands, among wliich that of Cocos or Keeling
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verrucota is a common corai in the lii:dIowSy as also a madrepore^,

closely allied or identical with M. pocQUfeta. When the bieakem

are, by the formation of an islet, prevented from waddng entirely

over the reef, and channels and hollows axe filled up, a hard

smooth floor is formed, uncovered only at low water, and strewed

with a few fragments tom oS during heavy gales. The islets

which arc formed by an accumulation of fragments, about 200 or

300 yards from the outer edge of the reef, vary in length fiom a

ibw yards to several miles, with an ordinary breath of less than a

quarter of a mile. On the windward side of the atoll the increase

of the islets is by the addition of fragments thrown on their outer

sides by the breakers, the highest part thus formed rising from six

to ten feet above ordinary high-water mark, and upon this there

may be hillocks of blown sand, some of which rise to an elevation

of 30 feet. On the leeward side of the atoll, from the sweep of

the wind across the lagoon, the little breakers thus formed cast up

sand and fragments of thinly-branched coral fi-om the lagoon on

the inner sides of the islets in that part of the atoll, thus adding to

them inwards. These islands are lower than those to windwafd,

though broader. The fragments beneath the surface are cemented

into a solid mass, so as to form a ledge from two to four feet high,

from being worked by the breakers acting beyond ordinary high

water. Chemical changes take place occasionally among the cal-

careous fragments thus cemented together, so that the altered

coral passes gradually into spathose limestone.*

The lagoon within is necessarily a sheltered situation, and is

Island is one, will be found in Plates 1 and 9 of Mr. Darwin’s work on the Structure

and Distribution ofCoral lleefs
;
and a most Taluable map in tbe same work, showing

tlic distribution of the different kinds of coral reefs, with the position of active vol-

canos in the Indian and Paoific Oceans.
* “ The fragments of coral which are occasionally east on the * Sat,* are, daring

gales of unusual violence, swept together on the beach, where the waves each day at

high water tend to remove and gradually wear them down
;
but the lower fragments

having become firmly cemented together by the percolation of calcareous matter,

resist the daily tides longer, and hence project as a ledge. The cemented mass is

generally of a white colour, butln some few parts reddish from ferruginous matter

:

it is very hard, and is sonorous under the’hammer; it is obscurely divided by seams,

dipping at a small angle seaward ; it consists of fragments of the corals which grow

on the outer margin, some quite and others partially rounded, some small and others

two or three feet across
;
and of masses of previously formed conglomerate, tom up,

rounded, and rensemented ;
or it consists of a calcareous sandstone, entirely composed

of rounded particles, generally almost blended together, of shells, corals, the spines

of echini, and other such organic bodies.” ** The structure of the coral in the conglo-

merate has generally been much obscured by the infiltration of spathose oalcaieous

matter; and I oolleoted a very interesting series, beginning with fragments of

unaltered coral, and ending with others where It was impossible to discover with the

naked eye any trace of organic structure. In some spe^mons I was unable,

with the aid of a lens and by wetting them, to distinguish the boundaries of
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described as much more shallow than those of atolls of considerable

size. About half the area consists of sediment, including mud,
and half of coral reefs, the corals composing the latter having a

very different aspect from those on the outside, and being very

numerous in kini* The sediment from the deepest part of the

lagoon was like a very fine sand when dry, though it appeared

chalky when wet Mr. Darwin points out that much fine sedi-

ment may be supplied by means of the excrements of the scarus

and holuthurisB, which feed on the coral; large shoals of two

species of the former, one of which inhabits the lagoon while the

other keeps outside, feeding entirely on the corals, while swarms

of various species of holuthuria browse upon the lagoon corals.

" The amount of coral yearly consumed and ground down into the

finest mud by these several creatures, and probably by many other

kinds, must be immense.” t The tide flows in and out of the

lagoon through the channels, and the latter also carry out the

water thrown over the reefs by the breakers.

Thirty-two coral islands in the Pacific Ocean were examined by
Captain Beechey;t they were of various shapes, and 29 had
l^oons in their centres. The dry coral forming islets on the reefs

is rarely elevated more than two feet above the sea when divested

of any sandy materials heaped upon it, and but for the abrupt

character of the outer margin would be inundated by the breakers.

Captain Beechey found in the islands seen by him no instance in

altered coral and spathose limestone. Many even of the blocks of coral lying loose
on the beach had their central parts altered and infiltrated.'' Darwin, “ Structure of
Coral Reefs,” p. 12.

:Mr. Beete Jukes mentions masses of meandrina, six or eight feet in diameter
turned upside down, and much worn, as tom by the force of the breakers from their
places of growth on the weather edge of a coral reef, and driven 200 to 300 yards
inwards. “ Narrative of the Voyage of the * Fly,' 1847,”

“ Meandrina, however, lives in the lagoon, and great rounded masses of this coral
arc numerous, lying quite or almost loose on the bottom. The other commonest
kinds consist of three closely-allied species of true Madrepora in thin branches; of
Seriatopora subuhUa

;

two species of Porites, with cylindrical branches, one of which
forms circular clumps, with the exterior branches only alive

; and, lastly, a coral
something like an Explanaria, but with stars on both surfaces, growing’ in thin*
brittle, stony, foliaceous expansions, especially in the deeper basins of the lagoon!
The reeft on which these corals grow are very irregular in form, are full of cavities
and have not a solid flat surface of dead rock, like that surrounding the lagoon •

nor can they be nearly so hard, for the inhabitants made with crowbars a channel
of considerable length through these reefs, in which a schooner, built on the south-
east islet, was floated out. It is a very interesting circumstance, pointed out to us by
Mr. Leisk, that this channel, although made less than ten years before our visit was
then, as we saw, almost choked up with living coral, so that fresh excavations would
be absolutely necessary to allow another vessel to pass through it.”—Darwin
Structure,” &c., p. 13.

' *

t Darwin, “ Structure of Coral Reefs,” p. 14.

-
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which the strip of dead coral exceeded haliV^mile from the uriial

wash of the sea to the internal lagoon. In general it was (niljr 300

or 400 yards. “ Beyond these limits, on the lagoon side in par-

ticular, when the coral was less mutilated by the waves, diere was

frequently a ledge, two or three feet imder water at high tide, 30

to 50 yards in width; ailier which the sides of tiie island. de-

scended rapidly, apparently by a succession of indined ledges

formed by numerous columns united at their capitals, with spaces

between them, in which the sounding-lead descended several

fathoms.”* The windward sides of the reefs ai}d islets upon

them are higher than the others, the islets not un&equently well

wooded,! while, on the opporite sides, the reefs are “ hidf drowned ”

or wholly under water. The breaks or entrances into the lagoons

generally occur on the leeward side, though they are sometimes

found in a side that runs in the direction of the wind, as at Bow
Island. The points or angles of the islands were found to descend

less abruptly than the sides. The lagoons vary in depth, from 20

to 28 fathoms being found in those which were entered, though

the appearance of the water in others would lead to the inferenro

that they were very shallow. The accompanying figures are the

sections given by Captain Beechey as affording a general view of

these coral islands. Fig. 72 is a section across one about five

miles wide ; a a being dry islets on the reef; ft ft, lagoon ; and c c,

open ocean ; and fig. 73 a section across an iriet and part of a

lagoon, with the slope towards the sea, AB being the habitable

part of the island ; a ft, water line
; a h, general descent seawards

towards i.he points ; a r, general descent at the points ; CC, part

of the lagoon ; DD, coral knolls in the lagoon ; Z, the ocean ; «*#,

soundings on coral.!

While the coral reefe above mentioned exhibit no traces of rocks

Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and Behring’s S.raits, &c ,
in the years

1825, 26, 27, and 28.” Vol. i. p. 256. London, 1831.

t With respect to the vegetation on Bow Island, Mr. Collie mentions that the

pandauus and pemphis grow in the sheltered parts of the plain between the ridges

;

that the loose dry stones of the first ridge are penetrated by the roots of the tefano,

which rises into a tall spreading tree, accompanied by the suriana and toumefortia,

under the shelter of which the achyranthus and lepidium thrive best. Beyond the

first ridge tlie sofievola flourishes. “ Beechey's Voyage,” vol. i., p. 248. At Ducie's

island the trees are stated to rise 14 feet, making, with the island, 12 feet above the

sea, 26 feet from its level. Ibid. vol. i. p. 59.

t Captain Beechey gives a more detailed account of Matilda and Bow Islands than

of the others. The windward side of the former **
is covered by tall trees, while that

to leeward is nearly all under water. The dry part of the chain enclosing the lagoon

is about a sixth of a mile in width, but varies considerably in its dimensions
; the

broad parts are furnished with low mounds of sand, which hi|ve been raised by the
action of the waves, but are now out of their reach, and mostly covered by vegetation.

.
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further than those formed by the consolidation of the matter,

chiefly calcareous, secreted by the polyps or derived from it, and

distributed chemically and mechani(^y, other reefs surround

islands or groups of islands formed of different rocks, or range

along the shores of seas, such as the Red Sea, or those of large

masses of land, as on the east coast of Australia. While the reefs

The violence of the waves upon the shore, except at low water, forces the sea Into the

lake at many points, and occasions a constant outset through the channel to leeward.

On both sides of the chain the coral descends rapidly ;
on the outer part there Is

from 6 to 10 fathoms, close to the breakers
;
the next cast is 30 to 40; and, at a little

distance, there is no bottom with 250 fathoms. On the lagoon side there are two
ledges

;
the first is covered by about three feet at high-water : at its edge the lead

descends three fathoms to the next ledge, which is about 40 yards in width ; it then

slopes to about 5 fathoms at its extremity, and again descends perpendiculariy to 10;

after which there is a gradual descent to 20 fathoms, which is the genend depth of the

centre of the lagoon. The lake is dotted with knolls or columns of corals, which
rise to all intermediate heights between the bottom and the surface.** ** Voyage,**

&c., vol. i., p. 218.

Bow Island is 30 miles long by an average of 5 miles broad. It is similar to the

other coral islands already described, confining within a narrow band of coral a
spacious lagoon, and having its windward side higher and more wooded than the

other, which, indeed, with a few clusters of trees and heaps of sand, is little better

than a reef. The sea in several places washes into the lagoon, but there la no paasage,

even for a boat, except that by which the ship entered, which issometimea dangetnua
to boats, in consequence of tlie overfalls from the lagoon, especially a little after the
time of high-water.

The bottom of the lagoon Is in parts covered with a fine white sand, and is thickly

strewed with coral knolls, the upper parts of which overhang the lower, though they
do not at once rise in this form from the bottom, but from small hillocks. We fbnnd
comparatively few beneath the surface, though there are some : at the edge of each as

are exposed there is usually six or seven fathoms of water ; receding from it, the lead

gradually descends to the general level of about 20 fathoms. The height of water in

the lagoon is subject to the variations of the tides of the ocean ;
bat it tufibrs so

many disturbances from the waves, which occasionally inundate the low parts of the

surrounding land, that neither the rise of the tide nor the time of high-water can be
estimated with any degree of certainty. The strip of low land encMng the lagoon

is nearly 70 miles in extent, and the pwrt that is dry is about a quarter of a mile in

width. On the inner side, a few yards from the margin of the lake, there is a low
bank formed of finely-broken coral; and at the outer edge a much hi^er bank of

large blocks of the same material, long since removed from the readi of the waves,

and gradually preparing for the reception of vegetation. B^ond this high bank there

is a third ridge, similar to that skirting the lagoon
; and outside it again, as well as

in the lagoon, there is a wide shelf, three or four feet under water, the outer one

bearing upon its surface huge masses ofbroken coral, the materials for an outer bank,

similar to the large one just described.’* “ Voyage,” &o., voL i., p, 245, 246.

Mr. Beete Jukes (“ Narrative of the Voyage of the « Fly * to Torres Straits, &c.,

1847”) presents us with the following description of one kind of small coral isla^ as

seen from the mast-head

A

small island, with a white sand beach and a tuft of
trees, is surrounded by a symmetrically open space of shallow water ofa bright grass-

green colour, inclosed by a ring ofglistening surf, as white as snow, immediately out-

side which is the rich dark biue of deep water. Ail the sea is perfectly clear ofsand
end mad

;
even wltcre it breaks on a sand beach it retains its perfect purity.” ** It is

this perfect clearness of tlie water which makes navigation among coral reefr at all

practicable, as a shoal with even five fhtJioms water on it can be discovered at a mile
distant from a ship’s mast-head, In oonsequonce of its greenish hue eontiastiiig with
the blue of deep water.”
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toucli the land in some places, they are removed from it in

others ; and many present the appearance of the lagoon islands

—

land either in one mass or in several masses rising through the

interior lagoon. Mr. Darwin has classed these various modes of

occurrence into atolls, or lagoon islands, barrier reels, and fringing

or shore reefs.*

The following map (fig. 74) of the Gambier’s group,f may

be taken in illustration of the barrier reefs, and as also showing

Fig. 74.

coral reefs fringing the contained islands. All the Interior islands

are steep and rugged. Mount Duff, on the largest, rising to the

height of 1248 feet^ and they would appear to be of igneous

origin.;}: The outside reef on the north-east, the windward side,

We woul^ refer to Mr. Darwin’s work, “Structure and Distribution of Coral
Keefs,” for great detail respecting the different kinds of reefs.

t licduced from that given by Captain Beechy, “Voyage to the Pacific and
Behring’s Strait,” vol. i.

I They are described as composed of porous basaltic lava, sometimes passing

into tufaceous slate, at others into columnar basalt. Dikes cutting the mass were
observed. .
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has portions raised above the sea, bearing trees and other plants^

while in the opposite direction it dips 30 or 40 feet beneath the

sea. The outer sides plunge, as usual, into deep water, while the

inner descend gradually to 120 or 150 feet. Patches of coral are

scattered over the lagoon, and adhere as fringing reefs to the steep

islands rising out of it. On the larger island the coral reef ren-

dered the water so shallow, that the larger boats could not come

within 200 yards of the landing-place.

The annexed plan (fig. 75) of Ari Atoll, one of the Maldiva

Islands,* exhibits a modification of those coral islands which have

a general reef surrounding a lagoon. Here a number of reefe form

an outer line, and the interior is occupied by a number of others.

Many of these are ring-formed, so that the general group reminds

us of many minor atolls, rising above an area of a tabular character,

round which the sides plunge rapidly into deep water. The com-

mon depth between these reefs and islets, some rising above the

level of the sea, varies from 150 to 200 feet, and in the basins of

the ring-form detached reefs from 24 to 60 feet. According to

Captain Moresby, the central and deepest part of the lagoons in

the Maldiva Islands is formed of stiff clay, of sand near the border,

and of hard sand-banks, sandstone, conglomerate, rubble, and a

little live coral in the channels of. the reef.f The other large

islands, or rather groups of islets and reefs, of the Maldives, present

the same general characters, while the smaller, one of which (Ross

Atoll) is represented in the following page (fig. 75, a), offers the

usual atoll character.

From the observations of Mr. Darwin on part of the coral reefi

of the Mauritius, it would appear that the edge of the reef is

formed of great masses of branching madrepores, chiefly M, corym-

bosa and M. pocillifera, mingled with a few other kinds of coral.

To the depth of 48 feet, the coral ground appeared free from sand

;

but from that depth to 90 feet a little calcareous sand was brought

up by the arming of the sounding-lead ; more frequently, however,

it came up clean. The two madrepores above mentioned, and

two species of astraea, with large stars, seemed-the commonest corals

for the whole of this depth. Some fragments of MUlepora old-

comis were brought up, and in the deeper parts were large beds

of a seriatopora, allied to, but differing from, S, mbul<xta. From

* Reduced from the chart of the Maldives, by Captain Moresby and Lieutenant

Powell.

t As stated by Captain Moresby to Mr. Darwin. ** Structure,*’ Ac., p. 34. Captain
Moresby informed Mr. Darwin that MHUpora complanata was one of the commonest
kinds of corals on the outer margin of reefs of the Maldives, ibid. p. 33.

N
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Fig. 75.
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90 to 120 feet the bottom, with few exceptions, was ooveied by
sand, or strewed with seriatopora. From 120 to 198 feet, the

soundings showed a sandy bottom, with one exception, at 180
feet, when the arming came up as if cut by the margin aS a large

caryophyllia. On the beach, the rolled fragments consisted chiefly

of madrepores and astrasa of the smaller depths, of a massive

porites, like that at Keeling atoll, of a meandrina, Pocillopara

verrucosa^ and of numerous fragments of nullipora.*

The reef surrounding the Mauritius, excepting in two or

three parts where the coast is almost precipitous,t generally

ranges at a distance of one, two, or even three miles from the

shore. Opposite every river and streamlet the reef is, as is

common, breached, and the slope outside the reef seems generally

to be moderate, bearing a relation to the slope of the adjoining

land.

The Isle of Bourbon is also surrounded by coral reefi, only

broken through at the embouchures of the rivers, and opposite the

chief ravines. M. Siau, who had excellent opportunities of observ-

ing these reefs in 1839 and 1840, has stated;]; that the channels

or passages through the reefs are kept open by the streams of fresh

water passing outwards through them, and that they would be

otherwise soon filled up. As it is, they are considered to have

decreased in size, in consequence of a diminished quantity of rain

having, of late years, fallen upon the Isle of Bourbon. These

channels being, as usual in such situations, the passages to road-

steads behind the reefs, their condition is a constant subject of

attention, and, as illustrative of the quick growth of certain at

least of file reef-making corals of that locality, M. Siau mentions

that, in one of the channels (that of the Eiviere d’Abord), a coral

rock has risen from the bottom, and in the middle of it, to the

height of 29 feet (English) in 12 years. M. Siau§ presents us

* Darwin, “ Structure of Coral Reefs.” f Darwin, Ibid.

X Comptes Rendues, tom. xii., 1841.

§ M. Siau observes, that the labours of the coral polyps are as varied as the

species. Some (and these are the most widely spread) establish themselves by
families at the bottom of the sea, on a volcanic or any other rook, unattackable

by the action of the waves. Each family constructs a detached boss (mamelon)

which may rise to the height of two or three yards by the labours of many gene-

rations. These bosses are known in the country by the name of paies de coraux.

The bottom is thus covered by bosses, which most frequently join, touch, or

approximate to each other, sometimes leaving open spaces between them, into

which (coral) sand and shingle are washed by the sea. Such spaces are known as

rigcHes de sables.

Upon this fresh bed new families establish themselves, constructiiig another

bed. The latter are Independent of the former. Sometimes they entirely repose

N 2 A,:'

'
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with a very interesting account of the mode of growth of the

teef*making corals of this island, showing the establishment of

a series of coral bosses upon each otheri^ yrith the admixture

of cotU sand^ and shingle, in the anterstioi^ ^twee^ them, up to

the level of the sea, where the labours of'^ coral

polyps terminate.

on the first somethnes on the so as* to conoed them $ sometimes an

isolated Tp6lt£ completely coveni a primitiye n^. The Spaces between this second

bed are also converted into the sea throwing in sand and small shingles.

Above this second bed other generi^ons raise a fourth and a fifth, and Urns the mass

is formed ofthose immense reefii so common in intertropical seas.

would he wrong to conclude, from the description given, that the beds

thus formed have a uniform thickness. It should be understood that very great

differences exist in the height of the pdt/s, and that the entire reef would present

a diapeiess and divided assemblage of superimposed montecules, the interstices

between them filled with sand and shingles, their contiguous portions joined together

by a coral cement.

*‘The corals of which we have spoken are the most common, forming the mass of

the reefii. The coral produced is grey, very compact, of a very close grain, and often

harder than marble. This coral is not worked away by the waves, and is not entirely

soluble in acids. Upon the firm base of the bosses, above described, a variety of

small and delicate corals, of different kinds, establish themselves. It is these fragile

corals which alone furnish the white sand and shingles to the shore and the rigoles^

and they are entirely soluble iu acids.*’

The same author remarks upon the depths agitated by the waves, and infers

(Gomptes Rcndues, tom. xii., p. 775) that he had evidence of that action at the depth
of 578 French feet (616 English feet), on the north-west of the roadstead of St. Paul,

Isle of Bourbon. It will be obvious that, in such researches, the friction on the

bottom, by tidal streams, and ocean currents, has carefully to be distinguished from
the movement produced among the particles of water beneath by the action of sur-

face wind-friction waves above. Whatever the cause of motion in the superficial

parts of the sea bottom, either from surface-wave action, or the friction of tidal

streams, or ocean currents, the observation of M. Elie de Beaumont (appended to

M. Siau’s Paper), respecting an inquiry as to the depths at which fixed animals are
found upon bottoms liable to this motion, such animals depending for their food
upon the prey which may pass them, is equally important. ® •



CHAPTER XL

GREAT BARRIER REEF OF AUSTRALIA.-—CORAL REEFS OP THE RED SEA.

—

CONDITIONS FOB THE OCCURRENCE OF CORAL REEFS.—INFLUENCE OF

VOLCANIC ACTION ON CORAL REEFS.—COMPOSITION OF CORAL-REEF AC-

CUMULATIONS.—^INFLUENCE OF CHANGES IN THE LEVEL OF SEA AND

LAND.—REEFS NEAR BERMUDA.

The Great Barrier Reef> extending off the east coast ofAustralia

for about 1100 miles, with a mean breadth of about 30 miles, from

Breaksea Spit, in lat. 24® 30' S., and long. 153® 20' E., to Bris-

tow Island in lat. 9® 15' S., and long. 143® 20' E. off the coast of

New Guinea, presents an area of about 33,000 square miles, chiefly

covered with organic, mechanical, and chemical accumulations

resulting from the secretions of the coral polyps. This great mass

is broken northwards by the influence of river waters discharged

from the south-eastern portion of New Guinea, carrying detritus

with them, and covering the bottom of the adjacent seas with a

muddy sediment. These conditions ceasing, we find the great

coral accumulations continued to Louisiade, thus extending the

surface, allowing for the great break above mentioned, over many
more thousands of square miles.

The survey of Torres Stmts, between Australia and New
Guinea, by Captain Blackwood, has added materially to our know-

ledge of the Great Barrier Reef, and Mr. Beete Jukes, naturalist to

the expedition, has afforded us very valuable information respecting

'

it.* He divides the coral accumulation into—1st, linear reefs,

forming the outer edge, or actual barrier ; 2nd, detached reefs,

lying outside the barrier ; and 3rd, inner reefs, or those which lie

between the barrier and the shore. With respect to the linear

reefs, they are described as generally long and narrow, more or

less parallel to the coast of Australia, and separated by narrow

* “ Narrative of the Surveying Voyage of H.M.S. ‘Fly* commanded by Captain
Blackwood, R.N., in Torres Strait, New Guinea, &c.” By J. Beete Jukes, M.A., &c.

London, 1847.
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bieal^ as passages, yaiyiiig firom 200 yards to a mile in width,

oilee in hare commonly

ocean 100 cir 200

to the reels, wl^e the ihinde

gdic^y va^ from 60 to 120 feet. The detached xeefk occnt

onlyih one locaHty-nsomewhat in fixintc^Cape QtenviUe, Australia

^ we except the reefe eastward of the Great Barrier, eastward of

Torres Strait), rise fiom deep water all round, and have more

or less ofa circular form, with lagoons inside. The inner reefs are

very numerous, scattered over the platform beneath the more shallow

wa^ between the outer reefs and the coast of Australia, sometimes

leaving an open channel between them and the land on ihe one

ade, or the barrier on the other. They are of different forms,

have sometimes gradual slopes around, and at others are steep-

sided.*

Mr. Beete Jukes observes, that up to about lat. 21° 10', at

Swain’s Reefs, it can scarcely be said that any true barrier exists,

there being merely a bank of soimdings off the shore, “ with large

masses of coral reef settled upon it, and within its outer boundary,

—almost equally large clear spaces intervening between the dif-

ferent groups of reefs. In Swain’s Reefs, the individual reefs on

the outer edge of the group can scarcely be distinguished in form

from those inside them, although they may have a little more

linear shape, and their greatest length runs more invariably along

the line of the boundary of the group. It is only at their northern

extremity that they assume one of the characteristics of a true

barrier, that of rising like a wall from a deep apd almost fathomless

half ft mile to 15 x

finding bottom doise

Beete Jukes, “Surveying Voyage of the ‘Fly/ ” vol. i., pp. 317-18. Mr. Beete

Jukes gives a detailed account of the range of coral accumulations from Breaksea

Spit (vol. i., pp. 318-332). Respecting the most southern portion, it is stated, that
“ from Sandy Cape (Australia), a sandy shoal runs out, partially covered by coral, as

it proceeds outwards. It is formed of siliceous sand, with 10 or 20 fathoms of water

upon it, sloping to 30 fathoms, after which it plunges into deep water. At the Capri<

com Group, about 50 miles more northward, all—even the smallest grains of sand—was
calcareous, and so it seemed to continue to the sedimentary matter brought down by
the New Guinea rivers, eastward of Torres Strait.

“ North of the parallel of 23® 10', there is an open space of sea, in which no reefs

occur, about 50 miles wide from north to south ; and the bank of soundings instead

of being a steep, well-defined edge, slopes out very gradually far to the eastward.

The flat of about 20 fathoms, extends out as usual from the mainland for about 30 or
40 miles, and then gradually deepens, till 70, 80, 90, and 100 fathoms are successively

attained, 20 or 30 miles eastward ofthe boundary of the line of soundings, as it exists

to the southward. The character of the bottom likewise changes from a coarse coral

to the finest possible mud, of a light olive-green colour, in which the lead often
wholly buried itself on reaching the bottom. This, when dried, was also entirely

calcareous, and wholly soluble in muriatic acid.”—Ibid. vol. i., p. 320.
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sea.”* To Rotfbw&rd the reeis beoome xno^iNRs^iD^ Where
the detached ree& bocux opposite Cape Oxetilile is a great bagr.iiii

the barrier, with vei; de^ water, ajina el. ](71^

to strike the botttei en ^ stetherR adiip .jiii^

reefs forming the bay.. Kent this bay .ITxdiijif'

from an unl^wn dq>tii, greater than 600 feet, sM-apiN^ toIiitTe.

a lagoon in its centre. The Great DetachLed Beef -lite ’W
northward of this reef, also &om a great depdi, containing a bgomi

with 180 feet of water in it.

Baine’s Islet is also another detached reefrising with steep side8(in

one place at an angle of55*^) from deep water. Bottom was found at

960 feet one mile north of the islet, and at 1080 feet two miles

and a half north-east of it. On the southern side, bottom was not

fbimd xmtil close to the breakers of the Great Barrier Reef, when

fine coral sand was brought up from 1050 and 1200 feeLf Pandora’s

* “Between Swain’s Reefs and the mainland there is a space oIRo to 60 miles

wide, clear of reefs, with a depth of 30 to 50 fathoms.”—Beete Jukes, “ Surveying

Voyage of the Fly,*” vol. i., p. 321.

t Raine’s Island is described as about 1000 yards long and 500 wide, rising in no

part more than 20 feet above high-water mark. “ It is formed of a plateau of cal-

careous sandstone, which has a little cliff all round, 4 or 5 feet high, outside of which

is a belt of loose sand, forming a low ridge between it and the sea. Some mounds of

loose sand also rest upon the stone, especially at its western end. The length of the

island runs in about a N.N.W. and S.S.E. direction. It is surrounded by a coral reef,

that is narrow on the lee side, but to windward, or towards the east, stretches out for

nearly two miles. The surface of this reef is nearly all dry at low water, and its sides

slope rapidly down to a depth of 150 or 200 fathoms.” “ The island is covered with a

low scrubby vegetation,” and “ the central part of the island had a rich black soil

several inches deep.” The stone forming the base of the island is described as made

up of small round grains, some of them apparently rolled bits of coral and shell, but

many of them evidently concretionary, having concentric coats. It was not unlike

some varieties of oolite im texture and appearance. It contained large fragments of

corals and shells and some pebbles of pumice, and it pielded occasionally a fine sand

that was not calcareous, and which was probably derived from the pumice. Some
parts of it made a fair building stone, but it got softer below, till it passed downwards

into a coarse coral sand, unconsolidated, and falling to pieces on being touched. In

the quarries opened next year for the beacon (constructed for the purposes of naviga-

tion), many recent shells, more or less perfect, were found compacted in the stone,

and one or two nests of turtle’s eggs, of which, in some cases, only the internal cast

had been preserved, but in others the shell remained in the form of white carbonate

of lime. Some drusy cavities were atso found in the stone, containing crystals of

gypsum.” “It is evident from the fossil turtle eggs that the consolidation of the stone

hod taken place after it was raised above the sea. It was due, probably, to the

infiltration of the rain-water percolating through the calcareous sand, that had been

gradually piled above high-water mark'^by the combined action of the winds and the

waves. The tliickness of the vegetable soil in its centre shows that it has been above

water for a great lengthoftime.”—Beete Jukes, Voyage of the * Fly,’ ” vol. i. pp.

12C-128. The whole surface of the island was covered with birds—all but one kind,

a land-rail—sea birds, such as frigate birds, boobies, gannets, &c. “ On walking

rapidly into the centre of the island, countless myriad of bir^ rose, shrieking on

every side, so that the clangour was absolutely deafening, like theroar ofsome great

catar^t.” There were turtle tracks on the beach, andthe shells and skeletons of dead

turtles were scattered about the island.
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Entrance, through the Barrier Eeef, occurs in IP 10' S., north-

of the deep bay, and the detached, reefs, alter which the

is n^e up of long. and closely-ponnec^ massee^ with

few ihd small gaps for 40 miteft. Erom 10? to Flinders*

Ebtrance, in lat. 9^ 41 reefs conrist of nttinei^ spots and

patches (too close to affi)rd good entrance for vesselsj, forming

submarine pinnacles or towers, rising from a depth of 90 or 120 feet,

still, however, preserving the line of the barrier, with deep water

outside, in which the bottom was not found with a line of960 feet.

From Cape Weymouth and Eestoration Island, in consequence

of the altered run of the Australian coast and of the barrier reefs,

the difference between the outer reef and the mainland in the

parallel of Cape York (the N.E. point of Australia), has increased

to 80 and 90 miles. The whole of the intermediate distance has

not been surveyed, but Mr. Beete Jukes states, that there appear

to be manyi^ner reefs at a short distance from the land. Between

these and the great eastern barrier, the sea is comparatively free

from them, many sunken patches being, however, scattered about,

and the bottom irregular in places. “ The general depth varies

from 12 to 20 fathoms, the bottom being coarse sand (with many
foraminifera and detached corals and corallines), gradually passing

as we approach the land into finer sand and detritus, and from

that into the finest possible mud, wholly calcareous and lying close

to the shore.”*

The outer barrier terminates at Anchor Key, in lat. 9^ 20' S.,

and no coral reef is found further towards the coast of New Guinea,

in this direction, except the Bramble Reef, described as fringed

round other rocks. The chart shows coml sand and fragments on the

bottom in 38 fathoms, increasing to 54 fathoms, and stretcliing out

50 miles to the eastward ofthe Bramble’s Key, while all the soundings

on the north, in front of a low coast, with a large discharge of fresh

water from various channels in New Guinea, are of mud and sand.

In front eastward of' Flinders’ Entrance, Portlock’s reefs rise from

a depth of 360 to 400 feet, so* that oh the north, as on the south,

as is observed by Mr. Beete Jukes, the corals rise from the ocean in

shallow water as compared with the central portions. Between

Cape York and the opposite coast of New Guinea, extensive reefs

seem to prevail adjoining the latter, rising out of 30 to 70 feet of

water, and a considerable reef connects Warrior Island with the

mainland of New Guinea. All the central parts of' Torres Strait,

* Beete Jukes, “ Voyage of the ‘ Fly,’ ” vol. i., p. 330.
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from nortli to soutli, between Gape York sod Tnrde*Back T«h^
are remarkable for a nearly uniform bottop,, & fo 11 fot^jog/:

formed of sand and mud. No coral reefii were-tomid intbia emriaw^

band, except narrow tedktmiiyvnl*^
materials,—porphyries, grantfos, and' r ..

>'

Coral reefo are abotidaut in dm Bed1^
to a great extent Numerous localities have. bten'd:ii£iniSi for a

distance of about 200 miles by MM. Ehrenberg and Sfomptufo,

and 150 species of corals were observed. According to tke fiam^l
these reefo form shallow incrustations on the rocks of the coasts,

from 3 to 12 feet beneath the surface the sea, often sloping out*

wards. They do not always adjoin the coast, but often form narrow

parallel bonds at various distances from it The reefo are com-

posed of Madrepora, Retepora, Millepora, Astraea, Favia, Cary-

ophyllia, Maeandrina, Pocillopora and Stephanocora, mixed with

* Beete Jukes, (“ Voyage of the ‘ Fly/** voL i., p. 331,) from his experience among
the greats coral accumulations of Eastern Australia, has given the following account

of an individual coral reef—

A

submarine mound of rock, composedofthe fragments

and detritus of corals and shells, compacted together into a soft spongy stone. The
greater part of the surface of this mound is quite flat and near the level of low water.

At its edges it is commonly a little rounded oiT, or slopes gradually down to a depth

of 2, 3, and 4 fathoms, and then pitches suddenly down with a very rapid slope into

deep water, 20 or 200 fathoms, as the case may be. The surface of this reef, when
exposed, looks like a great flat of sandstone with a few loose slabs lying about, or

here and there an accumulation of dead broken coral branches, or a bank of dazzling

white sand. It is, however, chequered with holes and hoUows more or less deep, in

which small living corals are growing
;
or has, perhaps, a large portion that is always

covered by two or three feet of water at the lowest tides, and here are fields of corals,

either clumps of branching Madrepores, or round stools and blocks ofMseandrina and

Astrsea, both dead and living. Proceeding from this central flat towards the edge,

living corals become more and more abundant As we get towards the windward side,

wo of course encounter <the surf of breakers long before we can reach the extreme

verge of the reef, anu among these breakers we see immense blocks, often two or

three yards (and sometimes much more), in diameter, lying loose upon the ree£

These are sometimes within reach by a little wading
;
and though in some instances

they are found to consist of several kinds of corals matted together, they are more
often found to be large individual masses of species, which are either not found

elsewhere and consequently never seen alive (Mr. Beete Jukes saw an irregular block

of Mseandrina, of irregular shape, 12 to 1 5 feet in diameter), or which greatly surpass

tlieir brethren on other parts of the reef in size and importance. If we approa^ the lee

edge of the reef, either by walking oh in a boat, we find it covered with living corals,

commonly Mmandrina, Astraea, and Madrepora, in about equal abundance, all glowing

with rich colours, bristling with branches, qr studded with great knobs and bh :ks.

When the edge of the reef is very steep, it has sometimes overhanging ledges, and is

generally indented by narrow winding channels and deep holes, leading into dark

hollows and cavities where nothing can be seen. When the slope is more gentle, the

great groups of living corals and intervening spaces of white sand can be still

discerned through the clear water to a depth of 40 or 50 feet, beyond which the water

recovers its usual deep blue. A coral reef, therefore, is a maas of brute matter

living only at its outer surface, and chiefly on its lateral slopes.**—Ibid. vol. i.,

pp. 314-316.
* Tiber die Natur und Bildung dor Corallen-Banken des Bothen Meeres,’*

Berlin, 1834.
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tlie sheik of mottuscs, the remains of fish^ &e, According to

H. Shrenberg, the height^ resnlting from the dooumnlation of the

same cerak, is small. With respect to the banks and reefs lying

some distance from the shore, Captain Moresby states that they

appear more elongated than they r^y are when correct plans are

constnicted of them. Though many of these reefs rise to the sur-

face, the greater number are found at depths from 30 to 180 feet,

and consist of sand and living coral, the latter covering the largest

part of their surfaces. They run parallel with the shore, some-

times connected with the mainland by transverse banks. Deep

water occurs close to them,*

With respect to the varied conditions under which coral reefs

are found, probably the observer may conveniently first consider

the manner in which different species of coral have hitherto been

known to occur. As Mr. Beete Jukes has remarked, though the

reef-making coral polyps are only known to us as living at depths

not extending beyond 120 to 180 feet, there may be others form-

ing masses of calcareous matter at greater depths with which we

are unacquainted.! The evidence respecting corals of various

kinds would lead us to infer that, like the molluscs above men-

tioned (p. 146), while some prefer, or arq^^ adjusted to particular

bottoms, whether solid rock, sand or mud, at various depths,

moderate or considerable, others are only to be found in shallow

water. Viewing the subject in this light, the corals living at the

surface of the sea may be compared with littoral molluscs keeping

situations peculiar to them. While some appear adjusted to the

nearly constant movement of ocean breakers, ojbhcrs, even at small

depths, require tranquil water ; so that at nearly equal depths the

corals, forming the hard mass of the reef, or finding shelter amid

its cavities, in the lee of lagoons, when there are such, divide

themselves into two classes.

Referring to the early and swimming state of the reef-making

coral polyps, we may assume that, wherever fitting conditions pre-

sented themselves, they could settle, adhere to a sufficiently hard

substance, and commence the foundation of a reef. If we take

coasts as they are variously presented to us, we find that, as regards

depth, we may have the 120 or 180 feet, for the reef-making

corals either close to the shore, or removed to various distances

Darwin (“ Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs,’* p. 192), from information
communicated to him by Captain Moresby.

t It would be well carefully to examine the coral reefs, which have been un-
doubtedly raised above the sea by geological movements, for the species contained
in their lower parts.
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from it. So thati Mumiiig tlie i

requisite bottom, they can commence their teef^iearlng labom al

various distances from the land, and, tairing the reefii, formv^
different Imes around or adjoining it. Let, in the annexed dk^am
(fig. 76), ee a be the sur&ce of the sea round an island, hb the

Pig. 76.

6

level beneath that surface at which the swimming coral germs can

attach themselves and begin their labours, then at c the reef would

be fringing and adjoining the coast ; while at a bank might be

raised up, forming a barrier reef to the coast e. Such a bank once

established, the space /, between the coast, and the barrier, rf,

becomes fitted for those corals which require the shelter afforded

by the latter. Whether from being best adapted for procuring

food, or as afforJing conditions ill-suited to the coral-eating animals,

the surface reef-making corals flourish in the surf of breakers, so

that they grow, as a mass, outwards. With respect to original

bottom, if there be sufficient tranquillity at the depth of 120 feet

from wind-wave action, either directly produced on the spot by

winds, or transmitted, as a ground or ocean-swell, from a distance,

there appears no reason why the corals found at that depth, in

lagoons and other sheltered situations inside barrier reefs, should

not live ^nd die uncl^r such circumstances, besides other corals, not

yet known. These would form a base on which the more shallow

water and littoral corals, among them those able to resist the

breaker-surf itself, would begin their work. So long as these keep

at sufficient depths, the mechanical action of the breakers will little

affect them, but as they rise with the reef they gradually come

within its influence, so that finally the coral masses are dealt with

as the rocks of any other coast would be under similar conditions.

While corals thus forming a coast, may be, to a certain extent,

adjusted to the powers of ordinary breakers, any increase in the

force of the breakers over the resisting powers of the corals would

break off portions of the latter, so that, during heavy gales of wind,

the resistance becoming very unequal to the force employed, large

masses of the coral are tom off and hurled over the reef inwards.

This can scarcely happen without minor portions being also thrown

over, or broken off from the detached masses, and the gene^
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actipD such that fingmeutB libe cofal mass &]1 outside the steep

slope of the outwaid growth, a steep slope which we should expect

to have been gradually formed as the coral reef rose within the

mechanical action of the breakers. ‘ Let ab (fig. 77) be the surface

Fig 77.

w w

C

of the sea in calm weather (for the moment considered without

reference to changes of* level produced by tides), c d, a depth at

which reef-making corals can, other conditions being favourable,

establish themselves, and e, e, the commencement of a reef, not

raised so high as materially to feel any of the mechanical effects

arising from any wave action, W,W,W, though every successive

addition to the reef would bring it more and more within that

influence. When, by vertical increase in the coral mass, a breaker

could be formed by sufficient proximity to the wave, W,W,W,
abrasion would commence as the coral resistance became unequal

to the force employed, and the detritus would be scattered on each

side, the inside probably, from the direction in which the force

was applied, receiving the chief portion, while some fell outwards

towards b d. As the coral growth rose to the rsurface, under ordi-

nary weather, the increase more than meeting the loss by abrasion,

the interior would be filling up also by corals, some of which re-

quired the shelter there afforded them. Outside, the breaker

action would remove the smaller fragments in mechanical sus-

pension, leaving the larger blocks, so that hollows amid the

latter would get filled with a portion of the finer matter, the

greater part ofwhich would be carried out at the base of the reef,

more or less ground into sand by the friction to which it may have

been exposed.

If we suppose the reef to have so risen that it touches the

surface of the sea, the growth of the coral still increasing the mass

beyond the power of the surf to break off portions of the reef, a

time would come when, from the usual breaker action upon coasts

previously mentioned, fragments of various sizes, with coral

pebbles and sand, from continued friction of the fragments in the
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added hj the winds# The decomposilaozi of

the more freshly broken pieces of coral/ added to any anin^

matter entangled amid the reef| would aanst in its consolidation

by, among other things, the production of carbonic adid, for

combination with the water to act on the carbonate of lime of the

corals, so that sufficient would be taken up in solution to cement

them together, by subsequent deposit among the coral] fragments,

thus forming conglomerates and sandstones. A dry portion once

above water, the often-described vegetation succeeds, the decom-

position of which also affords free carbonic acid for the further

solution of carbonate of lime, and an additional consolidation ofthe

mass beneath by <5hemical means. Considering the mixture ofanimal

matter in the coral mass itself, entangled among it in various

ways, and by its decomposition affording carbonic acid, and the

conditions under which this carbonic acid could be brought to aid

in the solution of the carbonate of lime of the coral polyps, it will

be seen that circumstances may often arise for the obliteration of

the organic texture, and the substitution of calcareous matter,

presenting an inorganic character, such as has been often remarked.

The nearer the surface the greater would be the power of the

breaker action to peel off the upper coating of the reef, during

heavy gales of wind, and cast the fragments inwards as well as the

rounded pebbles which may have been formed in fitting situations

at ordinary times by the common force of the breakers. We should

expect this to be effected to distances beyond the margin of the

reef, dependant upon circumstances, among which the rise and

fall of tBe tide, botli during ordinary weather and at the time of

any heavy gale of wind, have to be regarded. Assuming c, t

(fig. 78) to be the difference of the tide level, it will be obvious

Fig. 78.

that any power which the breakers may have at the level a, c,

will be changed during the rise and fall of the tide, ranging up

and down all the portions of the reef exposed within the depth

c. We have assumed as in the accompanying section (fig. 77),
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that the coral animals in their free swimming state met with a

bank m, w, so tliat at the level rf, they found the conditions, as

to depth and other things suited to them. Assuming that they

would not work beneath this level, as the reef rose to the island

f, and the detritus outside accumulated, the latter would cover

over the deeper part w, of the original bank, by successive coat-

ings, over which the coral polyps would advance their work

laterally, thus covering horizontally a detrital mass, laminated at

an angle according to the slope on which it may accumulate.

Taking the outside detrital increase at any given amount of cubic

contents, it would follow that, according to the small slope of the

original bank would be the rapidity of the lateral advance over

which the corals might be disposed to work, steep slopes affording

the least ground at a given level for such increase. For the sake

of easy illustration we have assumed a bank such as that near

Breaksea Spit, on the coast of Australia, and above mentioned

(p. 182), which after retaining a certain general depth, and pre-

senting a rounded margin, plunges into deep water.

It may now be desirable to consider the effects which would

result, in the regions of coral reefs, from volcanic action. We
have seen that within our own times, volcanic action has brought

ashes and cinders to, and above the sea level in the Mediterranean

(p. 70) and in the Atlantic (p. 100), that the islands so produced

have been temporary, and that very probably the incoherent

matter of which they were composed has been cut down to the

depths at which breaker, or wave action could disturb and remove

such matter. At least this could scarcely but happen, supposing

no subsidence from the pressure of the water into the crater in such

a manner as to lower the volcanic mass, independently of any

subsidence from volcanic causes themselves, carrying down the mass

of ashes and cinders beyond the influences of breakers and waves.

If in the annexed diagram (fig. 79) we consider u, 6, c, dy to

Fig 79.

h c

be a section of a volcanic cone, the top ofwhich was forced during

some eruption above the level of the sea, e,/, that this condition

ceasing, breaker and wave action cut down the loose materials to

the level A, one to which their influence could extend, even
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probably sifting the ashes and cinders, as in the case of the Island

of Sciacca (Mediterranean), so that a somewhat stony bottom might

be the result, we should have conditions fitted, in the coral-reef

seas, for the settlement of the germs of the reef-making polyps at

i and k. At those points of the section the reefs would increase as

above noticed, when they rose sufficiently high to be acted upon

by the breakers, fragments broken off, and partly thrown down

on the outsides, towards a and rf, and the corals spreading over

them as previously noticed. Inside there would be a lagoon,

which, as soon as a general barrier of coral was established outside,

would be filled in the usual manner with corals and other marine

creatures suited to the sheltered conditions there found. The
overflow of the breaker-waters, and the rise and fall of tides com-

bined, would tend to keep open a channel or channels between the

lagoon and the sea outside, and finally, terrestrial vegetation would

establish itself upon a coral bank chiefly raised into the atmosphere

by the piling influence of the breakers upon the coral ridge. The
forms of such islands would necessarily depend much on the hori-

zontal section of the volcanic accumulation, when cut down by

breaker and wave action. We should expect the submarine and

steep flanks of the mass to be encrusted by coral sands and frag-

ments in proportion to the time during which the reef-corals may
have been increasing outwards in any particular locality, so that

the sounding-lead could bring up little else around the coral reefs

and island except coral detritus, and the marine animals which

could exist under the needful conditions at various depths around

the main mass.
^

As we have abundant proofs that, not only ashes and cinders

have been vomited out of volcanic vents, reaching to and beyond

the sea-level, but molten rock also, the whole even attaining con-

siderable altitudes, such as the volcanic heights of Hawaii, and

others of the Sandwich Islands, with deep water around them, it

may not be undesirable to consider the conditions imder which coral

reefs might be gathered around such volcanic masses. Let, in the

annexed section (fig. 80) a, J, c, represent the remains of a mixed

volcanic mass ofmolten rock, and of ashes and cinders, cut away by

atmospheric influences and breaker action, so that a portion of

hard rock, i, perhaps once molten matter in the crater of a volcano,

stands above the level of the sea, while at g and /incoherent ashes

and cinders are cut back by breaker action (as in fig. 79) to this hard

rock. We should now have conditions for the formation of reefs

atf and g under the same circumstances as above noticed (fig. 79),
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Fig. 80 .

with this difference, that instead of an uninterrupted lagoon in the

interior of the coral reefs, there would be land emerging from it, so

that these reefs wouldbe encircling. In addition to the usual causes of

keeping channels open, the islands, if of good size, might contribute

fresh-water streams, at times cliarged with detrital matter, prevent-

ing the increase of the coral reefs in the lines which they traversed.

It would appear desirable, in the first instance, that an observer

should direct his attention to the conditions under which coral

reefs and islands could be formed, either as lagoon islands, reefs

touching or encircling land composed of ordinary detrital or igneous

rocks, or upon shoals and banks ranging in front of considerable

lines of coast. It is not a little interesting further to consider the

mode in which a general mass of coral matter would be composed,

after a lapse of time sufficient to complete the filling up of lagoons,

with or without the protrusion of dry land formed of ordinary

rocks through them, or the space between an outer line of coral

reefs and a considerable range of coast, such as that of* a portion of

Eastern Australia.

As to the height to which corals may rise, Mr. Beete Jukes found

coral polyps alive six or eight inches out of water, and so, remain-

ing for nearly an hour, until the return of the tide. He often

observed the same fact, and believes that an exposure to the air

and sun will not kill many of the polyps, so long as the coral

remains in a position of growth, the cells retaining their moisture.

He has seen blocks of living astreea, the tops of which were 18

inches above water. This shows that we may take the ordinary

tide level for that to which the reef-making coral polyps can work
under favourable conditions ; and that there may be a mass of

matter coinciding with the line of a main reef round a lagoon-en-

circling island, or in front of a long range of coast, which may,

from the top to the other substances on which the reef reposes,

be chiefly formed by the growth of corals upon each other,

occasionally mixed with the hard remains of marine animals in-

habiting the cavities amid the corals, and with detrital portions

driven in amid the hollows of the rising mass.
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,
To whatever extent the germs of coral polyps could settle upmt

any surface, beneath the searlevel, suit^ to thmr devdopmeut^

conditions would diange, as the reef portion rose seaward, bdund
the belter gradually afforded fipm the-n||lof the wave^ and tiieii

action on the bottom bene^; so that wlote ' sands

mention^ outwards, (the reef-nuSing polyps wotl^ this

detritus,) a veiy complicated series of deposits and coral growthf

would be formed inwards. In the case of coxal lagoon-iaiandsi

there would finally be calcareous plateaux of very variable areas,

some many square miles in extent, of equal levels, separated, in

such regions as the coral island groups of the Pacific Ocean, b;y

irregular intervals of deep water. These isolated sheets of mattei

of general similar character would be, to a certain extent, stra-

tified, though coral growths may pierce the general mass in variom

directions
;
the strata composed of beds of coral sand and mud, a£

these gradually accmnulated, mingled with the shells of molluscs,

the spines and coverings of echinoderms, the hard remains of fish,

with possibly also those of certain birds and turtles, even the eggs

of the latter being preserved in the higher sand-banks. There

would be deposits of calcareous mud outside also, at depths where

it could accumulate in an undisturbed manner ;
this calcareous mud

borne out of the outlet channels during ebb-tides, and when heavy

gales drove an abundance of water over the weather-side of the

encircling reefs, to escape out of the same channels. Such mud
might be widely spread by tidal streams and ocean currents, and so

far constitute a kind of connexion, enveloping uneven and sub-

marine ^ound, between the coral plateaux.

In the case of the reefs, more or less encircling islands of varied

magnitudes, and composed of ordinary sedimentary and igneous

rocks, there would be a modification of the deposits inside the reefs,

so far as a supply of decomposed mineral matter from atmospheric

influences and ordinary detritus from such lands would be con-

cerned. The remains of a larger and more varied amount of

terrestrial vegetable and animal life would be there expected ; as,

also, under favourable conditions, the addition of the harder parts

of'fluviatile creatures. Where intermingled with the simple lagoon

reefs, there would be corresponding modifications of the interior

deposits at the same general level.

As respects the accumulations, for so many thousand square

miles, insider the Great Barrier Eeef, off the eastern coast of

Australia, there would be a great sheet of matter, as a whole.
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iaving a certain general character. Viewing, generally, this range

of coast, there is a great absence of fresh waters draining from the

adjoining land ; indeed, water is scarce along it under ordinary

conditions. Hence no material influence is exercised on the growth

of the coral polyps, and their associated life, by rivers and streams

of fresh water, either clear or charged with detritus in mechanical

suspension. Seaward we have the same conditions as the outward

portions of the lagoon reefs, for about 1000 miles ; the southern

portion ranging beyond the circumstances fitted for the develop-

ment of the reef-making coral germs, and resting on banks of

ordinary silicious sand, while the northern portion is terminated

by the influx of river waters, bringing down muddy matter from

New Guinea; thus also preventing the same germs from properly

establishing themselves, though conditions would otherwise appear

to be fitted for their development, for passing the outflow of the

river waters, coral reefs are again established to the northward.

Inside this long line of outer reefs, accumulations are effected as

in the ordinary isolated lagoon reefs, until the main line of coast is

approached, where modifications would be expected, though on a

larger scale, of the kind found aroimd the islands, composed of

ordinary rocks, inside encircling reefs, and above noticed.* Such

a small volume of fresh waters flowing outwards from the land,

comparatively little detrital matter from the interior seems trans-

ported far seaward, so that the calcareous detritus derived directly

from the reefs, and groimd finer by friction from breaker action,

or passed through the animals feeding on the coral polyps, readily

becomes forced towards the land from the prevalent action of the

waves in that direction. It there mingles hear the coasts with

such detritus as may be derived from the land by breakers, how-

ever modified these may be from the shelter afforded by the outer

reefs, or be carried out into such tidal streams as prevail by the

rivers in flood. Viewed as a whole, we shoixld expect much con-

tinuity in some of the deposits, particularly the finest, in many
parts of the great area comprised between the coasts and the outer

great barrier reefs, in which an abundance of molluscs, radiata, and
layers of certain corals, with the harder parts of fish and orusta-

ceans, would be entombed. Near the land, and particularly where
mangrove swamps prevail, there would be modifications of these

continuous deposits. As a whole, it would constitute a great wnaq

• The green mud off Cape Direction, east coast of Australia, is wholly colcareous.
—Beete Jukes, “ Narrative,” &c.
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more or less stratified, intermingled here and there, especially

towards the outer barrier reefs, with complicated mixtures of cord

growth in reefs, the detrital matter derived fi^m them, the harder

parts of other marine animals living among them, and the alter-

ations of structure produced by chemical means.

Stratification, or an approximation to it, is not confined to the

coral sands and mud, and the layers of organic remains which may

be intermingled with them, for a tendency to split into slabs is

often noticed in the mass of the reefs. Indeed, Mr. Beete Jukes

not only mentions such a mode of occurrence at Heron Island

(part of the eastern Australian coral accumulation), but joints in

that reef also, splitting the coral rock into blocks of firom one foot

to two feet in the sides. These joints or divisional planes are

parallel to the dip and range of the beds respectively, and the coral

beds dip seaward at an angle of from 8° to 10®.

The observer has next to turn his attention to the consequences,

as regards coral reefs and islands, which would follow any of those

changes of the relative levels of sea and land, both on the small

and large scale, and to be subsequently further noticed, which the

study of geology teaches us has so frequently occurred.

There can be little doubt of coral banks and reefs similar to

those in the seas of our times, and in coral-reef regions, having

been raised above the surface of the sea, like other marine

accumulations, forming dry land. Such have been long known.

MM. Quoy and Gaimard, who accompanied the expedition of

M. Freycinet, and who remarked on the moderate depths to which

the reef-making cerals appeared to extend,* mention that on the

coasts of Timor coral banks so occur above the sea level as to

have induced M. Peron to consider the whole land formed of

them.t At Oahu, and other places in the Sandwich Islands,

coral banks have been long known to extend inland, and more

modem researches have confirmed these observations. Mr.

Couthouy, in particular, gives an account of ancient reefs, now
raised above the sea level, at the islands of Maui, Morokai,

Oahu, and Tauai.J We had occasion to remark also some years

since 'on the raised coral reefe on part of the coast of Jamaica.§

Elizabeth Island, off tiie eastern side of the low archipelago,

* Quoy and Gaimard, Sur 1*Accroisement des Polypes Lithophytes considM g^lo-
giquement, Annales des Sciences Naturelles, tom. vi.

t Upon proceeding inland a short distance, MM. Quoy and Gaimard found these

coral banks resting on vertical beds of slate.

X Remarks on Coral Formations.

§ Geological Manual, 3rd edit. 1833, p. 165.

0 2
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(fetweep iPww and Pitcai^ Idauda,)^ been ocspida:^ fi^aa

^ dse^pdoa of Captain Beecdiey,* to boa good.^ of a ndaed

coni idandt its flat summit 80 feet above tbo aea* Mr. Darwin

bas accumulated a mass of infonnalion'f* fiR>m the peismud com*

munications of the Bev. J. Williams^ Mx. Martens, (<^ Sydney,)

and Mr. C. Bennett, and from niunexous voyt^ers, and other

authors, showing coral banks devated to various heights above the

level of the sea in the Cook and Austral Idands, Savage Islands,

the Friendly Islands, the Navigator Group, the New Hebrides,

New Ireland, the Marianas, the East India Archipelago, the Loo-

Choo Islands, Ceylon, Mauritius, Madagascar, part of the eastern

coast of Africa, the Bed Sea, and the West India Archipelago.

In fact, this list comprises examples in all seas where coral reefs

and islands have been noticed, and leaves little doubt tlut since

coral reefs and islands were formed, as they now are, in the fitting

regions, many throughout those regions have been raised above the

level of the sea into the atmosphere.

LafCl Island, one of the Loyalty group, has also been noticed by
the Rev. W. B. Clarke as a raised coral island. It is about

90 miles in circumference, and surroimdcd by a fringing reef,

upon which the depth gradually increases outwards for a quarter

of a mile, the reef then plrmging into deep water. The whole

island is composed of dead coral. Its average height above the

sea is about 120 feet; and it attains, at points on the eastern

side, an elevation of 250 feet. There is a ledge or shelf, like

that now surrounding the island, at 70 or 80 feet above the

sea. The surface is table land, with hollows and elevations,

such as characterise a coral reef. Mr. Clarke infers tlmt this

island has been elevated at two distinct periods; at the first

to the amount of 170 feet, at the second to 80 feet additional

height.^

In considering the elevation of coral reels above the sea-level,

the portions of a sea-bottom should also be taken into account,

which may by the same means be brought within such a dififAtioft

of the surface water, that the germs of the various coral polyps,

which aid in the establishment of a reef, could find the needful

conditions for establishing themselves. It has to be borne in min/I

that inequalities of the sea-bottom exist as much in coral regions

* Beechey, Voyage to the Pacific.

t Darwin, Structure and Distribution of Corai Beefii, pp. 132-137.

t Clarke, Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Tol. lii.,

61 1
1847.
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lection of volcanic inequalities may be idsed by ^ same move*

ments as tiiose which have elevated the coral banks to varioos

altitudes above the sea. While some pierced the 8urfiu»-levd

the water, to be dealt with by the atmosphere and the iBeakers,

as &r as their varied resistances to the destructive action of

the one or the other might permit, others would be dif^ntly

circumstanced. Some formed of incoherent cinders and ashes

would readily be cut down to the level to which breaker action

could extend j while others would only just reach the needful

depth beneath tiie sur&ce-water for the establishment of coral

reefs.

As respects inequalities of sea-bottom, if the Great Bank of

Newfoundland were in coral regions, and were elevated fiom

its present relative level, so that its broad platform with its

common depth of from 40 to 50 fathoms, one small portion of

the area being occupied by the Virgin Rocks, were raised

about 20 fathoms, by which coral reef-making germs could

fix and develop themselves under fitting conditions, we should

have an area of between 35,000 to 40,000 square miles, aroimd

the irregular margin of which there would be conditions, as

represented in fig. 81 (p. 198), for an extended border of coral

reefs. The sea around the margin would often be suddenly

deep. The new Admiralty Chart of the North Atlantic pves

106, 1^7, 147, 13^, 107, and 149 fathoms, as now found close

off the south-eastern tide of the Great Bank. There would

be an island of small size, now the Virgin Bocks, above water

with still 20 fiithoms close to it; and supposing a somewhat

questionable shoal (with 3J fathoms upon it), about 40 miles to the

eastward of the Virgin Rocks to be really existing, there would be

another small island in the same area. The Great Bank, with its

continuation the Green Bank, would be separated by a channel,

then 55 to 79 fathoms deep, fi:om the St. Pierre Bank, round the

edges of which there would be conditions for a fnngeof coral reefi,

enclosing a large area of water with no other land above its surfiice.

Indeed, the St. Pierre Bank would then bear an external resem-

blance to a great atoll, about 140 miles across firom south-east

to north-west, with a maximum breadth from south-west to

north-east of about 70 miles, and having a somewhat steep slope
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outside, on the south-west side, into 118, 160, and 149 fathoms,

the change from the present depths being taken into account.*

In the Bermudas we seem to have an instance of an isolated

bank in the Atlantic, far distant from land, and rising firom deep

water, upon the upper part of the crown of which coral reefs have

established themselves, mingled with others which have been

described as chiefly composed of serpulae, nulliporae incrusting the

work of the marine animals as upon the coral reefs of the Pacific

(p. 169).t The remarks of Captain Nelson, of the Eoyal En-

gineers, having chiefly reference to the geological structure of

these islands, there is yet much to be accomplished by the ex-

perienced naturalist respecting the reefs themselves, which are

especially interesting from their geographical position, and the

marine life connected with it.

Although deep water is reported to surround the bank upon

which the reefs and isles of Bermuda are situated, the reefs them-

selves are immediately bounded outwards by shallow water, only

6 and 7 fathoms being marked on the charts as a somewhat

common depth immediately bey(Hid the reef, deepening somewhat

further distant to 12 and 15 fathoms. Captain Nelson describes J

the Bermudan group to consist of about 150 islets, lying in a

north-east and south-west direction, within a space of 15 by 5

miles, and containing altogether an area of about 21 square miles.

This group is situated very near, and conformably to, the south-

east side of a belt of reefs, partly formed by corals, and partly by

serpulas, of a rude elliptical form, 25 miles long by 13 miles broad.

The extensive submarine area of the Newfoundland banks is also highly

interesting, as exhibiting a very slight difference in level. From 250 to 300 feet

beneath the surface-water seems a very common depth, though there appear to be
gradual swelling portions bringing the bottom more upwards. If these banks were
elevated above the sea, they would present an irregularly bounded platform, divided

by one main channel, many thousand square miles in extent, the chief height above
which would be a rocky eminence, about 240 feet above the general surface, where
the Virgin Bocks now occur; and, if the questionable shoal on the eastward really

exists, a boss of ground of about the same altitude in that direction also. If these

banks have been in previous geological times raised into the atmosphere, all traces

of considerable hills and valleys, which may then have e2usted,have been obliterated.

And this may readily have happened from the levelling effects of breaker action,

combined with the distribution of the detritus by tidal streams and ocean currents,

as the land may have slowly subsided. Be this as it may, detritus would not readily

be now borne to these banks from the adjoining coasts of Newfoundland by any
drifting action along the bottom, since, as previously mentioned, deep water occurs

between the banks and that land.

t The occurrence of coral reefs so far northward in the Atlantic is referred to the

influence of the heated water carried northerly by the Gulf.Stream*

t Nelson, Transactions of the Geological Society of London, 2ud series, voL v,
,
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Ths o^im^ smid the islets are shallow^ and the depth of water

wit^ ;lhe faou^^ ree& rarely exceeds 12 to 14 fathoms. The

higliest land rises to about ^60 feet above the sea at Sears Bill^

ai^ Gibbs Hill has an elevation of 245 feet.

Captain Nelson describes the islands as altogether calcareousi

the b^s‘vaiying from loose sand to limestone, so compact as to

receive a good polish, the whole derived from animal secretions,

chiefly marine, though the remains of land shells, and birds^ bones

are also mentioned. From the mode of occurrence of the calcareous

beds, and especially from the saddle-shaped sections observable

throughout the islets, Captain Nelson infers that the deposits have

been efiected by means of the wind, driving the calcareous sands,

including fragments of, and whole shells, in the usual v ay before

it, and heaping them up irregularly into sand-hills, the component

parts of which have been variously consolidated. A foot of red

earth, containing vegetable matter, commonly covers the calca-

reous accumulations. Fragments of coral and shells are noticed

as common, and the remains of Lucina ( Verms) Pennsylvanica arc

especially pointed at as frequent Turbo Pica is also common

;

and Captain Nelson is inclined to refer its occurrence on the

heights to the hermit crabs, which he has seen running about with

these shells.* Coral reefs occur inside the main, or outside reefs,

and do not rise above low water, except at spring tides. Over the

bottom of this basin calcareous sand and chalky clay (the best

anchoring ground) are distributed. The tides average a rise and

fall of about feet, and at low water the main reefs stand about

2 feet above the sea.

Although there may be good evidence of much of the calcareous

accumulations of these islets having been effected by means of the

wind, piling up sand and fine calcareous particles driven, in the

usual way, by breaker action at high tides, and by gales of wind,t
still there would also appear evidence that there may have been
some elevation of the general mass, since a bed containing shells of

the Lucina Pennsylvanica^ and now about 6 feet above water, has

an even range from Phyllis Island to Harris Island. Under this

Mellita (SciUeUa) quinquefora is noticed as found, the pores of the crusts filled

with crystalline carbonate of lime, like the echinites in the European chalk. Turtles*
bones have been discovered in the accumulations, as also the remains of cyprsea and
bulla.

t Sand drifts are now in progress
;
and Captain Nelson especially refers to one

encroaching on the land,! and arising from works executed a few years since, by
which a protecting vegetation was removed, and the wind acted on a sufficient area of
free sand to work its destructive way into a more considerable mass.
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hypotheos A mixed accumalsdon, by mei^ ^
water, would t^ear jmxmastent with ^ven

Captoia Hebei; tb $®owig (fig. #) » one mmib* to irnmy

sections of sandstone deposits formed beiMit water.

Mg. 88.

a
b
c

d

a, 6, c, Ordinary friable calcareous rock.

«f, Recent loose deposit in front of the cliff.

Having so much evidence of the elevation of coral reefs in

various parts of the world, and seeing that depressions of ordinary

rock-accumulations (to be hereafter noticed) have been effected,

often on the large scale, also in various regions, it would be ex-

pected that coral reefs, and even extended areas in wWch they

occur, may in like manner have been subjected to the like move-

ments. Mr. Darwin has very ably sustained this view, both as

respects single coral reefs, and extended regions in which they

may be found.* To account for barrier reefs and atolls, which

have been produced by the subsidence of land, around which

fringing coral reefs only were first attaclied, he gives the following

illustration :—

f

Fig. 83.

Let A, A, be the outer edges of fringing reefs, on two opposite

sides of an Island L, at a sea-level, S, S ;
B, B, shores of the

island ; A', A', outer edges of the fringing reef, after its upper

growth, during the gradual subsidence of the island L, by which

the relative sea-level became transferred to S^ S'; then A B,

* Darwin, Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs, chap. vi. On the distribu-

tion of coral reefs with reference to the theory of their formation.
, o a,

t In this section the two diagrams given by Mr. Darwin (Structure of Coral R^n,

pp. 98 and 100), have, for convenience, been thrown into one, in other respects they

are the same. As Mr. Darwin points out, the sections of the lagoons are exag-

gerated.
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WMJi lixe seetioAa of the lagoons inside baitier reels on each side of

after ^subsidence, and B'B^thenewshoxes ofthe islands

Should the gradual subsidence continuei so that the relative level

>f the sea, as regards the island L, be changed to 8'' 8'', then the

original island round which the corals first formed a fiinging belt,

would be completely concealed, A'^ constituting the outer reefs

ofan atoll, and C its contained lagoon. In this manner the original

mass of land, which might be a volcanic cone, or some modification

of that form, would become encrusted by the remains of marine

animals, or the detrital and chemical accumulations arising from

such remains, including the faeces of the various reptiles, fish, crus-

taceans, molluscs, and other marine creatures which i:ihabited the

reefs and lagoons. This would be contained within a mcral crust,

due chiefly to the work of the outer reef-making polyps
;

this crust

again covered, after a certain depth, by the ddbris of the reefs,

broken away by breaker action, as the subsidence continued, and

accumulated over the first formed reefs in the usual talus. With
the exception of certain portions of tliis outside distribution of the

d^ris from breaker action, there would be a general horizontal

arrangement of the rest; even the crust of the outer reef exlii-

biting, to a certain extent, this mode of accumulation. A large

volume of calcareous matter, obtained by marine animals from the

sea and their food, mingled with some terrestrial vegetable and

animal matter, would be thus accumulated ;—and no small amount

would be required to fill in, as it were, the space between the

outer crust of the rising reefs tod the original land.

Assuming the hypothesis good for the single case adduced, there

would appear no difficulty in applying it to a variety of modifica-

tions, arising either from the form of the original land, which may
be either of small or considerable extent, mountainous or hilly in

one part, and more level at others ; or from the altered and chang-

ing arrangements of the surface distribution of land and water, at

different times as the subsidence continued, being more sudden at

one time than at another, or being interrupted by pauses of greater

or less duration.* The Maldives are considered as affording a

good example of the effects of the submergence of the land, after

the first incrustation of its shores by the reef-making corals, so

that a considerable fringing reef round a large island, like that of

New Caledonia, became divided up into numerous rings of coral

* The varied effects of submergence of coral reefs and islands will be found

treated at length, and with reference to reefs and islands considered to bear out this

view, in Mr. Darwin’s Structure of Coral Reefs, chapter v., entitled Theory ofthe

Formation of the different Classes of Coral Reefs.
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soulb of the MaldiveB, piesOnts peculkdtkeir^ attend

tion ;* ftnd Mr. Darwin oons^n it as an inatanee, m which the

oorab of the main reei perished' before or duri^ A aubina^[eMe^

,
now such that the great outer reef, instead of being within ^
break of the sea, is sunk from 5 to 10 frthoms beneath the sur&ce

of the water, two or duee spots only rising into islets. As the

depth of the outer reef does not appear such as to prevent re^-

making corals from developing themselves, and as interior knolls

present themselves at the same depth with luxuriantly-growing

corals, there would appear some other reason than mere depth of

water, with its consequences, preventing the establishment of more

than a slight amoimt of living coral polyps on these reefi. Sup-

posing the outer reef to have once flourished in the common manner,

at and near the surface (and there are still two or three islets

above water), perhaps the somewhat sudden submergence of an

extended range of islets, thickly studded over the outer reef, with

their vegetation and sands, would, for a long time at least, be very

imfavourable to conditions well suited for the re-establishment of

the upper reef-making corals. Wave and tidal action would tend

to distribute and move about the sands over the sunk re<|| in a

manner scarcely fitted to the habits of the upper reef-making coral

polyps, or the firm establishment of their germs.

With regard to the incrusting of islands by coral masses,

including ^he accunmlations mechanically and chemically ob-

tained from the stony matter, chiefly calcareous, secreted by the

* “ The longest axis is ninety nautical miles, and another line drawn at right angles

to the first, across the broadest part, is - seventy. The central part consists of a

level, muddy flat, between forty and fifty fathoms deep, which is surrounded on

all sides, with the exception of some breaches, by the steep edges of a set of

banks, rudely arranged in a circle. These banks consist of sand, with a very

little live coral
;
they vary in breadth from five to twelve miles, and on an average

lie about sixteen fathoms beneath the surface
;
they are bordered by the steep edges

of a third narrow and upper bank, which forms the rim of the whole. The rim is

about a mile in width, and with the exception of two or three spots where Islets

have been formed, is submerged between five and ten fathoms. It consists of

smooth, hard rock, covered with a thin layer of sand, but with scarcely any live

coral
;

it is steep on both sides, and outwards slopes abruptly into un&thomable

depths. At a distance of less than half a mile from one part, no bottom was found

with 190 fathoms; and off another point, at a somewhat greater distance, there was
none with 210 fathoms. Small steep-sided banks or knolls, covered with luxuriantly-

growing coral, rise fVom the interior expanse to the same level with the external rim,

which, as wo have seen, is formed only ofdead rock.*’—Darwin, Structure and Dis-
tribution of Coral Reefs, p. 39.
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polyps and other marine creatures forming or inhabiting coral

ree&, if we can have a growth and accumulation adjusted to the

submergence,* ihe geolo^cal results would be such that upon

agaim j^og elevated above the 8ea>level, has happened so

weiilwith many regions during the lapse of geological time alter

Submmgence), in areas such as that of the cordlian porticms of tiw

Pamfb, numerous masses of calcareous accumidations would,

present themsdves, often, perhaps, corresponding in general

character at equal, or nearly equal levels, and having the appear*

ance of being the remains of limestone deposits, once continuous,

though in reality they had never been united. If the Cape de

Verde Islands, the Canaries, and the Azores, were to be incrusted

widi coral reefs, and be gradually depressed beneath the level of

the sea, so that the reefs and the consequent accumulations inwards

could be adjusted to the rate of submergence, and were again

raised above the sea (as at least some of them would appear to

have been, since notwithstanding their general igneous character,

sea-bottoms and shores around them, of the more recent geological

times, termed the tertiary, are uplifted), these fallacious appear-

ances would be very marked.t

The observer would readily expect to find, in regions where

coral reefs abound, and volcanos are now, or have been active

diuri^ their formation, that there are occasional mixtures of

igneous products with the coral accumulations. In Mr. Beete

Jukes’ accoimt of the Great Barrier Beefs of Australia, he

mentions mingled substances of this kind at Murray and Erroob

* If the submergence were so rapid that the growth, and consequent accumulations

inside the reefs did not become adjusted to it, and supposing the reef-making corals

only able to flourish in certain minor depths, it is obvious that the reefs could not
increase upwards, but remain beneath like any mass of inorganic matter, the reef-

making polyps perishing.

With respect to the rate of growth of reef-making corals, the evidence is at present

somewhat uncertain and contradictory. Some contend that the growth is very slight,

reefs having been known in their present state for a long time
;
while others consider

their increase as more rapid. There is evidently a want of more information on this

subject, especially as respects the conditions under which the appearances supporting

these different views may have been caused.

f There are suddenly very considerable depths around the Cape de Verde
Islands. Even in the channel between Sal and Bonavista, a line of 232 fathoms
found no bottom. The same with the Canaries. There is no bottom at 309 fathoms
close*on the north of Palma. The like with Madeira, off the west end of which a line

of 280 fathoms does not reach the bottom. Very deep water surrounds the various

islands of the Azores. There is a depth of 300 fathoms close on the south of Santa
Maria, and no bottom with 320 fathoms of line between that island and the Formigas,
on the north-east. Around Pico, Fayal, San Jorgo, and Terceira, there are depths of
200 and 300 fathoms near the land

;
and there is very deep water around Flores, the

most western isle.
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Islands, wHerc beds are found contmmng vanable portions of

tiachytic lava and calcareous rocb, some of the lumps of lava and

limestone being apparently rounded attrition. Tlim» are 4bo

beds of yolcanio arii, mr sa^, in which calcareous gains (ue dis-

persed. InEtxoob, igneous rocks cover the sKompaies andctni-

glomer^. In this.r^on, also, pum^^^WoiiE. jnpp^ to have

been at one rime much drifted abmit, ssisi^ ^^ fioin

volcanic eruptions in directions whence a pOrtitm of riiu li^
substance could be driven by pre'olent win^ and currents. It

seems to have become mingled with the coral deposits. Porrions

of it are embedded in the coral rock of Paine’s Islet, and are

frequent in the coral conglomerate on the north-east coast of

Australia.* Captain Wilkes describesf portions of vericular lava

as found among blocks of coral conglomerate at Bose Island, a

small and low coral island, forming riie most eastern of the Samoan

group. We should expect many mixtures of volcanic rocks with

coral sands and pebbles on the laches of volcanic islands, fringed

by coral reefs, as appears often to be the case, and also an occa-

sional overflow of lava on reefi adjoining land liable to volcanic

eruptions.^:

* Beete Jukes, Narrative of the Voyage of the “ Fly.” He describes flats of coral

conglomerate, half a mile wide, as frequent along shore on the N.£. coast ofAustralia.

Upon all these flats, and about ten feet above high-water, there is an abundance of

pumice pebbles. They occur on the east coast of Australia, under similar conditions,

for 2000 miles
;
are rarely seen on the present beach, or found floating at sea

;
and

Mr. Beete Jukes infers, that this proves either the stationary character of the coast,

or that it has been equally affected, for this distance, by elevation or depression. He
allows for the piling action of the breakers, and considers it as not improbable that

the coast has bqpn slightly elevated, or, at least, has notsuffered any depression through

a long lapse of time.

f United States’ Exploring Expedition, vol. ii., p. 64.

t A coral bed, ten feet thick, is stat^ to occur between two lava streams at

the Isle of France
;
the coral bed elevated, since its formation, above the level of

the sea.



CHAPTER XIL

TRANSPORT OF MINERAL MATTER BY ICE.—HEIGHT OF SNi>W-LINE.—GLA-

CIERS,—CAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT OF GLACIERS.—GL.. MKR MORAINES.

MOTION OF GLACIERS,—GROOVING OP ROCKS BY GLACIERS.—ADVANCE

AND RETREAT OF GLACIERS.—GLACIERS OF THE HIMALAYA.

Very considerable attention has, of late years, been directed to

the Influence of Ice in the distribution of detritus, both upon

dry land and over the bottom of the sea, and to the mechanical

effects ice may produce on hard rocks, or loose accumulations,

on or against which It may move or be thrown, upon the land or

beneath the sea.

We observe the influence of the sun’s heat to be now such

(whatever view may be taken of any supposed heat in the body of

the earth itself, sufficient in previous times, to prevent the forma-

tion of ice on its surface), that the cold of the planetary space, as it

has been termed, so acts upon the earth, that it is, as it were,

encased in a comparatively thin warmer space, outside which,

water remains permanently solid ; this space having spheroidal

form somewhat more oblate than the sea-level, so that, at the

equator, there is a difference of from 16,000 to 17,000 feet between

the two, and that it joins that level in the Arctic and Antarctic

regions. Above this, it is inferred that the temperature continues

to decrease in the atmosphere until, finally, that of the planetary

space alone prevails.*

Taking thus the heat derived from the sun as so influencing the

present surface temperature of the earth, that the cold of the

planetary space does not render the waters solid over the whole

face^ of the world, we should, from the conditions under which this

heat could prevail, anticipate many minor modifications in its

Fourier inferred that the temperature of the planetary space was -50° centi-
grade (58° Fahr.), and Svanberg held it was -49°*85 centigrade, employing another
method. Observing this near approach to the result given by Fourier, the latter
calculated the temperature according to Lambert's statements, and obtained -50° *35.
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action.* These would arise &om its diffeient abaoT^ba and

radiation aocerdis^ as it fell upon land or waters and hi di|hrait

latitudes; feont varied relief and obaactil^ df. laiid»'Si^ its

intennixtufe wife suifece waten; fennfee vaaarioa^iua imlM
as to depths, and fee motion of some portions i:!* sddier

to hotter i^ons, or the reverse; fee movement of fee

atmosphere and its varied conditions; and from fee periodical

' change in the position of portions of the earth's surfeoe, according

as one hemisphere or fee other becomes most exposed to fee influ-

ence of the sun.

Numerous observations have shown fee exact regularity of the

space, in which water commonly remains liquid, to be much

disturbed by fee modifications noticed
;
so that, for all fee purposes

required by fee animals and vegetables of oiur planet, certain

regions are rendered habitable which would otherwise scarcely

support life. A very marked instance of this kind is found on fee

north flank of the Himalaya, where the perpetual snow-line, as it

is termed, is, from a combination of physical conditions, more

elevated by 1500 or 2000 feet than on the southern side of the

same great range of mountains, t Minor modifications of the same

kind are abun^nt, as also from the influence of great surfiices

occupied by the sea, and from prevalent winds sweeping over it

and reaching land ;
thus producing marked elevations of fee general

temperature above that at which ice would be common.

To obtain the snow reposing on the regions or elevated moun-

tains, piercing through the space above noticed into those portions

of our atmosphere where the temperature is such that snow more

or less encftists them during the whole of the various climatal

changes of the year, we have to infer evaporation from the land and

water, modified according to their various states, surfaces, and

* Respecting the temperature of our atmosphere, M. Arago has remarked, (Ann.
de Phys. et de Ghim., tom. 27,) that, “ 1st, in no part of earth on land will a ther-

mometer, raised from two to three metres (6*5 to 10 English feet) above the ground,
and protected from all reverberation, attain 46® centigrade (114° *8 Fahr.)

;
2ndly,

in the open sea, the temperature of the air, whatever be the place and season, never
attains 31° centigrade (87° *8 Fahr.); Srdly*, the greatest degree of cold which has
ever been observed upon our globe, with the thermometer suspended in the air, does
not descend 50° centigrade below zero (58° Fahr.).” To this he adds, ** 4thly, the tem-

, perature of the water of the’ sea, in no latitude, and in no season, rises above 30° cen-
tigrade (86°. Fahr.).”

t With reference to the snow-line on the northern flank of the Himalaya,
Hooker states- (letter to Sir William Hooker, dated Tongu, N.E. Sikkim, altitude

13,500 feet, July 25, 1849), “ that the snow-line, in Sikkim, lies on the Indian side of
the Himalayan range nt below 15,000 feet; on the Thibetan (northern) slope, at about
16,000 feet.”
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localities, sufficient to afford the needful falls of water in this

form.*

From the polar regions, where we find such a great amount of

climatal change, that the influence of the sun, as far as it can be

there experienced, is uninterrupted, or nearly so, during one-half

of the year, and unfelt during the remainder, to the tropical regions,

where portions of mountain masses may rise so high into the atmo-

sphere as to support a covering of snow, there are necessarily great

variations of temperature, the latter becoming less changeable, as a

whole, in the equatorial portions of the earth.

When attention is directed to the effects arising from these

variations of temperature, it is found that the production of glaciers

* Experiments do not seem to give the temperature at which the evaporation of

snow or water ceases, so that while a limit may be inferred for this evaporation at

some height to which parts of a mountain-chain might be elevated, it might readily

happen that there are none such on the face of our planet, the vapour of water always

mixing with the gases of the atmosphere up to all the heights in it to which parts of

the earth’s surface have been protruded.

Humboldt (Fragmens Asiatiques, p. 549) has given the following table of the snow-

line on certain mountain ranges :

—

Mountains. Latitude.
Hei((ht above

the Sea.

Cordillera of Quito . . 0° to IJO 8.

English Feet.

15,730
Bolivia . 16® ,, 171® S, 17,070
Mexico .

Himalaya:

—

Northern Flank . •

19° ,, 19i°N.

301° ,, 31° N.

15,020

16,620
Southern Flank . . 12,470

Pyrenees..... 42J® ,,43° N. 8,950
Caucasus 42J® ,,43® N. 10,870
Alps ...... 45|® ,,46® N. 8,760
Carpathians .... 49^ ,,49i®Nf

49® ,,
51® N.

8,500,
Altai . . . . . . 6,400
Norway .....

Interior .... 61® ,, 62® N. 5,400

, ,
.... 67® ,, 67t®N. 3,800

, ,
.... 70® ,, 7(A®N. 3,500

Coeut ..... 71® ,, 71J®N. 2,340

To these may be added the following observations :

—

Locality. Latitude.
Height above

the Sea. Authority.

Bolivia .....
Cordillera of Chili . .

Chiloe
Tierra del Fuego . .

Kamtschatka . • .

Baren Island. . . .

16® to 18® S.

33® S.

40® to 43® S.
54® S.

67® N.
74® 30' N.

English Feet.

16,263
14,.500
6,000
3,750
5,808
590

Pentland.
Gillies.

Fitzroy.

King.
Erman.
Durocher.

M. Durocher (Memoire sur la limite des neiges perpdtuelles. Voyage de la

Recherche, 1845) places the line of perpetual snow in the Arctic Ocean In 78® N.
; so

that, at Spitzbergen (N.W, coast), it descends to the level of the sea.
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stands somewhat prominently forward among those which have a

geological bearing. In the Alps, Europeans have been long

familiar with the elongated masses of ice, so called, descending

from the regions of snows, through ravines and rocky depressions

of various forms, even into fertile valleys, where ripening crops and

ice may be almost in contact under the heats of summer and autumn,

in latitudes ranging from 44° to 47^. De Saussure, though not the

first to examine them, by the charm of his writings, directed no

little attention to glaciers, and to the effects produced by them.

Other authors have, at various times, since described them; and,

among those of late years, M. Charpentier* and M. Agassizf have

written much in support of a particular h
3
rpothesis as to the mode

in which these masses of ice moved outwards from the mountain

heights whence they originated, and as to their former more con-

siderable range and extension than at present, pointing to many

circumstances connected with this subject, and of geological value,

though the hypothesis itself may not be adopted.

The progress of researches respecting glaciers and their geological

effects, affords a fair example of the necessity of careful observation

in a right direction
;
so many assertions connected with the mode

of occurrence and advance of these masses of ice, upon which

hypotheses were based, having been found, upon actual investiga-

tion, unsupported by facts. Though this has been the case, many

observations have, from time to time, been recorded, which have

borne the test of careful investigation ; and no one would appear

more desirous of admitting the value and importance of real

additions to our information on this subject, than Professor James

Forbes, t# whom so tnuch of our present knowledge of the Alpine

glaciers is due.J

A glacier commences near the line of perpetual snow, but lower

somewhat than that on the adjacent ground. There is often a

passage, nearly insensible, from perfect snow to perfect ice; at other

times, the level of the superficid snow is well marked, and the. ice

occurs beneath it. No doubt the transition is effected in this way

:

—the summer’s thaw percolates the snow to a great depth with

water
;
the frost of the succeeding winter penetrates far enough to

* “ Essai 9ur les Glaciers et sur le Terrain Erratique du Bassin du Rhone,” 1841.

Lausanne.

t “ Etudes sut lea Glaciers,” 1840. Neuchntel.

I See his Travels through the Alps of Savoy and parts of the Pennine Chain, with
observations on the Phenomena of Glaciers, 3nd edit., Edinburgh, 1845; and his

papers printed in the Philosophical Transoctions, for 1846.

P
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free2» it at least to the tibickn^ of one yearns fall, or, by being

repeated in two or more years, consolidates it more effectually.”*

The part of a glacier, where the surface begins to be annually

renewed by the unmelted accumulation ofeach winter, is commonly

known as ndvS, and true stratification has been here recognized by

De Saussure and other writers. Professor Forbes agrees with M.

de Charpentierf in thinking that this stratification becomes entirely

obliterated as the nSvS passes into complete ice.J The crevasses,

or great fissures, in the are considered to differ from those

lower down the glacier in their greater width and irregularity, and

the caverns in it to be more extensive and singular in their forms,

from the greater facility with which the is thawed and water-

worn.

Further down the valley, or ravine, in which the glacier finds

its way, much will necessarily depend, as to the form and appear-

ance of the latter, upon the general character of the ground tra-

veled. The ice changes its character : it is not like that produced

by the freezing of stiU water in the lake, but ‘‘ laminae, or thin

plates of compact transparent blue ice, alternate, in most parts of

every glacier, with laminae of ice not less hard and perfect, but

filled with countless air-bubbles, which give it a frothy semi-opaque

look.” The alternation of bands, then, is marked by blue and

greenish-blue or white curves, which are seen to traverse the ice

throughout its thickness whenever a section is made. It is, there-

fore, no external accident—it is the internal structure of a glacier,

and the only one which it possesses, and may be expected to throw

light upon the circumstances and formation of these masses.”§

* Forbes’ Travels through the Alps of Savoy, 2nd edit., p. 31.

f For his views respecting glaciers, consult M. de Charpentier^s Essai sur les

Glaciers et sur le Terrain Erratique du Bassin du Rhone. Lausanne, 1841.

t ^‘The granulated structure of the n^ve is accompanied with the dull white of
snow passing into a greenish tinge, but rarely, if ever, does it exhibit the transparency

and hue of the proper glacier. The deeper parts are more perfectly congealed, and

the bands of ice, which often alternate with the hardened snow, are probably due to

the effect of thaw succeeding the winter coating, or any extraordinary fall. On
exposed summits, where the action of the sun and the elements is greater, the snow
does not lie so long in a powdery state, and the exposed surface becomes completely

frozen.” Forbes’ Travels through the Alps, &c., 2nd edit., p. 32.

§ Forbes’ Travels through the Alps, &c., 2nd edit., p. 28. It is remarked, respect-

ing this structure, that it is the consequence of the viscous condition of the mass and
its movement. It is observed that it ** has all the appearance of being due to the

formation of fissures in the aerated ice or consolidated n^vd, which fissures having

been filled with water drained from the glacier, and frozen during winter, have pro-

duced the compact blue bands ” (p. 372). Professor Forbes considers, that, as the

viscous mass moves onward, the central parts faster than the sides, these fissures,

filled with ice, take a more horizontal position in the general mass, with such modi-
fications as may be expected on the sides and bottom where the fHction is greatest,
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Below the the glacier conimonly'finds its way, amid varietitf

depressions of different forms, to the lower ground, far beneath the

line which marks ihe usually constant presence of snow throughout

the year. The accompanying view (fig. 84, p. 212) of Mont Blanc,

taken from the Brdven, a mountain rising high above the valley of

Chamonix, which separates the Brdven firom the Mont Blanc, will

give a better idea of the passage of the glaciers downwards into the

lower valley, than a verbal description, and more especially as the

altitude and position ofthe Brdven itselfprevents that foreshortening

and less instructive view obtained from beneath.

As the great icy mass descends from the region of the niv4 to

the lower ground, the crevoBses vary much in length and breadth,

sometimes extending across the whole glacier,* and this, as might

be expected, according to the character of the surface on which it

may repose. As it descends into warmer regions, the glacier is

necessarily exposed to the influence of higher temperature, and if

it did not obtain the needful supply from above, it would there

diminish in bulk and disappear. As this supply varies, the

extension of a glacier will correspond with the kind of seasons

experienced, so that it may descend further into the lower valleys

at one time than another ;f and thus its actual amount of protru-

sion into a valley may depend, for the time, upon effects produced

through many seasons, and be liable to frequent change.

accompanying his remarks by ideal sections of glaciers and real sections of viscous

bodies experimented upon for illustration. He observes, ** that this ribboned structure

follows a very peculiar course in the interior of the ice, of which the general type is

the appearance of a succession of oval waves on the surface, passing into hyperbolas,

with the greater axis dire^ed along the glacier. That this structure is also developed

throughout^e thickness of a glacier, as well as from the centre to the side, and that

the structural surfaces are twisted round in such a manner, that thefrontal dip, as we
have called it, of the veins, as exhibited on a vertical plane cutting the axis of a

glacier, occurs at a small angle at its lower extremity, and increases rapidly as we
advance towards the origin of the glacier” (p. 372).

* In the account of his passage over the Col de Gcant, Professor Forbes mentions

an immense chasm or crevasse, extending wholly across a glacier in the descent on

the Chamonix side, and at least 500 feet in width. **
It terminated opposite to the

precipices of the Aiguille lioire in one vast enfoncement of ice, bounded on the hither

side by precipices not less terrible.” Travels through the Alps &c., p. 238.

t Among the numerous examples of the varied extension and volume of glaciers

known in modem times, there would appear none more illustrative than that of the

Brenva, on the Italian side of Mont Blanc. In 1818 it attained a height different

from that found by Professor Forbes, in 1842, of at least 300 feet, as proved by that

of a rock, upon which a well-known chapel (Chapelle de Berrier) was placed, which,
with the rock on which it stood, was heaved and fissured by the rise of the i<^. This
great increase of volume, and its decrease in the 24 years, is well attested. The
Professor remarks, that the mean temperature for the five years preceding 1818, when
the glacier was thus of such increased volume, presented no marked change, the mean
temperature at Geneva being for that time 7^*61, Reaumur (49^* 12 Fahr.) ; the mean
forthela8t40 years, in the same town, being 7^* 75 (49^* 44 Fahr.)—Travels, he.,
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freeze it at least to tke tbiokn^ of one year’s &ll or» by being

rep^^mtwooi more years, od|itoUda^ it nioie effeotjdtty/’*

The part of a glacier, wbi^i^ ^0 sut&ee b^ns to be ani^ly

renewed by the unmelted aeeuttiulalion ofeach winter, is oommonly

known as nio4, and true stratification has been here recognized by

De Saussure and other writers. Professor Forbes agrees with M.

de Charpentierf in thinking that this stratification becomes entirely

obliterated as the n6v4 passes into complete ice4 The ersvasses,

or great fissures, in the nivS are considered to differ from those

lower down the glacier in their greater width and irregularity, and

the caverns in it to be more extensive and singular in their forms,

from the greater facility with which the rib'll is thawed and water-

worn.

Further down the valley, or ravine, in which the giiwcier finds

its way, much will necessarily depend, as to the form and appear-

ance of the latter, upon the general character of the ground tra-

versed. The ice changes its character : it is not like that produced

by the freezing of still water in the lake, but laminas, or thin

plates of compact transparent blue ice, alternate, in most parts of

every glacier, with laminae of ice not less hard and perfect, but

filled with countless air-bubbles, which give it a frothy semi-opaque

look.” The alteniation of bands, then, is marked by blue and

greenish-blue or white curves, which arc seen to traverse the ice

throughout its thickness whenever a section is made. It is, there-

fore, no external accident—it is the internal structure of a glacier,

and the only one which it possesses, and may be expected to throw

light upon the circumstances and formation of these masses.”§
' " —

' r-—
* Forbes* Travels through the Alps of Savoy, 2nd edit., p. 31.

f For his views respecting glaciers, consult M. de Charpentier*s Essai sur les

Glaciers et sur le Terrain Erratique du Bassin du Rhone. Lausanne, 1841.

I “The granulated structure of the neve is accompanied with the dull white of

snow passing into a greenish tinge, but rarely, if ever, does it exhibit the transparency

and hue of the proper glacier. The deeper parts are more perfectly congealed, and

the bands of ice, which often alternate with the hardened snow, are probably due to

the effect of thaw succeeding the winter coating, or any extraordinary fall. On
exposed summits, where the action of the sun and the elements is greater, the snow
does not lie so long in a powdery state, and the exposed surface becomes completely

frozen.” Forbes’ Travels through the Alps, &c., 2nd edit., p. 32.

§ Forbes’ Travels through the Alps, &o., 2nd edit., p. 28. It is remarked, respect-

ing this structure, that it is the consequence of the viscous condition of the mass and

its movement. It is observed that it ** has all the appearance of being due to the

formation *of fissures in the aerated ice or consolidated n^vd, which fissures having

been filled with water drained from the glacier, and frozen during winter, have pro-

duced the compact blue bands ” (p. 372). Professor Forbes considers, that, as the

viscous mass moves onward, the central parts faster than the sides, these fissures,

filled with ice, take a more horizontal position in the general mass, with such modi-
fications as may be expected on the sides and bottom where the faction is greatest,
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Below the nM, the glacier coAmonly finds its wa^r, ai^ vmadiii

£>1(9)8, to r
’ • - . - -

line wh

the year. The accompanying view (fig. <

taken from the Eleven, a mountain rising hi^ ebore the vall^ of

Chamonix, which separatee the Br^ven from the Mont Blanc, will

give a better idea ofthe passage of the glaoiets downwards into the

lower valley, than a verbal description, and more espedally as the

altitude and position ofthe Btdven itselfprevents that foreshortening

and less instructive view obtained from beneath.

As the great icy mass descends from the region of the nhS to

the lower ground, the eremm vary much in length and breadth,

sometimes extending across the whole glamer,* and this, as might

be expected, according to the character of the sur&ce on which it

may repose. As it descends into warmer regions, the glacier is

necessarily exposed to the influence of higher temperature, and if

it did not obtain the needful supply from above, it would there

diminish in bulk and disappear. As this supply varies, the

extension of a glacier will correspond with the kind of seasons

experienced, so that it may descend further into the lower vaUeys

at one time than another ;t and thus its actual amount of protru-

sion into a valley may depend, for the time, upon effects produced

through many seasons, and be liable to frequent change.

accompanying his remarks by ideal sections of glaciers and real sections of viscous

bodies experimented upon for illustration. He observes, ** that this ribboned structure

follows a very peculiar course in the interior of the ice, of which the general type is

the appearance of a succession of oval waves on the surface, passing into hyperbolas,

with the greater axis dire^ed along the glacier. That this structure is also developed

throughout ^e thickness of a glacier, as well as from the centre to the side, and that

the structural surfaces are twisted round in such a manner, that ihefrcnUU dip^ as we
have called it, of the veins, as exhibited on a vertical plane cutting the axis of a

glacier, occurs at a small angle at its lower extremity, and increases rapidly as we
advance towards the origin of the glacier” (p. 372).

* In the account of his passage over the ^l de Geant, Professor Forbes mentions

an immense chasm or crevasse, extending wholly across a glacier in the descent on

the Chamonix side, and at least 500 feet in width. *^lt terminated opposite to the

precipices of the Aiguille Noire in one vast enfimeemmt of ice, bounded on the hither

side by precipices not less terrible.” Travels through the Alps &c., p. 238.

t Among the numerous examples of the varied extension and volume of glaciers

known in modem times, there would appear none more illustrative than that of the

Brenva, on the Italian side of Mont Blanc. In 1818 it attained a height different

from that found by Professor Forbes, in 1842, of at least 300 feet, as proved by that

of a rock, upon which a well-known chapel (Chapelle de Berrier) was placed, which,

with the rock on which it stood, was heaved and fissured by the rise of the ice. This

great increase of volume, and its decrease in the 24 years, is well attested. The
Professor remarks, that the meim temperature for the five years preceding 1818, when
the glacier was thus of such increased volume, presented no marked change, the mean
temperature at Geneva being for that time 7^*61, Reaumur (499* 12 Fahr.) ; the mean
for the last 40 years, in the same town, being 7®* 75 (49°* 44Fahr.)—Travel B? 205. .
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The turbid wftteis, rushing oa% from ben4ih

Alps will be familiar to all who have viated

also the cav^ of ice through which these waters commonly ixA

their way when they are most abundant. With respect to such

waters, Professor Forbes has pointed out that they may not only be

due to the ice melted by contact with the rocks on which it moveSj

to the fall of rain upon the ice drained by the glacier valley, in

the season when rain falls, and to the waste of the glacier itseli

by the sun and rain, but also to the natural springs rising fion

beneath the ice, as in any other locality.*

With respect to the cause producing the motion of glaciers

different views have been taken :f Professor James Forbes con-

siders it as “ convincingly proved,^ that the motion of a glaciei

varies not only from one season to another, but that it has definit<

(though continuous) changes of motion, simultaneous throughoui

the whole, or a great part of its extent, and therefore due to some

general external change,” and that “ this change has been showr

to be principally or solely the effect of the temperature of the air.

and the conditions of wetness or dryness of the ice.”§ Wit!

regard to the movement itself, the Professor has pointed out ‘^thai

the ice does not move as a solid body,—that it does not slide dowi

with uniformity in different parts of its section,—that the sides

which might be imagined to be most completely detached fron

their rocky walls during summer, move slowest, and are, as it were

* With respect to the waste of the glacier by the sun and rain, Professor Forbe

remarks, that it is a most important item, and which constitutes the main volum

of most gladler streams, except in the depth of winter. It is on this account that fh

Rhine and other great rivers, derived from Alpine sources, have their greatest flood

in July, and not in spring or autumn, as would be the case if they were alimented b

rain-water only. On the same account, the mountain torrents may be seen to swel

visibly, and roar more loudly, as the hotter part of the day advances, to diminis

towards evening, and in the morning to be smallest.” ** Winter is a long nigl

amongst the glaciers. The sun’s rays have scarcely power to melt a little of th

snowy coating which defends the proper surface of the ice
;
the superficial waste I

next to nothing, and the glacier torrent is reduced to its narrowest dimensions.”-

Travels through the Alps of Savoy, &c., 2nd edit., pp. 20, 21.

t The chief of these views will be found in the works of MM. de Saussore, D
Charpentier, Agassiz, Elie de Beaumont, Mr. William Hopkins, and of Frofessc

James Forbes. In the latter they wiirbe seen discussed in much detail, and tk

Professor’s own views advocated, especially in his Travels through the Alps <

Savoy, &c., in chap. xxi. (entitled ** An attempt to explain the leading Phenomena <

Glaciers”), and in his papers entitled ** Illustrations of the Viscous Theory,” pu1

lished in the Philosophical Transactions for 1846. A very detailed account of tt

works and views respecting glaciers will also be found in the Histoire des Progi^ d

la Geologic, de 1834-1845, by tlie Vicomte d’Archioc, Paris, 1847.

X Travels through the Alps of Savoy, &c., and alluding to chap. vii.

§ Ib., chap, xxi., p. 363.
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draped down by the central parts.” * His theory is, that “ a

glacier is an imperfect fluid, or a viscous body, which is urged

down slopes of a certain melination by the mutual pressure of its

He does not, however, “doubt that gladen on

t^ir as well as that the pai^des of ice rub over one ano&er,

ahd chaOge thdr mutual positbns.” ^
The movement of glaciers is important as regards the transport

of mineral substances, inasmuch as by it they bear onwards upofi

their surfaces any fragments of rock that may fall upon them from

the heights amid which they pass; thrust before them any loose

accumulations of blocks, gravel, sand, and earth which may oppose

their course, and even break off portions of rocks where the re-

sistance of the latter is less than the force of the glacier, divisional

planes, such as joints and cleavage, with the natural bedding of

rocks, often rendering the mass of such rocks less resistant than it

would otherwise be. The observer, accustomed often to see the

steep cliffs of many a moimtain region covered towards their bases

* Travels through the Alps of Savoy, &o. chap. xxi. p. 363. As to the di^Tcrent

rates of motion of a glacier, it is observed that a glacier, like a stream, has its

still pools and its rapids. Where it is embayed by rocks it accumulates—tVs declivity

diminishes^ and its velocity
^
at the same time. When it passes down a steep, or issues

by a narrow outlet, its velocity increases. The central velocities of lower, middle,

and higher regions of the Mer de Glace are—1*398, *574, and *925; and if we
divide the length of the glacier into three parts, we shall find these numbers for its

declivity, 15°, 4J°, and 8°.—Forbes’ Travels, &c., p. 371.

t Ib., p. 365. It would be shmewhat out of place in this work to enter more fully

into the theory of glacier movements. Respecting the theory of the viscous condition

of a glacier, Professor Forbes alludes to its spreading as a viscous body would do
when a glacier passes out of a narrow gorge into a wide valley, stating that this fact

had been first brought prominently forward by M. Rendi^ now Bishop of Annecy
(Travels, p. 367.) M. Rendu (Thcorie des Glaciers de la Savoie, Chambery, 1840)
divides glaciers into glaciers reservoirs and glaciers (Te'coulement, the former in the high
regions, and the latter descending into the lower valleys. lie estimates the height of
the separation between the two in Savoy at 2,923 metres (9,590 English feet). Ho
pfunts to the accumulation ofsnow in the higher regions, the rain, when it falls there
freezing, and to the feeding of the lower glaciers by the descent of this snow and ice!

I “ But,” he adds, “ I maintain that the former motion is caused by the latter, and
that the motion impressed by gravity upon the superficial and central parts of a glacier
(especially near its lower end), enables them to pull the lateral and inferior parts
along with them. One proof, if I mistake not, of such an action is, that a deep cur-
rent of water flows under a smaller declivity than a shallow one of the same fluid.
And this consideration derives no slight confirmation, in its application to glaciers
from a circumstance mentioned by M. Elie de Beaumont, which is so true that one
wonders that it has not been more insisted on—namely, that a glacier where it
descends into a valley, is like a body, pulled asunder or stretched, and not a body
forced on by superior pressure alone” (p. 370). In a note to this passage, the Professor
remarks, “ that a state of universal distension, or a state of universal compression,
is equally incompatible with the existing phenomena of most glaciers, and that com-
pression in some parts and distension in others are plainly indicated by their natural
features.”
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by the d^ris detached by atmospheric influences from above^

and especially in climates or regions where frosts and thaws

often dtemate, would readily expect these fragments to mcwe
onwards widi the glacier on ^he edges of which Ihey may
Instead) therefore) of a tihss of

well studied in many mountainous re^ons, the mass of fiEagmenht

moves slowly onwards, and the protection fimn atmospheric

influences afforded by this talus to the soUd rocks be^th it (m
some mountain countries collectively very considerable), is removed

precisely in localities where the vicissitudes of climate are often so

great that it can be the least spared.

The blocks and smaller fragments (necessarily very variable in

form and volume, according to the character of the overhangmg

rocks, and the amount of their decomposition anterior to their

fall), thus strewed upon the glaciers, are well known as maraines.l!

These moraines also necessarily differ in general volume, according

to the amount of matter which may be detached from the heights

above the glacier, and the rate of movement of the glacier itself on

the sides adjoining the sources of the detached ftagments. Two
lines of moraine will mark the edges of a glacier, should the heights

on either side of it afford the needful supply, as also a mass of rock

rising through a glacier, should it also afford fragments, as has been

pointed out by Professor Forbes. When two or more streams of

glaciers unite, each bearing its two, or even as we have seen, three

lines of rock fragments, the union will so dispose of the lines as to

form a less number for the remaining course of the glacier, as in

fig. 85, vhere the glaciers coming down the valleys A and B, and

uniting the four moraines, two on the sides of each glacier, become

three (a), (J), (c), by the union of the lateral n4||dnes 2 and 3 into

a central moraine (b). Various other unions, easily imagined, are

produced, as minor contribute to main glaciers. A great central

moraine may be established by the junction of two long lines of

glacier sides, unbroken for a considerable distance, and upon which

* The debris on mountain sides often completely masks their character as left

anterior to such coverings. There are few mountainous regions which do not show
this when carefully examined. Mining operations often prove it on the sides of hills.

Ravines, where ravines may not be uncommon, are usually favourable for observa-

tions of this kind; as, for example, many instances are found in Derbyshire, where

the faces of steep cll& are often modified in this manner, the long-continued action

of atmospheric influences having smoothed off many a precipitous hill side, where the

same effects may be seen in daily progress. This action has greatly modified the fiice

of most countries, especially when combined with landslips.

t This name has become common with us from the works of De Saussure and others

writing in French. Guffer is the German term for them.
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a great fall of Iragmcnts may take place, while the opposite sides

may be marked with slighter lines of moraine, derived Iroin tribu-

taries receiving a less amount of fragments.

Fig. 85.

The following view (fig. 86), representing the upper part of the

glacier of the Aar,* well ^ows the lines of moraine coming down

from the glacier of the Finsteraarhom, on the left, and from that

Fig. 86.

of the Lauteraarliorncr, on the right. It also illustrates the form-

ation of a single line of moraine in the centre, by the union of the

Reduced from a view in the l^tudes sur Ics Glaciers by Agassiz. Neuchatol,

1840.
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two lateral moraines of the glaciers above noticed. Examples are

also seen of the mushroom-like appearance produced by the unequal

melting of the surface of a glacier, so that protection being afforded,

as long since pointed out by Dc Saussure, by a block of rock

(particularly if it has so fallen on the glacier as to rest in a tabular

manner), the ice beneath has not disappeared so rapidly as around

it, and thus the block is raised upon a stem of ice. Some of the

blocks thus supported are very ^ge.* It is, in the sme manner,

to the protection the sun and mn affind^ to the beneath

by the mass of the moraine, that it often risoa above the ioe^f

The following viewf (fig. 87, p. 2i8), of the upper part of the

glacier of Zermatt, also shows the effects produced, as regai^ mo-

raines, by the union ofglaciers. On the left, the lines ofmoraine are

derived from the glacier of Monte Rosa and of the Gomerhom,

with the lateral moraine of the foot of the Eiffelhom and the great

moraine of the Breithom. On the right are the glaciers of the

Little Cervin and of the Furke-flue. The crevasses across the

united glaciers are well exhibited in front, as also the rise of the

ice above the side of the glacier, showing that the blocks and other

rock fragments, there borne onwards, would have a tendency to fall

over and accumulate in a lateral moraine, off the ice, and upon the

adjoining lower ground.

If the rate ofmovement of a glacier depends upon the slope and

* A large one, observed by Professor Forbes in 1842, is represented in his Travels

through the Alps, &c., pi, 1, and he gives the following instructive account of it:~
“ There lies on the ice a very remarkable flat block of granite, which particularly at-

tracted my attention on my first visit in 1842 to that part of the glacier. It is a mag-

nifleent slab^of the dime^ions of 23 feet by 17, and about 3i in thickness. It was

then easily accessible, and by climbing upon it and erecting my theodolite, I made
observations on the movement of the ice

;
but os the season advanced it changed its

appearance remarkably. In conformity with the known fact of the waste of the ice at

its surface, the glacier sunk all round the stone, while the ice immediately beneath it

was protected from the sun and rain. The stone thus appeared to rise above the level

of the glacier, supported on an elegant pedestal of beautifully veined ice. Each time

that I visited it, it was more difficult of ascent, and on the 6th August, the pillar of ice

was thirteen feet hiffh, and the broad stone so delicately poised on the summit of it

(which measured but a few feet in any direction), that it was almost impossible to

guess in what direction it would ultimately fall, although by the progress of the thaw,

its fall in the course of the summer was certain. During my absence in the

of August, it slipped from its support, and in the month of September it was begin-

ning to rise on a new one, whilst the unmelted base of the first was still very visible

on the glacier.** (p. 92.)

t The glacier cones, as tiiey are called, are accounted for on the same principle of

protection from the influence of the sun, sand washed by rain-water into cavities on
the glacier finally so accumulating that it prevents the melting of the ice beneath at
the rate experienced around, so that the sand still remaining on the ice, the latter

takes the form of a cone with a sandy covering. They have been found 20 to 30 feet
in height, and 80 to 100 feet in circumference.—Agassiz, Etudes sur los Glaciers,
chap. X., and Forbes* Travels, &c., chap, ii., p. 26.

X Also taken from the Etudes sur los Glaciers, by Agassiz. !
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form of the subjacent and boundary rocks, all other conditions

being equal,* we should expect it to vary very materially in the

course of the same glacier, and in different glaciers. The very

87.

careful investigations of Professor James Forbes have piovcd the

correctness of the view taken by M. Eendu,t that the central

portions move faster than the lateral,J so that the blocks and frag-

* When the rates of advance of different glaciers are compared with the slopes on
which they move, it is very essential to take all other conditions into account, a pre-
caution which does not appear to have been always adopted.

t Theorie des Glaciers de la Savoie, p. 63.

t Travels through the Alps of Savoy, &c., chap, vii., entitled ** Account of Experi-
ments on the Motion of the Ice of the Mer de Glace of Chamouni.” The means
adopted were of an order to insure success. The Professor selected a point on the
ice, and determined its position with respect to three fixed co-ordinates, having refer-
ence to the fixed objects around. He found, after the observations of four days,
that the ice.on which his instrument was placed moved during each 24 hours at the
rate of

15*2 : — 16-3 ; — 17-5 : ~ 17*4 inches,

a variation which he considered duo to the increasing heat of the weather. On trying
the rate of nocturnal motion, as compared with the diurnal, the Professor found
exactly one-half, the night having been cold. The general motion was not by fits of
advance and halts, but orderly and continuously. By well-considered arrangements,
he also found that the somewhat common opinion of the sides of a glacier moving
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ments of the medial lines of moraine descend further in less ritwA

tlian those on the sides, even when the latter are not thrown over,

and left on the ground bounding the sides of a glacier. From the

nature of the transport, any enormous mass of rock, detached from

a height above a glacier, will move as readily onwards as a gmall

fragment ; indeed, from its protecting influence against the action

of the sun and rain, it would tend to preserve the ice beneath flu

more effectually, considering the subject generally ; not, however,

forgetting that from the unequal melting of the ice around and

partly beneath, it may be tilted oflT, not only into a crevasse, where

it might advance with the general march of the glaoier, bat. also

into some mtuation where its prt^press may, for a time he

arrested. Some of the blocks observed on^ ghtdern are of

considerable dimensions. Frdessor Forbes mentions having seen

one on the ice of the glacier of Yiesdhy in the Valais, nearly lOO

feet long, and 40 or 50 feet high.*

faster than the centre waa fleorreet, and that, on the contraiy, their motion wm
slower. From the 29th June to the Ut July while the sides of the part of the

Mcr de Glace experimented upon moved at a rate of 17*5 inches for each 24 hours,

the centre advanced 27*1 inches. Other experiments on other parts of the glacier

led to similar results. It was found that, **
(1) The motion of the higher parts of the

Mer de Glace is, as a whole, slower than that of its lower portion, but the motion of

the middle region is slower than either. (2) The Glacier de Geant moves faster than

the Glacier de Ldchaud. (3) The centre of the glacier moves faster than the sides.

(4) The difference of motion of the centre and sides of the glacier varies with the

season of the year, and at different parts of the length of the glacier; and (5) The

motion of the glacier generally varies with the season of the year and the sta^ of the

thermometer.” Subsequent investigations enabled Professor Forbes to state (Philo-

sophical Transactions, 1846, “ Illustration of the Viscous Theory of Glacier Motion,”

parti 1
,
2

,
and 3), that the movement of the Mer de Glace went on continuously

for several days, and he ^ves a valuable table of the apparent and relative motion oi

45 points, tvre feet apart, in a line traversing the axis of this glacier, in 1844 (p. 171).

The motion of a particular stone, named the Pierre Platte, on the Mer de Glace,

was observed to be as follows

From the 17th September, 1842, to 12th September, 1843,

the advance in 360 days was 256*8 feet.

Reduced to the year of 365 days . . . a . 260*4 ,,

Mean daily motion 8*56 inches.

From 12th September, 1843, to 19th August, 1844, 342

days. a • a 270 feet*

Proportional motion for 365 days . , . # . 288*3 ,,

Mean daily motion . . ... . . . 9*47 inches.

There are also important tables of the motion observed at two stations on the Gla<

cier des Bois (one observed from the '2nd October, 1844, to the 2l8t Movember

1845, and the other from 4th December, 1844, to 2l9t November, 1845) ; and at tw<

stations on the Glacier des Bolssons (one from 20th November, 1844, to 22nd Novem
ber, 1845, and the other from 2nd October, 1844, to 22nd November, 1845), showini
the variable, but continued progress, of these glaciers during the intervals. Amon;
the results, it appeared that ** in both glaciers the summer motion exceeds the winte
motion in a greater proportion os the station is lower, that is, exposed to more violen
alternations of heat and cold.”

* Travels, &c., p. 46. A very large granite block, also sceii'by the Professor upoi
the Mer de Glace, in 1842, is figured by him in the same work, p. 57.
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While thus fragments of all dimensions, and in great abundance,

find their way with an unequal rate of movement, according to

their position on a glacier, to lower levels, numerous others are

arrested in their progress, tilted off and left on the ground adjoining

its sides, should circumstances permit. When a glacier so changes

its volume as to occupy a higher relative level at one time than

another, amid the mountain depressions and ravines ove; and

through wMohf it may move, and the conditions for leaving mar*

gihal accQintilations of lodt jGnigments on the outside of it obtain,

such accumulations, itimuld tiie ice aftmrwards decrease m volume,

would remain to atteft this previous state of the glacier.* No
tbsxTsb of tiiis kind would be left where the sides of a ravine or cliff

were so steep that the blocks could not find rest. The fragments

would either rise or descend with the glacier, some probably falling

into any space left between the ice and the wall of rock, and open

cither from a certain amount of melting of the glacier at its contact

with the rock, or from the passage of th#mass of ice along the

uneven front of a cliff, cavities of different kinds thus presenting

themselves.

From fragments of rock becoming jammed between the ice of

a glacier and its rocky walls, as cannot fail often to be the csisc,

and indeed is well known, the friction of these fragments, pressed

by the great force of the glacier, grooves and furrows the adjoining

rocks in lines corresponding with their motion. Professor Forbes

gives the following interesting view (fig. 89) of the ‘ Angle,’ Mer
de Glace, where granite blocks are jammed in between tlie ice and
the rock, wearing “ furrows in the retaining wall, which is all

freshly streaked, near the level of the ice, with distinct parallel

lines, resulting from this abrasion. The juxtaposition of the power,

the tool, and the matter operated on, is such as to leave not a

moment’s doubt that such striae must result, even if their presence

could not be directly proved.”!- This friction alone would tend to

Professor Forbes (Travels, &c., p. 24) has given a very illustrative section
(fig. 88), showing the manner in which fragments (c) of rook may be ieft by the de-

Fig. 88.

crease of a glacier, and in which a part of a lateral moraine may fall into a cavity, «,
between the ice and the boundary rock, or be left stranded on an inclined shore, b.

The section of a central moraine is seen at d.

t Travels, &c. The woodcut is a reduced sketch from pi. S, p. 76.
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mlucc the fragments to less am, and even to fine powder. Looldng

at the general conditions of glacier movements, the kind of ground

tlvcsc masses of ice pass over, and to the introduction of fragments

from the sides, and even through the crevasses to the bottom, we

Fig. 89.

should expect that the grooving and scratching would be con-

siderable on the bottom and sides, mingled with an extensive

smoothing of surface, as if, in the application of a huge polishing

apparatus, acting, as a whole, with minor deviations, in one direc-

tion, harder grains were strewed about, so that scratching as well as

polishing was effected.* This scratching and smoothing by

glaciers has been chiefly observed, with reference to their geological

value, in modem times, though the rounded and polished surfaces

fi'equently seen have been long known by the name of Boehes

Moutmnees, that assigned them by De Saussure.

From the general grinding of glaciers on their beds, the friction

Though the grooves arc usually long, parallel, and polished, the minor scratches

often cross each other.
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of the fragments on each other, and the decomposition of many

kinds of rock in i^ons where the alternations of frost and thaw

are so common, particularly in the warmer parts of the year,

much finely-comminuted mineral matter could scarcely fail to be

exposed to the action of tmy running water, finding its way amid

the glacier, and along its sides and bottom.* The streams and

rivers derived from glaciers have commonly a marked character,

as above noticed, from the quantity of fine mineral matter in

mechanical suspension. These sometimes fall into lakes, and leave

the fine sedimentary matter behind them, as is the case with

many amid and on the skirts of the Alps, while some have a con-

siderable course, as, for example, the Ihirance (bearing the glacier

waters of Monte Viso), and many tributaries of the Po, fed by

glacier streams from the southern side of Mont Blanc, and other

Italian portions of the high Alps.

Independendy of the mass of fragments which may be borne

forward by a glacier, when it is on the increase outwards, from

a fitting combination of conditions, it ploughs up the ground

before it, thrusting forward the loose substances, no matter how

accumulated, and with them, should they come in its course,

fields, woods, and houses. We remember seeing the Glacier dcs

Bois thus crushing and forcing all before it during its advance

in 1819.t These accumulations, to which the transported blocks

and minor fragments of rock are being added, as the ice melts,

which once supported and carried them onwards,| are known as

terminal moraines, and by their position a glacier is inferred to

There is much finely-comminuted mineral matter distributed over some parts

of many Alpine glaciers. It is sometimes so fine as to enter the interstices of the

more porous ice, thus distinguishing the latter from the more compact bands.

These “ dirt bands,** as Professor Forbes terms them, were of much service to him
in his examination of the structure of glaciers. Alluding to the discoloration from

this finely-comminuted detritus, the Professor observes, ** The cause of the dis-

coloration was the next point, and my examination satisfied me, that it was not,

properly speaking, a diversion of the moraine, but that the particles of earth and
sand, or disintegrated rock, which the winds and avalanches and water-runs spread

over the entire breadth of the ioe,found a lodgement in those portions of the glacier

where the ice was most porous, and that consequently the * dirt bands* were merely
indices of a peculiarJy porous veined structure traversing the mass of the glacier in

these Travels, &c., p. 163. Upon careful examination these dirt bands**

were found to be quite superficial.

t In 1820 it attained its greatest known modem advance into the valley of Cha-
monix.

X Respecting the blocks and fragments of rocks thus carried outwards, M. Rendu
has remarked that some of them can be occasionally traced to the very commence-
ment ofa glacier.—Theorie des Glaciers de la Savoie.
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be, for the time, either retreating, advancing, or stationary.* That
glaciers advance and decrease is well known, and this to conrider-

able distances, so that many a terminal moraine left at one time,

may be again forced forward at another, part of it so caught in

the advance of the ice as to be employed in grooving and scratch-

ing the solid rocks beneath, then bared and passed over hy the

glacier. Enormous blocks! are often left by glaciers in their retreat

;

indeed, under such circumstances, they would not only leave the

terminal moraines, marking their extension for the time, and

during periods of increase, but also their whole load of blocks and

fragments, up to the new limits of the decreased glaciers.

Supposing a glacier to advance and retreat from causes which,

though variable on the minor scale, are constant for considerable

intervals of time, there would be no small amount of blocks and

fragments of rock, too considerable to be borne onwards by river

action, left either perched on various parts of the mountain sides,

or distributed over the valleys, within the range of increase and

decrease of these masses of ice in glacier regions. This great and

constant general action, continued through long time, would

scarcely otherwise than very considerably modify the state of the

area from that original condition, when the glaciers were first

formed, even supposing no alteration in the relative level, as

respects the sea, of the mountain masses amid which they occur.

Avalanches aid in the general descent of fragments of rocks,

carrying many, with their snows, to lower levels, sometimes falling

on glaciers, sometimes into deep valleys, where the fragments are

merely exposed to the ordinary action of rivers.

Taking# the general causes and movements of glaciers in the

Alps for his guides, the observer is enabled to infer how far

glaciers would be found in other regions. M. Elie de Beaumont

has pointed out,{ that from the little variation of climatal con-

* Professor Forbes, after quoting M. Venetz (vol. i. of the Transactions of the

Swiss Nat. Hist. Society), as pointing out ** that passes the most inaccessible,

traversed now, perhaps, but once in twenty years, were frequently passed on foot,

sometimes on horseback, between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries,” considers the

evidence important, as ^ showing that a very notable enlargement of these boundaries

(glacier boundaries), was consistent with the limits of atmospheric temperatnre,

which we know that the European climate has not materially overpassed within

historic times.”—Travels, &c., pp. 43, 44.

t Professor Forbes mentions one of green slate, pushed forward by the glacier of

Swartzberg, valley of Saas, and now left at a distance of about half a mile from the

glacier by its retreat, estimated by M. Venetz to contain 244,000 cubic feet. This
mass, if about 14 cubic feet be taken tothe ton, would weigh no less than 17,428 tons.

t Remarques sur deux points de la Theorie des Glaciers, y^nnales dea Sciences

Gdologiques, 1842. He observes that glaciers being due to at^^dal and not merely to

diurnal conditions, there could be only perpetual snows, and noi glaciers, ui^er the
equator, where the variations of temperature are only diurnal.
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ditions in tropical regions, glaciers would not be expected

among the mountains there situated, and sufficiently high to be

clothed with perpetual snow. Where the alternations of frost

and thaw, snow and rain, would be insufficient to produce the

needful amount of nev4 assuming this to be the storehouse whence

the glaciers are supplied, these would not be found. Looking,

therefore, at the different known regions of the world, their varied

relief) as regards the distribution of high and low land, the dif;

ferent amount of water supply from the atmosphere, cither in the

shape of snow, hail, or rain ; changes of temperature during various

times of the year, and their amount; prevalent or periodical winds

—one set dry, the other bringing abundant moisture, and proximity

or distance from the sea—the observer finds no want of' modifying

conditions for the presence or absence, and geological importance

of glaciers. At one time glaciers were somewhat doubted among
the great range of the Himalaya, but several are now known.

The height of the lowest part of the Finder glacier is estimated at

about 11,300 feet above the sea, and that of the Kuplince glacier

at 12,000, which, the height of the perpetual snow line near them

being considered at about 15,000 feet, would give a glacier descent

of 3,700 feet for the former, and 3,000 feet for the latter.* The
lowest part of the glacier of the Ganges is 12,914 feet above the

sea, according to Captain Hodgson.

* Captain Strachey, Bengal Engineers, Jameson’s Edinburgh New Phil. Journal,

vol. xliv,, p. 119, and Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. viii., p. 794.



CHAPTER XIII.

ARCTIC GLACIERS REACHING THE SEA.—NORTHERN ICEBERGS AND THEIR

EFFECTS.—ANTARCTIC GLACIERS AND GREAT ICE BARRIER.—GEOLO-

GICAL EFFECTS OF ANTARCTIC ICEBERGS.—GLACIERS OF SOUTH GEORGIA.

—GLACIERS OF SOUTH AMERICA.—TRANSPORT OF DETRITUS BY RIVER

ICE.— GEOLOGICAL EFFEC'IB OF COAST ICE.—EFFECTS OF GROUNDED ICE-

BERGS.—GENERAL GEOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ICE.

Proceeding from the temperate parts of the world, where lands

rise suflSciently high into the atmosphere to obtain a constant

covering of snow, and the fitting conditions permit glaciers to

descend aihid the adjacent valleys at lower levels,* to the Arctic

and Antarctic regions, we find glaciers not only covering various

portions of land, but jutting into the sea, the line of perpetual

snow having descended towards its level. If the observer will in

imagination, and by reference to the view of part of it previously

given (fig. *84), fill up the valley of Chamonix with sea to the

height ofabout 4000 feet above the village of Cliamonix (3,425 feet

above th% sea), anfl, therefore, so that the perpetual snow line

descended (in round numbers) to within about 1,000 feet from the

sea level,f it will readily be seen that numerous glaciers would jut

into the sea, resting upon and grating along the rocks forming

their bases and sides, until the emersion in the water became such

that they floated at their extremities, the transport of fallen fi»g*

ments being continued in the manner that it now is, until the

glacier reached the sea. Here the conditions for their further

transport would be modified. Instead of terminal moraines, the

blocks would be thrown into deep water, and those which now
fall off the lateral moraines would be distributed at greater or less

* In the Pyrenees, the conditions for the production glaciers would appear to
be such, that, where they occur, they are almost always found on the northern slopes
of the mountains.

t Taking 8,r)00 feet above the sea as the snow line for the Alps, the altitude
inferred by Professor Forbes.

Q
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distances from the new shores. Modiiications would also arise

from the increase or decrease of the mass of the glaciers, assuming

the needful climatal changes. If wc now add wave and breaker

action, and tides, it will be seen tliat there would be a tendency to

have the protruding portions of the glaciers, where they floated,

broken away by the one and the other, more particularly when
the glaciers were weakened by lines of crevasses, formed, as now,

upon the land, before the protrusion seaward was effected. Great

masses of ice would thus be borne away, supporting their moraines,

gathered and transported outwards, as at present.

This imaginary case may be considered as realized, from the

near approach of the perpetual snow line to the sea, with certain

obvious modifications, in portions of the Arctic regions. Glaciers

formed, necessarily, at minor altitudes above the sea, there descend

to the shores in various situations, as«i lor example, in parts of

Greenland and Spitzbergen,* even advancing beyond them, so that

their extremities become separated and are borne away by tidal

streams and sea-currents, the masses of ice often loaded with the

fragments of rock detached from the cliffs and heights amid which
the glaciers moved outwards, as in the Alps. Let a, J, e, d, and e,

(fig. 90), represent the section of a portion of coast, partly beneath

the level of the sea, and partly along a ravine or hollow, in which
a glacier, /, g, c, h, finds its way outwards to tlie sea, s, so that at

Fig, 90,

A, it has a tendency to float at its extremity, from its relative

specific gravity, as regards the sea, and it should be recollected

With respect to the alternations of temperature productive of glaciers, it would
appear that in these regions there is no want of the needful alternations of frost and
thaw. In Greenland the heat of the days in the summer months is considerable,
thawing the snow and ice, while the nights are commonly cold, with frosts. Even
during the winter at Spitzbergen, when strong southerly winds prevail, thaws are
known. The temperature of the warmest months at Spitzbergen is estimated at
340 5, and the longest day lasts four months, the northern portion of these islands
being within 10® of the North Pole.
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that glacier ice would sink less deeply in sea than in fresh water.

And let t be the level of ordinary high water in a tidal sea, and 1
1*

the difference of level between high and low water. The ordinary

glacier movements and their consequences would go on uninter-

ruptedly, as in the Alps, allowing for the modifications due to an
Arctic climate, fromf to where the sea level cuts the cciast and

glacier ; while from g towards d, a change in the polishing, groov-

ing, and scratching of the rocky sides and bases would gradually be

effected as the final floating of the ice removed its pressure from

them. Still much of the polishing, grooving, and scratching would
take place beneath the sea level, and the fragments which may have

fallen bet\\jieen the glacier and its sides, or through crevasses of

sufficient depth, while above the level of the sea, would be squeezed

out beneath the ice under that level, accompanied by the finer

detrital matter, derived in the manner above mentioned (p. 221),

and borne away in mechanical suspension by glacier rivers. As
the ice moved seawards, instead of the terminal moraine of an

inland glacier, the blocks and fragments of rock of the lateral and

central moraines, should there be such, would fall over into the

sea, accumulating in different ways beneath it, according to the

depth of water and configuration of the coast. It is assumed, for

illustration, that at d such blocks do accumulate. With respect

to the finer detritus, instead of being removed, amid dry land, by

running waters, as in the Alps, its outward movements by such

means would be checked at the sea level, with the difference due

to the fall of tide t\ Its further course outwards would depend

upon the specific gravity of the water loaded with this matter in

mechanical suspension, and the geneml motion of the glacier.

We have seen that the turbid waters of the Rhone readily sink

beneath the clear water of the Lake of Geneva, spreading over the

bottom (p. 44), and we should anticipate, from the melting of the

glacier in the sea, and the consequent less specific gravity of the

latter, that the turbid waters under notice, finding their way
beneath Arctic glaciers in the usual manner above the sea level,

would also be discharged outwards beneath the glacier. Taking

all the circumstances into consideration, there would appear much
probability of the finer detritus finding its way beneath the glacier

into the sea, to be distributed over its bottom according to con-

ditions, tidal streams and sea currents producing their usual effects.

Along steep coasts, such as those of Greenland, where glaciers are

so common, much mud may be thus distributed, under the deep
water which usually adjoins them, and into this mud glacier-bome^

Q 2
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fragments of rock^ sometimes of considerable volume, would from

time to time be discharged^ so that the resulting mixture would be

a day without apparent stratification, amid which fragments of

rocks, of very vari^ form and volume were dispersed.

The transport of fragments by glacier ice, the latter jutting into

the sea, does not cease in the cold regions of the globe with the

extension of the glacier itself. Not only is the glacier subject, at

its seaward extremity, to the breaker action, which observers in-

form us imdermines its base, and finally brings down huge frag-

ments into the water, but also to the pressure of tidal streams or

sea currents, and to the fracturing influence of the up-and-down

motion produced by the rise and fall of tides in tidal stos. Some

of the masses of ice thus broken off and and floated away, as at wi

(fig. 90), with any Iciid of blocks and minor fragments of tock,

which in the ordinary inland glaciers of temperate climates might

be carried towards the terminal moraines, would contribute, as

at e (fig. 90), by their melting, and during a long lapse of time,

no small amount of blocks to be dispersed amid the clay or mud,

even of deep waters, such as those in Baffin’s Bay.

Greenland has been considered as a mass of land nearly covered

by perpetual snows and interlaced with glaciers, many of the latter

protruding beyond the ordinary coasts into the sea. Their sea-

ward extremities are well known, after having been detached from

their main masses, to be floated away, often bearing fragments of

rock in and upon them, even to and beyond Newfoundland.* In

the western and mountainous part of Spitzbergen, glaciers reach

and protrude into the sea, exposing ice-cliffs ,from 100 fo 400 feet

in height. A little northward of Horn Sound, a great glacier is

noticed as occupying 11 miles of the sea-coast, the highest portion

* The current from the northward bears a mass of ice with it to the southward

along the east coast of Greenland
;
sea ice, as well as the glacier ice noticed above.

The ice is described as sometimes extending across from Greenland to Iceland
;
polar

bears being occasionally ice-bome to ‘the latter, where they commit great havoc until

destroyed. The accumulation of ice is stated to extend occasionally from 120 to 160

miles, seawards, around Cape Farewell. Its movement thence is described as north-

ward to Queen Anne’s Cape, passing afterwards to the western side of Davis's Strait,

and from Cape Walsingham (Cumberland Island) along the American shore to New-
foundland.

Mr. Eedfield (American Journal of Science, vol. xlviii., 1845) gives a valuable

chart, illustrative of a paper, on the Drift Ice and Currents of the North Atlantic.

Touching the general quantity of drift-ice, it is stated to vary considerably. It is

sometimes seen as early in the year as January, and seldom later than the month of
August From March to July is its most common season. It is found most fre-

quently to the west of longitude 44°, and to the eastward of longitude 52°, but ice-

bergs are sometimes met with as far eastward as longitude 40°, and in some rare cases
even still fhrther towards Europe."—p. 373.
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rising in a cUff of400 foot above the water. On the east coast of

North-East Land great glaciers are also found.

M. Ch. Martins* mentions that the glaciers of Spitzbergen are

commonly even and not much broken, and that the ice resembles

that of the upper glaciers of Switzerland, pointing out that of

Aietsch as a go^ illustration of the Spitzbergen glaciers. There

are lateral, but no central moraines, the former proceeding with

the glacier to the 8ea.t The cliffs of ice rising above the sea he

estimates, as previous observers have done, as varying in height

from 30 to 120 metres (98 to 393 English feet), and he states, that

the seaward terminal portions of the glaciers rest on water. Ee-

specting the height and slope of the Spitzbergen glaciers, he esti-

mates the difference between the foot and the summit of a Bell

Sound glacier at 1,150 feet, and its slope at 10°. The principal

glacier of Bell Sound is also stated to be nearly horizontal, in con-

sequence of its great length. M. Eugene l^bert, who likewise

visited Spitzbergen, remarks on the destruction of the ice by the

breakers, and considers that where this is not effected, the masses

of ice are very stationary. M. Durocher, who has also visited these

lands, observest that the glaciers do not there rise more than from

1,300 to 1,650 (English) feet above the sea ; the snows above not

taking the character of neve, being too much elevated above the

needful conditions for its production.

The masses of ice detached from the land, floating about, and

commonly known as icebergs, are sometimes of very considerable

dimensions. The accompanying (fig. 91, p. 230) is a view of one

seen by Sir Edward Parry§ in his first voyage, and is interesting,

not only %s showing the magnitude of this mass of ice (the fer

greater portion being concealed beneath the sea), but also as ex-

hibiting something of its structure. It may be here observed.

Observations sur les Glaciers du Spitzberg compares ^ ceux de la Suisse et de la

Norwege. Bull, de la Soc. GeoL, vol. xi., 1840 ; BibUothequo Universelle de Geneve,
1840.

t Respecting the moraines of Spitzbergen, M. Martins observes that the bases of

the nearly-vertical cliffy bounding the glaciers are covered with a mass of debris,

fallen from the heights. Between thesq heights and the glacier there is sometimes a
small valley or depression. The great glacier of Bell Sound is thus separated fh)m
its boundary heights. This glacier was merely stained with earth in its lateral

portions. Those of Madalina Bay were covered with stones at their lower portions,

occupying about an eighth part of their breadth. Not only were blocks seen in their

upper surfaces, but also imbedded in the ice. M. Martins never saw them in the
front of the glaciers bordering the sea.

X Memoire sur la limite des neiges perpdtuelles, sur les glaciers du Spitzberg com-
pares k ceux des Alpes—Partie de Gdographie Physique du Voyage de la Rdchercho,
184.5. Scoresby gives the height of the Horn Sound glacier as 1300 feet.

§ Reduced from a plate, in Parry’s First Voyage, 4to edit.
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that such masses of ice, remaining, as they are often known to do,

stranded for a long time in some high latitude, might become

covered with snows, marked by alternations of frosts and thaws,

and even frozen rain, so that their upper parts may be in the

condition of neve, thus covering over the remains oi old moraines,

resting on more ordinary glacier ice. Indeed, as respects the latter

itself’ in regions where the perpetual snow line closely approxi-

mates to and even cuts the level of the sea, we might expect the

neve condition more and more to prevail, and it has been con-

sidered that icebergs arc frequently of that character.

Fig. 91.

The northern icebergs may be regarded as the great carriers of

rock fragments, oflen of a great size, from the lands where the

bergs have been formed, as portions of glaciers, over a^part of the

Northern Atlantic, distributing them upon the bottom in various

directions, and upon parts of it to which no other cause now con-

tributes detritus.* Blocks and minor fragments may even be thus

dropped upon bare rocks beneath, and upon every kind of in-

equality, Should a constant supply of block-bearing icebergs,

regarding the subject generally, be thrown into any constant cur-

rent, corresponding lines of deposit would result, assuming the

melting of masses of ice, of various sizes, at different times and

distances during their progress in such current ; these lines having

no reference to the form of the bottom, or to its modifications from

any other deposits accumulated now, or at previous geological

* Mr. Couthouy mentions an iceberg, with apparently boulders upon it, as low

down as latitude 36® 10' N., and longitude 39° W. The same author states that he
had often met with icebergs between the parallels of36° and 42° N.,in his voyages to

and from America and Europe. American Journal of Science, vol. xliii., 1842.
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times. Stranded near shores^ or upon mud or sand-banks, these

though somewhat deep in the sea, still catching their submerged

portions, icebergs would tend much to disturb detrital deposits

beneath them, particularly when moved by the waves produced

during heavy gales of wind, as also by the rise and fall of tides.

The heavy thumping of such huge masses, as some of these icebergs

are, would cause great derangement of deposits effected tranquilly;

and in many situations, blocks and fragments of rocks, with gravels,

sands, and clays, would be irregularly mixed by the application of

such force—^singular intermixtures, and contortions of any pre-

viously bedded structure being produced. The icebergs which

ground upon the Banks of Newfoundland can scarcely fail to pro-

duce much disturbance of the bottom, often adding to it great

blocks and minor fragments of rocks, borne by them from more

northern regions.*

As is well known, glaciers reaching the sea are not confined to

the northern hemisphere,! they are also found in the antarctic

regions. Sir James Ross mentions a great glacier, at iEtna Islet,

South Shetland, as descending from a height of 1,200 feet into the

ocean, where it presented a vertical cliff of 100 feet. Adjoining

the termination of the glacier, Sir James found the largest aggre-

gation of icebergs, evidently broken from it, he had ever seen

collected together. Glaciers are also noticed by Sir James Ross

as descending from the Admiralty Range (mountains 7,000 to

10,000 feet high) in Victoria Land, and projecting many miles

into the sea, bare rocks in a few places inland breaking through

the covering of ice. As in the arctic regions such glaciers may be

cxpccted^o bring down with them those fragments of rock which

* Mr. Couthouy (American Journal of Science, vol. xliii., 1842, p. 155) mentions

having seen (in September, 1822) a large Iceberg aground on the eastern edge of the

Great Bank of Newfoundland, and considered to be in about 720 feet water (120

fathoms), soundings three miles inside giving 630 feet (105 fathoms). A fresh wind

from the eastward kept forcing it on the bank, the sea causing it to rock with a heavy

grinding noise. On another occasion (August, 1827) he observed another iceberg

aground upon the Great Bank, in between 480 and 540 feet water (80 to 90 fkthoms).

The huge mass rocked with the swell, going at the time, and even turned half over

when struck by the breakers. The sea, for about a quarter of a mile around, was
discoloured by mud worked up from beneath. Above water the iceberg was 50 to 70

feet high, and about 1,200 feet long. It suddenly fell over on its side, with much
disturbance of the sea.

t Although glaciers are so common in Iceland, they do not appear actually to

reach the sea. Those descending from thehigh Jbkulls are noticed as s^rated ftom
it by great moraines. Some of the glaciers are described as black in parts irom the
quantity of volcanic cinders and ashes with which they are covered. The sudden
melting of snows and glaciers, from volcanic action in Iceland, is represented as pro-
ducing great rushes of water, bearing large accumulations of volcani products out-
wards.
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can iUi upop to grate over the hard rocks on which they move,

and;^^ aid in contribnlhg fine deltas to the a^acent

aho^ aiidi that wate^ oouJd fiow hettfisen the

the supporting rook When we oon^^ die

of BO mui^ of the great soutbstp^ knd aB h^ heen seek

we diould expect that* as in Ieelaad» vdcanic eruptions and the

heating of the ground would occanonally produce the sudden

meltiiig of snows^ and descent of the water, which could renudn

fluid sufSciently long to find its way to the sea. In this manner,

not only the tran^rt of ashes and cinders, and the larger volcanic

substances vomit^ out of craters, may be moved to the lower

ground, or into the sea, but also the fragments of rock which might

have fallen upon snow or ice from any cliffs or steep places wher-

ever atmospheric influences could detach them ;
not forgetting the

effects of earthquakes (so common in great volcanic countries)

upon the glaciers and snows, especially in localities where great

avalanches could be produced.

Though from its general mode of occurrence, the great icy

barrier of the antarctic regions might not, at -first, appear any im-

portant agent in the transport of mineral matter, it has been found

that, under certain conditions, portions of the ice, detached from

it, may bear no inconsiderable amount of mud, sand, and rock

fragments of various sizes into milder climates, depositing their

loads over the bottom of the sea upon which they may be carried.

This icy barrier presents a very singular appearance, stretching

over a vast distance, with ice-cliffs rising from 150 to 200 feet

above the sea, large fragments of them and minor pieces of ice

floating in front of it, as shown in the annexed view^(fig. 92),

representing a great detached mass in a long creek or bay in the

hairier itself. From the relative specific gravity of the ice and

sea-water, the former necessarily descends from beneath the level

of the sea to a depth which might be estimated if the ice were of

a uniform kind, with a known specific gravity. This is, however,

far from being the case, for the layers of which it is composed,

would appear to present somewhat the character of the ndvd of the

higher parts of glaciers in temperate regions, being formed of alter-

nations of snow, sleet, frozen mist and rain, with the refreezing of

* Taken from Captain Wilkes’s " United States’ Exploring Expedition,” vol. ii.

The vessel represented is the “ Peacock,” which had been driven against this great
mass of ice. The view will at the same time afford an idea of the great barrier itself,

which would be but an extension of a similar range of ice-cliffs. A long illustrative

view of the great antarctic ice-barrier is given in Ross’s Voyage of Discovery and
Research in the Antarctic Regions,” vol. i. p. 232.
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portions in^ satnmer ntontlu may be diawed at ^ea by

theiofittii^^t^jl^lQn.* ilsdetached port^
found by- i%r Jamw BQ^..i^grou]id, |50 milea Horn ita main e^
and 200 fjc^

was there at least of^ tluekiaeaB.

The depth of water obtained not far distant from the barrierf

would show, as Sir James Boss has observed, that much of it must

be upborne by the sea, and not rest on the sea-bottom, however the

general mass may be held fast by adhering to land, or by reposing

upon mud, sand, gravel, or solid rock, at minor depths. It will be

oWious that the ice must be limited in depth by the temperature

of the water to which it descends. We have seen (p. 96) that at

the deptl^of 4,500 feet, the most dense water, with its temperature

of 39° *5, appears to remain somewhat fixed in these regions, the

waters of the upper parts of the sea necessarily varying in tempera-

ture according to the seasons. In January (1841), consequently

in the summer of that portion of our globe, Sir James Ross found^

about 12 or 14 miles from the barrier, a temperature of 33° at a

depth of 900 feet, one which could not fail, widely spread beneath

* Sir James Ross describes gigantic icicles depending firom the prcjecting parts of

the ice-clifil9, proving that thaws sometimes took place. Notwithstanding Ibst time

of the observation (February 9, 1841) corresponded, as respects season, with August
in England, the temperature was at 12° (Fahr.) and did not rise above 14° at noon.

t Sir James Ross found (lat. 77° 56' S., long. 190° 15^ E.) a depth of 1,980 feet (330
fathoms), within a quarter of a mile of the barrier, the bottom green mud. He also

obtained 2,400 feet (400 fathoms) 12 or 14 miles off the icy barrier in another iltuatioa,

about 100 miles from Victoria Land, the bottom being also a green mud, soaoft that
the sounding-lead descended into it 2 feet. ^ Voyage of Discovery and Reseateli In
the Southern and Antarctic Regions," vul. i. ,
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as we might expect it to be, to act upon the lower part of* the

great mass of ice descending into the sea.*

Seeing tliat numerous and large masses of ice are annually de-

tached from the great ice-barrier adjoining Victoria Land, and are

floated off into milder regions, the question arises of whence the

needful supply for this loss is obtained, assuming a certain general

icy frontier to bound the barrier, and due allowance being made

for the variation of seasons. The great thickness of the detached

masses would lead us to consider that they were not portions formed

on the outskirts of the main mass during certain seasons as additions

to it, and were subsequently broken off, to be replaced by other addi-

tions; but rather that they were essential portions of the main

mass, formed at the same time and in the same manner with it.

Under this view there would be a motion outwards of this mass,

sufficient to supply the annual waste of icebergs at the outer edge.

Such a movement, though very slow, would yet produce a cor-

responding effect on the bottom of the sea over which this great

mass of ice passed, grating over it, heavily pressing upon and

scratching bare rocks and shingle beds, in the manner of a com-

mon glacier, though over a far wider area. Shingle beds, produced

by some previous condition of land and sea, might thus, as well as

any supporting rock, be scratched throughout, pebbles moved against

pebbles, in lines of a general parallel character, over very extended

areas.*!'

As the various layers of which the ice-barrier is fonned indicate

accumulations from atmospheric causes, unless the melting of the

bedsj beneath was equal to the deposit of snow, sleet, fog,§ and
* 4

* The temperature at 1,800 feet was 34'^* 2, at 900 feet 33°, at the surface 31°, and
of the air 28°. In another situation (lat. 77° 49' S. and long. 162° 36' W.), and about

one mile and a half from the barrier, Sir James Ross found the temperature of the

bottom (green mud) at 1,740 feet (290 fathoms) to be 30° *8, only 2° lower, he ob-
serves, than would be obtained at a more considerable distance from the barrier, and
showing the small influence of the mass of ice upon the sea adjoining it.

t Any outward motion of the great ice-barriers, however slow, by bringing portions

of it forward which were based on rock, or shallow sea-bottoms, into depths where
their bases could be melted, would also tend to keep those parts flattened which might
otherwise havea large amount of snow or ice accumulated upon them, supposing such
accumulation beyond the loss of evaporation and melting.

f As regards these layers, Captain Wilkes United States* Exploring Expedition,’*

vol. ii.) observes, that 80 different beds, on the average 2 feet thick, were counted
in the large icebergs, detached from the main ice, and 30 in the smaller.**

Assuming similar beds beneath the sea level, the whole would constitute no small
amount of ice and snow accumulated in horizontal layers and beds, in parts supported
like beds of solid mineral matter by subjacent ground.

§ Respecting fog. Captain Wilkes remarks, “ that it may make, when frozen, a
marked addition to the ice accumulations, since he has known it frozen to the

depth of a quarter of an inch upon the spars and rigging of the ships in a few lioui's.”
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raia (frozen upon its fall) above, there would be a continued increase

of icy matter. The marked general uniformity in height of the

ice-cliffs, and the tabular character of the surface of the barrier

inwards,* would point to some cause having an ext^ded and

uniform action, so modifying any accumulation of the kind as to

keep the mass at a general uniform thickness. The temperature

of the sea at a fitting depth would appear sufficient to effect this,

any addition from above to the general mass, so long as it plunged

into water and did not rest on the sea-bottom, being compensated

by the melting of the lower surface, pressed down by the increased

accumulation above.

Captain Wilkes refers the formation of the ice in the first place

to ordinary field ice, upon which layers from rain, snow, and even

fog so accumulate, that the mass descending, takes the ground, part

of it trending outwards into deeper water, and floating when con-

ditions permitf

Huge masses of this barrier, detached from it, float to more

temperate regions, borne onwards by currents and prevalent winds.

The accompanying sketch^ (fig. 93) will afford an idea of the

Fig. 93.

tabular character of numerous icebergs before they have been much
melted in more temperate climates, and also will show the stmtilied

appearance noticed. Sir James Boss found many§ in about

* Where an opportunity occurred of seeing over the ice-cliflf (about 50 feet high),

Sir James Ross describes the mass as quite smooth in its upper part, and looking like

an immense plain of frosted silver.**

t Wilkes, “‘United States* Exploring Expedition,** vol. ii. Respecting that portion

of the mass which reposes on the bottom beneath the level of the sea, we have also to

consider the effect, for any value it may have, which may be due to terrestrial heat

beneath, the ground protected from great atmospheric depressions of temperature by
the mass of ice and snow above.

X Taken from Wilkes’s “ United States’ Exploring ExpediUon,” voK ii.

§ 27th December, 1840. “ Voyage of Discovery,” &c. They extend often wUb a
similar tabular character, according to particular seasons, mqre northerly. Accord-
ing to such seasons, also, the icebergs generally of the southern regions range to ye;ry

different warmer latitudes. Upon returning from the antarctic regions in 1846^"^'^

different vessels of the United States* Exploring Expedition saw the last in 55^ S,,
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63^ 30* south, rising with tabular summits to the height of from

120 to 180 feet, several more than 2 miles in circumference.

They were falling rapidly to pieces, and their course was marked

by the portions of ice detached from them.

Respecting the mode in which icebergs are separated from the

main mass of the ice barrier, and from the few he observed near it

during the summer months, Sir James Ross infers that they are

chiefly detached during the winter, the temperature of the sea and

the air being then so different, whereas it more closely approximates

during the summer. He points to the great cracks, some many
miles in length, observed in the ice of arctic regions upon a sudden

fall of 30® or 40® in the temperature, and more especially well

seen in the great freshwater lakes, where the sudden rents are

accompanied by loud reports. The unequal expansion of the ice

expos^, on the surface, to 40® or 50® below zero (Fahrenheit),

while beneath the temperature is 28® to 30® above it, could not.

Sir James Ross infers, but produce the separation of large masses

of ice. However little the action of the waves could affect a mass

descending so low beneath the surface of the sea, we should expect

that the influence of a rise and fall of tide would be felt, tending

alternately to lift and depress much of it, especially at spring tides,

so that supposing fissures formed, this very constant up and down
movement would also tend to separate masses at the outer edge of

the barrier.

While numerous icebergs are but the detached portions of the

great ice barrier, which have not rested on a sea-bottom, and

therefore transporting no mineral matter to milder regions, beyond

any volcanic ashes or cinders discharged over the icy area, of

which they may have formed a part, from such volcanic vents as

Mount Erebus, and be interstratified with the layers of ice and

snow,* others carry onwards no small amount of mud, sand, and

rock fragments of different sizes. We have accounts of some

covered with such detritus, blocks, so found, weighing several

tons.t The detached portions of the glaciers, such as those de-

51^ S., and 53^ S. They wereknown to range bo much northerly in 1832, that veBsels

hound round Cape Horn from the Pacific were obliged to put back to Chili for a
time, ifi order to avoid them.

* Sir James Ross (Antarctic Voyage) mentions ** that having observed new-formed
ice offVictoria Land, covered with some colouring matter, a portion of the ice was
melted and filtered, and an impalpable powder collected, considered as volcanic

dust.”

t Ross, ** Voyage in the Antarctic Regions,” vol. i. p. 173. Mr. Couthouy observed
masses of rock embedded in an iceberg seen in lat. 53° 20' S., long. 104° 50' W., 1,450

miles from Tierra del Fuego, and 1,000 miles from St. Peter’s and Alexander's Islands,
wiionro ha AunnntuM ififi t<v havfi drifted. One of the rock masses seemed to show
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scending from the Admiralty range, would be expected to transport

the fragments which could fall upon them, as in the arctic re^ons.

It would appear that, in addition to whatever may be thus carried,

large icebergs which have rested upon the searbottom are often

capsized, so that the mud, sand, and pieces of rock adhering to

them beneath are suddenly upturned, a very great change in the

relative position of such detritus being in this manner quickly

produced. Sir James Boss mentions one suddenly capsized off

Victoria Land, bringing up a portion of the bottom 100 feet above

the surface of the sea, so that it was, for the moment, supposed to

be an island not previously seen.^ In this manner detritus may
not only be transported directly from the land upon detached

portions of glaciers, but also the mud, sand, and stones of a sea-

bottom be uplifted several hundred feet, and carried great dis-

tances into milder climates,j A somewhat constant supply and

a general course of the floating ice, from currents and prevalent

winds, would cause a vast quantity of the detritus, thus obtained

and floated away, to be distributed over the sea-bottom ; mud, sand,

and fragments of varied sizes mingled together. Though the finer

matter would take longer to sink through the sea,J and so far

become strewed over the bottom more widely and in a more even

form, enveloping various inequalities that may occur (as well

covering the tops as the sides, if not too steep, of submarine hills),

the larger fragments would fall more irregularly upon and into the

finer sediment. Submarine hill-tops would be as much covered

by them as any depressions, and they would often be plunged int(»

e •
a face of about 20 square feet. When within half a mile of this iceberg, the tempera>

ture of the air was 35°, and of the water 34^. The water to leeward of the ice was
7° colder than ^ miles to windward of the berg.—** American Journal of Science.”

vol. xliii., 1842.
* ** Antarctic Voyage,” vol. i. p. 196.

t Captain Wilkes (** United States* Exploring Expedition”) considered that he

landed upon an upturned iceberg, part of the icy barrier weathered by storms, about

eight miles from the main land, in latitude 65° 59' 40" S. Upon it were boulders,

gravel, sand, and mud or clay. The larger specimens were of basalt and red sand-

stone, One piece of rock was estimated at 5 to 6 feet in diameter. The stones were

cemented by very compact ice, thus forming an icy conglomerate.

As regards the distances to which the icebergs from the southern ice are carried,

Captain Wilkes infers that they are conveyed westward the first season by the south-

east winds, about 70 miles north of the barrier, being the second season driven north-

wards until they reach 60° 8., after which they rapidly move more northward and

disappear. Sir James Boss mentions a tabular icebeig, rising ISO feet above the sea,

and three-quarters of a mile in circumference, in about 58° 36' S.

I Sir James Boss (*^ Antarctic Voyage ”) considers the bottom as usually to be

found in the Antarctic Ocean at 12,000 feet Inequalities to a considerable amount

also exist. No bottom was obtained by a line of 24,000 feet in latitude 68° 38' S., and

longitude 12° 4y W. ^
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mud, in the same manner as the sounding-lead above mentioned

(p. 233), and which descended two feet into the fine green mud

beneath 2,400 feet of sea, at a distance of 100 miles from Victoria

Land. This fine mud would not appear an uncommon sea-bottom

off Victoria Land,* and as icebergs discoloured by mud seem not

unfrequent in these southern latitudes, such mud may be widely

This mud seems, from the soundings obtained by Sir James Ross (“ Antarctic

Voyage"*), to be common for about 400 miles along the great icy barrier near Victoria

liand. It has been noticed previously (p. 233) that a detached portion of tliis barrier

was found aground upon it, beneath 1,560 feet of water, 200 miles from that land.

Respecting its composition, those minute bodies the Diatomneem^ which were considered

by Ehrenberg and many naturalists as infusorial animals, and by others as vegetables,

and which seem now, especially from the researches of Mr. Thwaites, to be admitted

by Dr. Hooker, Dr. Harvey, and other highly-qualified persons as the latter, would

appear to form no inconsiderable portion of it. At the same time, as no rivers of

Victoria Land bear out fine sediment, and great volcanos are there in activity, we may
look to the distribution of ashes and cinders vomited forth from the latter as adding

such products from time to time to this mud.
“ The water and the ice of the South Polar ocean,*" observes Dr. Hooker (“ Flora

Antarctica,” vol. ii. p. 503), are alike found to abound with microscopic vegetables

belonging to thi^ order (Diatomaceae). Though much too small to be discerned with

the naked eye, they occurred in such countless myriads as to stain the berg and pack

ice wherever they were washed by the swell of the sea
;
and when enclosed on the

congealing surface of the water they imparted to the brash and pancake ice a pale

ochreous colour. In the open ocean northward of the frozen zone, this order, though

no doubt almost universally present, generally eludes the search of the naturalist,

except when its species are congregated amongst that mucous scum which is sometimes

seen floating on the waves, and of whose real nature wc are ignorant, or when the

coloured contents of the marine animals which feed on these Alg(£ are examined. To
the south, however, of the belt of ice which encircles the globe, between the parallels

of .50° and 70° S., and in the waters comprised between that belt and the highest

latitude ever attained by man, this vegetable is very conspicuous, from the contrast

between its colour and the white snow and ice in which it is embedded, insomuch

that, in the eightieth degree, all the surface ice carried along by the currents, the

sides of every berg, and the base of the great Victoria Earlier itself, wi hin reach of

the swells, are tinged brown as if the polar waters were charged with oxide of iron.

As the majority of these plants consist of very simple vegetable cells, enclosed in

indestructible silex (as other Algoa are in carbonate of lime), it is obvious that the

death and decomposition of such multitudes must form sedimentary deposits, pro-

portionate in their extent to the length and exposure of the coast against which they

are washed, in thickness to the power of such agents as the winds, currents and sea,

which sweep them more energetically to certain positions, and in purity to the depth

of the water and nature of the bottom. Hence we detected their remains along every

ice-bound shore, in the depths of the adjacent ocean, between 80 and 400 fathoms. Off

Victoria Barrier the bottom of the ocean was covered with a stratum of pure white

or green mud, composed principally of the siliceous cells of DiaUmacefe
; these on

being put into water rendered it cloudy, like milk, and took many hours to subside.

In the very deep water off Victoria and Graham’s Land this mud was particularly

pure and fine ;
but towards the shallower shores there existed a greater or less ad-

mixture of disintegrated rocks and sand, so that the organic compounds of the

bottom frequently bore but a small proportion to the inorganic.”

Respecting the distribution of the DUiiomacem^ Dr. Hooker remarks (ibid. p. 505)

that many species are found from pole to pole, ** while these or others are preserved

in a fossil state in strata of great antiquity. There Is also probably no latitude be-

tween that of Spitzbergon and Victoria Land, where some of the species of either

country do not exist : Iceland, Britain, the Mediterranean Sea, North and South
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distributed and be irregularly supplied with sand, stones, and

large fragments of rock, as the icebergs melt away tmd drop t.h^r

loads of mineral substances.*

Captain Cook long since (1777) made known the feet diat, at

the mountainous island of South Georgia, included between lati-

tude 53® 57' and 54® 57' S., glaciers descended into the sea,

detached masses from which floated outwards, to be distributed by

ocean currents and prevalent winds, in given directions. The
following view of Possession Bayf (latitude 54° 5' S.), in that

island presents us with a glacier reaching the sea, the depth of

which was more considerable than that of an ordinary sounding

line (204 feet) employed at the time. Captain Cook says, “ The
head of the bay, as well as two places on each side, was terminated

Fig. 94.

America, and the South Sea Islands, all possess Antarctic Diaiomacece, The siliceous

coats of species only known living in the waters of the South Polar ocean have,

during past ages, contributed to the formation of rocks, and thus they outlive several

successive creations of organized beings. The phonolite stones of the Rhine and the

tripoli stone contain species identical with what are now contributing to form a sedi-

mentary deposit (and perhaps at some future period a bed of rock), extending in one

continuous stratum for 400 measured miles. 1 allude to the shores of the Victoria

Barrier, along whose coast the soundings examined were invariably charged with

diatomaceous remains, consUtuting a bank which stretohes 200 miles north from the

base of Victoria Barrier, while the average depth ofwater above it is 300 fathoms, or

1,800 feet.’»

* As respects sand intermingled with ice and carried away. Captain Wilkes men-
tions (^^ United States’ Exploring Expedition ”) a floating mass, composed of alternate

layers of snow and ice, the former mixed with sand. Upon this pieces of granite and
red clay were also found.

f Taken from the plate, vol. ii., p. 213, of Cook’s “ Voyage io the South Pole,” 4to,

1777.
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by peipendicular ice^difik ctf considerable height. Pieces were

oontaniudly breaking off, and floating out to sea ; and a great fall

happened while we were in the bay (January 17, 1775), which

made a nciae like cannon.” He also calls attention to the bottom

of the bays generally in this land being filled by glaciers, supplying

an abundance of icebergs ; and it is easy to infer that, from amid

the mountain cliffs among which these gl^iers find their way to the

coast, many a fragment of rock may be ice-bome, and deposited at

the bottom of the sea, remote from South Geor^a. Not a stream or

a river could be seen throughout the whole coast explored, though

it was visited in the summer of that region. Captain Cook also

mentions bays full of glaciers, descending from the heights of

Sandwich Land, discovered by him upon leaving South Georgia,

on the south-east of that island.*

Quitting the far southern land and remote islands, the climate

is such in Tierra del Fuego, although comprised between latitude

52° 30' and 56° S. (a range corresponding in the northern hemi-

sphere with the position and distance between Birmingham and
Edinburgh), that the line of perpetual snow occurs, according to

Captain King, at between 3,500 and 4,000 feet above the sea

in the Stnuts of Magellan, and that glaciers descend into the sea.t

Mr. Darwin states that on the north side of the Beagle Channel (a

remarkable strait, miming east and west across the southern part

of Tierra del Fuego) the mountains are covered with perpetual

snow, whence, in many places, magnificent glaciers descend to the

water’s edge, fragments failing from them into the sea, and floating

about as miniature icebergs.J He remarks that glaciers occm: at the

head of the sounds along the whole western coast of tlfe southern

* Cook’s « Voyage to the South Pole,” vol. ii., p. 224. He remarks also upon the
flat surfaces, and even heights, of the icebergs in that region, some two or three miles
in circumference, reminding us of the character of those off the great ice barrier near
Victoria I^and.

t Mr. Darwin gives the following table of the climate of Port Famine, Straits of
Magellan, and of Dublin

Winter
Tempera-

ture.

Dilference.

Mean
of Summer

and
Winter.

Dublin
o f o o o o

53 21 N. 59*54 39-3 20*34 49-37
Port Famine 53 38 8. 50* 33-08 16*92 41-54

Difference . . . 0 17 9*54 6*12 3*42 7*83

X Darwin, “ Voyage of Adventure and Beagle,’* vol. iii., p. 243.
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part of South Amoricaa^ It would appear that as far north aa f

latitude 48® 30' S. glaciers advance into the sea. Eyre’s Sound is

terminated by glaciers descending from the range of the Sierra

Nevada on the east. Mr. Bynoe saw numerous detached masses

of ice floating about, 20 miles from the head of the sound; and

upon one, drifting outwards, found an angular block of granite,

described as a cube of nearly two feet, partly imbedded in it, the

ice thawed around.f Mr. Darwin directs attention to the occur-

rence of a glacier at the level of the sea, even in latitude 46® 40'

S., in the Gulf of Penas, reaching to the head of Kelly Harbour,

pointing out that thus “ glaciers here descend to the sea within

less than nmc degrees of latitude from where palms grow, less than

two and a half from arborescent grasses ; and, looking to the west-

ward, in the same hemisphere, less than two from orchideous

parasites, and within a single degree of tree ferns.

The transport of mineral matter by floating ice is not limited to

portions of glaciers, broken off* where they have protruded into the

sea, or to masses detached from great continuous ranges of* ice,

such as the barrier off Victoria Land. Rivers, in regions where

the temperature descends sufficiently low, remove no small portion

of such matter by means of ice down their courses, and coast ice
*

distributes no inconsiderable amount of it in various directions.

As regards the mode in which detritus may be conveyed by rivers,

it may often be studied in our brooks and streams, when a sudden

thaw suddenly fills them with water, lifting away ice which may
bind gravel, sand, or pieces of frozen mud together, by their sides

or in shallow places. According to the relative specific gravities

of the detached portions of ice, stones, sand, and mud, will they be

seen to move, some larger pebble, perhaps deeply set in its support

of ice, trailing along, and leaving the mark of its passage on the

bottom. Other portions will float more freely onwards, some

acquiring rotatory motion, and, by grinding against each other,

Darwin, “ Voyage of Adventure and Beagle,” vol. iii., p. 282. Mr. Darwin
observes (p. 283), In the Canal of the Mountains no less than nine (glaciers) descend

from a mountain, the whole side of which, according to the chart, is covered with a
glacier of the extraordinary length of 21 miles, and with an average breadth of

1 i mile. It must not be supposed that the glacier merely ascends some valley for the

21 miles, but it extends apparently at the same height for that length, parallel to

the sound, and here and there sends down an arm to the sea-coast. There are other

glaciers having a similar structure and position, with a length of 10 or 15 miles
(Tierra del Fuego).

t Voyage of Beagle,” vol. iii,, p. 283. Mr. Darwin calls attention to this sound
being in a latitude corresponding, in the north, with that of Paris, and also to an
“ Iceberg Sound,” as given in the charts still further north,

X Ibid,, p. 285.

R
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parting with some parts of their load> especially the heaviest, while

here and there they become jammed in the narrower parts of the

stream, and strand^ upon shoals, there remaining, in great part,

until, the thaw proceeding, the ice melts, and the detrital matter

is dealt with by the stream in the usual manner.*

The transport of mineral matter which may often and easily be

seen in this minor manner, under the fitting conditions, is but

carried out upon a larger scale in many great rivers, where the

relative magnitude of the effects produced more engages our atten-

tion, especially when those objects to which we attach interest

are endangered or sustain injury. In the regions where ice is

common upon great rivers during part of the year, and that part of

the year the time when the water supply is the least, and the

river level the lowest, the fragments of rock, pebbles, sand, and

mud of the sides, and shoal groimds become, as it were, a piece of

the main sheet of ice, should it extend entirely over the river, or

of such portions of one as may exist. These are ready to be

broken off, lifted, and borne down the stream as the waters of the

river rise before any general increase of temperature melts the ice

upon the banks, shoals, or general surface of the river. It will

be obvious that the transport of detritus will depend upon

circumstances, as in the little brooks, and that while some

portions are carried long distances, others will be left in various

situations; sometimes fragments of rock being carried to, and

accumulated in, situations where the ordinary force of the river

cannot readily dislodge them, and indeed sometimes be altogether

insufficient for the purpose. We have various accounts of detritus

so borne downwards in rivers by means of ice. In the St. Law-

rence there would appear to be good opportunities of studying the

transport of mineral matter on the large scale. Captain Bayfield

* It is while studying the effects of ice in the brooks and minor streams that an
observer may sometimes see the formation of ice at the bottom. M. Arago, whose
attention this subject has engaged, remarks respecting it Annuaire du Bureau des

Longitudes pour 1833,” p. 244), that the movement of these running waters mixes
those of different temperatures and densities, so that when the whole is at the freezing

point, the pebbles and other substances at the bottom of the brook constitute so many
projections, as in a saline solution, and thus ice is formed upon them. The ice thus

produced is spongy, from the crossing and confused grouping of its crystals, the move-
ment of the water preventing an uniform arrangement of parts. The ice accumulates,

and gradually envelopes numerous pebbles and other substances, and will rise to the
6urfQi,ce with its mineral load if the general specific gravity of the whole will permit.
M. Leclercq has observed (“ Memoires Couronnes par I’Academic de Bruxelles,” tom.
xiii. 1845) that the ice is first formed upon the face of the pebbles or other objects
opposed to the current of water, and that, although a rapid flow of water contributes
to the first production of the ice, the increase of ice is in projmrtion as the movement
of the water is moderate, the extreme cold considerable, and the sky clear.
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has pointed out that there, where the temperature in winter

sometimes descends 30® below zero (Fahr.), large boulders are

entangled in the ice, and carried considerable distances upon the

surface of the water in the spring. Shoals are thickly strewed

with them.* Conditions being favourable for keeping blocks and

fragments of rock in the lower part of the river ice, thus carried

onwards, and indeed often driven forwards rapidly, wherever the

general masses grated upon any bottom, over which they could be

forced by the volume of water behind fand heavy piles of ice some-

times accumulate, obstructing the free flow of the waters), much

scratching and furrowing would be expected, according to the

relative hardness of the rocks passed over and of the ice-bome

fragments, to the pressure of the mass of ice and detritus, and to

the velocity with which that mass may be driven upon the rocky

ledge or shoal. Fragments of rock, set in the ice, and grating

against vertical cliffs rising from comparatively deep water, such

as frequently occur on the bends of rivers, would also horizontally

scratch and abrade the rocks, according to their relative hardness,

the ordinary river action not removing these marks, though they

may become obliterated by atmospheric influences at lower states

of the river, especially where the cliff-rocks were composed of

somewhat incoherent materials. Thus while some ice-supported

boulders and fragments of rocks were grooving and furrowing

the horizontal surface of a ledge of rocks at h (fig. 95), and others,

encased in ice, were borne down the river at the same time,

scratching and wearing away the vertical cliff at <?, another collec-

tion mig^t be leaving permanent traces of its passage upon pre-

viously ice-borne boulders, accumulated from local causes at a.

Fig. 95.

It is interesting to consider that by such means large rounded

portions of rock, with minor pebbles, mgy thus be borne towards

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and be thrown down, after being

scratched in their pass^e over hard ledges of rock, or over boulders

in shallow water, in situations where such marks would not be

removed by any attrition to which they would be exposed under

existing circumstances, there accumulating with finer detritus, even

mud deposited from water in which it had been held in ordinary

Bayfield, Proceedings of Geolog. Soc. of London*’ (IS36), vol. ii., p.223.

k2
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and heairy stranded boulders in shallow situations might be accom-

pliidied, and the boulders and pebbles by which this was effected be

themselves often also scratched^ carried onwards under favourable cir^

cumstances, and be deposited, with these marks still upon them,

amid fine sediment in depths beyond the reach of wave or breaker

action for the attrition necessary to remove such scratches.

The great rivers of Northern Europe, Asia, and America de-

livering themselves into the Arctic Sea, flowing as they do from

milder into colder climates, present us with the conditions for the

formation of ice sooner, and its continuance later at their

embouchures than towards their origin. The effects produced

are especially interesting, inasmuch as when, from tlii" melting of

the snows and ice on the southward, floods arc produced, these

meet with the obstruction of the ice towards the mouths of’ rivers.

In consequence, it not unfrequently occurs, that the resistance of

the ice being suddenly overcome, it is violently upheaved and

broken, and in parts thrown aside, with any masses, or minor

fragments of rocks attached to it. Sir Roderick Murchison has

pointed out the banks of rock-fragments thus produced on the

sides of rivers in Russia, and especially notices the fluviatilc

ridges of angular blocks towards the mouth of the Dwina. White

caiboniferous limestone there occurs (about 110 versts from Arch-

angel), and the waters of the river entering amid its chinks and

joints, separates them when frozen, so that subsequently they are

entangled in the ice adjoining the banks, and arc thus carried

with it.* By the sudden rise of waters thus caused, mapy a block

of rock must be borne over low ground, stranded on shoal water,

or be occasionally carried seawards, and thrown down amid fine

sediment, the conditions for the transport of which outwards

would be increased during these sudden discharges of water.

The crashing and jamming Jpgether of the broken masses of ice

would be highly favourable to the scratching and scoring of blocks

and fragments of rocks entangled among them, and such blocks

and fragments may alsa be often transported to situations where,

under existing circumstances, the markings thus produced would

not be obliterated.

Murchison, “ Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains,*’ vol. i., p.

567. He quotes M. Bhhtlingk aa noticing large granitic boulders, weighing several

tons, entangled in the branches of pine trees, 30 or 40 feet above the level of the
streams. Speaking of blocks of rock ice-borne down rivers, Sir Roderick Murchison,
after noticing their modes of transport and deposit, remarks, that old drift from the
north may thus be brought back to the northward by the rivers, p. 565.
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the temperature falls sufficiently low during a p^ of ihe jeH
that ice is formed upon them, entermg amid &e substanoes of

which they aio composed, and bmding blocks of rock, diingles,

sand, and even mud, with the rem^ of any marine animals

there occurring, into one solid mass, we see that when the warmer

season in such regions comes round, mineraT matter may be

readily removed from one place to miother upon the breaking uf

of the coast ice.

Upon die breaking up of this coast ice, which sometimes resU

on shallow ground, and at others covers deep water, we should

expect much grinding of the masses on the shore, scratching and

grooving the sides of cliffs and shallow rocky bottoms, wher

shingles or other fragments of rock are frozen into the ice, so as k

be brought into contact with the one or the other * The force

employed would appear to be often very considerable, great sheet!

of ice being set in motion, and being driven with tremendous

crashes against the land, so as not only to act upon shore ice, in

which rock fragments and shingles may be embedded, thus press-

ing them heavily against bare rocks, but also forcing beaches

before them, grinding the pebbles and boulders against each other,

and upon exposed rocks, by which both may be scored and marked.

In this manner friction marks may be produced, which in some

situations may not be very readily removed by the ordinary rounding

and smoothing of breaker action.

When an observer studies the maps and charts which we as yet

possess of the northern seas of America, Europe, and Asia, he will

find enough to show him that portions of beaches may readily be

removed upon the breaking up of ice from the coasts, and be

transported to other situations, where, upon the melting of that ice,

they may be thrown down in depths amid any fine detritus there

* M. Weibye, of Kragero, is quoted by M. FrapoUi (“ Bulletin de la Sooietd

Geologique de France,” 1847), as inferring, respecting the marks left by the block-

and-shingle-bearing ice of the Scandinavian coasts, that on those bordering the sea in

the Bradsbergsamt, the scratches and furrows on horlsontal, or nearly horizontal

surfaces, take a direction always perpendicular to tlie general Une of coast in open

bays, and always parallel to the range of the channels in narrow fiords, that the

horizontality or the greater or less inclination of the scratches on the inclined or

vertical surfaces depends onf the relief of the coasts of the locality, and always

corresponds with this relief and with the action of the different winds.” M. FrapoUi

liimself also calls attention to the effects of coast ice armed with blocks and pebbles

of rock, driven about in numerous fragments by the storms of winter and spring, and
grinding against the clit& of Scandinavia, polishing and scratching the rocks according

to their surfaces and position, the cliffs scratched in horizontal Unes along the fiords

and in other similiar positions. ^
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accumulating. Should any of their component pebbles or fragments

of rock have been so acted upon as to be scratched before they were

thrown down, they would retain those marks amid the fine deposits

in such depths. As ice adheres to coasts in many localities during

winter, upon which, from the ordinary action of the sea on shores,

breakers throw whole and broken shells of molluscs and other

marine animal remains during the summer, these remains would bo

liable to be entangled in portions of beach removed by the ice, and

be scattered over various depths of water, in the same manner as

the transported mineral matter, and thus tlie remains of littoral

molluBcs, often in fragments, may be dispersed amid a mixture of

mud, and ice-borne blocks, and fragments of rock accumulating in

deep water.

In tidal seas account has to be taken of the movement of ice in

estuaries, and in those long deep loughs or arms of the sea, in Nor-

way termed up and down which the Hood and ebb tides are

felt according to circumstances. Coast ice, borne backwards and

forwards by the tide, and having pebbles and fragments of rock so

set in it that they can grind upon or against bare rocks, spread

horizontally or rising vertically, or nearly so, in the estuaries and

fiords, could scarcely fail to become an instrument of importance in

the scratching and grooving of such bare rocks, these markings

being also, especially in the case of the cliffs, not easily removable.

This action continuing through many successive ages, certain kinds

of rocks might, in favourable localities, retain marked scratches and

grooves thus produced, independently of the influence of winds

driving the fractured coast ice about against lines of coast, upon the

breaking up of such ice. Fragments of ice and any minljral matter

they may sustain arc thus piled up at the bottom of bays or in

shoal water, a combination of a heavy on-shore gale of wind and a

spring tide leaving many a fragment of rock in a situation whence

it could not readily be removed under ordinary circumstances.

No small amount of rounded boulders and pebbles of various

sizes may thus become strewed near coasts, or be mingled beneath

deep water with the angular fragments which have either been

transported by icebergs, broken off* the terminal portions of glaciers.

The channels which divide Tierra del Fuego Into its many islands, and the Straits

of Magellan separating it from the mainland of America, with the very numerous in-

dentations and channels found between the east entrance of the Straits of Magellan
and the Gulf of Penas, and into which glaciers often descend, and ice floats about,

would appear to be frequently very deep and steep-sided. In mid-channel, eastward

of Cape Forward, Captain King found no bottom in the Straits of Magelian with a
line of 1,536 feet.
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or which may have fallen from cliffs upon coast ice, with the

addition even of the remains of littoral or shallow-water molluscs,

or of other marine animals, such as the bones of fish, whales, and

seals carried off by the coast ice. A good example of the removal

of a block of rock by coast ice, so far from the polar regions as

Denmark, is mentioned by Dr. Forchhammer, who states that one,

about 4 to 5 tons in weight, and resting on the shore, was encased

in coast ice during the winter of 1844, and carried out to sea with

the ice in the following spring, leaving, as it moved seaward, a

deep furrow in the sandy clay of the shore, not quite obliterated

six months afterwards.* ^
As modifying the accumulations which may be formed on the

bottoms of seas liable, from time to time, and, sometimes, as a

whole, periodically, to sustain icebergs grounded upon them, the

observer has to b^r in mind that not only may the icebergs, by

being forced against banks, jumble together, and singularly mingle

beds of clay and sand, even occasionally adding transported fragments

to the disturbed mass, but also act as rocks round and amid which

streams of tide, or sea-currents, may become for the time modified.

We should expect this to be most experienced in the regions where,

from the general intensity of the cold, the icebergs could the longest

remain. Sir James Boss mentions that the streams of tide were

so strong amid grounded icebergs at the South Shetlands, that

eddies were produced behind them,t so that, as far as such streams

were concerned, they acted as rocks. Navigators have observed

icebergs sufficiently long aground in some situations, that even

mineral matter mi^ht be accumulated at their bases in favourable

situations'while streams of tide may run so strongly between others,

that channels might be cut by them in bottoms sufficiently yielding,

and at depths where the friction of these streams could be ex-

perienced. Much modification of sea-bottoms might be thus pro-

duced by grounded icebergs, not forgetting those seasons of the

year when many become joined together by ordinary sea-ice, con-

* Forchhammer, Bulletin de la Societe Gcologique de France,” 1848. He observes,

respecting the transport of blocks and pebbles on the coast of Benmark by coast ice^

that although the latter envelopes the blocks and pebbles on the shore, to enable

these to be borne away, it is necessary that the thaw or rupture of the ice should

coincide with a rise of the waters. Bespecting blocks and fragments of rock borne

out by the ice from the Baltic, by means of the current setting through the Kattegat
in the spring, Dr. Forchhammer mentions that, in 1844, a diver found the remains of
an EngUsh cutter, blown up during the bombartoent of Copenhagen in 1807, covered
by blocks, some of which measured from six to eight cubic feet. The same diver

affirmed that all the wrecks he had visited in the roadstead of Copenhagen were more
or less covered by rock fragments.

t Boss, Antarctic Voyage.”
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stitutiBg part of a mass to be dealt with on the large scale, when

such ice is broken up. However firm the grounded icebergs may,

like so many anchors, often tend to hold the main mass, it is not

difficult to conceive that conditions arise by which many are

dragged, cutting and ploughing up the sea-bottoms in their courses.

Ice thus transports portions of rocks, cither in the shape of

glaciers, descending under the needful conditions in various extra-

tropical regions, as floating ice down rivers, as coast ice, as frag-

ments of glaciers descending into the sea, or as masses which,

having been aground, capsize, and bring up a portion of the bottom

on which t^ey previously rested. Huge fragments of rock arc by

these means moved to distances from their parent masses, of which

no other known power, now in force on the surface of our globe,

appears capable. It has been seen that glaciers increase and de-

crease according to the variations of the climates under which they

are formed. What the amount of that increase and decrease may

be under the conditions now existing, and where glaciers have been

noticed, seems not well ascertained, though the differences in their

volume and extent would appear to have been greater than was

once supposed. Be that as it may, they distribute rock fragments

outwards from mountain regions, these generally angular, unless

ground between the glacier sides and bottom, the larger blocks and

I’ragmcnts remaining where the glaciers left them, while minor

portions and finely-comminuted mineral matter arc thrown into the

torrents and rivers, to be disposed of by them according to their

powers. River ice may carry detritus entangled in it, distributing

the mineral matter over areas corresponding ^with their courses,

and which may be sufficiently flooded by them, transporting many
a block and fragment which the power of the stream could not

otherwise have moved. With the exception of rock fragments,

which may have fallen from cliffs overhanging* the rivers and not

afterwards have been rounded, which may have been broken up
from the sides in the manner previously noticed (p. 244), or which

may have been left by some prior geological condition of the area, we
should expect much of the detritus borne down by river-ice to be

composed of the ordinary pebbles, sand, and mud of river courses.

The sea deals with any ice-borne detritus received from rivers,

or from the coasts, according us it is tideless or tidal, and as the

portions into which these are carried may be in movement as sea

and ocean currents, or the ice be acted on by the wind. Looking

at the northern regions, where rivers of sufficient importance

discharge themselves, carrying ice outwards, and coast ice is
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common, it my be antidipated that much coast

rounded river pebbles, lumps of the frozen mud, and sands m
estuaries, the occasional remains of marine animals, and now and

then those of terrestrial animals, suddenly swept outwards by the

river floods, would be strewed about upon the sea-bottom. Many a

bone of elephants, rhinoceroses, and other animals, imbedded in the

mud, sand, and gravel, of these re^ons, may also, after having

been washed out of the beds which contained them, be ice-borne

into the sea, and be mingled with remains of existing animals. Tc

these may be added angular fragments carried out by the ice oi

rivers, or borne by coast ice from beneath clifis whence such frag-

ments have fallen upon it, independently of those carried intc

parts of the same seas by icebergs detached from the terminal pari

of glaciers.

Although the arctic seas are so shut in by the lands of Americj

and Asia, a comparatively small opening (Behring’s Strait) onl)

occurring between them, a space sufficiently wide exists betwcci

America and Europe, notwithstanding the interruption presentee

by Iceland, to permit the escape outwards of a certain portion of

ice. We have seen that over the bottom of part of the North

Atlantic blocks and fragments of rocks, with minor detritus, are

now being strewed, without reference to its inequalities. In the

antarctic seas very difierent conditions present themselves. Great

rivers bearing ice-borne blocks and fragments of rocks, with minor

detritus, arc not found. The land, now commonly supposed to

occupy so large an area in the South Polar regions, supports little

else than water in its solid form, and the coast, for the most part,

seems so 'encased By huge icy barriers, that common coast ice

would there appear considerably limited, as compared with the

arctic regions, in its power to carry off rounded boulders and

shingles. Such glaciers as reach the sea, transporting fragments

from the inland cliffs amid which they may move, would appear

the principal agents in carrying mineral matter directly from the

land, allowing for a portion transported by coast ice. The ice

aground off Victoria Land would nevertheless appear to have the

power of transporting much detritus when broken up into icebergs

and upset, strewing blocks and minor fragments, sand and mud,

over a part of the Southern Pacific, The South Shetlands,

South Orkneys, South Georgia, Sandwich Laud, and the lands

more or less encased with ice between the South Shetlands and

Victoria Land doubtless also contribute, by means of glaciers, coast

ice, and probably also, as capsized grounded ice, blois and fing-
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ments of rock (some rounded), sand and mud, to the bottom of the

Southern Atlantic, and the ocean southward of Africa and Austra-

lia. The southern portion of America adds its glacier-borne frag-

ments, and thus, both on the north and on the south, portions of

rocks, formed in the colder, are ice-borne, and left beneath the

seas of the more temperate, regions of the earth.



CHAPTER XIV.

UVFLUUNCe OK A OENKIUL INCBEASE OP COLD.—MODIFICATIONS OP TEHFE-

KATUUK KKOM CHANOliS IN THE DiSTBIBDTlON OF LAND AND SEA.

—

KIIKATIC DLOCKS,—EFFECTS OF OBADUAL RISE OF THE SEA BOTTOM

STREWED WITH ICE-TUANSI'ORTED DETRIT08.—EFFECTS OF A SUPPOSED

DEPRESSION OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS.—INCREASE OF ALPINE GLACIERS.

—TRANSPORT OF ERRATIC BLOCKS BY GLACIERS.—FORMER EXISTENCE OF

OI,ACIERS IN BRITAIN.—ELEVATION OF BOULDERS BY COAST ICE DURING

SUBMERGENCE OF LAND.—ERRATIC BLOCKS OF THE ALPS.—ERRATIC

BLOCKS OF NORTHERN EUROPE.—ERRATIC BLOCKS OF AMERICA.

The geological effects now due to ice being as previously repre-

sented, it becomes desirable to consider those which would probably

arise either from a general diminution of temperature on the

surface of the globe, or from partial changes of that temperature.

With respect to the &rst we have to look to some general cause

common to the whole globe. Whatever the conditions for ihe dis-

tribution of temperature may have formerly been, we see that the

inlluencc!H>f the suli now causes the heat of the tropics, and the

different exposure of the polar parts of the earth’s surface to it, the

great variations of seasons there experienced. Any changes of

sufficient importance, therefore, in the influence of the sun, which

should produce a corresponding change on the face of the earth, so

that the line of perpetual snow, as it is termed, should descend

lower towards the sea in the equatorial, and cut its level at less

high latitudes in the polar r^ons, would materially alter the

climates of many parts of the world. Gfeologictd effects due to

ice would be more widely spread tlian they now ate, and the

equatorial space within which ice-transported masses of rock and

other detritus cannot be borne, would be more limited. Glamers,

where they could be formed, would not only become more extended

than they now are in certain mountainous r^ons, but ranges

of mountiuiiSi amid which they do not at piesmit occur, the line of
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perpetual snow not descending sufficiently low, would contain

them ; so that, in the one case, mineral matter would be distributed

by them over a wider area ; and in the other, over districts where

no transport of the kind exists at the present time. Fragments

angular, subangulai*, and rounded, would be distributed by river-

ice and coast-ice, where none such are now formed, and sea-bottoms

would then be strewed over by them, where, at present, nothing of*

the kind is carried. Animal and vegetable life would be adjusted

to the new conditions (that adapted to the colder climates of the

earth moving more towards the equator), its remains, at least such

as were preserved, spreading over those of the animals and plants

which flourished in the same regions under higher temperaturea

The like general effects would be expected if, without supposing

a diminished influence of the sun, our whole solar system, moving

through space, should pass from the temperature now inferred to

be that of the portion amid which that system takes its course

(p. 206) to one less high. And it may well deserve the attention

of the geologist to consider the effects which would follow such a

change, even to the amount of a few degrees, as commonly

measured by thermometers. In liis observations on the distribution

of masses of rock, apparently ice-borne to their present positions,

and about to be noticed, it is very desirable that he should regard

the subject generally as well as locally, so that, whatever may

eventually appear the right inference to be drawn from the facts

recorded, such as may bear upon the former should not be omitted in

the search for the latter. As regards the evidence of many climates

having remained much the same, with certain modifications, during

those comparatively few revolutions of our plariet round fiic sun, of

which we have any records, and from which we may infer that the

climates generally of the surface of the globe have not suffered

material alteration since the historical period, as it has been termed,

the geological observer will soon perceive that he Is forced to con-

sider it as affording him very limited aid in his inquiries respecting

the former climatal conditions of the earth.

The present different conditions as to the production of ice

capable of transporting mineral matter, in the manner above

noticed, in the northern and southern cold regions of the globe,

are sufficient to prove that partial changes of great importance may
arise from differences on the surface of the earth itself. Every-day

experience in geological research will show the observer that he

has to consider the surface of the earth to have been in an unquiet

state from remote geological times to the present, and that while
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be BO often stands, amid stratified deposits, on anment scarbottoms

now elevated to various altitudes a^vc the oecan levd, many a

region shows that its area has more than once been beneath that

level and above it. Thus, although a mass of land may now rise

above the sca-lcvcl at the South Pole, separated by a bro^ band of

ocean from other great masses of land to the northward, producing

certain eilccts as regards the climate of that part of the globe, and

the northern polar regions are otherwise circumstanced, it by no

means follows that such has always been the case, even in more

recent geolc^cal times. If we change the conditions of the two

polar regions, a difference of results is obtained of an important

geological character. Mr. Darwin has skilfully touched upon the

effects which would follow such a modification of conditions,

and which require to be borne in mind in researches of this

kind.*

In like manner any elevation or depression ofa considerable area

of dry land, which should raise parts of it above, or lower others,

now above, beneath the line of perpetual snow, would produce mo-

difications in the transport ofmineral matter which could be efiected

* He transports, in imagination, parts of the southern region to a corresponding

latitude in the north. *^()n this supposition,*’ he observes, in the southern

provinces of France, magnificent forests, intwined by arborescent grasses, and the

trees loaded with parasitical plants, would cover the face of the country. In the lati-

tude of Mont Blanc, but on an island as far eastward as Central Siberia, tree-ferns

and parasitical orchidess, would thrive amidst the thick woods. Even as far north as

Central Denmark, humming birds might be seen fluttering about delicate flowers, and

parrots feeding amidst the evergreen woods, with which the mountains would be

clothed dow'n to the water’s edge. Nevertheless, the southern part of Scotland (only

removed twice as far to the eastward) would present an island almost wholly

covered witHkcverlasting %now, and having each bay terminated by ice-clifib, from

which great masses, yearly detached, would sometimes l)ear wdth them fragments of

rock. This island would only boast of one land-bird, a little grass and moss
;
yet, in

the same latitude, the sea might swarm with living creatures. A chiun of mountains,

which wo wili call the Cordillera, running north and south, through the Alps (but

having an altitude much inferior to the latter), would connect them with the central

part of Denmark. Along this whole line nearly every deep soundwould end in < bold

and astonishing glaciers.* In the Alps themselves (with their altitude reduced by
about half), we should find proofs of recent elevations, and occasionally terrible earth-

quakes would cause such masses of ice to be precipitated into the sea, that waves,

tearing all before them, would heap together enormous fragments, and pile them up
in the comer of the valleys. At other times, icebergs, charged with no inconriderable

blocks of granite, would be floated from the flanks of Mont Blanc, and then stranded

in the outlying islands of the Jura. Who, then, will deny the possibility of these

things having taken place in Europe daring a former period, and under dreumstanccs

known to be ditferent from the present, when, on merely looking to the other hemi-

sphere, wo see they are under the daily order of events ?** Mr. Darwin then calls

attention to the island groups, ** situated in the latitude of the south part of Norway,
and others in that of Ferroe. These, in the middle of summer, would be buried
under snow, and surrounded by walls of ice, so that scarcely a living thing of any
kind would be supported on the land.’*—Narrative of tho Surve)ing Voyages of the
Adventure and Beagle, vol. Hi. p. 291.
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by ice. If the re^on comprising the Alps were raised 3,000 feet

above its present relative level, the area fitted for the formation of

glaciers would be greatly extended, many a valley would be filled

with ice, and many a mountain would contribute its glacier, not so

filled or contributing at the present moment. Blocks and minor

firagments of rocks would be ice-bome over, and left at distances

from the main range not now attained ; and, under the supposition

of a gradual rise of land, many modifications would attend the

change in the perpetual snow line, whence the glaciers for the time

took their rise. Many a ravine and mountain side would be grooved

and scratched not now touched by glaciers, and huge masses ofrock

be accumulated in heaps or lines, in localities where no ice now
transports such masses. Assuming a depression of the same area*

if we take the present relative levels only into consideration, the

transport of glacier-bome blocks and fragments of rock, with tlie

polishing, grooving, and scratching of valleys and their sides by the

moving ice, would be limited to the areas now occupied by glaciers,

duly allowing for their extension and contraction within the range

of the present dimatal conditions.

Thus, by the elevation and depression of large areas of dry land,

very varied conditions for the existence, extension, or contraction

of glaciers, with their geological consequences, may arise, without

reference to those due to floating ice, excepting such as coidd be

formed in great lakes, such as that of Geneva, for example, where

effects similar to those observed in northern America would be

produced. On the shores of such lakes coast ice would be formed,

cnclosmg fragments of the rocks, and the shingles of beaches, to be

borne away, should circumstances permit, if raised to w altitude

permitting a depression of temperature sufficient for the production

of such ice. There is also no difficulty in imagining conditions

tmder which glaciers could protrude into large fresh-water lakes,

carrying rock fragments with them, and having their extremities

broken oflf and floated away with their detrital loads, under proper

depths of water, as now t^es place in the sea in the polar regions.

Such masses of ice, though not moved onwards by streams of tide or

ocean currents, would still be imder the influence of the winds,

to be driven to, and stranded in nunor depths, where the ice could

melt, and leave any blocks or fragments entangled in or resting

upon them.

With respect to the distribution of ice-bome blocks of rock upon
lakes. Sir Bixlerick Murchison has called attention to effects which
would follow the lowering oflakes in regions where ice could be
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formed of sufficient thickness and importance for the transport of

detritus.*

When the depression of an area of dry land, with the needful

modifications of surface, in climates where glaciers had been formed,

was such that the sea entered%mid the valleys in which these streams

of ice occurred, the change might or might not, according to the

general climatal conditions produced, affect the glaciers. Should

the change in the northern be of an order to introduce the climate

of the southern hemisphere, it has been above seen (p, 240), the

cold might be so increased, that Alpine glaciers became more

extended, delivering icebergs into surrounding seas, so that, as

Mr. Darwin has remarked (note, p. 253), they might float away,

and be stranded on the Jura, then an island range.

Hitherto we have regarded these alterations of level as slowly

prcxluccd, so that the changes, of whatever kind, were gradual,

causing no sudden alteration of conditions. This, however, is far

from necessary in geological reasoning, there being evidence con-

nected not only with actual mountain ranges, but also with many a

district wherein the rocks are broken and contorted, which would

lead us to infer, with every allowance for the repeated effects

resulting from the multiplied application of minor forces, that con-

siderable forces had ofiben been somewhat suddenly called into action.

The waves produced during the disturbances of the land, known to

us as earthquakes, and which will be noticed hereafter, are sufficient

to show how, in that mode alone, glaciers, protruding into the sea,

or great lakes of fresh water, may be lifted at their ends, and their

fragments, with any load of detritus they may sustain, be whirled

about and Stranded m uniisual situations. Greater waves would

produce greater results, and when we unite them with land suddenly

depressed beneath the sea-level, even only a few hundred feet, in

such regions as those of Victoria Land and South Georgia, or of

Greenland and Iceland, we have the means of removing ice and

producing a complicated mixture of blocks and minor fragments of

rock of great geological importance. In like manner, the sudden

elevation of land, covered by snow and glaciers, if accompanied by

the transmission of heat through fissures then formed, or by the

increased temperature of the supporting mineral matter from the

protrusion of igneous rocks among it, so that the snow and ice were

suddenly and in part melted, would be productive of no slight

geologi^ effect, more especially if the glaciers of the land so acted

upon protruded, or nearly so, into the sea.

** Geology of Russlii in Europe and the Ural Moantains,’’ yoL i. p. 568.
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Huge blocks of rock, often angular, are found scattered in such

a manner over parts of the northern portions of Europe and America,

and again in part of South America, and amid and around moun-

tainous regions, such as the Alps, that, comparing their mode ol*

distribution with that now known to%3 taking place by means of‘

ice, attention has of late been very generally given to this explana-

tion of their mode of occurrence. The masses of rock so found arc

commonly termed Erratic BloekSy and correct observations respect-

ing the conditions under which they are found are material to a

right understanding, particularly as respects the northern hemi-

sphere, of the manner in which they have been accumulated.

As there are occasionally blocks of rocks scattered over a country,

which are merely portions of some harder beds, interstratified with

more yielding substances, or are the remains of dykes and veins of

igneous rocks, the continuity and mode of occurrence of which

may not be clear, the more readily disintegrated rocks having been

removed by the effects of atmospheric influences, or breaker action

at some prior geological time, die observer has in some districts to

employ much caution as respects their origin. This is especially

needed where the dykes or veins of the igneous rocks may have

decomposed, as often happens, in an irregular manner, so that

portions of the more unyielding, or harder parts, arc scattered about,

while traces of the softer are not easily found. From the liability

of certain igneous rocjks to decompose in spheroidal 1‘orms (fig. 2,

p. 3, and fig. 7, p. 9), such blocks will sometimes present the false

appearance ol’having been rounded by attrition, ns if' worn on some

coast. Let, for illustration, a, 6, be a dyke of greenstone, liable to

Fig. 96.

..t

unequal decomposition in different parts, at a decomposed in sphe-

roidal portions, then during the loss ofgeneral surface upon the hill

side efy the harder parts of the disintegrated portion, a c, might

fall over towards s, and present the appearance .of rounded boulders

of greenstone resting upon some other rock. Again, on the other

side of the hill,/ g, there might also be angular firagments of rock.
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h h, detached from the harder beds above them, driring a lees of

matter from an old surface, f k. This kind of precaution has

frequently to be taken in granitic regions, the blocks ofgranite often

decomposing in a rounded form, so as, when scattered about amid

bogs, and much disintegrated rock, to present the appearance of

boulders rounded by attrition.

The tendency to decompose in spheroidal forms has also to be

sometimes well considered when it is inferred that such rocks, even

when they are true erratic blocks, have been roimded by attrition

before they were ice-transported. A block of granite, for example,

such as that represented beneath, a (fig. 97), tiiough now rounded.

Fig. 97.

a

may have been transported in a more angular condition, the removal

of the angular parts having been eftected by decomposition, from

atmospheric influences, since it occupied its present position. In

this manner, rounded blocks of granite may be scattered down a

mountain side, as in the following section (fig. 98), where granite.

Fig. 98. d

c, rising in a tor, d, above certain stratified deposits, b, has Mien

in blocks, down the slope, a large rounded block presenting itself at

a. Although it may We so happened that such a state of thix^

had been brought about by the motion of a glacier, leaving lateral

moraines (other fitting conditions obtaining), or by coast ice carry-

ing blocks of rock, it still becomes needful to ascertain tiiat such

are not blocks Mien from the heights, and simply rounded by
decompotition, which a careful examination of the granite at d,

would cud in showing.
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As tmder the hypolihetts of cold having once prevailed in the

northern hemisphere, greater than at present, much of the land then

submerged is now raised above the level of the sea, and consequently

an upward movement of a large portion of northern Europe, Asia,

and America inferred, it becomes of no slight interest to sec how

far ice, in its various modes of occurrence, could be the means of

producing the distribution of the rock fragments, often of great

magnitude, there found. Assuming the submergence, it becomes

desirable to see if its amount can be ascertained. There is always

the diflSculty of knowing how much portions of rock, of various

sizes, may have been rounded and left on coasts and in river courses

over the older accumulations, anterior to this supposed ice or glacial

period in the northern hemisphere. Giving this, however, its full

value, we should expect, as tlie land rose and the temperature be-

came gradually elevated to that which we now find, that, under

certain favourable circumstances, glaciers which were previously

cut off by the sea, floating away their terminal portions, might for

a time become more extended over dry land, thrusting forward

their moraines further than formerly. Thus the levels at which

the remains of true terminal moraines could be foimd, might not

give the amount of submergence sought, even supposing that they

could be fairly separated fi:om other accumulations of rocks which

they may more or less resemble. Coast accumulations of the time,

if they could be traced, would be more certain guides.

Still assuming a gradual disappearance of ice, up to the amount

now found in the northern regions, and consequently the entire

disappearance of many glaciers on lands, such, for example, as the

British Islands, where they are supposed to have occurred at the

glacial period, the various moraines, as also the polished surfaces,

grooves, and scratches formed by the glaciers, would be gradually

left to be dealt with by atmospheric influences, and the modifications

and changes brought about by them, vegetation spreading over the

land as the snow and ice disappeared.

The land rising, and the deeper parts becoming more shallow,

mud, previously beyond the action of the wind-waves moving on

the surface, would be caught up in mechanical suspension, to be

carried to more quiet situations by streams of tide (in tidal seas),

or sea-currents, where these began to act. The same with the

other portions of the sea-bottom: fragments of rock, of various

forms and sizes, thrown down from portions of glaciers, river icc,

and coast icc, as they floated above and gradually parted with them,

rising with the rest. While much fine sediment would be separated
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from the larger detritus, as the wind-wave action became more

more felt^ so that much of this sediment might be removed fboin^

amid the larger detritus, bringing the portions of the latter gradually

into closer contact, it would be when the sea-bottom came within

the action of the breakers, that the chief modifications of sudi

previous sea-bottom would be effected. The new coasts would be

adjusted to the conditions arising from their exposure to the force

of the breakers, and the rise and fall of tides, where these were

felt, and the angular fragments which had reposed quietly at the

bottom, in the manner above noticed (p. 230), would be brought

within the action of the breakers, to be rounded by attrition,

large blocks standing out as many rocks now do on the sea-coasts.

While previously ice-bomc and rounded blocks and shingles would

again be more worn, the angular fragments would be more or

less rounded by the same action, according to their exposure to

the breakers. Lines of beach would be thrown up in the usual

manner, sandy or shingly, according to circumstances, and be left

and be modified by atmospheric influences as the land rose, and

the drainage of the old sea-bottom became adjusted to its various

levels and inequalities of surface.

Under such circumstances, very variable results would be pro-

duced as conditions changed, and the component portions of the

old sea-bottom were partly removed and partly left ; dispersed icc-

borne fragments of rock, rounded or angular as the case may have

been, brought together, the angles of the latter sometimes com-

pletely rounded by breaker action, at others not much injured ; the

shells of molluscs and the harder parts of other marine animals

sometira^ removed and redeposited in a nearly uninjured state, at

others, broken into fragments, and variously arranged amid the new
accumulations of mud, sand, shingles, and boulders. Should there

have been a tendency, under the old conditions of the sea-bottom,

to have glacier ice, loaded with rock fragments, or coast ice, bearing

away shingles, boulders, and also angular blocks floated away in

particular directions, dropping their mineral burdens in lines, upon

that bottom, such lines, as it rose, would be preserved according to

circumstances. However separated largo blocks might be by aliy

other deposits effected during their gradual accumulation, there

would be a tendency to remove the finer sediment from among them,

so that they would finally present the aspect of lines, often, when
the blocks were very thickly thrown down from the ice, forming

ridges. Such ridges would, however, be acted upon by breakers

s 2



rise the land» so detritus might be strewed upoa

them bk ih» maimer of beaches^aiid thus a ooBiplicated arrangement

of parte bo product*
During such changes, icebergs derived from glaciers would float

about until the parent glaciers either disappeared or became

separated from the sea» and the coast ice formed would become

graduaDy limited in its production up to its present adjustment.

Various new modifications would arise from the formation of coast

ice, as also from the river ice, as the drainage of the old land

ibund its way amid the new land, with the rain and spring waters

of the latter, to the sea. Many blocks of rock would be caught

up on the coast, and be transported elsewhere, as was the case

with the block on the coast of Denmark, mentioned by Profcss<tr

Forchhammer (p. 247), and rivers flowing, in certain directions

might carry back blocks of rock towards their parent masses, as

noticed by Sir Bodcrick Murchison* in the manner that blocks arc

now moved northwards by the Volkof and Msta.

Under the hypothesis, therefore, of lower temperature ac-

compamed by more sea, the bottom of much of which has since

become dry land in the northern hemisphere, the observer has not

only to study a wide range of country for evidence of the land

supposed to be originally above the water, variously snow-clad,

and fiimishing glaciers, the terminal parts of which, from time to

time, floated away, with the coast ice and extension probably of

ice barriers, but also the modifications which the old sca-bottom

has undergone in its rise above the sea. Thus he would often

have to separate, and duly weigh, much evidence which might, at

first, appear somewhat contradictory as to erratic blocks having

been transported by land ice or sea ice—as to the polishing,

grooving, and scratching of subjacent rocks by the one or the other,

and as to the original arrangement and rearrangement of many

detrital accumulations.

It may be instructive to consider the effects which would follow

the submergence of the British Islands, and of an adjoining portion

of France, to 1,000 feet beneath the level of the seas which now
sUrroimd and adjoin them. And it should be noticed that of a sub-

mergence to this, and even a larger amount at a comparatively

recent geological period, there would appear good evidence. A
glance at the accompanying map (fig. 99), which represents the

* Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains/* vol i., p. 565.
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land that would, under this hypothesis, bo above water, will show

numerous islands and islets variously distributed.'*' The largest

amount of dry land would be found in Northern Scotland, and bo

divided into two main portions by a strait, now occupied by the

low ground and lakes between the Murray Firth and Loch Linnhc,

Off those principal islands there would be many minor islets, chiefly

on the south and south-west. In Southern Scotland there would

also be a patch of dry land, of some size, and in Cumberland and

Westmoreland another ; while a somewhat comparatively largo

island would extend, in a north and south direction from West-

moreland, by Yorkshire into Derbyshire. In Wales there would

be much land above the level of the sea, with many detached islets

there and in some parts of England ; among them the tops of the

Malvern hills, which now at a distance present so much the ap-

pearance of an island, t In Ireland there would be numerous

islets, the chief island being formed by the Wicklow mountains

and their continuation. From them, to the westward, many islets

would rise above the sea. As a whole, the Irish islets would be

principally gathered into two groups, one on the north, the other

on the south.

Taking this submergence, with a climate resembling that of

Tierra del Fuego and South Georgia, so that such islands as were

sufficiently high were snow-clad, glaciers would descend into the

valleys, even occasionally reaching the sea, their terminal portions

loaded with blocks and fragments, these floated off by the ice, and

strewed over the bottoms of the neighbouring seas according to

circumstances. And respecting the heights of the islands, many
would rise to sufficient altitudes for these effects to be ‘produced,

Lugnaquilla being still 2,039 feet above the sea, Ben Nevis 3,373

feet, Skiddaw 2,022 feet, and Snowdon 2,571 feet. If to this we
add the coast ice, with its effects as above noticed (p. 245), there

would be no^want of conditions for the distribution, by means of

ice, of blocks of rock of various sizes and kinds, and of fragments

The light portions of the map represent the parts of the present land, which
would appear above water if it were submerged 1,0U0 feet; the next shade will be
readily recognized as the present outlines of the British Islands

;
the darker shade cor-

responds with the depth of 600 feet (100 flsthoms) around these Isluads, and the block
portion witlythe deeper oceanic waters.

t A study of the Malvern district is not only interesting as showing how long the
Malvern hills retained their insular character during the emergence of the British
Islands to their present relative level, but also as regards the island state of the same
hills at a far more remote geological period, one anterior to the accumulation of the
rocks commonly known to British geologists as the New Red Sandstone. A detailed
account of this district is given by Professor John Phillips, << Memoirs of the Geo-
logical Bury<^ of Great Britain,” vol. ii., part 1.
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of all forms over the area now presented by the Britadi lidands, at

various levels beneath that corresponding with an altitude of 1,000

feet above the present sea level. While this was being aceomplished,

the formation of moraines, and die polishing, grooving, and

scratching of rocks, through the instrumentality of glaciers, would

be effected above that level, up to altitudes where Racier action

of that kind could be then felt At the sea level, and at such

depths beneath it as its influence could be felt, coast ice would be

the means of polishing, grooving, and scratching rocks exposed to

its action ; icebergs would ground, produdng their e^ts, and

such rivers as moved rocks by means of ice would add tireir ioe-

transported detritus.

A submersion of the British Islands to 1,000 feet beneath the

present level—a change in the relative level of sea and land which,

however startling it may be to those imaccustomed to geological

investigations, the observer will soon learn to consider as one of a

minor kind,—could scarcely fail to be accompanied with a sub-

mersion of various adjoining portions of Europe. It is not needful

to infer that the relative change of level was of equal amount

through a very considerable area. It may have been greater in

some regions, leas in others ; but let this have been as it nmy, such

a change would probably bring about a very material differenee in

the distribution of land and sea, as we now find it. Among other

modifications, the Scandinavian re^ons might be brought under

conditions by which, should currents permit, blocks and fragments

of rocks, and of various sizes and forms, could be borne by icebergs

or coast ice, and be distributed over the bottoms of the seas then

on the souJhward of*them, some even being drifted to the area of

the British Islands, mingling here and there with their own ice-

distributed detritus.

In such changes, not only has the geologist to bear in mind the

different distribution of sea and land, but also the modification of

tidal action and sea currents effected, duly giving attention to the

probable extension of coast-ice, even, perhaps, sometimes amount-

ing to great icy barriers. Though some value would have to be

attached to the influence of the outstanding group of islands and

islets then rising above the area now more extensively occupied by

the British Islands, the waves of the Atiantic would roll over a

large tract now forming a portion of Northern France, with

Bel^um, Holland, Denmark, Northern Germany, and an extended

area in Bussia. The conditions producing the action of the tides

surrounding the British Islands being changed, others would arise
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suited to the new arrangement of land and sea, and many a mass of

ice in the Scandinavian regions, so long as it rested on sea-bottoms,

would act as land in the modification of tidal streams and sea

currents.

How far the outlines of the land may have generally resembled

the present at the commencement of these changes it would be

difficult to say, since many modifications have been produced

while such changes were effected, and the submergence may have

commenced when more land was above the sea level than at

present, somewhat more corresponding with the line of 600 feet

now beneath the sea, around the British Islands, as in the plans,

fig. 65 (p. 91), and fig. 99 (p. 261). Taking, however, the pre-

sent distribution of sea and land as a guide, and looking chiefly

to the production of ice (other consequences of submerging and

emerging land being reserved, in a great measure, for subsequent

notice), we have to consider an increase of cold on the one side,

and a decrease of dry land accompanied by a loss of height, on the

part still above water, on the other. For convenience we may
regard these changes as gradual, the modifications arising from

more rapid change being readily appreciated.

The gradual increase of cold would tend to lower the line ol'

perpetual snow over the dry land, while the rate of its descent

down any mountain range would depend upon the rate of submer-

gence of the land. They might balance each other. Should tlic

rate of decrease of temperature be more rapid than would be compen-

sated by the submergence, pre-existing glaciers would increase even

during the descent of the land, and new glaciers would establisli

themselves elsewhere under the needful conditions. * Assuming,

however, the continued increase of cold, a time would come, even

if the pre-existing glaciers did not much increase during the sub-

mergence of the land, when those formed in Scandinavia could

reach the sea, as now in Greenland, distributing detritus by their

detached portions bearing rock fragments to the adjacent seas.

Looking to other portions of Europe with reference to this sub-

mernon of 1,000 feet, or thereabouts, it may not be uninstructive

to consider the effects of the cold inferred upon the glaciers of such

regions as the Alps, and the establishment of new glaciers in other

moimtainous districts where the needful conditions may have been

produced. In the Alps the glaciers would increase, as they now
do, under the influence of certain seasons; but instead of that de-

crease which brings them back to a certain state from a modifica-

tion of the seasons in another direction, the increasewould continue,
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an extension of the sea from the Atlantic being not un&vomable

for this purpose, independently of the greater cold produced. Un-
der such circumstances, glacier-borne blocks and other rock frag-

ments, which would have been left in many a locality, or carried for-

ward to the terminal moraines, would continue to advance with the

augmented length and volume of the glaciers, until they were finally

arrested in their progress by the conditions affecting the extent of

the glaciers themselves. If the observer will study the occurrence

of existing glaciers upon maps or models of the Alps and adjoining

districts,* he will perceive that the outward courses of existing

glaciers would be greatly extended, while many a new glacier

would contribute its ice to the general mass, sometimes carrying

its own moraines, and at others modifying the courses of the main
streams of ice into which it might merge. With a change of tem-

perature and of relative level of sea and land, which should bring

down the altitude of the present line of perpetual snow in the Alps

to that of Chiloe (between 40° to 43’ S., the Alps bemg between

42 ’ and 47 ’ N.), it would descend about 2,500 feet, and with it the

ndvd of the glaciers. This descent of the snow-line being supposed

gradual, the glaciers would advance as gradually, and the blocks

derived from the present interior portions of the Alps would be

moved onwards in front. Let, in the following section (fig, 100),

fig. loa

rr

a, b, be the level of perpetual snow in a range of mountains amid

which glaciers are formed, the extension of one of these glaciers

under any given, yet needful, conditions ; c and/, mountains, just

beneath the line of perpetual snow. If now the conditions so

change that g h becomes the perpetual snow line, those for the pro-

duction of glaciers continuing, the supply of the original glacier

will take place at a lower level, while the ice which only extended

to d, would be forced onward, on the same principle as the ordi-

nary, however temporary, increase of a glacier may be affected.

• The map accompanying “ Travels in the Alps of Savoy,” Ac,, by Professor James
Forbes, upon which the glaciers of the districts visited are very carefhUy entered,

will be found very useful for this purpose, and more especially with reference to the

inferred extension of glaciers down the valley of the Rlmne to the* Jura.
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With it any collection of blocks, thrust forward in the usual

manner to k, would be moved onward, with the ice, to I, and pos-

sibly to m, the proper conditions prevailing.* With such increase

a collateral glacier might come in from a valley o, between n and c.

* Regarding the extension of Alpine glaciers from increased cold, continued through

a certain amount of geological time, the slopes over which they may be inferred -to

have passed require attention, due allowance being made for the effects which would

arise from the supposed greatlydncreased volume of many glaciers. As connected

with this subject, M. £lie de Beaumont has given Note sur les pentes de la limite

superleure de la zone erratique,** &c., Annales des Sciences G^logiques, 1842) the

following table for the upper limit of the erratic block zone of the valley of the

Rhone, &o.

Di(Terences

Localities. Distances. in the Height Inclination.

of the two
Localities.

Metres. Metres. 0 0 «

Grimsel.
Aemcn .

25,000 487 1 6 57

Aemen •

Brieg . :}
10,000 293 1 2 56

Brieg . • • .

Martigny • . • :}
80,000 70 0 3 1

Great St. Bernard
Plan-y-beuf • . a :}

15,000 731 2 47 24

Plan-y-beuf . •

Martigny • • .

•

a :}
18,000 319 1 0 55

Martigny • • .

Monthey . • . :}
18,000 293 JO 55 57

Montigny
Mimisse :}

44,000 425 0 .33 12

Mimisse
Geneva • :}

49,000 585 0 41 2

Martigny
Playau •

44,000 228 0 17 48

Martigny
Chasseron :}

92,000 400 0 14 55

Playau
Chasseron . . . :}

49,000 172

”

0 12' 4

Plan-y-beuf . .

Chasseron . • . :}
110,000 719 0 22 28

Great St. Bernard
Chasseron • « . :}

125,000 1,4.50 0 39 .52

Grimsel.
Martigny . • . :} 121,000 850 0 24 9

Grimsel. . • .

Playau .... :}
165,000 1,078 0 22 27

Grimsel. • . •

Chasseron . . . :}
213,000 1,250 0 20 10

Aemen ....
Playau « • • .

Neve of the Ober A<
}

140,000 591 0 14 3

5r

Grimsel.
Level of the Roches Mouton- 13, .500 624 2 38 45

ndes «...
Grimsel. . • .

Brunig • • . •

• • •

29,000 1,037 2 2 52

M. feUe de Beaumont remarks that he does not know in the Alps any glacier which
moves through any considerable extent, such as a league, with a slope much less

than 3^.
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perhaps the extension of a small glacier previously formed tXp, or

altogether new ; and thus blocks and gWiers may descend against

the extension of the main glacier to m. The &oe of the Alps, as

regards snow and ice, would be most materially changed by a

descent of the snow-line, so as to be of about tiie same altitude as

that of Chiloe, and a further decrciase of temperature would neces>

sarily still further extend the glaciers.

Assuming a depression of this kind, the observer has to take

into consideration the rise of the sca-bottom to the present European

levels of sea and land, accompanied by an elevation of general tem-

perature to that now found. As the land rose, beaches would be

left in various situations, showing the different alterations of the

relative levels of sea and land. Should considerable pauses in the

elevation of the land have taken place, these would be marked by

lines of cliff, where the rocks could be sufficiently worn by the

breakers. The production of coast ice would gradually b^me
less, so that its formation would cease in the southern lands, and

the glaciers generally would decrease, leaving their lines of moraines,

and many angular blocks of rock, perched on the sides of mountains,

as in the following sketch (a, i, fig. 101), at altitudes corresponding

Fig. 101.

with the volumes of th^ transporfing glaciers at the periods of

their chief extension down valleys, where only a remnant of such

glaciers may be now left at their higher extremities, or even, as in

the British Islands, no portion of one may remain.

The land continuing to rise, not only would the previous sea-

bottom, with its vtuned accumulations ^n some ofwhich the remains

of animal life would be entombed, often in rc^ar beds of sand, silt.
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and mud), be brought within the destructive influence of the

breakers, as above noticed (p. 258), but rivers also would begin to

flow amid the old sea-bottom. According to circumstances, such

rivers would present varied characters, and some would carry

forward ice-bome detritus to the sea, or leave it on their courses,

as it might happen, until only certain of them, those now possessing

the needful conditions, so transported mineral substances.

From the interest which has been excited respecting the transport

of erratic blocks, many of great volume, by means of ice, a mass of

information has been collected, rendering the submersion of a

large portion of Northern Europe, Asia, and America, accompanied

by a considerable depression of temperature, extremely probable.

The efiects of floating ice have for a long time engaged attention.

Professor Wrede, of Berlin, would appear to have been among the

first to account for the erratic blocks on the south of the Baltic, by

means of floating ice, there having subsequently been a change of

level in that region, by which the sea-bottom became dry land.*

Sir James Hall also long since referred to floating ice, combined

with earthquake waves, as a means of transporting erratic blocks ; t

and its aid, under various conditions, has been sought in explanation

of the transport of large and often angular blocks of rock from

their pai’ent masses to considerable distances. Though Professor

Playfiiir long since (1802) pointed out glaciers as having been the

means of carrying erratic blocks,! even (in 1806) Inferring that

those the Jura may have been transported by the extension of

ancient Alpine glaciers to that range of mountains, the subject

engaged no great attention for some time. M. Yenetz appears to

have been the first who, having had occasion to study glacier

* Gec^ostieal Researches relative to the Countries on the Baltic, and particularly

to the Low Lands at the Mouth of the Oder, with Observations on the gradual change
of the Level of the Sea in the Northern Hemisphere,and its physical causes, as quoted
by Pe Luc, Geological Travels, 1810.*’ Professor Wrede supposed a slow change in

the centre of gravity of the earth, so that the waters retreated from the northern
hemisphere, leaving the sesrbottom dryy with the ice-bome blocks of rock upon it.

He calculated the ice needed to float an erratic block, estimated to weigh 490,000 lbs.,

occurring at the mouth of the Oder.

t
** On the Revolutions of the Earth’s surface” (1812), Transactions of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, vol. vii«, p. 157. After noticing the removal of a block of
rock four or five feet diameter, being a boundary mark between two estates on the

shore of the Murray Frith, by the tide, while encased In ice, for 90 yards, and also

the magnitude and effects of earthquakes, he asks, respecting the erratic blocks of
Northern Europe, if both combined would not produce the eifocts required, ** the

natural place of these blocks being covered perfectly with Ice, In the state best calcu-

lated for fulfilling the oflice here assigned it,” p. 157. He inferred that in the Alps
similar waves, assuming the fitting conditions, would wash ofT portions of glaciers

witi& their load of blocks.

{ Playfair, ** lUostratlons of the Iluttonien Theory,”
Jf

«349.
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movements, subsequently (1821) took the same view;* one

adopted afterwards (1835) by M. de Charpentier,i' and further

extended (in 1837) by M. Agassiz.^ The subject then attracted

more general interest, especially from the wndnga of M. de Char-

penticr§ and M. Agassiz,|| and the consideration of the effects

produced by existing glaciers and floating ice, with the probability

of a colder state than at present of the northern portions of Europe

Asia, and America, at a comparatively recent time, now form one

of the usual objects of geological investigation.

Sir Charles Lyell long since called attention to the distribution

of blocks and minor fragments of roek over the sea-bottom ly means

of icebergs, and to the manner in which such detritus would be

found scattered over various levels, if this sea-bottomwme upraised

and formed dry land.ir Subsequently (in 1840) after noticing the

action of drift ice, charged with mud, and blocks of rocks, he

pointed out the manner in which floating ice may, by grounding

upon coasts or banks, so squeeze the upper layers of mud, sand,

and gravel, that contorted masses of these layers may repose upon

imdisturbed and horizontal beds beneath.** It was, however, in

consequence of a visit to this country by M. Agassiz, in 1840, and

upon the extension of his views respecting glaciers to the British

l8lands,ff that the former existence of glaciers in them has attracted

* Yenetz, Biblioth^ue Universelle de Geneve,** tom. xxi., p. 77, and Denk-
schriften der Schweizerizchen Gesellschaft ; 1 Band, Zurich, 1833.

t Be Charpenticr, ** Notice sur le cause probable du Transport des Blocs Erratiques

de la Suisse, ^^Annalcs des Mines,’* 3me Series, tom. yiii., 1835. *

X Agassiz, " Address before the Helvetic Society of NaturalSciences, at Neufchatel,”

1837.

§ Essal siv les Glaciers et sur le Terrain Erratique du Bassin da Bbone,”
Lausanne, 1841.

II

‘‘ Etudes sur Ics Glaciers,” 1840.

t “Principles of Geology,” 1832.
** In a communication on ^e Boulder Formation or Drift, and associated ftesh-water

deposits, composing themud cliffs of Eastern Norfolk, “ Proceedings of the Geological

Society of London ” (January, 1840), vol. Ui., wher^ the contortions observed on
that coast are thus oxplainod.

tt In the “ Proceedingsof the Geological Society of London,’* voL lit, p. 328 (1840),

M. Agassis has given a summary respecting his views of the former ejdstenoe ii

glaciers in the British Islands. Ben Nevis, in the north of Scotland, and the

Grampians in Southern Scotland, are considered by him as the great centres of

dispersion of erratic blocks by glacier ice in that part of Great Britain. He pointed

out the mountains of Northumberland, Westmoreland, Cumberlaad, and Wales^ as

well as those of Ayrshire, Antrim, Wicklow, and the West of Ireland as also centres

of dispersion, “each district having its peculiar debris, traceable in mai^ instaaoes

to the parent rock, at the head of the valleys. Hence,” observes M. Agasidi, “It Is

plidn the cause of the transport must be souf^t for in the centre of themountahi
ranges, and not horn a point without the district** The Swedish blocks on the eoeat

of England do not, ho oonceives, contradict this position, as he adopts the opiidon

that they may have been transported by floating ioo,” p« 390, He con^dered that tli^

best example of glaoier striated rocks in Scotland is to bo seen at BaliahoUsh.
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attention. Numerous facts have since been adduced in support of

this opinion by Dr. Buckland^ Sir Charles Lyell, Professor James

Forbes, Mr. Darwin, and others.* The amount of submergence at

Dr. Buckland Proceedings of the Geological Society of London,” vol., iii. p. 332,

1840), in his paper, ^*On the Evidences of Glaciers in Scotland and the North of

England,” points out localities which he infers show the remains of moraines near

Dumfries, In Aberdeenshire, in Forfarshire, at Taymouth, Glen Coficld, end near

Callender, with evidences of ancient glaciers on Schiehollion, in and near Strath Earn,

and near Comrie; and of glacial action at Stirling and Edinburgh. He also mentions

moraines In Northumberland, the evidence of ancient glaciers in Cumberland and

Westmoreland, and the dispersion of Shap Fell granite by ice.

In his address to the Geological Society of London, os its President, in February,

IS41, Dr. Buckland gave a condensed statement of the progress of investigations on

this subject during the preceding year, one in which the Glacial Theory,” was so

much considered.

Dr. Buckland subsequently, in his memoir on the Glaoia>Diluvial Pheenomena in

Snowdonia, and the adjacent ports of North Wales (December, 1841), Proceedings

of the Geological Society,” vol. iii., p. 579, described the rounded and polished

surfaces, often accompanied by grooves and scratches, attributcii to glacier action, in

the valleys of Conway, of the Llugwy, of the Ogwyn, of the Sciant, and of Llanboris,

of Gwyrfiiin or Forrhyd, of the Nautel or Lyfni, and of Uie Gwynant.

Sir Charles Lyell, in his paper **On the Geological Evidence of the former

existence of Glaciers in Forfarshire,” stated tliat though, for several years ho hod

attributed the transport of erratic blocks, and the curvature and contortions of the

incoherent strata of gravel and clay, resting upon the unstratified till, to drifting ice,

he had found difficulty in thus accounting for certain other facts connected with the

subject, until Professor Agassiz extended his glacial theory to Scotland. After

a description of various minor districts, Sir Charles Lyell observes, “ that it is in

South Georgia, Kerguelen’s Land, and Sandwich Land, we must look for the nearest

approach to tiie state of things which must have existed in Scotland during the

glacial epoch.”

Professor James Forbes, in his Notes on the Topography and Geology of the

Cuclilhllen Hills, in Skye, and the traces of ancient glaciers which they present,”

(Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, 1846, vol. xl., p. 76), points out groovings

and scratchings upon polished rocks of a marked kind. He observes, respecting the

valley of Coruisk, that ** the surfaces of hypersthene, thur planed or p'^ ened, present

systems of grooves exactly sindlar to those so much insisted on in the action of

glaciers on subjacent rocks, and as evidence of glaciers in parts of the Alps and Jura,

where they are now awanting. These grooves or strise are as well marked, os

continuous, and as strictly parallel to what I have elsewhere shown to bo the necessary

coarse of a tenacious mass of ice urged by gravity down a valley, as anywhere in

the Alps. They occur in high vertical cliffs, as near the Pissevache; they rtse

against opposing promontories, os in the valley of Hosli
;
they make deep channels

or flutings in the trough of the valley, as at Pont Polissicr, near Chamouni
;
and as

at Fee, in the Valley of Soas. At the same time those appearances have a superior

limity above which the craggy angular forms are almost exclusively seen, whore the

phenomena of wearing and grooving entirely disappear. In short,” adds Professor

Forbes, ^it would be quite impossible to find in the Alps, or elsewhere, these
phenomena (except only the high polish which the rocks here do not admit of) in

greater perfection than in the Valley of Coruisk.” Other evidence of the like kind is

also adduced.

Mr. Darwin, in his Notes on the effects produced by the ancient Glaciers of
Caernarvonshire, and on the boulders transported by floating Ice ” (Philosophical

Magazine, 1842, vol. xxi., p. 180), after mentioning the labours of Dr. Buckland, on
the same country, and that Mr. Trimmer hod first noticed (** Proceedings of the

Geological Society,” vol. i., p. 332, 1831) the scoring and scratching of rocks in North
Woles, adduces additional evidence of glacial action in that district. He observes
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this period has been variously esdmated. Mr. Darwin infers, from

a large greenstone boulder on Asbli^ Heath, Staffordshire, at 803

feet above the sea, and apparently derived &om Wales, a condder-

able depresdon of England beneath the sea, and that Scotland, finjm

other ^ta, must have been submerged 1,300 feet.* Looking at

the heights to which gravels extend in Wales, often apparently the

remains of masses of coast shingles and sand, a like, if not a greater

depression beneath the present sea level would be there required.

In Ireland, we find large blocks of granite sometimes perched on

the heights, amid grooves and fturrows on the surface of the nxdcs

beneath, at altitudes of 1,000 feet and more. In some cases we
almost seem to have before us a portion of the very blocks which

scratched and scored the subjacent rock-8uiiaoe8.f

Erratic blocks, occasionally of considerable magnitude, arc

found, in some localities, at various elevations above rocks of their

kind, and from which they are considered to have been detached.

Although it is obvious that each fingment, so detached, has deprived

the mass of rock whence it has been derived, of so much of its

volume, and perhaps also of its height, as legaxdB elevation above

that, within the central valleys of Snowdonia, the boulders appear to belong entirely

to the rocks of the country. May we not coigecture,” he continues, ** that the ice-

bergs, grating over the surface, and being lifted up and down with the tides, shattered

and pounded the soft slate roc^, in the same manner as they seem to have contorted

the sedimentary beds of the east coast of England (as shown by Mr. Lyell) and of

Tierra del Fuego ?
” * * * xiic drifting to and fro and grinding of numerous

icebergs during long periods near successive uprising coast lines, the bottonv^being

often stirred up, and fragments of rocks dropped on it, will account for the sloping

panes of unstratified till, occasionally associated with beds of sand and gravel, which
fringes to the west and north the great Caernarvonshire mountains.” Mr. Darwin
further remS/ks (p. 186),\s not ** probable, from the low level of the chalk formation

in Great Britain, that rounded chalk flints could often have fhllen on the surfisce of

glaciers, even in the coldest times, I infer, therefore,” he continues, that such

pebbles were probably enclosed by the freezing of the water on the ancient sea-coasts.

We have, however, the clearest proofs of the existence of glaciers in this country,

and it appears that, when the land stood at a lower level, some of the glaciers, as in

liant Francon, reached the sea, where icebergs charged vdth firagments would
occasionally be found. By this means wo may suppose the great angular blocks of

Welsh rocks, scattered over the central counties of England, were transported.”

The deposits of this date in Ireland have occupied the attention of several geologists,

among whom may be mentioned, Mr. Weaver, Mr. Griffith, Colond Fortlook,

Mr. Trimmer, Professor Oldham, Mr. Bryce, Dr. Idoyd, Mr. Hamilton, and Dr.
Scouler.

* Philosophical Magazine, 1842, vol. xxi., p. 186.

t Although in several parts of Ireland the fhets relating to the transport of erratio

blocks can be well studied, and the alUtudes at which they and the smoothing and
scratching of surface rocks are found well observed, there are few places where tho
latter can be seen in greater perfection than the boautifVil neighbourhood of Glen-

gariif, county Cork. The scoring and rounding of the sides and bottom of the valley

from the lower part of the demesne of Glengariff to Bantiy Bay,, and thence to the

southward, in the direction of Capo Clear, are particularly worthy of attentive study.
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the sea level, and consequently that if multitudes have been thus

detached, previous heights, composed of such rocks, may have been

much reduced by the loss thus susteuned, there are instances where

it would not appear a suffident explanation to infer that a transport

of erratic blocks had been effected by ice in such a manner, that,

while higher portions of the parent rock floated away at the

required leveb, the remaining lower portions were denuded, in

the usual maimer, as the land emerg^. To account for such

instances, Mr. Darwin considers that we should regard the probable

effects of submerging land, where coast ice could be formed, upon

blocks of rock which may have been ice-transported to its shores.

He points out that erratic blocks and other portions of the beaches

of such shores might gradually be raised as the land became sub-

merged, so that finally coast detritus, including the blocks of rocks

ice-transported from various distances, would be elevated to heights

above that at which it was accumulated or stranded. Blocks, with

other coast fingments and shingle, would thus, when the land again

emerged firom beneath the sea, be found raised above the level at

which the renudns of their parent rocks are*how found.*

Bespecting the erratic blocks of the Alps, and of the adjoining

countries, a large mass of information has been collected.t The

main &ct of the blocks and associated minor detritus having been

transported fi:om the higher Alpine moimtains outwards on both

sides the main ranges, showing that the cause of their dispersion

had been in the Alps themselves, forms the base of the chief

modem hypotheses connected with the subject, whether tho

sudden melting of snows and glaciers by the heat aiul vapours

accompanying the last elevation experienced m these mountains,]:

* Darwin, ** On the Transportal of Erratic Boulders from a Lower to a Higher

Level.*’—Journal of the Geological Society, 1849, vol. v. Mr. Darwin remarks that

the fragments of rock from being repeatedly caught in the ice and stranded with

violence, and from being every summer exposed to common littoral action, will

generally be much worn ;
and from being driven over rocky shoals, probably often

scored. From the ice not being thick, they will, if not drifted out to sea, be landed in

shallow places, and from the packing of the ice, bo sometimes driven high up the

beach, or even left perched on ledges of rock.”

t A valuable summary of the labours of geologists on this subject will be found in

the Histoire des Progr^s de la Geologic, de 1^4 k 1845,” tom. il., chap. 5, by the

Vicomte d^Archiac. Appended to it is a list of the publications which may advan-

tageously be consulted.

X As regards the transport of blocks of rock by the sudden melting of snow from
the escape of gases rising through fissures during the elevation of mountain chains,

the observer will find the subject carefully treated in the **Noto relative a Tune des

causes presumables des pfadnomenes erratiques,’ by tille do Beaumont (Bulletin de
la Societe G^logique 4o France, t. Iv. p. 1334, 1817^. On tho suiqiosed heat of tho

gases required for the molting of the snow, M* Elio do Beaumont remarks, after
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the former great extension of Alpine glaciers, or the latter com-
bined with a considerable submergence of land, so that the sea

entered many of the valleys of the Alps, coast ice bemg possibly

also produced.

Von Buch, De Luc, Escher, filic de Beaumont, and other

geologists, long since pointed out that, from the mode of occur-

rence of the Alpine erratic blocks, the great valleys of the Alps

existed prior to their dispersion, and much observation has been

directed to the sources whence particular kinds of blocks have

been derived.* The magnitude of the blocks on both sides of the

Alps, in connection with the distances they must liave travelled

from their parent rocks, has also long engaged attention. The
Pierre d Bot^ above Neuch^tel, and represented beneath (fig. 102),

t

affords a good example of an erratic block, perched on the side of

Fl». 102.

noticing many circumstances bearing on the subject, that “ it is unnecessary to attri-

bute to the gaseous current, considered to have been disengaged from fissures in the
ground, a temperature higher than that needed to overcome the atmospheric pressure.
Little would*1^j gained By giving this current a very high temperature.” . . .

“ The hypothesis which admits the erratic thaw to have been produced by vapours of
moderate temperature, appears to me,” he continues, “ also that according to which
nature would have worked with the minimum loss of heat.”

U ith reference to the mode of distribution of the erratic blocks in the basin ofthe
Rhone, as also to the kinds of rocks so distributed, M. Guyot has remarked (Bulletin

de la Soc. des Sciences de Neuchatel, 1846, Archives de Geneve, Sept., 1847) :

—

1. That a kind of rock which is abundant in one part of the basin, is rare, or
absent, in another.

2. That the blocks of difierent kinds, commencing with the locality of their origin,

form parallel series, preserved in the plain f blocks of the right side of the valley
keeping to the right, of the left side to the left, while those of the centre preserve
their central position.

. 3. That groups composed of a single kind of rock, to the exclusion of others, are
here and there found in the midsAof various rocks.

These views M. Guyot considers aL borne out by numerous facts, and he infhrt
that the blocks have been distributea by glaciers in the manner in which similar
blocks now are by the moraines of actual Alpine glaciers. Be states that dmilar
facts are observable in the valleys of the Rhouss and Rhine.

t Taken from a view in the *« Travels in the Alps of Savoy,” &c., by Piof,
James Forbes, 2nd edition.

T
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the Jura, far distant from its source. This granite mass is

esUmated as conttdning about 40,000 cubic feet, and considered to

have been transported 22 leagues from the crest of the FoUaterres

on the north of Martigny.* The blocks on the Jura have always

attracted much attention from the circumstance that they must have

been transported over the great valley of Switzerland, intervening

between that range and the Alps. The blocks on the Chasseron

are estimated as riang to the height of about 3,600 feett On the

southern side of the Alps striking masses of erratic blocks are to be

seen in the vicinity of the Lakes of Como and Lecco. They will

be found high up the northern side of Monte San Primo, a moun-
tain well separated from the high Alps by the intervening Lake
of Como. The following (fig. 103) is a section of this mountain,

showing the manner in which the erratic blocks rest upon it.

Fig. 103.

1
*

P, Monte San Prime ; B, blulF point of Bellaggio, rising out

of the Lake of Como, C; aaaa, blocks of granite, gneiss, &c.,

scattered over the surface of the limestone rocks, llll, and the

dolomite ddd. V, the Commune di Villa, where a previously-

existing depression has been nearly filled with transported blocks

and minor detritus. On the north side of the Alpi di Pravolta, E,

the block represented beneath, (fig. 104), is seen, one however not

Fig. 104 .

M. d*Archiac remarks Histoire des Progr^ de laGeologie/’ t. il., p. 249), that
granite and gneiss generally form the blocks of the largest size. “ A block of granite,
on the calcareous mountain near Orslires, contains more than 100,000 cubic feet!
Above Monthey, many blocks derived from the Vai de Ferret, and which have thus
travelled a distance not less than 11 leagues, contain from 8,000 to 50,000 and 60,000
cubic feet** . . , **The blocks of talcose granite of Stoinhof, near Seeberg, one of
which measures 61,000 cubic feet, has travelled about 60 leagues.”
Considering the 40,000 cubic feet supposed to be contained in the Pkrre hBtA mg

French measure it would weigh about 3,000 tons.
*

t Necker, « Etudes Gdologiques dans les Alps,” vol. i. Paris, 1841.
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80 remarkable for size» as for showing the little attrition it couM
have suffered during its transport from the higher Alps to its pre-

sent position.

A large amount of information has been obtained respecting the

distribution of erratic blocks in Northern Europe, and the sources

in Scandinavia whence they have been detached.^ The area over

which they have been so distributed has been shown in a map by

Sir Eoderick Murchison, M. de Vemeuil, and Count Keyserling,t

the boundary line exhibiting the southern and eastern limits of the

erratic blocl^ extending from Prussia, to Voroneje, in Russia^ and

thence northwards to the Gulf of Tcheskaia, on the North Sea.

It is remarked that from the German Ocean and Hamburg on the

west, to the White Sea on the east, an area of 2000 miles long,

varying in width from 400 to 800 miles (which may, perhaps, be

roughly estimated at about 1,200,000 square miles), is more or less

covered by loose detritus, amid which there are blocks of great size,

the whole derived from the Scandinavian mountains.

While regarding the kind and extent of country thus more or

less covj^red with erratic blocks, and the position which the Scandi-

navian mountains would occupy relatively to a large submerged

area, the opinion that glaciers, icebergs (detached from them),

and coast ice, may have been the chief means of dispersing the

blocks and other detritus from a large isolated region, as that of

Scandinavia would then be, appears far from improbable. Careful

examination of the Scandinavian region itself shows that the

whole land has been elevated above the present level of the adjoin-

ing seas in comparatively recent geological times, and there has

been fouJii a scorAg of subjacent rocks, and dispersion of blocks

outwards from it, according with this view.J

The observer would do well to consult the Bapport eur on Memoire de
M. Durocher, entUuled Observations sur le Phenom^e Diluvien dans le Mord de
TEurope,” by M. Elie de Beaumont (Comptes Bendus, tom. xiv., p. 78, IStil), where-
in an excellent summary and general view of the subject, induing Uie marking of
subjacent rocks, up to the date of the observations, will be found. He should like-

wise consult the ** Geology of Bussia in Europe and the Ural Mountains,” 1845, by
Sir Roderick Murchison, M. de Vemeuil, and Count Keyaerling; d^ter xx.,

Scandinavian Drift and Erratic Blocks in Russia ; and chapter xxi., Drift and Erratie

Blocks of Scandinavia, and Abrasion and Striatioii of Rocks ; and alao the “ Histoire

des Progr'es de la Gdologie de 1834 k 1845,” tom. il., premiere parUe, Terrain Quater-

naire ou Diluvien. Formation erratique du Nord de PEuit^. l^uris, 1848. Not-

withstanding the title, this valuable work contains information up to the date of

publication. A most excellent and imparUal summary of the iahoum relating to this

subject, with original observations, wiU be found in this * History.’

t
** Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Moontalns,” 184A

t M« Daubr^e states (Comptes Bendus, vol. xvi., 1843), that the traces of transpiori

of detritus and of friction diverge ftom the high regtons preoMy as in the

This was observed up to an elevation of 3,800 foet (English). M. de BBhtUi^
(PoggendorfiTs Annalen, 18410 states that Scandinavian blocks have been tiSasported

T 2
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In the region occupied by these erratic blocks, ridges of them
and other detrital matter have been observed to run in lines, often

for considerable distances. These are commonly known as skars, or

dsars.* Count Rasoumouski would appear (in 1819) to have been

among the first to remark upon those in Russia and Germany,

observing that they usually occurred in lines having a direction

from N.E. to S.W. M. Brongniart pointed out (in 1828), that

those of Sweden, though sometimes inosculating, took a general

direction from north to south.f Much discussion has arisen

respecting the origin of these lines of accumulation. Upon the

supposition that lines of blexjks may have been accumulated by

glaciers, and the drift of iceberg and coast ice in particular direc-

tions, and that upon the uprise of such lines of deposits, breaker

action had been brought to bear upon them for a time, we should

expect very complicated evidence.

In Northern America erratic blocks are found to occupy a large

area, some being strewed as far south as 40^ N. latitude. Here, as

in Northern Europe, the general drift of detritus appears to be from

the northward to the southward, and blocks perched at^ various

altitudes, scored and scratched surfaces of subjacent rocks, and

osars or lines of accumulation \ occur in the same manner. Such

similar effects point to similar causes, and hence the explanations

from the coast of Kemi into the Bay of Onega, and from Russian I^ipland into the

Icy Sea, that is, in northerly, north-westerly, and north-easterly directions, as quoted
also in the “ Geology of Russia,’’ vol. i., p. 528.

It is worthy of remark that similar accumulations of this date, in Ireland, are
known as Escars.

t “ Annales des Sciences Natnrelles,” 1828. M. d’Archiac observes (** Histoire des
Progres de la Geologic,” 1848, tom. ii., p. 36,) that the fort.i of the ».u’r8, their dis-

position, and their parallelism with the furrows and scratches of erosion, naturally
lead to the idea of a current which has swept the southern part of Sweden from
N.N.E. to S.S.W, M. Durocher has found, with M. Sefstrom, that the osars were
heaped up on the southern side of the mountains which, in that direction, opposed
their course. The hsars in Finland, though less marked, have a direction from
N. 25° W, to S. 25° E., one which, with the preceding, represents the radii of the
semicircle in which the great erratic block deposit of Central Europe occurs

”

In the “ Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains ” will be found the
views of its authors respecting sk&rs or osars. A figure is given of an iceberg aground,
and the consequences of its melting stated, lines of angularand rounded blocks being
strewed, as the ice dissolved, by a current acting constantly in one direction.

X An interesting account of two remarkable trains of angular erratic blocks in
Berkshire, Massachusetts, is given by Professors Henry and William Rogers, in the
Boston Journal of Natural History,” June, 1846, These two trains, one extending

for 20 miles, both previously noticed by Dr. Reid and Professor Hitchcock, were
traced to their sources. The blocks are generally largo, the smaller being several
feet in diameter. One weighs about 2,000 tons. The blocks gradually decrease In
size to the S.E., those which have travelled farthest being the most worn. They are
stated not to mingle with the general drift beneath them, the boulders and pebbles in
which bear ** the traces of a long-continued and violent rubbing,” Other long and
nanvkw lines of huffe erratic fragments are seen elsewhere In Berkshire, and abound,
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offered have been of a similar general character.* A large amount

of information has also been collected respecting the occurrence of

these blocks, and of the polishing and scoring of subjacent rocks.!

It is stated that the divergence of any blocks, such, for example,

as those of the Alps, is not observed in the United States. Pro-

fessor Henry Eogers points out that the scorings do not radiate

from the high grounds; but that, amid the mountains of New
England and in the great plains of the west, and in Pennsylvania,

Vermont, and Massachusetts, they preserve a south-east direction

at all their elevations ;
the lower parts of tlie great valleys being

alone excepted. In the mountainous portions of the region, the

heights and flanks exposed to the north and north-west are the

most polished and scored. Blocks of large size have been found in

New England, New York, and Pennsylvania, from 1,000 to 1,500

feet above the sea.

Erratic blocks arc also found in »South America. Mr. Darwin

discovered thenf up the Santa Cruz river, Patagonia, in about

50^ 10' S. latitude, and at about 67 miles from the nearest Cordillera.

Nearer the mountains (at 55 miles) they became “ extraordinarily

numerous.” One square blcx^k of chloritic schist measured 5 yards

on each side, and projected 5 feet above the ground; another, more

rounded, measured 60 feet in circumference, “There were innu-

merable other fragments from 2 to 4 feet square.”! The great

plain on which they stood was 1,400 feet above the sea, sloping

gradually to sea cliffs of about 800 feet in height. Other boulders

were found upon a plain, above another, elevated 440 feet, through

wc think, in nearly all the mountainous districts of New England. One such train,

originating apparently in the Lennox ridge, about two miles on the south of Pitts-

field, crosses the liousatonic Valley, south-easterly, as far at least as the foot of the

broad chain of hills in Washington. Some very extensive ones are to be seen on the

western side of the White Mountains.

These will be found in^ the works and memoirs of Hitchcock, Mather, Emmons,
Hall, Rogers, Hubbart, Redfield, Jackson, Christy, Ch. Martins, and other geologists.

t We are indebted to Dr. Bigsby for an early notice of the erratic blocks of North

America.—(Trans. Geol. Soc., London, vol. L, second series.)

In 1833, Professor Hitchcock (“ Report on the Geology of Massachusetts,” art. Dilu-

vium,) adduced abundant evidence of the northern origin of these blocks in the

districts described by him. The like was also done at an early date for other portions

of North America, by Messrs. Lapham, Jackson, Alger, and others. The observer

will find an able summary of the facta known in 1846, on this subject, in Professor

Hitchcock’s Address to a meeting of the Association of American Geologists in that

year. Professor Henry Rogers also treated in a general manner of the Amerioau

erratic blocks in his Address to the same scientific body in 1844, (American Journal

of Science, vol. xlvii.) Another general summary, up to 1848, is given by the

Vicomte d’Archiac, (<* Histoire des Progrbs de U Gdologie,” tonu IL, ehap. 9, Terrain

Quateriiaire de TAmeriquedu Nord). v,;

t Darwin, On the Distribution of Erratic Boulders, and on the Goni(Unpoi»ne<^>

Unstratlfled Deposits of South Aui0rica.”-Geol. Trane eeooud series, vol. vU p.
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which the same river flows, and at 800 feet above the sea. In the

valley of the Santa Cruz, and at 30 or 40 miles from the Cordillera,

(the highest parts in this latitude rise to about 6,400 feet,) blocks of

granite, syenite, and conglomerate, not found in the more elevated

plains, were detected. Mr. Darwin infers that these are not the

wreck of those observed on the higher plain, but that they have

been subsequently transported from the Cordillera. He had not

opportunities of observing other erratic blocks in Patagonia, but

refers to tha great fragments of rocks noticed by Captain King on

the surfece of Cape Gregory, a headland, about 800 feet high, on

the northern shore of the Strait of Magellan. Mr. Darwin also

describes rock fragments of various dimensions and kinds in Tierra

del Fuego and the Strait of Magellan, amid stratified and un-

stratified accumulations of a similar general character to those of

this geological date in Europe.* Many of the erratic blocks are

large, one at St. Sebastian’s Bay, east coast of Tierra del Fuego,

was 47 feet in circumference, and projected 5 feet from the sand

beach. The general drift of these deposits is considered to be Irom

the westward, the manner in which the transported fragments of

rock would be carried by a current similar to that which sweeps

against the present land. On the north ofCape Virgins, close out-

side the Strait ofMi^ellan, the imbedded fragments arc considered

to have been transported 120 geographical miles or more from the

west and south-west. On the northern and eastern coasts of the

Island of Chiloc, extending from 43® 26', to 41® 46' S. latitude,

Mr. Darwin detected an abundance of granite and syenite boulders,

from the beach to a height of 200 feet on the lapd. He^yifers that

these boulders have travelled more than 40 miles from the Cordillera

on the east.t

* At EUxabeth Iflland, Strait of MsgelUn, there occurs, ^ 6no*gniined, earthy or

argillaceoos sandstone, in very thin, hoiiaoutal, and sometimes inclined lamina*, and
often associated with carved layers of gravel. On the borders, however, of the east-

ward part of the Strait of Magellan, this fine-grained formation often passes into, and
alternates with, great unstratified beds, either of an earthy consistence and whitish

colour, or of a dark colour and of a consistenoe like hardened coarse-grained mud,
with the particles not sepai^ated according to their size. These beds contain angular

and rounded fragments of various kinds of rock, together with great boulders.'*—

Geol. Trans., second series, vol. vi., p. 418. Variations of these accumulations are

noticed as occurring in other places, and two sections of contorted and confused beds

at Gregory Bay are given, and Mr. Barwin infers that this disturbance may have been

prodoeed by grounded icebergs.

t ^*The larger bouldeis were quite angular.’* . . . One mass of granite at Chacao

was a rectangular oblong, tteasuring 15 feet hy ll feet, and 9 feet high. Another^ on
the north shore of Lemny islet, was pentagonal, quite angular, and 11 fbet on each

side; it prejeeted about 12 feet above the sand, with one point 18 feet high: this

fragment of rock almost equals the largsr blocks on the Jura.'*-- Geol. Trans., ssoond

series, vol. vi., p. 425,



CHAPTER XV.

MOLLUSC REMAINS IN SUPERFICIAL DETRITUS.—ARCTIC SHELLS FOUND IN

BRITISH DEPOSITS.—EVIDENCE OF A COLDER CUMATE IN BRITAIN.—

EXTINCT SIBERIAN ELEPHANT.—CHANGES OF LAND AND SEA IN NORTH-

ERN EUROPE.—EXTINCTION OF THE GREAT NORTHERN MAMMALS.—RANGE
OF THE MAMMOTH.—FROZEN SOIL OF SIBERIA.

Upon the supposition of the submergence of a large portion of

the present dry land of Northern Europe, Asia, and America,

beneath seas upon which ice was formed, and into which glaciers

protruded in lower latitudes than at present, we should expect to

discover in the marine deponts of these regions, and of the period

now upraised into the atmosphere, evidences of the marine animal

life of the time having corresponded with the low temperature to

which it was then exposed. This evidence is considered to have

been found.

As regards the British Islands, Mr. Trimmer pointed out, in

1831, thal^mid tbf. detrital accumulation referred to this date, and

at a considerable height above the sea (since ascertmned to be 1,392

feet), upon Moel Trefan (one of the hills on the outskirts of the

chief Caernarvonshire mountains), fragments of Buceimm, Venw,

NaUea, and Turbo of existing spedes were found. He also stated

that on the flanks of the Snowdonian mountains, and between them

and the adjoining sea, in the Menai Stiaiti^ there were large

accumulations of boulders and fragments derived &om a distance

(among them chalk flints,) mingled with others of a local kind.

Mr. Trimmer subsequently (1838) published a more general state-

ment on the same subject, noticing various locaUties whoK he and

others had found shells, of a similar character, in deposits referred

to this date.*

• The first eemmunlMtion «u made to the Geolo^eal Sodetjr of London (Fio-

oeedlngs of that Sodety, voi. L) ; the second to tlie Geologtoal Sodoty of DnUin, in

a memdr, in two parts, entitle^ “ On the DUnvial or Northern on the lastsm
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Commenting on the &ot8 observed by Mr. Trimmer on Moel

Trefan> Sir Boderiok Murchison (in 1832) inferred from the

previous discovery of shells of existing species in the Lancashire

gravels and sands by Mr. Gilbertson, one which he was enabled to

confirm from actual observation, and from finding similar accumu-

lations over a large tract of country, that the materials of the ancient

shore ofLancashire and of the estuary of the Eibble, were deposited

during a long protracted period, and “ were elevated and laid dry

after the creation of many of the existing species of molluscs.”*

Numerous facts of the like kind were noticed by different observers ;t

but the inference as to a temperature loss at that geological fiinc

than at present, as shown by the remains of molluscs, docs not

appear to have taken a distinct form until Mr. Smith, of Jordan

Hill, published his views on the subject in 1839.J He discovered

shells in places where their animals had lived and died, in the

counties of Lanark, Renfrew, and Dumbarton, and hence inferred

their entombment by depression, a half-tide deposit being converted

into one in a deeper sea. From these and other researches, Mr,

Smith obtained a mass of evidence wliich led him to conclude, from

the remains of the molluscs discovered in deposits of this date in

different k)calities, that the climate of the British Islands had then

been colder than it now is, more especially as Arctic molluscs, not

and Western side of the Cambrian Chain, and its Connexion with a similar Deposit

on the Eastern side of Ireland, at Bray, llowth, and Glenisraaule.’*— (Journal of the

Geological Society of Dublin.) Mr. Trimmer mentions that, prior to his discovery of

the shells on Moel Trefan, Mr. Gilbertson had found shells of existing species in

gravel and sand near Preston, Lancashire, and that Mr. IhiderM^ood Ij^d observed

furrows and scratches on the surface of rocks laid bare among the SndW^onian moun-
tains, when the great road from Bangor to Shrewsbury vras in progress.

* Address, as President, to the Geological Society of London, February, 1832.

—

Proceedings of that Society, vol. i, p. 366.

t Among the observations of the time, and as important for the locality noticed,

should be mentioned those of Sir Philip Egerton, “ On a Bed of Gravel containing

Marine Shells, of recent Species, at Wellington, Cheshire” (Proceedings of the

Geological Society, vol ii., p. 18J, April 1835). Sir Philip notices the remains of

Turritella terebra, Cardhun edule, and Murex arenacetts, and infers that there had been

an alteration of 70 feet in the level of land and sea, as regards the locality, since the

deposit was formed. In 1837, Mr. Strickland (“ On the Nature and Origin of the

various kinds of transported Gravel occurring in England,” read at the British

Association in that year) took a general view of the stratified and unstratified cha-

racter of these deposits, and divided them into— 1. Marine drifts formed when the

central portions of England were under the sea
;
and, 2. Flvviatile drifts when they

were above its level, forming diy land, the first composed of (a) erratic gravel,

without chalk flints
;
(b) erratic gravel, with chalk Hints

;
and (c) local, or nun-

erratic gravel.

t On the late Changes of the relative Levels of the Land and Sea in Uie British

Islands” (Memoirs of the Wernerian Natural History Society, Edinburgh, vol. viii.,

p. 49, &c.) In this memoir Mr. Smith most carefully cites all those who had previously

discovered facts relating to the sulject, giving an account of those facts.
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now found round die Britiah coasts, were obtained from tliesi

accumulations.*

Professor Edward Forbes, in 1846, availing himself of du
information then existing, and of his own researches on the sami

subject, pointed out that the total number of species of molluscs

discovered in the deposits of the British area, and referred to this

geolo^cal time, was about 124, all, with a few exceptions, now
existing in the seas around the British Islands, and yet indicating

by their mode of assemblage a colder state of the area than at

present.! While carefully noticing the error which might arise

Alluding to the researches of M. Deshsyes, to whom the unknown shells dis-

covered were transmitted, and who stated that those still found recent, but not in the

British seas, occur in northern latitudes, Mr. Smith remarks that this view confirmed

that wliich ho had previously entertained from finding many of the shells common
with those obtained by Sir Charles Lyell, at Uddevalla, in Sweden, and figured by
him (Phil. Trans., 183.)) ;

from having been informed by the same geologist that the

I'usus Feruv/anus still inhabited the Arctic seas; and from Mr. Gray (of the British

Museum) having, from a cursory examination of the shells discovered, remarked that

they had all the appearance of Arctic shells. Mr. Smith adds, ** In the Clyde-raised

deposits, shells common to Britain and the northern parts of Europe occur in much
greater abundance than they do at present. The Pecten Islandkut^ which has pro-

bably entirely disappeared, and the Cyprina Islandica, which, if found recent in the

Clyde, is extremely rare, are amongst the most common of the fossil species.** Most
valuable catalogues are appended to the memoir of Mr. Smith, consisting of lists of
recent shells in the basin of the Clyde and north coast of Ireland (including land and
fresh-water shells)

;
of shells from the newer Pliocene deposits of the British Islands

(also including land and fresh-water shells)
;
and of recent species (then new) from

the Firth of Clyde.

t Professor E. Forbes, “On the Connexion between the distribution ofthe existing

Fauna and Flora of the British Isles, and the Geological Changes which have affected

their Area during the Period of the Northern Drift” (Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of Great Britain, vol. i., p. 367, &c.). The Professor observes that, “as

a

whole, this ffti«HP«i^p^RP^nprolific, both as to species and individuals, when compared
with the preceding molluscan fauna of the red and coralline crags, or that now
inhabiting our seas and shores. This comparative deficiency depends not on an
imperfect state of our knowledge of the fossils in the glacial formations—on that

point w'e now have ample evidence—but on sdlne difference in the climatal conditions

prevailing when those beds were deposited. Such a deficiency in species and indivi-

duals of the testaceous forms of molluscs, indicates to the marine zoologist the pro-

bability of a state of climate colder than that prevailing in the same area at present.

Thus the existing fauna of the Arctic seas includes a much smaller number of
testaceous molluscs than those of Mid-European seas, and the number of testacea in

the latter is much less than in South-European and Mediterranean regions. It is not
the latitude, but the temperature which determines these differences.” “ That the

climate,** he subsequently observes, ** under which the glacial animals lived, was
colder, is borne out by an examination of the species themselves. We find the entire

assemblage made up, 1st, of species (25) now living throughout the Celtic region in

common with the northern seas, and scarcely ranging south of the British Isles; 2nd,

of species (24) which range far south into the Lusitanian and Mediterranean redone,

but which are most prolific in the Celtic and northern seas; 3rd, of species (13) still

existing in the British seas, but confined to the northern portion of them, and moat
increasing in abundance of individuals as they approach towards the Arctic circle

;

4th, of species (16) pow known living only in European seas, north of Britain, or in

the seas of Greenlandand Boreal America; 5th, of sj^es (6) not now known axlstlng»
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from neglecting the occurrence of species at different depths in the

sea, he observes, tiiat among those found in these deposits, and in

ntuations where they must have lived and died, there are shells,

such as the lAttmim, the Purpura, the PatMa, and the LaeuiuB,

“ genera and species definitely indicating, not merely shallow

water, but, in the three first instances, a coast line.”*

Taking a general view of the flora of the British Islands, and of

the probable sources whence its parts have been derived. Professor

Edward Forbes has inferred that a portion was obtained from

northern regions when the higher ports of these islands were alone

above the sea, at a time corresjwnding with that when the marine

molluscs living in the seas around them were of the character

above noticed, and when the climate was colder than it now is, the

evidence of the land flora thus corroborating that afforded by the

remains of the marine molluscs. Under such conditions he infers

that “ plants of a subarctic character would flourish to the water’s

edge.” The whole area being subsequently upraised, in the

manner above noticed, the previous islands would become moun-

tain heights, and the plants, uplifted with them, not being

deprived of the climatal conditions fitted for them, continued to

flourish and be distributed as we now find them.t

and unknown fosail in previous deposits. Two other species, from southern deposits

in Ireland, were, one the same as one ( Turritella incrassata) still existing in the ^uth-
European, though not in the British seas, and the other ( Tomatella pyramidata)

extinct, but found fossil in the crag.’* Professor £. Forbes remarks, that it is

consequence to note the fact that the species most abundant and generally diffused in

the drift are essentially northern forms, such as Agtarte elliptica, cc^prettaa^ and

borealis, Cyprina communis, Leda rostrata and minuta, TeUtna'caldaAf&^ Modiola vul-

garis, Fusus hamfius and scalariformis, Littorince and Lacunce, Natica clausa and

Buednum undatum; and even Saxicava rugosa and Turritella terebra, though widely

distributed, are much more characteristic of North-European than of Southern seas.”

“ Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain,” vol. i., p. 370. The Pro-

fessor adds, ** a most important fact, too, is that omong the species of Littorina, a

genus, all the forms of which live only at water-mark, or between tides, is the Littorina

expansa, one of the forms now extinct in the British, but still surviving in the

Arctic Seas.”

f Memoirs of the Geological Survey,” vol. i. Professor £. Forbes divides the

general flora into flve parts, “ four ofwhich are restricted to deflnite provinces, whilst

the fifth, besides exclusively claiming a great part of the area, overspreads and com-
mingles with all the others.” With regard to his general view, the Professor takes^

as his main position, that ** the specific identity, to any extent, of the flora and fauna

of one area with those of another, depends on both areas forming, or having formed,

part of the same specific centre, or on their having derived their animal and vegetable
population by transmission, through migration, over continuous or closely-continoug
land, aided, in the case of Alpine floras, by transportation on floating masses of ice.”

As respects the vegetation to which reference is made in the text, Professor £. Forbes
observes, The summits of our British Alps have always yielded to the botanist a rich
harvest of plants which he could not meet with elsewhere among these islands. The
species of these mountain plants are most numerous on the Scotch mountains—com-
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As confirming his views respecting the effect of great cold at

this period upon the marine molluscs in the seas around the British

Islands, Professor E. Forbes found, while dredging, that there

were depressions off the coasts in which molluscs of Arctic cha-

racter still remained, as if imprisoned in cavities during the

general rise of the sea-bottom, so that while their germs still found

the needful conditions for their development in such depresrions,

when they passed beyond them, they perished.

Quitting the minor area of the British Islands, and extending

our views to the great region ranging from Scandinavia eastward

along Northern Asia to Behring’s Straits, we should, in the higher

latitudes, expect no great aid, as regards evidences of a colder

climate having more prevailed at that geological time than at

present, from the remains of marine moUuscs entombed amid

detritus,* or from the existing flora there found. Under the

hypothesis of a depression of land, accompanied by increased cold,

it is not difficult to conceive that the marine fauna and terrestrial

flora of the region became adjusted to the conditions obtaining at

the different times, the one accommodating itself to the new shores,

the other creeping to the proper grounds, as the sea-bottom

changed and the general temperature became lowered or elevated.

The discovery, however, of large animals entire in ice, or frozen

mud or sand, with their flesh and hair preserved, in high northern

latitudes, and of kinds not now existing there, has been considered

as affording somewhat of the evidence required.

It is now about lialf a century since that the body of an elephant,

of a species living, but the remains of which are widely

paratively few on more southern ridges, such as those of Cumberland and Wales.
But the species found on the latter are all, with a single exception (ZJoydia terotina),

inhabitants also of the Highlands of Scotland ;
whilst the Alpine plants of the Scotch

mountains are all, in like manner, identical with the plants of more northern ranges,

as the Scandinavian Alps, where, however, there are species associated with them
which have not appeared in our country.’*

* The well-known mass of shells at Uddevalla, in Sweden, raised to the height of
216 feet above the level of the sea, and beneath part of which M. Alexandre Brong-
niart long since found Balani still adhering to the supporting gneiss rocks on which
they grew (** Tableau des Terrainsque compose TEcorce du Globe,” p. 89), is described
as compost of species still existing in the neighbouring seas. A list of these shells

was given by M. Hisinger, Esquisso d'un Tableau des PetriEkCtlons de la Svdde,”
ed. 2me, Stockholm, 1831. Professor E. Forbes has pointed out that this accumula-
tion of shells was noticed by Linnaeus in 1747, and that the species discovered by him
are now known as JBalanut Scotictu^ Saxicava rugota or aulmto, Mga LiUorma
iittorea, Mfftilut edulis^ Fuiua Kalanfcrmis^ PecUn jFWma and
Baianus salcafua. In 1806, the Uddevalla shells, and otheft of existing sp^es, raised
above the present level of the sea in Norway, were observed by You l^bh. They
were also desoribed by Sir Charles Lyell, in his account of the rise of laud iuSui^den,
“ Philosophical Transactions,” 1835.
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disposed amid the later geologioal accumulations of the northern

flesh so fresh tbt bean

devoured it^^-was fimnd frosen in 70^ N» Ii^tudo,

nei^ lihe emlwchure of the liena in Siberiiu* The body0a rhi*

noceros also, of a sj^es now extinct, whose hard remains are also

d&QOvered in somewhat similar positions, had been obtained in the

state of a mummy by Pallas thirty years previously, in latitude

64® N„ from the hanfa of the Wiljue, which falls into the Lena,

the carcase smelling like putrid flesh, the hair still partly on the

body. These discoveries long sinco led to speculations respecting

a change of climate in Siberia, one suddenly destroying the animals

mentioned by cold, so that their carcasc‘S were preserve']. Pro-

fessor Playfair (in 1802) would appear to have been the first to

infer that the elephants and rhinoceroses of Siberia, now extinct,

may have been fitted for a cold climate, tliough the elephants of

the present day inhabit regions of a higher temperature, and that

“they may have migrated with the seasons, and by that means have

avoided the rigorous winters of the high latitudes/'f He also con-

sidered that tliey miglit have lived farther to the south than the

localities where their remains are now found, and “ among the

valleys between the great ranges of mountains that bound Siberia

on that side.” Sir Charles LycU, in 1835, took a similar but more

extended view of the subjcct4 Adverting to the mode of occur-

rence of the abundant remains of elephants in tlie deposits of

Siberia,—an abundance so great that a trade in tlieir tusb for

ivory has long been established,§—to the deposits themselves in

which they are discovered having been formfd beneath the sea,

since they contain the remains of marine shells
; and to a slow up-

heaval of the borders of the Icy Sea, as is now taking place, he con-

sidered that a considerable change in the physical geography of the

Mr. Adams, who carefully preserved what remained of this animal, relates that it

was first observed as a shapeless mass by Schumakof, a Tungusian chief, and owner
of the peninsula of Tamset, in 1799; that this ice-covered mass fell upon the sand in

1803, and that, in the next year, the chief cut oflT the tusks, tlie fossil ivory, if it may
from its comparative freshness be so termed, found in these regions, being an article

of commerce. Mr. Adams, visiting the spot two years afterwards, obtained the
skeleton, still in pert covered by the fleshy remains, with portions of its hair, which,
together with the tusks, subsequently purchased, is now preserved in the Museum at
St. Petersburg ; and a description is given of it in the “Memoirs of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences,” vol v., of which a translation was published, with a figure in
London, in 1819.

t Playfair's “ Illustrations of the Huttouian Theory,” Edinburgh, 1802.

t “Principles of Geology,” 4th edition, \m.
§ This fossil ivory is still imported from Russia into Liverpool, where it finds “a

ready sale to comb-makers and other workers in ivory.”—Owen, “ History of British
Fossil Mammals,” p. 249.
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whole r^on had been eflfected, a great increase of klld northwaiA

being the result of a long-continued and dpw i^rise of land aiu

sea-bottom. He inferred a general decrease of

the elephants and rhinoceroses, tSxov^ they mj
to live in colder regions than any of tib kinds' now existiiig

Sir B^erick Murchison and his colleagues, in the examinatioi

of the geology of Bussia and the Ural Mountains, adopted simila

general views, inferring that the Ural, Altai, and neighbourinj

regions of Siberia, were above the sea when these great mammal

existed, and that they lived in herds adjacent to lakes anc

estuaries,* into and down which their remains were swept, I

would appear, especially by the researches of M. Middendorf, tha

the shells found with these remains are of kinds now existing ii

the seas of the region, so that the molluscs of that time and tb

neighbouring seas have not been exposed to conditions effectlnj

their destruction. M. Middendorf also mentions, that in 1843

the carcase of an elephant was found in the Tas, between the Obj

and Ycnesei, in about latitude 66® 30* N., “with some parts o

the flesh in so perfect a state, that the bulb of the eye is no?

preserved in the Museum of Moscow.”! Sir Koderick Murchison

M. de Verneuil, and Count Keyserling also remark, when describinj

the range and boundaries of the erratic blocks of Bussia, that th<

area of the districts of Perm, Viatka, and Orenburg, was probabb

“ above the waters and inhabited by mammoths at this period.

With regard to the probable habits and food of the elephan

{JElephad ^rimigennis) and the rhinoceros (JB. twhorhinm), th

researches oflPtH^or Owen have shown, § that on physiologies

* Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains/' vol. i., p. 500.

t The discoveries of M. Middendorf, of 1843, were communicated to Sir Charle

Lyell in 1846 (“ Principles of Geology,” 7th edition, 1847). “ Another carcase, togethe

with another individual of the same species, was met with in the same year (1843), ii

latitude 75® 15' N., near the river Taimyr, with the flesh decayed. It was embedde
in strata of clay and sand, with erratic blocks, at about 15 feet above the level of th

sea. In the same deposit, M. 3|iddendorfdiscovered the trunk of a larch tree (Pmn
ltirix)y the same wood as that now carried down in abundance by the Taimyr to th*

Arctic Sea. There were also associated fossil shells of Imng mrthem species, am
which are moreover characteristic of the drift, or glacial deposits of Europe. Amon|
these Nucula pggnuca^ Tellina calcarea^ Mga truncata and Saxacata mgosa^ were con
spicuous.”—Lyell’s Principles, 7th edition, p. 83.

X Alluding to their map, it is further observed that this probably happened, ** whei
the erratic blocks were transported over the a(UA<2en^ north-western line marked ii

the map, as the extreme boundary of the granitic erratics, which were, we believe

stranded on or near the shelving shore of this ancient land.”—Geology of Russia
vol. i., p. 522.

§ History of British Fossil Mammals and Birds,” 1846. To the previous inferenoi
that the elephant, from its warm, woolly, and hairy coat, was an animal fitted to Rvi
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grounds the Mephaspnmigemu» “ would have found the requisite

means of subsistence at the present day, and at all seasons in the

sixtieth parallel of latitude,” so that by adopting, with Professor

Pky&ir and Sir Charles Lyell, the inference that this animal

migrated northwards during the warmer parts of the year, as

many northern mammals now do, the mammoth, as that kind of

extinct elephant has been termed, would have lived easily on the

land considered to have been above water at this period. The

Professor adds, “in making such excursions during the heat of

that brief season (the northern summer), the mammoths would be

arrested in their northern progress by a condition to which the

rein-deer and musk-ox are not subject, viz., the limits of arboreal

vegetation, which, however, as represented by the diminutive

shrubs of Polar lands, would allow them to reach the seventieth

d<^rec of latitude.” With regard to the habits and food of the

two-horned rhinoceros,* found frozen in Siberia, the inferences do

not appear so clear as for the mammoth. Prom the greater

amount of hair found on the extiuet and frozen rhinoceros, noticed

by Pallas, than upon existing rhinoceroses, he seems to liave

concluded that it might have lived in the temperate regions of

Asia. Professor Owen remarks that, “although the mol^ teeth

of the Hhinoceros tichorhinm present a specific modification of

structure, it is not such as to support the inference that it could

in a cold climate (the skin of the carcase from the Lena, and the ground on which it

fell, affording many pounds weight of reddish wool and coarse long black hairs),

Professor Owen show^ that its teeth especially were adapted for the apparently cold

climate in whidi its remains have been so abundantly dete^t^nd. ** The,molar teeth of

elephants possess,” observes the Professor, a highly-complicaledfSSid a very peculiar

structure, and there are no other quadrupeds that derive so great a proportion of their

food from the woody fibre of the branches of trees. Many mammals browse the

leaves ;
some small i^ents gnaw the bark

;
the elephants alone tear down and crunch

the branches, the vertical enamel-plates of their huge grinders enabling them to

pound the tough vegetable tissue and fit it for deglutition. No doubt the foliage is

the more tempting, as it is the most succulent part of the boughs devoured
; but the

relation of the complex molars to the comminution of the coarser vegetable substance

is unmistakeable. Now, if we find in an extinct elephant the same peculiar principle

of construction in the molar teeth, but with augmehted complexity, arising from a
greater number of triturating plates, and a greater proportion of tlie dense enamel,
the inference is plain that tlie ligneous fibre must have entered in a larger proportion

into the food of such extinct species. Forests of hardy trees and shrubs still grow
upon the frozen soil of Siberia, and skirt the banks of the Lena as far north as latitude

60^. In'Europe arboreal vegetaUon extends ten degrees nearer the pole; and the

dental organization of the mammoth proves that it might have derived subsistence

from the leafless branches of trees, in regions covered during a part of the year with
snow.”—p. 267.

* The horns of this rhinoceros have been ascertained to have been of large size.

One of the horns of an individual, probably the front or nasal horn, In the Museum at

Moscow, measures, according to Professor Owen, nearly three feet in length.
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have better dispensed with succulent vegetable food thmi i()s

existing congeners; and we must suppose, therefore, that the

well-clothed individuals who might extend their wanderings

northwards durbg a brief but hot Siberian summer, would be

compelled to migrate southward to obtain their subsistence during

winter.”*

Considering the general evidence thus adduced as to the climate

of Northern Europe at tliis geolc^cal time, we have to suppose a

considerable depression of a large area beneath the level of the

Atlantic ; an increase of cold, causing glaciers to descend into the

sea in Scandinavia, and even in the British Islands; a great

increase, if not extension into the sea, of the glaciers of the Alps,

icebergs and coast ice distributing masses and minor fragments of

rocks over a considerable European area, as also the shingles of

beaches, sand, and mud, accompanied by the transported remains

of terrestrial and marine creatures, and a movement of land plants,

with terrestrial and marine animals, in accordance with the low

tempemture then existing. The amount of land rising above the

sea, prior to the inferred depression, is uncertain. It may have

been more or less than that which we now find, though deposits of

varied thickness were accumulated at this time, and now constitute

a part of the dry land of Europe, and probably also a portion of

the bottom of the adjoining seas.

Respecting the great mammals, the carcases of which have been

so well preserved in Siberia, and admitting, with Professor Owen,

their perfect fitness to have lived in a climate such as that at

present found in Northern Europe and Asia, up to a high latitude,

we have toiSfrtHMBr that at the time of greater cold, their food

being adjusted to it, their range, even in the summer season, would
be more limited northward, not only by any coasts which might
then be thrown back by the depression beneath the sea level, but

also by the supposed decreased temperature. The great rivers,

flowing northward, would, as Humboldt, Sir Charles Lyell, and

Sir Roderick Murchison have pointed out, be then under similar

conditions to the present, their embouchures exposed to lower

temperatures than their courses in more temperate regions, such

courses, though somewhat shorter, being stiU liable, as now, to be

blocked up by ice at their mouths. In such a state of things there

is little difficulty in inferring that the elephants and rhinoceroses

lived, as they are supposed to have done, in a climate of low

* History of British Fossil Mammals and Birds,” 1846, p. S5S.
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temperature, and that their remains were buried in the detritus

accumulated in lakes and at the embouchures of the northern

rivers of the time, numerous carcases being washed out to sea and

preserved amid ice, or frozen mud and sand, among deposits con-

taining the remains of marine molluscs, such as are now living in

the adjoining Arctic sea.

The cause of the extinction of the great mammals mentioned

requires much consideration, and a careful observation of the facts

connected with the entombment and preservation of their remains.

Humboldt has remarked that the low temperature at present

experienced across Poland and Russia to the Ural mountains, ‘‘ is

to be sought in the form of the continent being gradually less

intersected, and becoming more compact and extended,— in the

increasing distance from the sea,—and in the feebler influence of

westerly winds. Beyond the Ural, westerly winds blowing over

wide expanses of land, covered during several months with ice and

snow, become cold land winds. It is to such circumstances of

configuration and of atmospheric currents that the cold of Western

Siberia is due.”* By the immersion of the present dry land to

the extent supposed, t unaccompanied by the general decrease of

temperature inferred in Northern Europe, there might, no doubt,

be reason to expect that such northern portions of European and

Asiatic Russia as were above water would have a higher tempera-

ture than at present, but how far this would be met by such a

decrease of the present temperature of Scandinavia, the British

Isles, and a portion of Central Europe, that glaciers descended to

the then sea level, it is more difficult to infer. Because icebergs

may have floated from Scandinavia, and have stranded on

the shores of the districts of Perm, Viatka, and Orenburg, and

thence along the line pointed out by Sir Roderick Murchison,

M. de Vemeuil, and Count Keyscrling to the westward, it is not

a necessary inference that the temperature of those regions,

making every allowance for the influence of multitudes of icebergs

at certain seasons, had been very low, more than that the tempera-

ture of Newfoundland should be that of Greenland and Baffin’s Bay,

whence the icebergs stranded near it are derived. Even supposing

that as the land rose the temperature of Siberia became such as we
now find it, it does not seem to follow, judging from the researches

Cosmos, 7th Edit (Sabine’s Translation), vol, i,, p. 32.3.

t The observer would do well to refer to the map given by the authors of the

Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural, for the area bounding the occurence of
erratic blocks.
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and reasoning of Professor Owen, that the mammoths necessarily

perished from cold or the want of food.* Assuming that the great

cold was unfavourable to their continuance in Siberia, that the


